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Introduction
What’s the Point?

X

Years ago I attended a weekend conference organized by a group
of undergraduate anthropology students from a major Midwest-
ern public university. The annual conference was held in a group
of cabins on the edge of a beautiful lake. The setting was con-
ducive to serious presentations and also provided an opportu-
nity for professors and students to discuss ideas in an informal
environment, an informality enhanced by several kegs of beer.

Toward the end of an exhausting day of dialogue, the dis-
cussion turned to theoretical matters. Many of the students were
enrolled in Professor X’s course on anthropological theory and
theorists, and they began to complain about the course, embold-
ened by beer and the absence of Professor X, who was simply too
busy to attend the conference.

A young man stood up and said, “We start off with Edward
Tylor, but Professor X tells us that Tylor was just an armchair an-
thropologist. So we read Malinowski who everyone says was a
good fieldworker, but then Professor X says Malinowski was a
racist. And then we read Margaret Mead, and Professor X says
Mead was a liar.”

The young man swayed slightly and demanded, “What’s the
goddamn point of it all?”

It was a very good question.
It is commonplace to assert that anthropology is in a crisis, but

if that is true, it is a crisis of our own making. James Peacock, a for-
mer president of the American Anthropological Association, sum-
marized anthropology’s potential contributions and reflected on

xi



its shortcomings: “Poised for victory, we retreat, turn within, lux-
uriate in ourselves, squander our resources in silly arguments,
shrink our vision to the smallest world, fiddle while Rome burns
and barbarians are at the gate” (1994:1).

In a field as diverse as anthropology, it is inevitable that con-
flicting opinions exist. But in the midst of conflict, we lose sight
of the intellectual achievements of anthropology and the per-
sonal contributions of anthropologists. And worse, we fail as
teachers to communicate to our students the legacies of anthro-
pologists who are worthy of attention, scrutiny, and respect.

This book is written for anthropology students. It is an intro-
duction to the principal theorists and theories that shaped and
continue to influence modern anthropology. Organized in a se-
ries of profiles, I summarize the major theoretical concepts of
twenty-five scholars and relate those concepts to each scholar’s
formative influences, anthropological research, and intellectual
framework.

The chapters are organized into six thematic sections begin-
ning with a brief introductory essay outlining the problems and
issues common to the anthropologists discussed in the section.
Each chapter introduces a scholar’s contribution to anthropol-
ogy, profiles her/his professional life with an emphasis on field-
work and publications, and discusses major aspects of the
anthropologist’s work: Morgan’s comparative approach to kin
systems, Durkheim’s conscience collective, Malinowski’s theory
of needs, Lévi-Strauss’s structural approach to myth, Victor
Turner’s concept of social drama, Ortner’s analysis of key sym-
bols, and so on. The chapter conclusion is followed by a list of
references students can pursue in more depth; I have tried to cite
readily available sources. While the reference list is not exhaus-
tive, it is a representative cross section listing principal biblio-
graphical sources and recent critical assessments.

Visions of Culture is organized differently from other texts on
anthropological theory. First, I have attempted to represent a
broader range of anthropological viewpoints than, for example,
Adam Kuper describes in his excellent study of British social an-
thropologists (Kuper 1983). Second, I have attempted to sample
more current trends in anthropology than are discussed in Elvin
Hatch’s (1973) Theories of Man and Culture. Third, I try to provide
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a balanced, though not uncritical, reading of each anthropolo-
gist’s contribution to anthropological theory. I do not personally
advocate a specific theory as Marvin Harris (1968) does in The
Rise of Anthropological Theory. The scholars discussed in Visions of
Culture are not straw men or whipping boys. Each anthropolo-
gist discussed in this book has intellectual merit; they were in-
cluded because their ideas are important and deserve to be
understood.

Finally, I have presented each anthropologist in the context
of her/his intellectual milieu; I have not measured each scholar
against current theoretical trends in anthropology. Today, for ex-
ample, cultural ecology and cultural evolution have fallen into
disfavor, but they were important theoretical lines of inquiry
from roughly 1945 to 1975. The several variations on functional-
ism were important to anthropology from the mid-1920s to the
mid-1960s, although they are less so now. Because of their im-
pact in the development of anthropological theory, I discuss
these works even if some current theorists might consider such
positions hopelessly outdated.

Visions of Culture is organized around the women and men
who shaped modern anthropology. Other texts on anthropolog-
ical theory emphasize ideas over individuals, but I believe there
are good reasons for a biographical structure. Ideas do not exist
in the ether; they take shape in the experiences of individuals.
Obviously, certain ideas become generally held, common prop-
erties. The organic analogy, the idea of progress, the function of
society, the postmodernist critique, and so on, have broad exis-
tences; they are not the single-handed creations of “Great Men.”
In my reading of anthropologists’ theories, such broad concepts
seem to be generic foundations on which specific scholars build
their theoretical structures. Other factors and more immediate is-
sues configure individual anthropologists’ ideas.

Preeminent among these is the experience of anthropological
fieldwork. Repeatedly, one discovers that anthropologists arrive
at their theoretical positions in the process of trying to under-
stand another human culture. Benedict and the Zuni, Mead and
the Samoans, Radcliffe-Brown and the Andamanese, Mali-
nowski and the Trobriand Islanders, Evans-Pritchard and the
Azande, Steward and the Shoshone, Harris and rural Brazilians,
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Turner and the Ndembu, Geertz and the Javanese, Fernandez
and the Fang, Ortner and the Sherpas, Bourdieu in Algeria,
Sahlins and historic Oceana—there is a recurrent dialectic that
occurs in the context of research. In general discussions of the-
ory, the empirical contexts of fieldwork are too often ignored.
This is a shame since ethnographic research is anthropology’s
most important addition to the social sciences, and our transla-
tions of other cultures’ experiences are anthropology’s most last-
ing contribution to intellectual life.

Obviously, I could not write about every major anthropolog-
ical figure, so my selections require justification. First, I have con-
sidered anthropologists who dealt with central issues, such as:
“What is the nature of culture?” “What is the relationship be-
tween the individual and society?” and “How can another cul-
ture be understood by an anthropological outsider?” These are
fundamental issues with which anthropologists have struggled
since the late nineteenth century, but not all anthropologists have
focused on these theoretical issues. I realize that I have ignored
major figures who made significant theoretical and substantive
contributions to anthropology, and I apologize to them, their stu-
dents, and their posthumous advocates. Second, I have not con-
sidered scholars whose works were important during their
lifetimes but have since become marginal to major currents in the
field (see, for example, Ackerman [1987:1–4] on Sir James Frazer).
Third, I have selected anthropologists who reflect basic trends
within anthropology—unilineal evolution, Boasian historicism,
functionalism, cultural materialism, structuralism, semiotics,
feminism, practice theory, and postmodernism. Fourth, I have
limited myself to anthropologists from the United States, Great
Britain, and France and emphasize Anglo-American anthropol-
ogy, which I assume is of most interest to my audience. Finally, I
have not discussed social thinkers in related fields who have
made huge impacts on anthropology: Marx, Freud, Weber, Gid-
dens, and so on. That would involve writing a biographical en-
cyclopedia of the social sciences, which is not my goal, intention,
or desire.

The final selection of twenty-five anthropologists—Edward
Tylor, Lewis Henry Morgan, Franz Boas, Émile Durkheim, Al-
fred Kroeber, Ruth Benedict, Edward Sapir, Margaret Mead,
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Marcel Mauss, Bronislaw Malinowski, A. R. Radcliffe-Brown,
Edward Evans-Pritchard, Leslie White, Julian Steward, Marvin
Harris, Eleanor Burke Leacock, Claude Lévi-Strauss, Victor
Turner, Clifford Geertz, Mary Douglas, James Fernandez, Sherry
Ortner, Pierre Bourdieu, Eric Wolf, and Marshall Sahlins—is not
an exhaustive list, but a starting point for further research, class-
room discussion, and student inquiry into the ideas and indi-
viduals who have shaped anthropology by contributing their
particular and creative visions of culture.
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I

FOUNDERS
X

Anthropology addresses a series of questions that humans have
considered for millennia: What is the nature of society? Why do
cultures change? What is the relationship between the person as
an individual and the person as a member of a distinctive social
group? What are the distinguishing characteristics of human-
ness? Why are cultures different?

The written record of such inquiries covers at least twenty-
five hundred years. In fourth-century BC Athens, Aristotle pon-
dered the organization of the state and used the organic
analogy—the comparison of society to a living organism—
which became a recurrent theme in nineteenth- and twentieth-
century anthropology. The fourteenth-century Arab geographer
Ibn Khaldun explained the differences between cultures in
terms of climate—passionate, expressive societies exist in
warmer climates while restrained, impassive cultures exist in
northern climates. In 1725 Giovanni Battista Vico, a poor scholar
in Italy, wrote Principii d’ una scienza nuova and outlined a his-
torical model of the evolution of human society. By the 1700s a
wide range of moral philosophers were considering the nature
of human cultures, drawing on ethnographic sources from
Herodotus, Garcilaso de la Vega, Joseph-François Lafitau, and
others.

So how can we call four men—Edward Tylor, Lewis Henry
Morgan, Émile Durkheim, and Franz Boas—the “founders” of
anthropology? First, because there are direct connections be-
tween modern anthropological issues and the ideas of these late
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nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century scholars. A sig-
nificant change occurred in the social sciences with the publica-
tion of Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species. The directness
of Darwin’s impact has been discussed by Stocking (1968, 1987),
but it seems clear that the Darwinian theory of biological varia-
tion served as a model for inquiry into the nature of human cul-
tural differences. The mid-nineteenth century is a threshold:
earlier writers may have thought about cultural differences and
the nature of humanity, but their approaches to understanding
are distinct from post-Darwinian science. It is not that earlier
scholars were unaware of cultural differences, but rather that
they lacked “the slightest clue as to how cultural differences
might be scientifically explained” (Harris 1968:18). Morgan, Ty-
lor, Durkheim, and Boas stand on this side of that intellectual di-
vide, and thus their ideas remain more immediate and direct.

Before 1860, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, “an-
thropology” meant the study of human nature encompassing
physiology and psychology; after 1860, the word denotes a sci-
ence of humankind “in its widest sense.” This shift in usage
marks a change in an intellectual field that the works of Morgan,
Tylor, Boas, and Durkheim partly created.

Second, all these men were founders in a practical sense:
they were instrumental in establishing anthropology as an aca-
demic discipline. Between 1860 and 1900, anthropology changed
from a loose collection of shared interests into a formally defined
science of humankind. Tylor, Morgan, Durkheim, and Boas were
directly involved in the creations of new anthropological institu-
tions. Tylor held the first professorship of anthropology at Ox-
ford, and he wrote the first anthropology textbook. Morgan
obtained support for anthropological research from the Smith-
sonian Institution and the U.S. government. Durkheim outlined
a new curriculum of social inquiry, founded influential journals,
and established a cadre of students and colleagues who in turn
would shape French social science through the 1970s. Boas
would supervise the first American Ph.D. in anthropology, es-
tablish new journals and associations, and literally set the broad
investigative boundaries of American anthropology.

Finally, Tylor, Morgan, Durkheim, and Boas—though draw-
ing on existing conceptual frameworks and ideas—articulated
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new sets of anthropological problems and proposed methods for
their scientific study. In so doing, they developed ways of think-
ing about human culture that continue to inform our inquiries,
and that shaped the course of current anthropology. Tylor’s def-
inition of culture, Morgan’s examination of social evolution,
Durkheim’s creation of a science of society, and Boas’s insistence
on viewing cultures in specific historical contexts—these posi-
tions form the landscape of the emergent field of anthropology
as it developed from the late nineteenth century to the present.
These men were founders.
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1

Edward Tylor
The Evolution of Culture

X

Edward Burnett Tylor (1832–1917) is considered the founding 
father of British anthropology. Tylor was the first professor of an-
thropology at Oxford; he was active in establishing anthropo-
logical associations and institutions; and his ideas contributed to
the intellectual debates of the late nineteenth century sparked by
Darwin’s On the Origin of Species. His friend A. C. Haddon wrote
that Tylor’s books, “while replete with vast erudition, are so sug-
gestive and graced by such quiet humour that they have become
‘classics,’ and have profoundly influenced modern thought.
From their first appearance it was recognized that a mastermind
was guiding the destinies of the nascent science” (1910:159).
When a contemporary, the religious scholar Max Müller, dubbed
anthropology “Mr. Tylor’s science,” it was a recognition of Ty-
lor’s impact on the definition of a scholarly field.

Central to Tylor’s contribution was his definition of culture:
“Culture or Civilization, taken in its wide ethnographic sense, is
that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art,
morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits ac-
quired by man as a member of society” (1958:1). In these open-
ing lines of his major work, Primitive Culture, Tylor first defined
culture in “its modern technical or anthropological meaning”
(Kroeber and Kluckhohn 1952:9; compare Stocking 1963). It is a
definition of culture that Bohannan and Glazer note “is the only
one most anthropologists can quote correctly, and the one they
fall back on when others prove too cumbersome” (1988:62).
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Yet one of his most careful modern readers, George W. Stock-
ing Jr., writes, “To judge by current textbooks, Tylor has little to
say to anthropology today” (1968:176). Contending that many of
his later readers simply misunderstood his concept of culture
(Stocking 1963), Stocking concludes that Tylor was not “one of
the major investors in the general intellectual capital of the mod-
ern human sciences,” dwarfed by figures like Marx, Freud, We-
ber, or Durkheim (1987:301–302).

Ironically, Tylor’s lasting influence was greater on American
anthropology than on subsequent British social anthropology
(see, for example, Evans-Pritchard’s [1981:91–94] curiously curt
discussion of his eminent predecessor at Oxford). In contrast, an
American anthropologist like Robert Lowie (1937) lauded Tylor
as a careful scholar with a “serene willingness to weigh evi-
dence.” Varying assessments of Tylor and his American contem-
porary, Lewis Henry Morgan, led Meyer Fortes (1969) to suggest
that Morgan gave birth to British social anthropology, while the
very British Tylor fathered American cultural anthropology.

How do we make sense of such contradictory assessments?
Why was Tylor so influential in his time? What is the lasting
value of his ideas?

Background

Tylor’s family were Quakers, then a religious minority, though
one firmly part of the British middle class. Tylor’s religion pre-
cluded education at Oxford or Cambridge, which only granted
degrees to members of the Church of England. Tylor was edu-
cated in Quaker schools before joining the family foundry busi-
ness at the age of sixteen. Tylor’s Quaker upbringing also led to
an agnosticism that tempered his studies of the origins of reli-
gion. Ackerman observes that Tylor’s agnosticism led him to ap-
proach religions as intellectual systems rather than expressions
of belief, noting that Tylor “cared more about creed than conso-
lation” (1987:77).

In his early twenties, Tylor exhibited preliminary symptoms
of tuberculosis, and “secure of a modest competency” in
Marett’s (1936:13) discreet phrase, Tylor left the family business
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and traveled to warmer latitudes to regain his health. In Cuba he
met Henry Christy, a British businessman and avid archaeolo-
gist, and the two set off for a four-month journey through Mex-
ico described in Tylor’s first book, Anahuac: Or, Mexico and the
Mexicans, Ancient and Modern (1861). Anahuac is a travelogue in-
formed by wide reading and crafted with an eye for telling de-
tail and an ear for dialogue.

From the port of Veracruz, Tylor and Christy traveled inland
by stagecoach to Mexico City with frequent stops as the archae-
ologist Christy searched roadside gullies for obsidian arrow-
heads (Tylor 1861:35). The travelers visited archaeological sites
like Teotihuacán and Cholula, searched for potsherds in newly
plowed fields, and compared the artifacts of Mexico with recent
finds from Europe.

But most of Anahuac describes modern, not ancient, Mexico.
Tylor and Christy toured sugar plantations, textile factories,
pulque shops, and haciendas. He describes Mexico’s political in-
stability and poverty. Tylor’s anticlerical upbringing erupts in a
rash of diatribes against the Catholic Church. His criticisms are
so stinging that Tylor himself admits, “It seems hard to be al-
ways attacking the Roman Catholic clergy,” but then proceeds to
blame priests for the “doleful ignorance” and poverty of the
population (1861:126). In Anahuac Tylor shows himself as an in-
formed and observant, though not unprejudiced, writer.

Over the next four years, Tylor matured into a more serious
student of human culture. In 1865 he published Researches into
the Early History of Mankind and the Development of Civilization,
which outlined the analytical themes that he developed the rest
of his life. “The early Culture History of Mankind,” Tylor wrote,
“is capable of being treated as an Inductive Science, by collecting
and grouping facts” (1964:137).

Tylor sifted through missionaries’ accounts, explorers’ jour-
nals, ancient texts, and ethnological reports to search for simi-
larities in human cultures. “When similar arts, customs, beliefs
or legends are found in several distant regions, among peoples
not known to be of the same stock,” Tylor asked, “how is this
similarity to be accounted for?” (1964:3). Essentially there are
two possible explanations: the similarity is either the result of
parallel invention—“the like working of men’s minds under
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like conditions” (1964:3)—or it is evidence of contacts—direct or
indirect, contemporary or historical—between the societies and
the consequent diffusion of cultural knowledge.

Tylor’s consideration of diffusion marks his early work, yet
Stocking notes that Tylor increasingly emphasized the impor-
tance of evolution over diffusion or parallel invention (1963:788).
Sixteen years later, the scholar would conceive of his textbook
Anthropology as “a series of chapters demonstrating the fact and
course of progression in various areas of life,” almost exclusively
emphasizing evolution (Stocking 1982:79).

Evolution and progress were important themes even in Tylor’s
first serious ethnological book. Nearly half of Researches into the
Early History of Mankind considers the evolution of language and
symbols. Although admitting that there is “no evidence of man
ever having lived in society without use of spoken language,” Ty-
lor describes certain societies with “a speech so imperfect that
even if talking of ordinary matters they have to eke it out by ges-
tures.” Weighing alternate hypotheses, he suggests that such soci-
eties either are “the strongest case of degeneration known in the
history of the human race or supply a telling argument that the
gesture-language is part of the original utterance of mankind” (Ty-
lor 1964:62–64). In his first serious anthropological book, Tylor
sketches a handful of themes he will develop in later work: the in-
terpretation of myth, native rationales of dreams, and the logic of
sympathetic magic, among others. Researches also contains his ini-
tial methodological musings about how to document the evolu-
tion of human society (see, for example, Tylor 1964:236–241).

Researches into the Early History of Mankind and the Development
of Civilization was published by John Murray and Sons, publish-
ers of the most important scientific writings of the nineteenth
century, including Lyell’s Principles of Geology and Darwin’s On
the Origin of Species. It was a measure of Tylor’s growing status in
the scientific community. By the late 1860s, Tylor “had climbed
into the scientific establishment,” Joan Leopold writes (1980), be-
coming the friend of Alfred Russel Wallace, Thomas Henry Hux-
ley, and other eminent Victorians; publishing articles and reviews
in major periodicals; and giving public lectures. Tylor’s achieve-
ment was marked by his election as a fellow of the Royal Society
in 1871 and the publication of Primitive Culture.
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Primitive Culture

In Primitive Culture Tylor sets out to reconstruct the history of
human culture and immediately faces a major problem: How
can humanity’s prehistoric, unwritten history be known? Tylor
closely followed contemporary archaeological discoveries of
stone tools and extinct mammals in Great Britain and France, but
fragments of bone and stone were not enough to reconstruct the
“complex whole” of culture or civilization. And so Tylor crafted
his reconstruction on two principles: uniformitarianism and the
concept of survivals.

The condition of culture among the various societies of
mankind, insofar as it is capable of being investigated on gen-
eral principles, is a subject apt for the study of laws of human
thought and action. On the one hand, the uniformity which so
largely pervades civilization may be ascribed, in great mea-
sure, to the uniform action of uniform causes: while on the
other hand its various grades may be regarded as stages of de-
velopment or evolution, each the outcome of previous history,
and about to do its proper part in shaping the history of the fu-
ture. (Tylor 1958:1)

Uniformitarianism was derived from Charles Lyell’s multi-
volume Principles of Geology (1830–1833). Lyell argued that the
geological processes observable today—erosion, sedimentation,
and so on—were the same processes that shaped the earth in the
past rather than spectacular, unique catastrophes like Noah’s
Flood. Observations of modern processes allowed for recon-
structing the history of the earth because the same geological
processes were at work then as now.

This was also true for culture, Tylor argued, because culture
was created by universally similar human minds and governed
by the same basic laws of cognition. “Surveyed in a broad view,”
Tylor writes,

the character and habit of mankind at once display that simi-
larity and consistency which led the Italian proverb-maker to
declare “all the world is one country.” . . . To general likeness
in human nature on the one hand, and to general likeness in
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the circumstances of life on the other, this similarity and con-
sistency may no doubt be traced, and they may be studied with
especial fitness comparing races near the same grade of civi-
lization. (1958:6)

Setting aside for the moment the issue of “grade of civiliza-
tion,” Tylor’s key point is that the processes of culture are simi-
lar for all people, regardless of where or when they lived,
because human minds are similar (Tylor 1958:159). This is the
central logic of Tylor’s uniformitarianism: culture or civilization
consists of knowledge, beliefs, art, morals, customs, and other
mental constructs; since human mental processes are universal,
human societies have developed culture along similar trajecto-
ries, characterized by progress and expressed in the evolution of
culture.

This has three implications. First, race does not explain cul-
tural differences. Believing that it was “possible and desirable to
eliminate considerations of hereditary varieties or races of man,”
Tylor contended his study demonstrated “that stages of culture
may be compared without taking into account how far tribes
who use the same implement, follow the same custom, or be-
lieve the same myth, may differ in their bodily configuration and
the colour of their skin and hair” (1958:7). Rather, if two societies
have analogous cultural traits (pottery or monotheism or stock
markets), it is because either (1) the trait has diffused from one
society to another, or (2) because independent inventions have
developed due to the similarly constructed human minds en-
countering similar situations.

Second, it means that societies with similar cultural traits
may represent analogous stages in the development of human
culture. Citing Samuel Johnson’s fairly predictable insult “one
set of savages is like another,” Tylor surprisingly exclaims, “How
true a generalization this really is, any Ethnological Museum
may show” (1958:6). Tylor quickly explains that these similarities
are most pronounced in the realm of technology—the tools for
hunting, fishing, fire making, cooking, and so on—although
cross-cultural similarities also exist in mythology, kinship, and
other aspects of social life. Such parallels reflect similar stages of
cultural development among existing societies and also allow us
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to reconstruct prehistoric societies. Since the laws of mind are
uniform, the patterns of contemporary “primitive” societies
must be similar to those of extinct prehistoric peoples, a “hypo-
thetical primitive condition [that] corresponds in a considerable
degree to that of modern savage tribes, who in spite of their dif-
ference and distance, have in common certain elements of civi-
lization, which seem remains of an early state of the human race
at large” (Tylor 1958:21). Tylor essentially asserted, as Robert
Ackerman states, that “human nature and development being
relatively homogeneous, one might legitimately discover, in the
behaviour of contemporary primitive peoples, living links in the
evolutionary chain” (1987:78).

Third, Tylor’s uniformitarianism allowed him to reconstruct
the specific processes leading to a particular belief, moral, or set
of cultural knowledge. Since culture was a cognitive construc-
tion created by similar human minds solving the problems of ex-
istence in a rational though often erroneous way, it was possible
for Tylor to retrace the logical steps that led to a superstition, folk
belief, or “irrational” practice.

Tylor’s reconstruction of the evolution of human culture re-
lied on the comparative method and the doctrine of survivals.
The comparative method is based on a straightforward logic:
similar objects are historically related. Apes, monkeys, and hu-
mans have five digits because those animals are historically re-
lated. The words “no,” non, and nein are similar because English,
French, and German share historical roots. By Tylor’s time the
comparative method had produced major advances in different
fields. The method was evident in Georges Cuvier’s (1769–1832)
comparative zoology and in the major advances in comparative
linguistics, particularly the discovery of a proto-Indo-European
language reconstructed from linguistic fragments found in San-
skrit (Hoeningswald 1963).

The comparative method forms the basis of a history of ori-
gins. Tylor presents his version of the comparative method as a
natural history of human culture: “A first step in the study of
civilization is to dissect it into details, and to classify these in
their proper groups” (1958:7). For example, “myths” may be
classified into myths about the sun, myths about eclipses or
earthquakes, myths about the names of places, myths about the
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establishment of a tribe, and so on. Each of these, he argues, is a
species of the genus “myth,” and ethnography becomes natural
history. Tylor states, “The ethnographer’s business is to classify
such details with a view of making out their distribution in ge-
ography and history, and the relations which exist among them”
(1958:8).

Temporal and spatial distributions of cultural traits may re-
flect different processes. Some patterns could result from con-
tacts between different cultures and the diffusion of cultural
traits. Other patterns could represent parallel resolution of simi-
lar problems of existence: fishnets are similar worldwide be-
cause there are only certain ways you can catch fish, but patterns
could also be reflections of earlier stages of human culture, traits
that Tylor named “survivals.”

For example, throughout the United States you see signs like
“Ye Olde Steak House” or “Ye Olde Coffee Shoppe” or (my per-
sonal favorite) “Ye Olde Pizza Parlor.” Most Americans will pro-
nounce the word as “yee” and recognize it as an archaic English
word but not know that “Y” was a symbol for the “th” sound
and thus that “Ye” is simply “The.” The symbol has survived, al-
though its meaning is not really understood. “Ye” is a survival.

Tylor defines survivals as “processes, customs, opinions, and
so forth, which have been carried by force of habit into a new state
of society different from that in which they had their original
home and they remain as proofs and examples of an older condi-
tion of culture out of which a newer has been evolved” (1958:16).
We say “God bless you” or “Gesundheit” when someone sneezes
because it is a survival, not because we still believe the soul is
leaving the body. We celebrate Halloween because it is a survival,
not because we are placating the wild spirits on the night before
All Souls’ Day. We shake hands as a form of greeting because it is
a custom, not to show that we are unarmed. We frequently use
words, gestures, sayings, and practices whose original meanings
have been lost but in our daily encounters nonetheless survive.

Survivals, Tylor argues, are not merely quaint customs, but
are the vestiges of previous culture. “Children’s sports, popular
sayings, absurd customs, may be practically unimportant, but
are not philosophically insignificant bearing as they do on one of
the most instructive phases of early culture” (1958:111). Such
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“relics of primitive barbarism” allow the ethnographer to recon-
struct earlier cultural patterns and ultimately define the evolu-
tion of culture.

Human history, Tylor believed, was characterized by
progress. In technology, the development of firearms showed a
clear progression from matchlock to wheel lock to flintlock to
percussion cap to automatic weapon. The order of technological
change is obvious: one innovation leads to another. The cross-
bow is clearly derived from the longbow, and no one would
doubt the relationship even without a written record (Tylor
1958:15). Similarly, other dimensions of culture can be seen as
having a progressive relationship, demonstrating “that the main
tendency from primaeval up to modern times has been from sav-
agery towards civilization” (Tylor 1958:21).

At this point Tylor pursues a tenuous line of logic: just as
specific cultural traits may be vestigial survivals of an earlier cul-
ture, entire societies may reflect earlier stages of human evolu-
tion. A society that in the late nineteenth century used stone
tools was not simply a society without metal tools, but literally a
vestige of prehistory, a “Stone Age” culture. The study of extant
“primitive” societies is the investigation of “primaeval monu-
ments of barbaric thought and life” leading to a reconstruction
of the stages of evolution through which humans—at least
some—have progressed (Tylor 1958).

At this point Tylor’s cautious argument swerves into essen-
tially unreflective assumption and prejudice. Civilization, Tylor
writes,

may be looked upon as the general improvement of mankind
by higher organization of the individual and society, to the end
of promoting at once man’s goodness, power and happiness.
This theoretical civilization does in no small measure corre-
spond with actual civilization, as traced by comparing sav-
agery with barbarism, and barbarism with modern educated
life. So far as we take into account only material and intellec-
tual culture, this is especially true. Acquaintance with the
physical laws of the world, and the accompanying power of
adapting nature to man’s own ends, are, on the whole, lowest
among savages, mean among barbarians, and highest among
modern educated nations. (1958:27)
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Not surprisingly, Tylor’s “physical laws” are the principles of
Western science; alternative epistemologies are merely error-filled
remnants of prescientific barbarism. Based on a society’s mastery
of “material and intellectual culture,” one can assign a relative
rank on an evolutionary scale: “Thus, on the definite basis of com-
pared facts, ethnographers are able to set up at least a rough scale
of civilization. Few would dispute that the following races are
arranged rightly in order of culture:—Australian, Tahitian, Aztec,
Chinese, Italian” (Tylor 1958:27). Obviously many people would
dispute this order, particularly Australians, Tahitians, Aztecs, and
Chinese. How can any ranking of societies be untainted by preju-
dice? The violent convulsions of the past century make it difficult
to assume that “modern educated nations” successfully promote
humanity’s goodness, power, and happiness. Most modern read-
ers will stumble on the very ideas that Tylor took for granted.

Perhaps less obvious is the problem in considering entire so-
cieties as evolutionary survivals of earlier stages of human
progress. The concept of a survival suggests that a cultural 
practice—“Ye” or “Gesundheit”—has been carried unchanged
from the past into the present, and we can cite examples of such
survivals. But it is another matter to assume that an entire human
group has been static, a fossilized representative of an earlier cul-
tural stage. Tylor had no reason to think that the histories of the
Australians or Tahitians were either brief or static and no basis to
believe that such societies reflected earlier forms of human cul-
ture rather than just different, contemporary patterns. Simply,
this was justified by Tylor’s assumption of human progress.

Progress and Anthropology

Progress is the backbone of Tylor’s Anthropology, the first text-
book on the subject. Written for a popular audience, Tylor
deletes most of the references to nonevolutionary processes, fo-
cusing instead on the developmental issues of “how mankind
came to be as they are, and to live as they do” (1960:1). He em-
phasizes the progress of cultural development: “History . . .
shows arts, sciences, and political institutions beginning in ruder
states, and becoming in the course of ages more intelligent, more
systematic, more perfectly arranged or organized to answer their
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purposes” (1960:11). In the balance of Anthropology, Tylor sum-
marizes his discussions of language, technology, and religion
with a clarity and purpose rarely present in Researches into the
Early History of Mankind or Primitive Culture.

Tylor’s evolution exhibits an uneven determinism. On the
one hand, human history is framed by progress rather than de-
generation, by transformation from the simple to complex, and
by the trajectory from savagery to civilization. Progress, Tylor
believed, did not end in the nineteenth century but was trans-
formed from an unconscious tendency to a conscious tenet: “Ac-
quainted with events and their consequences far and wide over
the world, we are able to direct our own course with more con-
fidence toward improvement” (1960:275). Anthropology con-
tributes to human progress, Tylor argued; knowing the course of
human history “from the remote past to the present, will not
only help us to forecast the future, but may guide us in our duty
of leaving the world better than we found it” (1960:275). Tylor
writes that “the science of culture is essentially a reformer’s sci-
ence” (1964:539). Perhaps Tylor’s Quaker liberalism led him to
embrace progress and reform (Stocking 1968).

Most of Tylor’s adult life was spent in Oxford where he be-
came keeper of the University Museum in 1883. In 1884 Tylor
was given a readership in anthropology and held that position
until 1896, when he was named the first professor of anthropol-
ogy. He lectured on the origins of human culture, myth and
magic, and the distribution of cultural traits. After the publica-
tion of Anthropology, Tylor spent his time teaching and develop-
ing academic institutions and anthropological associations
rather than writing new works. But Tylor remained extremely
influential on the development of British anthropology. He de-
veloped potential questions for researchers to ask in the field; in-
fluenced scholars like James Frazer, A. C. Haddon, and W. R.
Rivers; and gave numerous public lectures. Primitive Culture was
reprinted ten times and was translated into Russian, German,
French, and Polish during Tylor’s lifetime.

Tylor retired from Oxford in 1909 as professor emeritus, and
his achievements were recognized by a knighthood in 1912. His
final years were marked by decreasing mental clarity, and his
friends lamented that Tylor never produced another work as
great as Primitive Culture (Lang 1907; Stocking 1968).
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Conclusion

Edward Burnett Tylor shaped the development of anthropology
as a field of inquiry. Tylor’s comparative method was emulated
by many scholars and later fiercely attacked by Franz Boas and
other American cultural anthropologists. Tylor’s ideas about the
origins of religion would lead others, like James Frazer, to inves-
tigate religions as systems of knowledge, and Tylor’s concept of
animism would remain a key contribution in comparative stud-
ies of religion (Sharpe 1986:56–58).

But of his contributions, it was Tylor’s definition of the con-
cept of culture that is most enduring. By arguing for the nonbio-
logical basis of social difference, Tylor stepped away from the
racial explanations that characterized Western thought since the
ancient Greeks (compare Harris 1968:140–141). By outlining gen-
eral principles of social life, Tylor gave new directions to com-
parative inquiry into human life. Finally, in defining the cultural
dimension of human existence, Edward Tylor created anthropol-
ogy, the study of humankind.
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2

Lewis Henry Morgan
The Evolution of Society

X

It is commonly alleged that the Victorian evolutionists based
their conclusions solely on library research, sheltered from the
vagaries of anthropological fieldwork or the complexities of in-
teracting with real people. Bronislaw Malinowski, who revolu-
tionized anthropological fieldwork in the twentieth century (see
chapter 10), characterized the nineteenth-century evolutionists
as “satisfied in reaching a rigid, self-contained entity” uncom-
plicated by the messy facts of cultural life (1944:31). Lewis Henry
Morgan was the great exception.

Drawn to ethnography by his personal and professional ties
to the Seneca Nation, a tribe of the Iroquois League, Morgan
made extensive visits among various Iroquois groups. His note-
books and journals indicate “an acute and resourceful observer”
(White 1959:4). Morgan also studied Native American groups in
Kansas and Nebraska (1859–1860), the upper Missouri (1862),
and the American Southwest (1878)—trips that involved inten-
sive, if not prolonged, fieldwork. Robert Lowie, an anthropolo-
gist and expert on the Crow, remarked that Morgan’s description
of the Crow kinship system, though based on a brief trip, “was
vastly superior to my own original attempt in this direction”
(1936:169–170). Lowie admitted that “my error seems the less
pardonable because the essential facts had already been grasped
by Morgan.” Combining field observations with extensive cross-
cultural data, Morgan produced masterful compilations of an-
thropological information.

So is there any truth to Malinowski’s criticism? Perhaps—but
in Morgan’s case it is misplaced. It is not that Morgan was un-



concerned with ethnographic data, but that Morgan analyzed
those data within a single evolutionary framework. Morgan’s
evolutionary approach was attacked by Boas, Kroeber, and oth-
ers, but it also influenced the materialist approaches of Karl
Marx, Friedrich Engels, and Leslie White. For example, Engels’s
1884 Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State is subtitled
“which is based on the Findings of L. H. Morgan in his Ancient
Society.” Charles Darwin considered Morgan America’s most
eminent social scientist, and even a strict antievolutionist such as
Lowie could admire Morgan as “not a flashy intellect, but one of
unusual honesty, depth, and tenacity” (1936:181). His career, one
biographer suggested, “is one of the strangest in American intel-
lectual history” (Resek 1960:vii).

Background

Born in 1818, Lewis Henry Morgan was raised on the frontier of
western New York and lived his life against the backdrop of
manifest destiny, economic expansion and collapse, and the
American Civil War. Trained as a lawyer, a Whig in personality
and politics, an ardent supporter of the market and the Repub-
lic, it is hard to imagine a less likely contributor to Marxist the-
ory than Morgan.

Educated at Union College in Schenectady, New York, Mor-
gan embodied progress as an inevitable social process and as a
personal code. Admitted to the bar in 1842 but unable to find le-
gal work because of a lingering economic depression, Morgan
occupied himself by penning lectures and articles on temper-
ance, parallels between ancient Greece and mid-nineteenth-
century America, and other topics. In late 1844, Morgan opened
a legal practice in Rochester, New York. Like many men of his
time and class, Morgan joined a social club, the Order of the Gor-
dian Knot, which originally drew on Greco-Roman themes. Yet
gradually, the association changed to emphasize uniquely Amer-
ican qualities and was renamed the Grand Order of the Iroquois,
a change proposed by Morgan.

Morgan became consumed with the study of Iroquois cul-
ture, incorporating ethnographic facts into the protocols of the
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club. More serious activities soon followed. In the late 1840s,
Morgan immersed himself in Iroquois studies. As he devoted
more time to ethnology, Morgan’s legal practice suffered, and
Morgan decided to summarize his Iroquois research and then
turn back to law. In six months, Morgan completed League of the
Ho-dé-no-sau-nee or Iroquois.

The League summarized Morgan’s studies about Iroquois re-
ligion, domestic architecture, government and social organiza-
tion, material culture, language, and place-names. Richly
illustrated with figures and maps, the monograph presented de-
tailed ethnographic data, such as word lists, place-names, and
plans; it remains an invaluable source of information. Morgan’s
work received generally, but not universally, positive reviews.
The American explorer and ethnologist John Wesley Powell de-
scribed it as “the first scientific account of an Indian tribe given
to the world” (1880:114). In contrast, the historian Francis Park-
man argued that Morgan overemphasized the uniqueness of the
Iroquois regarding “as the peculiar distinction of the Iroquois,
that which is in fact common to many other tribes” (cited in Re-
sek 1960:44). Parkman’s criticism had merit: at this point in his
studies, Morgan’s anthropological knowledge was profound but
provincial.

During the next decade, Morgan attended to law and busi-
ness, developing a modest fortune based on mining, land, and
railroad interests. But in the late 1850s, Morgan returned to eth-
nology, and specifically to studies of Iroquois kinship and social
organizations.

Morgan discussed Iroquois kinship in the League, but in 1857
he read an expanded paper, “Laws of Descent of the Iroquois,”
to the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
The Iroquois kinship system surprised Morgan. For example,
collateral kin were classified as lineal kin—the same terms are
used for “father” and “father’s brother,” for “mother” and
“mother’s sister,” and for siblings and parallel cousins. Descent
among the Seneca was reckoned through the mother’s line, and
thus a child is a member of his or her mother’s lineage, not his
or her father’s. Morgan further observed that Iroquois political
organization was an extension of kinship. “In fact,” Morgan
wrote, “their celebrated League was but an elaboration of these
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relationships into a complex, and even stupendous system of
civil polity” (1858:132).

In 1859 Morgan discovered that similar kinship systems
were used by the Ojibwa of upper Michigan and possibly among
the Dakota and Creek (White 1959:6–7). This led Morgan to a
new approach to ethnographic data. Rather than solely docu-
ment the folklore of the Iroquois, Morgan began to explore the
relationships between different societies as reflected in shared
systems of kinship. Morgan’s greatest discovery, as anthropolo-
gist Leslie White put it, was “the fact that customs of designat-
ing relatives have scientific significance” (1957:257).That
discovery was documented in Morgan’s (1871) magnum opus,
Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity of the Human Family.

Kinship and Evolution

Morgan began a global inquiry about kinship systems. Sup-
ported by the Smithsonian Institution and the U.S. State Depart-
ment, Morgan sent a printed questionnaire requesting
information about kinship terms to consular officials, missionar-
ies, and scientists around the world. This cross-cultural survey,
combined with Morgan’s own field research, resulted in kinship
data from 139 different groups in North America, Asia, Oceania,
and ancient and modern Europe. (Africa, South America, and
Australia remained essentially unknown.)

Morgan’s goal was to trace the connections between systems
of kinship and to explore their “progressive changes” as man de-
veloped through “the ages of barbarism” (Morgan 1871:vi). At
this point, Morgan had not outlined the evolutionary scheme
that forms the explanatory structure of his Ancient Society.
Rather, Morgan approached kinship systems as if they were lan-
guages and modeled his analysis on the comparative method
(see pp. 11–12). Just as scholars had demonstrated the develop-
ment and historical relationships between different language
families based on linguistic similarities, Morgan argued that “in
the systems of relationship of the great families of mankind
some of the oldest memorials of human thought and experience
are deposited and preserved” (1871:vi).
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Morgan argued that all kinship systems could be divided
into two large groups—descriptive systems and classificatory
systems. Descriptive systems, such as that used in English, dis-
tinguish between lineal relatives and collateral kin; “father” and
“father’s brother” are not given the same term. In descriptive
systems, there are fewer special kin terms, and these terms are
applied to kin who are relatively close to the speaker, referred to
as “Ego” (Morgan 1871:468–469).

In contrast, classificatory systems treat lineal and collateral
kin as if they were the same, distinguishing generation (Ego’s fa-
ther versus Ego’s father’s father) and gender (Ego’s male cousins
versus Ego’s female cousins), but using the same term for “fa-
ther” and “father’s brother,” for “mother” and “mother’s sister,”
and so on, similar to the pattern Morgan first identified among
the Iroquois.

In his survey, Morgan identified six families of kinship 
systems—three descriptive ones (Semitic, Aryan, and Uralian)
and three classificatory ones (Malayan, Turanian, and Ganowan-
ian). Semitic kin systems were found among Arabs, Hebrews, and
Armenians; Aryan systems were used by speakers of Persian, San-
skrit, and all the European language groups, modern and ancient;
and Uralian kin systems were found among Turk, Magyar, Finn,
and Estonian populations. Of the classificatory systems,
“Ganowanian” was a term Morgan invented (after the Seneca
words for “bow and arrow”) to cover all native North Americans;
Turanian included Chinese, Japanese, Hindu, and other groups of
the Indian subcontinent; while Malayan subsumed Hawaiians,
Maoris, and all the other Oceanic groups in the sample.

These six families of kinship systems may be divided, Mor-
gan wrote, “into two great divisions. Upon one side are the
Aryan, Semitic, and Uralian, and upon the other the Ganowan-
ian, the Turanian, and Malayan, which gives nearly the line of de-
marcation between civilized and uncivilized nations” (1871:469;
emphasis added). This is a startling conclusion: the difference
between classificatory and descriptive kinship systems marks
the distinction between uncivilized and civilized. How could
Morgan conclude this? How could he link differences in kinship
systems to the levels of cultural advancement?
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Morgan’s logic was subtle but flawed. First, Morgan argued
that kinship systems were based on “natural suggestions,” prim-
itive ruminations “which arise spontaneously in the mind with
the exercise of normal intelligence” (1871:472), a point similar to
Tylor’s emphasis on the mental construction of culture (see pp.
9–11). Descriptive systems were natural inferences about descent
when marriage was based on monogamy. Kinfolk, Morgan ar-
gued, would attempt to explain their relationships by referring
to a series of married ancestors (1871:472). Like Tylor, Morgan
viewed culture as rationalizations about reality made by “savage
philosophers,” rationales that could be reconstructed by the
ethnographer.

But then how do classificatory systems develop? Classifica-
tory systems, Morgan argued, are also inferences from social re-
lationships, but those where marriage is either polygamous,
communal, or promiscuous. For example, Morgan discussed the
Hawaiian kin classification in which Ego uses the same kin term
for “father,” “father’s brother,” and “mother’s brother” and an-
other term for “mother,” “mother’s sister,” and “father’s sister.”
Morgan interpreted Hawaiian kinship as reflecting

promiscuous intercourse within prescribed limits. The exis-
tence of this custom necessarily implies an antecedent condi-
tion of promiscuous intercourse, involving the cohabitation of
brothers and sisters, and perhaps of parents and child; thus
finding mankind in a condition akin to that of the inferior ani-
mals, and more intensely barbarous than we have been accus-
tomed to regard as a possible state of man. (1871:481)

The classification systems are reasonable inferences based on
promiscuous sex and indeterminate parentage (Morgan
1871:482–483). (I refer to my brothers’ children as my children
because I have intercourse with my brothers’ wives, and how
can I tell whose kid is whose? We’re just one big happy family.)

Morgan inferred different social relations from distinct kin-
ship systems and then arranged them on a continuum from
“most primitive” to “most civilized,” from promiscuous inter-
course to monogamy. But given the “natural stability of domes-
tic institutions” (Morgan 1871:15), why would one system give
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rise to another? Why would classificatory systems evolve into
descriptive ones? Why would kinship ever change?

Morgan offers a mix of explanations, each envisioning the
“reform” of a previous state of society. When communal hus-
bands defend their communal wives from other men, promiscu-
ous society is partially “reformed.” This begins a process that
ultimately leads to “the family as it now exists” (Morgan
1871:481), that is, the independent nuclear family based on
monogamous marriage.

But the real change follows the invention of private property;
at this point, Morgan dramatically expands the implications of
his study:

There is one powerful motive which might under certain cir-
cumstances tend to the overthrow of the classificatory form
and the substitution of the descriptive, but it would arise after
the attainment of civilization. This is the inheritance of estates.
Hence the growth of property and the settlement of its distri-
bution might be expected to lead to a more precise discrimina-
tion of consanguinity. (1871:14)

With the “rise of property, . . . the settlement of its rights, and
above all, with the established certainty of its transmission to lin-
eal descendants,” descriptive kin systems evolve, and the nu-
clear family eventually develops. The family “became organized
and individualized by property rights and privileges” (Morgan
1871:492). Social structure and economy are thus linked.

The British social anthropologist Meyer Fortes has written of
Morgan’s “combination of insight and confusion,” arguing that
Morgan’s appeal to the role of private property was “pure 
guesswork—a projection of his private values as an American of
his day in a society undergoing rapid economic expansion”
(1969:32). Rife with assumption and reliant on conjectural his-
tory, Morgan had no evidence that Hawaiian kin terms were
remnants of a promiscuous horde or that “barbarous nations”
were ignorant of inherited property (Morgan 1871:492).

Yet, Morgan was among the first to explore the importance
of kin systems and their relationship to other aspects of human
life, such as economy and politics. What began as a method for
understanding the historical connections between societies was
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transformed into a scheme for understanding the development
of all human society, the framework he elaborated in Ancient So-
ciety.

Ancient Society

The central tenets of Morgan’s classic are stated in the opening
paragraph:

The latest investigations respecting the early condition of the
human race are tending to the conclusion that mankind com-
menced their career at the bottom of the scale and worked their
way up from savagery to civilization through the slow accu-
mulation of experimental knowledge. As it is undeniable that
portions of the human family have existed in a state of sav-
agery, other portions in a state of barbarism, and still other por-
tions in a state of civilization, it seems equally so that these
three distinct conditions are connected with each other in a
natural as well as necessary sequence of progress. (1877:3)

Thus the different portions of humanity—whether in Asia, Eu-
rope, Africa, Australia, or the Americas—represented different
points along a common line of progress. “The history of the hu-
man race,” Morgan observed, “is one in source, one in experi-
ence, and one in progress” (1877:vi). Savagery in one culture,
barbarism in another, and civilization in a third were not the re-
sult of different races being genetically condemned to back-
wardness or development; they were simply societies perched at
different stages on a common progression of cultural evolution.
Morgan writes,

It may be remarked finally that the experience of mankind has
run in nearly uniform channels; that human necessities in sim-
ilar condition have been substantially the same; and that the
operations of the mental principle have been uniform in virtue
of the specific identity of the brain of all the races of mankind.
(1877:8)

For Morgan the terms “savagery,” “barbarism,” and “civi-
lization” represented well-defined stages of progress measured
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by four sets of cultural achievements: (1) inventions and discov-
eries, (2) the idea of government, (3) the organization of the fam-
ily, and (4) the concept of property. The lines of progress were
clearest in the field of inventions and discoveries because certain
inventions necessarily preceded others (fire before pottery, hunt-
ing before pastoralism). Therefore, Morgan chose technological
developments as the primary but not sole “test of progress”
marking the different stages of cultural evolution.

Morgan divided the earliest stage, or “ethnical period,” into
“Lower Status of Savagery,” which began with the earliest hu-
mans and ended with knowledge of fire and fishing; “Middle
Status of Savagery,” which began with fire and fishing and
lasted until the invention of the bow and arrow; and “Upper Sta-
tus of Savagery,” which began with the bow and arrow but
ended with the development of pottery.

The invention of pottery marked the divide between sav-
agery and barbarism. Lower Status of Barbarism began with pot-
tery and ended with the domestication of animals in the Old
World and the irrigated agriculture and substantial architecture
in the New World. Those developments marked the Middle Sta-
tus of Barbarism, which lasted until the invention of smelting
iron ore. The Upper Status of Barbarism began with iron smelt-
ing and continued until the development of a phonetic alphabet,
which marks the development of “Civilization,” a stage that con-
tinues, without additional subdivisions, to this day.

Morgan argued that the “successive arts of subsistence”
were the foundation on which “human supremacy on the earth
depended,” suggesting that “the great epochs of human
progress have been identified, more or less directly, with the en-
largement of the sources of subsistence” (1877:19). This materi-
alist basis of cultural evolution has been considered Morgan’s
principal legacy by subsequent evolutionists such as Marx, En-
gels, Leslie White (chapter 13), Marvin Harris (chapter 15), and
Eleanor Leacock (chapter 16). And yet, Ancient Society is not a co-
herently materialist theory since it incorporates mentalistic ex-
planations for changes in other arenas, such as government,
family, and property (see Service 1985:48–53).

Morgan’s discussion of “Growth of the Idea of Government”
comprises 60 percent of Ancient Society. By “government,” Mor-
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gan referred to what modern anthropologists call social organi-
zation and political organization. Morgan explicitly distin-
guished social order based on kin ties (societas) from social order
based on political ties (civitas):

The experience of mankind . . . has developed but two plans of
government, using plan in its scientific sense. Both were defi-
nite and systematic organizations of society. The first and most
ancient was social organization, founded upon gentes, phra-
tries and tribes. The second and latest in time was a political
organization founded upon territory and upon property. Un-
der the first a gentile society was created, in which the govern-
ment dealt with persons through their relation to a gens and
tribe. These relations were purely personal. Under the second
a political society was created, in which the government dealt
with persons through their relations to territory, e.g. the town-
ship, the county, and the state. These relations were purely ter-
ritorial. The two plans were fundamentally different. One
belongs to ancient society, the other to modern. (1877:62)

Morgan briefly described the organization of society based
on sex, reprising his reconstruction of the communal and
brother-sister families, and then proceeded to his principal con-
cern: the nature of the gens or, in modern anthropological terms,
the lineage. In Morgan’s terms, the gens is a named social group
of consanguineal kin (that is, kin related by “blood,” not mar-
riage) descended from a common ancestor (1877:63).

Whether matrilineal or patrilineal, the gens (plural: gentes)
was the “fundamental basis of ancient society” found in cultures
around the world and spanning the ethnical periods from sav-
agery to civilization (Morgan 1877:64). When bound together
into groups of two or more gentes—which Morgan called “phra-
tries,” but today are known as “clans”—such kin-based social in-
stitutions provided the structure for the distribution of rights,
property, and political offices. When a group of gentes or phra-
tries also had a single name for the entire group, spoke a single
dialect, and had a supreme government and an identified terri-
tory, then social order had reached the level of the tribe (Morgan
1877:102–103). In turn, when tribes coalesced into a single entity,
a nation existed. Thus, Morgan argued that government evolved
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from promiscuous horde to brother-sister group families, from
group families to gens, and then progressively through stages of
phratry, tribe, and nation.

Morgan’s scheme for the evolution of the family largely re-
states his discussions in Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity of
the Human Family, but his treatment of property is more devel-
oped in Ancient Society. Arguing that the growth of property
would “keep pace with the progress of inventions and discover-
ies” and that the possession and inheritance of property was reg-
ulated by progressive forms of social organization, Morgan
directly linked concepts of property with technological and so-
cial evolution (1877:525–526). During the stage of savagery,
property was minimal and not inherited since it was buried as
grave goods when the owner died. In the Lower Status of Bar-
barism, property increased in quantity but was distributed
among the gens on a member’s death without specific inheri-
tance by spouses (Morgan 1877:530–531). By the Middle Status
of Barbarism and with the development of agriculture, property
increased in quantity and variety. New relationships developed
between people and land, such as forms of communal land own-
ership in which individuals had the right to use, but not sell, it
(Morgan 1877:535–536). By the end of the Upper Status of Bar-
barism, two forms of land tenure evolved—state ownership and
individual ownership—which became well established by the
ethnical period of Civilization (Morgan 1877:552).

But how did Morgan determine the relationship between
ethnical periods, essentially defined by technological inventions,
and forms of government and property? Basically in two ways.
First, he proposed a plausible but conjectural history, arguing
that different forms of social organization or of property were
necessarily based on earlier, simpler forms in the same way that
metallurgy presumed the prior invention of fire.

Second, Morgan assumed that primitive societies were rep-
resentative of earlier stages of social evolution, producing a rel-
ative ordering of social and property forms. With the exception
of the Lower Status of Savagery, for which “no exemplification
of tribes of mankind in this condition remained to the historical
period,” primitive, non-Western societies represented the stages
in cultural evolution, a point Tylor also made (see pp. 9–11) and
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that was later echoed by the French social theorist Émile
Durkheim (see chapter 4). Morgan held that

the domestic institutions of the barbarous, and even of the sav-
age ancestors of mankind, are still exemplified in portions of the
human family with such completeness that, with the exception
of the strictly primitive period [i.e., Lower Savagery], the several
stages of this progress are tolerably well preserved. They are
seen in the organization of society upon the basis of sex, then
upon the basis of kin, and finally upon the basis of territory;
through the successive forms of marriage and of the family with
the systems of consanguinity thereby created; and through
house life and architecture; and through progress in usages with
respect to the ownership and inheritance of property. (1877:7)

Thus, an ethnographic study of the Australian aborigines or the
Iroquois or ancient Romans was not a study of different cultures,
but of representatives of specific stages of cultural evolution.
Civilized nations had progressed through similar stages and
profited by the “heroic exertions and the patient toil” of barbar-
ian and savage ancestors, which was “part of the plan of the
Supreme Intelligence to develop a barbarian out of a savage, and
a civilized man out of this barbarian” (Morgan 1877:554).

Conclusion

In many ways Ancient Society was Morgan’s most important
work and least convincing; it was influential and enraging. As
noted above, Morgan’s statements about the relationships be-
tween property relationships and social order were developed
by Engels, and through Engels’s work Morgan’s ideas were
spread worldwide. In response, Franz Boas would mount a se-
vere critique of Morgan’s and Tylor’s “comparative method,” at-
tacking the idea that humanity had passed through unilineal,
progressive stages (see pp. 40–42).

In the 1940s, Morgan’s emphasis on the technological realm
was recast by Leslie White (see chapter 13) into a theory of cul-
tural evolution; in fact, Morgan never seemed certain that “the
arts of subsistence” were the causal determinants that White
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proposed, nor does White’s work contain the mentalist elements
found throughout Ancient Society suggesting that cultural devel-
opments were produced by individual will and rational choice
(Colson 1974:10–11).

Though not without flaws, Morgan’s contributions to an-
thropology remain essential and permanent. First, Morgan out-
lined the importance of the study of kinship systems,
recognizing the significance of classificatory systems, the role of
lineal descent groups in social organization, and the comple-
mentary patterns of kin-based political orders and those based
on non-kin relationships. Second, Morgan conducted research
that attempted to be systematic and global, anticipating by a cen-
tury large-scale cross-cultural studies such as the Human Rela-
tions Area Files. Finally, Morgan attempted to organize
anthropological data in terms of an explicit framework of cul-
tural evolution rather than simply treat cultural differences as
ethnographic curios.

Morgan died on December 17, 1881; he was sixty-three years
old. His longtime friend, the Reverend Joshua McIlvaine (to
whom Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity of the Human Family
is dedicated), delivered the benediction, but only after first pre-
senting an analysis of the classificatory kinship system. It was a
fitting tribute to Morgan’s lifework, a body of work in which his
confidence in reason’s ability to discover the laws of nature is
present on every page.
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3

Franz Boas
Culture in Context

X

Franz Boas (1858–1942) shaped the direction of twentieth-
century American anthropology. His former student, Alfred
Kroeber, wrote shortly after Boas’s death that “the world lost its
greatest anthropologist and America one of its most colorful in-
tellectual figures” (1943:5). Echoing this assessment thirty years
later, George Stocking Jr. wrote, “There is no real question that
[Boas] was the most important single force in shaping American
anthropology in the first half of the 20th century” (1974:1).
Boas’s influence was institutional, intellectual, and personal.
Like Tylor and Durkheim, Boas played a pivotal role in moving
anthropology into academia, in establishing associations and
journals, and by creating essential networks of institutional sup-
port from the public, policy makers, and other scientists.

Boas defined the principal fields of inquiry that American
anthropologists would pursue. His wide interests—spanning
from biological anthropology to linguistics—gave American an-
thropology a topical breadth that is not really present in Great
Britain or France, where anthropology is preeminently social an-
thropology, and archaeology and biological anthropology are
separate fields. The fact that American anthropology has in-
cluded sociocultural anthropology, linguistics, physical anthro-
pology, and archaeology—the so-called four fields approach—is
partly a reflection of Boas’s broad interests.

Boas created an anthropology very different from those of
Morgan, Tylor, or Durkheim. Rather than assuming that cultural
practices were explicable only in reference to broad evolutionary
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stages, Boas argued that they were understandable only in spe-
cific cultural contexts.

For example, Boas and the anthropologist O. T. Mason en-
gaged in a spirited debate about the organization of ethno-
graphic materials in museum displays; it is an unlikely subject
for a fierce debate, but it produced an illuminating exchange.
Mason, an evolutionist, proposed organizing ethnographic dis-
plays in the Smithsonian Institution by artifact classes—pottery,
stone tools, musical instruments—regardless of their place of
origin, displaying what Mason called “similarities in the prod-
ucts of industry.” Mason wanted to illustrate the evolutionary
parallels in human nature, arguing that cultural products
stemmed from similar, universal causes.

Boas’s response was quick and telling. Boas contended that
cultural traits first must be explained in terms of specific cultural
contexts rather than by broad reference to general evolutionary
trends. “In the collections of the national museum,” Boas wrote,
“the marked character of the North-West American tribes is al-
most lost, because the objects are scattered in different parts of
the building and are exhibited among those from other tribes”
(1887:486). Instead of being presented in technological “stages,”
ethnographic collections should be “arranged according to
tribes, in order to teach the peculiar style of each group. The art
and characteristic style of a people can be understood only by
studying its productions as a whole.”

Over the next decade, Boas expanded this critique into a
larger-scale attack on the theories of Morgan, Tylor, and other
evolutionists. Boas’s basic approach (culture was to be under-
stood from detailed studies of specific cultures) was passed on to
the first cohort of professional American anthropologists, indi-
viduals who would literally shape the field of anthropological
inquiry: Alfred Kroeber (chapter 5), Ruth Benedict (chapter 6),
Edward Sapir (chapter 7), Margaret Mead (chapter 8), and many
others. In turn, Boas’s students, as anthropologist Marvin Harris
wrote, “set forth the main lines of development of anthropolog-
ical research and instruction at crucial institutions around the
country” (1968:251). Thus Boas’s personal contacts with his stu-
dents extended his intellectual influence and shaped the institu-
tions of American anthropology.
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And yet, as Kroeber noted, “It has long been notoriously dif-
ficult to convey the essence of Boas’ contribution in anthropol-
ogy to non-anthropologists” (1943:24; a task at which Kroeber
also failed). This difficulty, and the fact that Boas played a piv-
otal role in the establishment of American anthropology, re-
quires an examination of Boas’s essential contribution.

Background

The founder of American anthropology was born in northwest-
ern Germany into a prosperous Jewish family that was commit-
ted to progressive education and politics. He wrote that he was
raised “in a German home in which the ideals of the Revolution
of 1848 were a living force,” referring to the European revolu-
tions that fought for universal suffrage, freedoms of press and
assembly, and other liberal democratic reforms—revolts ulti-
mately repressed by the military and monarchy. Of his parents’
Judaism, Boas wrote, “My father had retained an emotional af-
fection for the ceremonial of his parental home, without allow-
ing it to influence his intellectual freedom,” and concluded, “My
parents had broken through the shackles of dogma” (1939:19).
By his own account, these influences shaped Boas’s anthropol-
ogy and his social activism.

Boas was educated in his hometown and then went off to
study physics, mathematics, and geography in a string of uni-
versities. “My university studies were a compromise,” Boas re-
called, between an “emotional interest in the phenomena of the
world,” which led to geography, and an “intellectual interest” in
the formal analyses of mathematics and physics (1939:20). His
doctoral dissertation was on the color of water, a topic empha-
sizing physics over geography; he received his doctorate in 1881
at the age of twenty-three. Kroeber contended that Boas’s edu-
cation “as a physicist heavily determined his whole intellectual
career,” creating his “gifts for dealing with abstract form or
structure and of intellectual precision and rigor” (1943:7).

After a year of military service, Boas was at loose ends; he
wanted to study human societies but lacked financial support.
After a string of setbacks, in June 1883 Boas joined a German
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expedition to the Arctic to pursue research on the Inuit in order
“to discover how far one can get, by studying a very special
and not simple case, in determining the relationship between
the life of a people and environment” (Boas 1974:44). Sup-
ported by writing freelance articles for a Berlin newspaper,
Boas spent a year on Baffin Island in the Canadian Arctic. Trav-
eling by dogsled during the Arctic winter in �50-degree tem-
peratures, Boas charted the Baffin coastline, collected Inuit
legends, and observed rites and ceremonies. Ultimately, Boas
was unsatisfied with his ethnographic research, calling it “shal-
low” and a “disappointment”; nevertheless, he recognized that
the year in the Arctic “had a profound influence upon the de-
velopment of my views . . . because it led me away from my
former interests and toward the desire to understand what de-
termines the behavior of human beings” (1939:20–21).

Boas returned from the Arctic to uncertain prospects, unsuc-
cessfully applying for jobs and fellowships in the United States,
then working in Germany for eighteen months before returning
to America. In the fall of 1886 he worked for the Canadian Geo-
logical Survey in southern British Columbia conducting a brief
ethnographic survey in the vicinity of Vancouver Island (Rohner
and Rohner 1969). Returning to New York in 1887, Boas accepted
a job as assistant editor of Science, and with some financial secu-
rity, married and became an American citizen.

From his position at Science, Boas extended his influence al-
most immediately. In 1888 the British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science (BAAS) asked Boas to collect ethnographic
data on the Northwest Coast. After a successful trip, the BAAS
supported a second field trip to the Northwest Coast in 1889 in
which Boas studied native languages, made anthropometric
measurements, and investigated social organizations of the
Kwakiutl and Tsimshian (Boas 1974). In 1889 Boas obtained a
teaching position at the newly founded Clark University in
Worcester, Massachusetts, where the first American Ph.D. in an-
thropology was granted under his leadership in 1892 (Kroeber
1943:12). In 1892 financial turmoil at Clark University led to a
massive faculty resignation. Boas also left to join the anthropo-
logical staff at the Chicago World’s Columbian Exposition who
were working on displaying Native American materials. A
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short-term position at the newly established Field Museum of
Natural History in Chicago was followed by part-time work for
the Smithsonian, another field trip to the Northwest Coast spon-
sored by the BAAS, and unfulfilled hopes of a position at the
American Museum of Natural History in New York. This pro-
fessional turmoil was deepened by the death of his child (Hyatt
1990:33).

It was a dark and difficult time. Boas’s letters from the field
oscillate from quick descriptions of research accomplished to de-
pressed accounts of financial insecurities, underscored by a deep
longing for his wife and surviving children.

But in 1895 things began to change. John Wesley Powell of-
fered Boas an editorial position at the Smithsonian’s Bureau of
American Ethnology, which galvanized the American Museum
of Natural History (AMNH) into making a counterproposal that
Boas accepted. Appointed to the AMNH in December 1895, Boas
finally obtained a permanent position. “No longer concerned
with economic survival,” Hyatt writes, “he began to concentrate
on the science of anthropology and its many applications”
(1990:35).

From his base in New York, Boas began to influence Ameri-
can anthropology. In May 1896 he was hired as lecturer in phys-
ical anthropology at Columbia College and was appointed
professor in 1899. He maintained his position at the AMNH
throughout this period and became curator of anthropology in
1901, weaving close ties between the AMNH and Columbia.
Boas seized his opportunity with extraordinary energy and ex-
pertise. Harris, a prolific scholar in his own right (see chapter
15), wrote,

Boas’ accomplishments as a teacher, administrator, researcher,
founder and president of societies, editor, lecturer, and traveler
are exhausting to behold. To anyone who has ever worried
about publishing or perishing, the fact that all this activity was
accompanied by the publication of a torrent of books and arti-
cles is well nigh terrifying. (1968:252)

From 1895 till his death in 1942, Boas’s résumé becomes a
blur of publications and accomplishments, almost as if he
wanted to compensate for the frustrations of his early career.
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Boas became full professor at Columbia University in 1899 and
was elected to the National Academy of Sciences in 1900. He
helped establish the American Anthropological Association and
revived the journal American Anthropologist. Boas founded the In-
ternational Journal of American Linguistics in 1917, which contin-
ues to be published; helped establish an archaeological field
school in Mexico; and presided over a series of field research
projects, particularly in the Northwest Coast, while continuing
to publish constantly.

Boas authored six books and more than seven hundred arti-
cles; his bibliography records his diverse research (Andrews
1943). Most numerous are his articles and reports on his investi-
gations in the Arctic and Northwest Coast; Boas’s publications
on the Kwakiutl, Tsimshian, and other Northwest Coast societies
total over ten thousand printed pages (Codere 1959). Boas made
major contributions in the study of language. For four decades
Boas taught two seminars at Columbia University: one on statis-
tical methods, the other on North American Indian languages.
Boas published extensively on Northwest Coast Indian lan-
guages and established a research agenda for recording Native
American languages (Boas 1966d).

Third, Boas’s work in anthropometry was a major field of en-
deavor with significant implications for public policy. In Boas’s
time, race was considered a fixed biological category; individual
races were thought to have specific properties—physical, men-
tal, and cultural. Many formal studies defined racial variation
based on cranial measurements rather than “obvious” character-
istics like skin color. Skull form, it was thought, was a more sta-
ble property and thus a better basis for defining racial categories,
yet the stability of cranial form had been assumed, never demon-
strated. In 1911 Boas published the results of a massive study of
the head form of 17,821 immigrants and conducted sophisticated
statistical analyses of the data (remember, this was done without
computers). Boas showed that cranial form was anything but
stable, with significant differences between immigrant parents
and their American-born children (Boas 1966b; Gravlee,
Bernard, and Leonard 2003). Boas demonstrated that traits
thought to be fixed (genetically inherited) traits were actually
modified by environment. And if such a stable racial trait as cra-
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nial form was influenced by environment, then all other racial
classifications and characterizations became suspect.

In 1931 Boas gave his presidential address, entitled “Race
and Progress,” to the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science (AAAS). Boas summarized four decades of re-
search, applying it to America’s most cancerous social problem,
racism. Throughout his career, Boas attacked racist pseudoscien-
tific studies linking race and intelligence (Baker 1998:120–126).
Arguing that variations among individuals were greater than
those between races, Boas concluded that “biological differences
between races are small. There is no reason to believe that one
race is by nature so much more intelligent, endowed with great
will power, or emotionally more stable than another” (1931:6).
Not only was Boas offended by bad science, but he drew on his
personal experience of anti-Semitism; these factors produced an
informed and fervent rejection of racism. Boas was involved in
the establishment of the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People and wrote about race in popular maga-
zines as well as in scientific journals (Hyatt 1990:83–99).

His 1931 speech was a central statement about a long battle
against racism. Boas argued that because of intermarriage and
mating, there were no biologically “pure” races and that, con-
trary to a then common view, the “mixture” of races had no
harmful consequences. Further, variations between individuals
within races were greater than differences between races. Boas
questioned the significance of IQ tests and discounted studies
showing racial variations in intelligence. In addition to attacking
the biological concept of race, he attacked the social concept.
“Among us race antagonism is a fact,” Boas stated (1931:6). He
then argued that America’s great problem is a social stratifica-
tion based on racial characteristics that leads to divisive con-
flicts. Boas concluded his AAAS address with this essential
challenge:

As long as we insist on [socioeconomic] stratification in racial
layers, we shall pay the penalty in the form of interracial strug-
gle. Will it be better for us to continue as we have been doing,
or shall we try to recognize the conditions that lead to the fun-
damental antagonisms that trouble us? (1931:8)
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Boas continued to speak out against racism and by 1933 he was
an early critic of Nazism. Boas attacked their racist policies, ar-
gued that Hitler and his leading supporters should be confined
to an insane asylum, and wrote anti-Nazi polemics that the Al-
lied underground smuggled into Germany (Herskovits
1943:45–46). Boas was a committed, public intellectual. (For
more detailed discussions of Boas’s diverse accomplishments in
academic and public life, see Cole 1999; Herskovits 1953; Hyatt
1990; Spier 1959; and Stocking 1974.)

The Integration of Cultures

Like any developing scholar, Boas’s opinions evolved over the
course of his career, but his most consistently held position was
that cultures were integrated wholes produced by specific histor-
ical processes rather than reflections of universal evolutionary
stages. In his earliest works Boas wrote passages that could have
been penned by Edward Tylor: “The frequent occurrence of sim-
ilar phenomena in cultural areas that have no historical contact 
. . . shows that the human mind develops everywhere according
to the same laws” (1966a:637). By the late 1890s, however, Boas
had developed his critique of evolutionary frameworks and the
comparative method. Boas argued that the comparative ap-
proaches of Morgan and Tylor were undercut by three flaws: (1)
the assumption of unilineal evolution, (2) the notion of modern
societies as evolutionary survivals, and (3) the classification of so-
cieties based on weak data and inappropriate criteria. These
flaws were the targets of the Boasian attack.

Boas dismissed the evolutionary frameworks of Morgan, Ty-
lor, and others as untested and untestable. In his “The Methods of
Ethnology,” Boas summarizes the evolutionary position, which

presupposes that the course of historical changes in the cul-
tural life of mankind follows definite laws which are applica-
ble everywhere, and which bring it about that cultural
development, in its main lines, is the same among all races and
all peoples. As soon as we admit that the hypothesis of a uniform
evolution has to be proved before it can be accepted the whole struc-
ture loses its foundation. (1920:311–312, emphasis added)
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Boas undercut the entire basis of nineteenth-century cultural
evolution. We might agree with Tylor and Morgan that certain
technological processes have an inherent evolutionary order—
fire must precede pottery making, flintlocks were invented be-
fore automatic rifles—but there is no ethnographic evidence
indicating that matrilineal kin systems preceded patrilineal kin
systems or that religions based on animism developed before
polytheistic religions. Boas argued that this unilineal ordering is
a simple assumption; there is no proven historical relationship
nor any way to prove such a relationship. Therefore, evolution-
ary frameworks were unproven assumptions imposed on the
data, not theories derived from ethnographic data.

Further, Boas argued, the unilineal classification of different
societies assumed that different societies with similar cultural
patterns (e.g., they used Hawaiian kinship classifications [see p.
23] or the bow and arrow) were at similar evolutionary levels.
On the contrary, he believed that very similar cultural practices
may arise from different causes. Anthropology’s primary task,
according to Boas, was to provide “a penetrating analysis of a
unique culture describing its form, the dynamic reactions of the
individual to the culture and of the culture to the individual”
(1966c:310–311). Boas did not assume (as some of his students
did) that general laws of human behavior did not exist, but
rather that those laws could be derived only from an under-
standing of specific historical processes.

We agree that certain laws exist which govern the growth of hu-
man culture, and it is our endeavor to discover these laws. The
object of our investigation is to find the processes by which cer-
tain stages of culture have developed. The customs and beliefs
themselves are not the ultimate objects of research. We desire to
learn the reasons why such customs and beliefs exist—in other
words, we wish to discover the history of their development.

. . . A detailed study of customs in their bearings to the total
culture of the tribe practicing them, and in connection with an
investigation of their geographical distribution among neigh-
boring tribes, affords us almost always a means of determining
with considerable accuracy the historical causes that led to the
formation of the customs in question and to the psychological
processes that were at work in their development. The results
of inquiries may be three-fold. They may reveal the environ-
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mental conditions which have created or modified elements;
they may clear up psychological factors which are at work in
shaping culture; or they may bring before our eyes the effects
that historical connections have had upon the growth of the
culture. (Boas 1896:905)

Thus Boas suggests that lawlike generalizations can be based on
adaptational, psychological, or historical factors, but only if doc-
umented by well-established ethnographic cases:

The comparative method and the historical method, if I may
use these terms, have been struggling for supremacy for a long
time, but we may hope that each will soon find its appropriate
place and function. The historical method has reached a
sounder basis by abandoning the misleading principle of as-
suming connection wherever similarities of culture are found.
The comparative method, notwithstanding all that has been
said and written in its praise, has been remarkably barren of
definite results, and I believe it will not become fruitful until
we renounce the vain endeavor to construct a uniform system-
atic history of the evolution of culture, and until we begin to
make our comparisons on the broader and sounder basis
which I venture to outline. Up to this time we have too much
reveled in more or less ingenious vagaries. The solid work is
still all before us. (1896:908)

Conclusion

Franz Boas argued that detailed studies of particular societies
had to consider the entire range of cultural behavior, and thus
the concepts of anthropological holism and cultural particular-
ism became twin tenets of American anthropology. In later years
Boas grew even more skeptical about the possibility of deriving
cultural laws. Writing in 1932, Boas concludes,

Cultural phenomena are of such complexity that it seems to me
doubtful whether valid cultural laws can be found. The causal
conditions of cultural happenings lie always in the interaction
between individual and society, and no classificatory study of
societies will solve this problem. The morphological classifica-
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tion of societies may call to our attention some problems. It will
not solve them. In every case it is reducible to the same source,
the interaction between the individual and society. (1932:612)

Unfortunately, Boas did not articulate the relationship be-
tween cultural elements and cultural wholes. Stocking poses the
unresolved paradox: “On the one hand, culture was simply an ac-
cidental accretion of individual elements. On the other, culture—
despite Boas’ renunciation of organic growth—was at the same
time an integrated spiritual totality that somehow conditioned
the form of its elements” (1974:5–6).

Boas demolished the evolutionary framework, provided
methodologies for the investigation of specific cultures, and
hinted at the relationship between individuals and society, cul-
tural elements, and cultural wholes—but never really answered
how cultures become integrated wholes.

Due to Boas’s enormous influence on the practice of anthro-
pology in America, anthropological research took a decidedly
antitheoretical turn in the early twentieth century, when research
began to focus on the differences rather than the similarities be-
tween societies. When cultural elements were held in common,
they were interpreted as evidence of historical contact and diffu-
sion and not unilineal evolution. The antievolutionary position
would dominate American anthropology until the 1940s, when
an evolutionary approach would be reformulated in the work of
Leslie White (chapter 13) and Julian Steward (chapter 14).

Until his death in 1942, Boas continued his remarkably de-
tailed, stunningly diverse studies of humanity, and his influence
was felt for decades later as many of his students turned their at-
tention to what Boas saw as the key nexus, the relationship be-
tween the individual and society.
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4

Émile Durkheim
The Organic Society

X

The tradition of anthropological inquiry concerned with the
character of social integration descends from the works of the
French sociologist and educator Émile Durkheim (1858–1917).
This line passes from Durkheim to his students, particularly
Marcel Mauss (chapter 9), and through them to the British school
of social anthropology exemplified by A. R. Radcliffe-Brown (see
chapter 11), Evans-Pritchard (chapter 12), Mary Douglas (chap-
ter 20), and many others. These scholars share a concern with the
arrangement and articulation of basic social segments: how are
different kin groups, classes, and political and religious units
structured such that a given, coherent society exists? With his an-
alytical focus on social integration, Durkheim’s influence per-
meates a wide range of anthropological endeavors, including
British social anthropology, anthropological approaches to reli-
gion, and questions about the origins of the state and the evolu-
tion of social complexity.

Given the influence of Durkheim’s ideas, it is hard to under-
stand how little impact Durkheim had on early American an-
thropology. As one historian has noted, “The American school of
anthropologists (Ruth Benedict, Clyde Kluckhohn, Margaret
Mead) owed a good deal to him, even, or chiefly, when they con-
tradicted several of his conclusions” (Peyre 1960:23). The anthro-
pologist Paul Bohannan wrote, “A few cultural anthropologists
have roundly rejected Durkheim; others have rephrased him to
their own ends; most have simply ignored him” (1960:77).

Why this lack of appreciation and indifference? Partly it was
due to the barriers of language; only one of Durkheim’s books,



The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, was translated into Eng-
lish during his lifetime (in 1915), and his other classic, The Divi-
sion of Labor in Society, originally written in 1893, was not
translated into English until 1933. Some American anthropolo-
gists dismissed Durkheim for his lack of fieldwork, his assump-
tion that certain societies (like the Arunta of Australia) were
archetypically primitive, and for his apparent lack of concern
with the details of ethnographic data. Yet, the more fundamental
barrier that existed between American anthropologists and
Durkheim and the scholars he influenced was a basic distinction
between culture and society.

As discussed in chapter 1, Tylor’s definition of culture em-
phasized the intellectual, ideational aspects of culture—culture
was shared, learned, patterned “knowledge.” For much of the
twentieth century, American anthropology has approached “cul-
ture” in this manner, distinguishing “culture” from “society.”
For example, Alfred Kroeber (1952b:118–119) cited the “existence
of cultureless or essentially cultureless subhuman societies” like
those of ants or bees as evidence for the difference between soci-
ety and culture (see pp. 69–70). Durkheim, intent on creating “a
science of society,” was viewed as somewhat irrelevant by
American cultural anthropologists. In an address to the 1950
American Anthropological Association, Kroeber dealt with
Durkheim in a surprisingly casual manner:

Durkheim, to sum him up, may be rated a positivist; an em-
piricist in principle, but with only mild urge toward the use of
wide context; like most of his countrymen [Kroeber engages in
anti-French slurs] more interested in sharp principles than in
variety of comparative data; not ethnocentric but yet little given
to relativistic and pluralistic recognitions; and continuing to the
end to believe that cultural phenomena can be adequately sub-
sumed under purely social concepts. Durkheim left a school,
but his actual constructive influence outside France has been
slight, except on and through Radcliffe-Brown. (1952a:146)

From a current perspective, Kroeber’s assessment of
Durkheim is not only insulting but incorrect. Clearly this misap-
preciation involved more than language barriers; Kroeber, Lowie,
and many other American anthropologists were cosmopolitan
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scholars comfortable in French. So either Durkheim’s current sta-
tus is misplaced or Kroeber and his colleagues were unable to un-
derstand the lasting value of Durkheim’s ideas.

Background

Émile Durkheim was born in 1858 to a Jewish family in the Al-
sace region of eastern France. Much of Durkheim’s life was
framed by conflicts between Germany and France, first in the
Franco-Prussian War (1870–1871), in which France was crushed,
Napoleon III captured, and Alsace ceded to the Germans, second
in World War I. The destruction experienced by France and the
Allies was severe, and like so many others, Durkheim lost many
loved ones, including his son, André, and every one of his stu-
dents except for Marcel Mauss. By all accounts, the war aged
him before his time; he died at the age of fifty-nine. But this was
all in the future.

As a youth, Durkheim was recognized for his brilliance and
began to advance through the centralized hierarchy of the
French educational system. Durkheim spent his adult life within
this system, as an instructor at several lycées teaching philoso-
phy to teenage boys, and after a year’s sabbatical in Germany, as
a professor of social science at the University of Bordeaux. He
was “called” to the University of Paris in 1902 and became a full
professor there in 1906, teaching courses in education, philoso-
phy, and sociology.

For Durkheim, sociology was “the science of societies”
(1960:325); his sociology lacked the emphasis on Western, indus-
trialized society typical of American sociology. In the French uni-
versity, sociology was taught as a dimension of philosophy, but
the implications of Durkheim’s teaching were felt in a number of
other disciplines. Peyre writes that “sociology became a catalyst
that transformed a number of other disciplines” (1960:15), such
as law, economics, geography, and anthropology and ethnology,
exemplified by the works of Mauss (see chapter 9) and Claude
Lévi-Strauss (chapter 17) and several generations of French so-
cial scientists.
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And so the paradox reemerges: how could such an influen-
tial scholar have so little impact on the early years of American
anthropology? The answer relates, in part, to the interpretation
of two of Durkheim’s central themes: the ideas of mechanic sol-
idarity versus organic solidarity, and the conscience collective.

Mechanic and Organic Solidarity

In the preface to his first classic, The Division of Labor in Society,
Durkheim begins with an acute phrase, “We do not wish to ex-
tract ethics from science, but to establish the science of ethics,
which is quite different. Moral facts are phenomena like others;
they consist of rules of action recognizable by certain distinctive
characteristics” (1964:33). When we understand that for
Durkheim, “moral” implies not only value (as in the moral of a
story) but also outlook (as in morale), then it becomes clear that
he is describing the study of values, worldview, and beliefs and
proposing that they are amenable to scientific inquiry (see Bo-
hannan and Glazer 1988:232). The specific focus of Durkheim’s
work was, in his words,

the question of the relations of the individual to social solidar-
ity. Why does the individual, while becoming more au-
tonomous, depend more upon society? How can he be at once
more individual and more solidary. Certainly these two move-
ments, contradictory as they appear, develop in parallel fash-
ion. This is the problem we are raising. (1964:37)

A moment’s reflection shows that Durkheim is on to some-
thing. A hunter and gatherer, living as an integral part of a band,
can also survive on his own; his social identity is as a member of
a group even though he has all the skills necessary for individual
survival. We, members of industrialized societies, living inde-
pendently and often in isolation, rely on others to raise our food,
fix our cars, determine the value of our labors, and so on; we are
socially independent, but we cannot survive without others. The
Division of Labor in Society is not about the sexual division of la-
bor, but rather about how society can be alternately segmented or
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unitary and characterized by homogeneity or heterogeneity and
yet, somehow, stay together.

In Durkheim’s era, the division of labor was not an esoteric
subject; it characterized the transformation of European life dur-
ing the Industrial Revolution. It was at the heart of Adam
Smith’s analysis of The Wealth of Nations; it was central to Marx’s
critique of capitalism; and it was relevant to issues that touched
off massive social upheavals, such as the revolt of the Paris Com-
mune in 1871, which was bloodily suppressed. The division of
labor and the emergence of new social classes were themes for
social analysis with real impacts, much like academic discus-
sions of race and ethnic relations are immediately relevant to
people in the United States today. And so Durkheim was at-
tempting to understand, at least partially, how his own society
had come into being.

To explore this question, Durkheim chose a comparative
method, but it is a comparative method different in logic and in-
tent than the comparative method employed by Tylor and Mor-
gan (see pp. 11–14, 21–29), which involved identifying similarities
in cultural traits to reconstruct historical connections. For
Durkheim, the comparative method consisted of contrasting en-
tire societies in order to identify dimensions of social integration.

Durkheim proposed that societies have different configura-
tions of social integration or “solidarity.” He argued that differ-
ent societies could have distinct types of solidarity as the basis of
social existence, and he called these “mechanical solidarity” and
“organic solidarity.” Mechanical solidarity “comes from a cer-
tain number of states of conscience which are common to all the
members of the same society” (Durkheim 1964:109). Mechanical
solidarity applies to societies in which all members have a com-
mon, shared social experience, but who do not necessarily de-
pend on each other to survive. This form of solidarity is called
mechanical, Durkheim wrote, not because “it is produced by
mechanical or artificial means. We call it that only by analogy to
the cohesion which unites the elements of an inanimate body, as
opposed to that which makes a unity out of the elements of a liv-
ing body” (1964:130). In mechanical solidarity societies,
Durkheim believed, the individual was directly and equally at-
tached to society, normative values were shared and more im-
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portant than individual ones, and special subdivisions within a
society were either absent or weak.

This contrasts with societies in which diverse, interdepen-
dent subdivisions are linked by formal institutions into a single
society. This form of solidarity Durkheim called “organic,” in the
sense of a complex biological organism:

This solidarity resembles that which we observe among the
higher animals. Each organ, in effect, has its special physiog-
nomy, its autonomy. And moreover, the unity of the organism
is as great as the individuation of the parts is more marked. Be-
cause of this analogy we propose to call the solidarity which is
due to the division of labor, organic. (1964:131; emphasis added)

Thus Durkheim outlined two models of social integration
that characterized two contrasting societal structures. A me-
chanical solidarity society was “an absolutely homogeneous
mass whose parts were not distinguished from one another, and
which consequently had no structure” (Durkheim 1972:141). Or-
ganic solidarity societies, on the other hand,

are formed not by the repetition of similar, homogeneous seg-
ments, but by a system of different organs each of which has a
special role, and which are themselves formed of differentiated
parts. Not only are social elements not of the same nature, but
they are not distributed in the same way. They are . . . coordi-
nated and subordinated one to another around the same cen-
tral organ which exercises a moderating action over the rest of
the organism. (Durkheim 1972:143)

For example, many institutions in American society are in
some sense dependent on the legal system: corporations, mar-
riages and families, nonprofit organizations, political offices,
and so on. Each of these institutions is separate and different but
subordinate to the rule of law, which thus exercises its “moder-
ating influence” over the different organs of American society.

The differences between mechanical solidarity and organic
solidarity were so marked that the development of one form
could only be at the expense of the other, and historically that
meant the evolution of organic solidarity as mechanical solidar-
ity declined.
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Durkheim culled his examples of traditional, non-Western
societies from the Bible, classical texts, and primitive ethnogra-
phies to show that such different groups as the Australian abo-
rigines, the unspecified tribes of native America and Africa, and
the tribes of Israel all exhibit mechanical solidarity (Durkheim
1964:176–178). In contrast, such different societies as the Franks
and the early Roman republic exhibit organic solidarity
(Durkheim 1964:183–185). On such slender empirical grounds,
Durkheim deduced a set of historical expectations, a set of de-
velopmental hypotheses.

First, Durkheim proposed that “whereas lower societies are
spread over immense areas relative to the size of their popula-
tions, among more advanced peoples population tends to be-
come more and more concentrated” (1972:152). This process
begins with the development of agriculture, “since it necessitates
a life in a fixed territory,” and intensifies with industrialization.
Second, the development of towns marks a threshold between
mechanical and organic solidarity. Towns, Durkheim writes, “al-
ways result from the need of individuals to put themselves con-
stantly in the closest possible contact with each other,”
presumably because their diverse tasks, parceled out by the di-
vision of labor, must be exchanged to be of value. In contrast,
“As long as society is essentially segmental [and solidarity is me-
chanical], towns do not exist” (Durkheim 1972:152). Concur-
rently, the shift from mechanical to organic solidarity is marked
by the “number and rapidity of the means of communication
and transportation” (Durkheim 1972:153), the network that
binds together the disparate organs of society.

Thus Durkheim outlined a model that not only categorized
existing and historically known societies, but also provided a
theory about the evolution of different social forms. The shift
from mechanical to organic solidarity resulted from the greater
division of labor; with greater numbers of separate tasks, the
need for integrating structures increased. In turn, the division of
labor became more marked as greater concentrations of people
lived in one place; that is because, as Durkheim hypothesizes, “If
work becomes progressively divided as societies become more
voluminous and dense, it is not because external circumstances
are more varied, but because struggle for existence is more
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acute” (1972:153). Borrowing directly from Darwin, Durkheim
argued that as more people live together, competition over re-
sources intensifies and, in response, people pursue different eco-
nomic niches, evolving into different social groups. Once the
trend to greater concentration of population begins, a series of
social consequences follows expressed by differences in the fun-
damental organization of society.

But apart from the laws and contracts and markets that bind
a society together, what is it that gives a society a distinctive,
common identity? Durkheim analyzed that question with a con-
cept that is one of the more misunderstood ideas in the social sci-
ences, the conscience collective.

The Conscience Collective

As anthropologist Paul Bohannan noted, “Durkheim, like all
original thinkers, had to stretch the language he used for the ex-
position of his ideas to the limits, and perhaps beyond”
(1960:77–78). The difficulty in understanding the notion of the
conscience collective stems from the inherent ambiguity of the
term, compounded by the definitional nuances lost in the trans-
lation of the phrase from French to English. The French con-
science combines both the sense of awareness associated in
English with “consciousness” and the sense of a regulating func-
tion associated with “conscience.” But in addition, “conscience”
implies “that of which someone is (or many persons are) aware.”
Paul Bohannan wrote, “The only suitable English word for this
notion is the anthropologist’s term ‘culture.’ Thus the French
term conscience means three things: internalized sanctions,
awareness, and perceived culture” (1960:78–79).

This combination of two concepts—being aware of something
and the object of awareness—makes the term “conscience” so slip-
pery for English speakers, and yet so important to Durkheim’s
work. “This ambiguous assimilation of the knowing instrument
and the known thing—of consciousness and culture—into a sin-
gle concept was vital to Durkheim’s thought,” Bohannan ob-
served (1960:79). “Encompassing what are for English-speaking
thinkers, at least those in social science, two substantives, the
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knower and the known, Durkheim focused his attention on the
verbal connection between them: the ‘knowing,’ or, as he called, it
the process of representation” (Bohannan 1960:79).

The subtleties of conscience collective may have contributed
to Durkheim’s neglect in early American anthropology. For Boas
(pp. 41–43) and Kroeber (pp. 69–70), culture consisted of learned
and shared knowledge and behavior, expressed in such different
ways as technology, social organization, or language. Further,
cultural knowledge was both separate from the process by
which it was obtained and distinct from the society that held that
knowledge. Finally, few American anthropologists were inter-
ested in the process of cultural acquisition (enculturation) until
the 1930s. And so not only did Durkheim’s conscience collective
combine two terms that English speakers would distinguish, but
it also drew attention to the process of cultural knowing that
early American anthropologists did not often consider. No won-
der the idea seemed confusing or useless.

Yet conscience collective was pivotal in Durkheim’s work be-
cause it connected the different patterns of social solidarity to the
processes of enculturation within a particular society. Conscience
collective has different properties in societies based on mechani-
cal solidarity versus those based on organic solidarity. First, in
mechanical solidarity the individual tends to have values or
views that are shared with all other members of society; in that
sense, as Giddens writes, “individual ‘consciousness’ is simply a
microcosm of conscience collective” (1972:5), which is not the
case under organic solidarity. Second, in societies characterized
by mechanical solidarity, the conscience collective has a greater
intellectual and emotional hold over the individual. Third, in so-
cieties characterized by mechanical solidarity, the conscience col-
lective has greater rigidity; certain behaviors are required or
prohibited and everyone knows what they are, whereas in or-
ganic societies—such as our own—there may be constant debates
about acceptable behaviors or appropriate values. Finally, there is
a difference in content. In societies associated with mechanical
solidarity, the conscience collective is broadly associated with re-
ligion; the sanctions for social norms come from the supernatural.
In societies characterized by organic solidarity, the role of religion
is diminished. Durkheim writes,
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But, if there is one truth that history teaches us beyond doubt,
it is that religion tends to embrace a smaller and smaller por-
tion of social life. Originally, it pervades everything; every-
thing social is religious; the two words are synonymous. Then,
little by little, political, economic, scientific functions free
themselves from the religious function, constitute themselves
apart and take on a more and more acknowledged temporal
character. God, who was at first present in all human relations,
progressively withdraws from them; he abandons the world to
men and their disputes. (1964:169)

In this dramatic manner, Durkheim highlights the pervasive
importance of religion in society, something that had not been
studied systematically by social scientists to that point.
Durkheim bemoaned the lack of “any scientific notion of what
religion is” (1964:168) and set out to change that situation in his
classic, The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life.

The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life

In this work, Durkheim set out to describe the basic elements of
religious life by studying the most primitive society he knew of:
the native peoples of central Australia. He outlined his method
in the opening paragraph of the book:

[We] propose to study the most primitive and simple religion
which is actually known, to make an analysis of it, and to at-
tempt an explanation of it. A religious system may be said to
be the most primitive which one can observe when it fulfills
the two following conditions: in the first place, when it is
found in a society whose organization is surpassed by no oth-
ers in simplicity; and secondly, when it is possible to explain it
without making use of any element borrowed from a previous
religion. (1968:13)

Durkheim thus attempted to identify not only the elemental
constituents of religion, but the origins of religion. Previously,
two basic ideas had been advanced about the origins of religion.
First was animism, an idea developed by Tylor, which charac-
terized religion as originating with an individual’s explanation
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of misunderstood phenomena. Animism is the idea that spirits
occupy all sorts of objects. Just as humans have different states
of being—asleep and awake, living and dead—that imply the
existence of an animating force, objects also have anima, and
primitive religious activities revolve around avoiding, propiti-
ating, or placating those spirits. An alternative concept, natur-
ism, saw religion as an expression of natural forces and
objects—weather, fire, the sea, lightning, and so on. Durkheim
quotes a major proponent of naturism, Max Müller, as writing,
“At first sight, nothing seemed less natural than nature. Nature
was the greatest surprise, a terror, a marvel, a standing miracle”
(1968:92). Religion, Müller held, arose from attempts to under-
stand these phenomena. Thus animism and naturism similarly
view religion as originating with individuals’ explanations of
natural phenomena.

Durkheim’s approach was fundamentally different:

Religion is something eminently social. Religious representa-
tions are collective representations which express collective re-
alities; the rites are a manner of acting which take rise in the
midst of assembled groups and which are destined to excite,
maintain or recreate certain mental states in these groups. So if
the categories are of religious origins they ought to participate
in this nature common to all religious facts; they too should be
social affairs and the product of collective thought. (1968:22)

For that reason, Durkheim was interested in the totem as ex-
pressed by native peoples of central Australia. “Totem” refers to
a category of things—animals, plants, celestial bodies, ancestral
mythic beings—associated with a social group. The name of the
totem, for example, “red kangaroo,” refers to the clan associated
with that totem. The totem is the name and emblem of the clan
and is incorporated into the liturgy of religious practices. The
totem is, Durkheim writes, “the very type of sacred thing”
(1968:140). Its sacredness is imparted to those things associated
with it, its loss is the greatest imaginable disaster, and specific
taboos transform the animal or object into embodiments of sa-
credness. Yet, a specific totem is only sacred to a particular clan
and not to any other. Such a brief synopsis hardly does justice to
Durkheim’s analysis of totemism or the vast literature subse-
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quent to his work, but it illustrates how Durkheim perceived the
social nature of religion.

Durkheim emphasized the elemental properties of religion:
“A religion is a unified system of beliefs and practices relative to
sacred things, that is to say, things set apart and forbidden—
beliefs and practices which unite into one single moral commu-
nity, called a Church, all those who adhere to them” (1968:62).

What makes religion distinctive is its focus on the sacred,
which is itself a social construction. There is nothing inherently
sacred or profane in the world. A place, a symbol, or a personal-
ity becomes sacred because it is socially classified as sacred. It is
impossible to separate the object of worship from the process of
socially defining the sacred; in other words, the knower and the
known (to use Bohannan’s phrase) are indivisible, mutually cre-
ated by the process of knowing.

What was true of sacredness was equally true of other shared
cognitive categories, what Durkheim called “collective represen-
tations.” Collective representations include such systems of
knowledge as cardinal directions, temporal divisions, color cate-
gories, and social distinctions—classifications unique to different
societies. The arbitrary yet very systematic nature of collective
representations (e.g., all Americans agree that south is opposite of
north and that there are sixty minutes in an hour) indicate they
are not simply products of individual musings about the nature
of existence. The collective representations of religion are not de-
rived from individual psychology because, Durkheim writes,

between these two sorts of representations there is all the dif-
ference which exists between the individual and the social, and
one can no more derive the second from the first than he can
deduce society from the individual, the whole from the part,
the complex from the simple. Society is a reality sui generis; it
has its own peculiar characteristics, which are not found else-
where and which are not met with again in the same form in
all the rest of the universe. (1968:29)

Collective representations exist because there are two differ-
ent spheres of human knowledge, the individual and the social,
and Émile Durkheim developed a theory of the social basis of
cultural knowledge.
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Conclusion

The early American anthropologists criticized Durkheim’s lack
of fieldwork experience, his overreliance on a few ethnogra-
phies, and his simplistic classification of very different societies
into the category “primitive.” But many American anthropolo-
gists also seem to have misunderstood what Durkheim was try-
ing to do—attempting to build a theory of society.

Among Durkheim’s many contributions to social science, this
may be his most profound: the idea that there is a distinct realm
of human existence, society, that is not derived from any other
source. Society has characteristic structures that allow us to dis-
tinguish social forms, those based on mechanical solidarity ver-
sus those based on organic solidarity. We can perceive the origins
of organic solidarity in those pure examples of mechanical soli-
darity that Durkheim called “the veritable social protoplasm, the
germ out of which all social types would develop” (1964:174).
Change occurred systematically, caused by innovations in the
economy that affected human population densities, which then
led to the increasing division of labor. Such developments are
paralleled by changes in the conscience collective: in the degree
to which an individual’s belief represents everybody’s belief, in
the controlling power of belief, in the diminishing importance of
religious institutions and the domination of secular ones. That is-
sue Durkheim explores by showing that religion is eminently so-
cial and not the extrapolation of individual musings to a larger
audience. Along with other categories, the boundaries between
sacred and profane are collective social representations.

Therefore, understanding the different currents of human ex-
istence requires focusing on the social dimensions because it is
there that the differences are created, defined, expressed, and
transmitted. These are some of the key notions in the science of
society created by Émile Durkheim.
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II

THE NATURE OF CULTURE
X

The Boasian critique of the comparative method and evolution-
ary schemes created an analytical vacuum. If cultural patterns are
not the reflections of earlier stages of human development that
has run “in nearly uniform channels” in Tylor’s phrase, then
what do cultural patterns reflect? If cultures are essentially the ac-
cidental accumulations of diverse traits and values brought to-
gether by specific historical circumstances of innovation,
diffusion, and migration, how is it that cultures are integrated
wholes? If, as Boas had written, “the causal conditions of cultural
happenings lie always in the interaction between individual and
society” (1932:612), what is the nature of that interaction? What
holds cultures together? What gives cultures their distinctive
essences?

These questions plagued Boas’s students like Alfred Kroeber,
Ruth Benedict, Edward Sapir, and Margaret Mead. And al-
though the answers they arrived at were different, their respec-
tive explorations were framed by three concepts: the causal
priority of culture, the concept of the microcosm, and the recog-
nition that cultural knowledge was rapidly vanishing.

Boas’s specific critiques of unilineal evolution and racial ex-
planations of behavior led to the general conclusion that culture
could only be explained in reference to specific cultural patterns,
that culture explains culture, a position known as cultural deter-
minism (Hatch 1973:49). Thus, the idea of cultural relativism
holds that one can only understand a specific society’s practices
within its specific cultural context (Hatch 1983).
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Similarly, explanation requires understanding how historical
processes of diffusion, migration, and invention produced a par-
ticular cultural pattern, the idea of historical particularism (Har-
ris 1968:250–289). More broadly, the above implies that culture
cannot be explained by reference to human biology, individual
psychology, or any factors other than cultural ones.

But how can such factors be identified? Boas and his stu-
dents believed that the laws governing culture, if they existed,
could be discovered only through the study of small-scale soci-
eties in which culture could be examined in microcosm. During
the early twentieth century, there was a general assumption that
small-scale societies—the isolated camp, the primitive village—
provided a discrete analytical unit where the patterns of culture
could be observed in microcosm. In such “simple societies” it
would be possible for the anthropologist to observe clearly di-
mensions of culture obscured in larger, more complex societies.

But those small, traditional cultures were disappearing rap-
idly. In American and British anthropology there was a broad
recognition that traditional cultural knowledge was being lost in
the face of Western colonization and globalization. Anthropolo-
gists responded by going into the field to “salvage” the last ves-
tiges of traditional culture. Anthropologists George Marcus and
Michael Fischer observe that “the main motif that ethnography
as a science developed was that of salvaging cultural diversity.
The ethnographer would capture in writing the authenticity of
changing cultures, so they could be entered into the record for
the great comparative project of anthropology” (1986:24).

From that comparative project would emerge the general
laws of culture, laws inferred from specific studies of small-scale
traditional societies. Working from this common set of assump-
tions, Kroeber, Benedict, Sapir, and Mead each attempted to un-
derstand the patterning of culture from different analytical
angles.

For Kroeber, culture is a phenomenon distinct from that of
society, the individual, or the organism. Culture exists on its own
analytical level, irreducible to other levels of phenomena and ex-
plicable in terms of its own particular characteristics. Culture is
learned and shared as Tylor had said, but it is also variable, plas-
tic, value laden, superpersonal, and anonymous. Cultural inno-
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vations are not the products of lone genius, but expressions of
“regularities of form and style and significance” (Kroeber
1952:104). Changes in some dimensions of culture, most notably
in matters of style, may actually be governed by a superorganic
oscillation that occurs unbeknownst to the individual members
of a culture. And thus culture is distinct from and dominant over
the individual.

For Benedict, cultures are more than the sum of their parts;
they are configurations based on fundamental values of exis-
tence that differ between cultures. Cultures have a distinctive
essence because key values are learned by individuals as mem-
bers of particular cultures. American society has its outline—
dynamic, constantly changing, fragmentary—because we value
individualism, innovation, and success. The connection between
the individual and society is based on values; individuals who
through temperament and training share the values of their so-
ciety are successful, those who don’t are deviants. And yet those
core values are not the same for all societies, and thus the suc-
cessful person in one culture is the deviant in another.

Mead took a very similar approach. Like Benedict, Mead saw
the relation between individual and society as based on values,
but they are very specific values transmitted during child rear-
ing. Rather than concerning herself with overall configurations,
Mead was much concerned with rather specific sets of cultural
values: is adolescent sex traumatic or easy; is a baby breast-fed
on demand or rudely weaned; is food shared or hoarded? In
these and other cases, the way children are raised determines the
adults they become and that process gives societies their distinc-
tiveness and shape.

Sapir’s explanation was very different. Sapir contended that
culture is a constantly edited document created by individuals
engaged in public discourse. Far from being the passive cre-
ations of culture, individuals build cultures in their actions and
words. Rather than collective expressions of fundamental, time-
less values, Sapir argued that even the most basic contentions of
culture are fodder for debate and disagreement. There are lim-
its to points of disagreement, however, and the boundaries are
set by language. The categories of different languages express
basic ideas about how the universe is perceived, how causality
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is explained, how time, mass, space, number, and so on are con-
ceptualized. Speakers of the same language will tend to use
similar linguistic categories. For example, if we set a time for a
meeting, we may argue about whether I am late, but not about
the number of minutes in an hour. Such linguistic categories are
instilled unthinkingly as a child learns a language, becoming so
ingrained that we don’t argue about them. And thus the use of
language and symbols allows humans to actively create new
cultural forms, but the linguistic categories inherent in language
give an overall shape to cultural experience.

It is often said that Boas cast an enormous influence over
American anthropology, but perhaps nowhere is that more evi-
dent than in his students’ efforts to understand the nature of cul-
ture.
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5

Alfred Kroeber
Configurations of Culture

X

It is tempting to call Alfred Kroeber (1876–1960) the last Renais-
sance man of anthropology. During his eighty-five-year lifetime,
Kroeber lived through and shaped major changes in anthropol-
ogy, which changed from merely documenting the exotic to con-
cerning itself with the different arenas of human life and
developed a holistic view of humans within our cultural and bi-
ological contexts. Alfred Kroeber ranged across all those fields;
he was the last anthropological generalist.

Since Kroeber’s time, the number of anthropologists and the
quantity of anthropological research has grown so enormously
that it is difficult to keep up with the literature in one field, let
alone another. Between 1892 and 1901, a total of eight Ph.D.’s in
anthropology were granted by American universities, Kroeber’s
among them (Bernstein 2002); in 1995, 484 Ph.D.’s in anthropol-
ogy were awarded (Givens and Jablonski 1996). Although an-
thropology as a field retains the ideology of being a holistic and
multidimensional endeavor (Borofsky 2002), few anthropolo-
gists pursue more than a single field; we are sociocultural an-
thropologists or archaeologists or physical anthropologists or
linguists. Within such fields we are even further specialized as
California archaeologists or Andean archaeologists or linguists
specializing in Mayan, Romance, or Austronesian languages.

The lack of generalists since Kroeber’s time both mirrors an
information explosion and the growing emphasis on specializa-
tion of all academic disciplines. But Kroeber’s breadth was ex-
ceptional even for his time and reflects a deeply original, creative
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mind at work at a time when almost everything in American an-
thropology was new.

Background

Alfred Kroeber was born in New Jersey in 1876, the year of
Custer’s defeat at Little Big Horn; much of his research on Na-
tive American life and language occurred during the twilight of
American Indian independence. Kroeber’s family were upper-
middle-class German Americans who insisted on a challenging
educational regime of tutors, private schools, and hard work. He
entered Columbia College at the age of sixteen and majored in
English, later receiving an M.A. with a thesis on British plays.
Kroeber’s early education directly led to his more “humanistic”
approach to anthropology. Kroeber drifted into anthropology
when he took a seminar in American Indian languages from
Franz Boas, a seminar that met around Boas’s dining room table
(Steward 1973:6). Kroeber received the first Ph.D. in anthropol-
ogy at Columbia University (Jackins 2002). Boas supervised
Kroeber’s doctoral dissertation on the art of the Arapaho; it was
only twenty-eight pages long (Kroeber 1901).

Kroeber’s dissertation may have been brief, but he was an
extremely prolific writer. In 1936 when he was honored on his
sixtieth birthday, a bibliography of his writings included 175
entries (this seems to have been an underestimate; a subse-
quent list shows 306 works). In the following twenty-five years
of his life—at a time when most people slow down—Kroeber’s
writings grew to 532 publications: articles, monographs, re-
views, book introductions, essays, and so on (Gibson and Rowe
1961).

A review of these titles indicates Alfred Kroeber’s major re-
search interests. First is his work on the native peoples of Cali-
fornia (e.g., Kroeber 1904, 1906, 1907a, 1907b, 1909, 1910, 1911,
1925, 1929, 1932). Kroeber was one of the first members of the an-
thropology department at the University of California, Berkeley.
He was hired to study the Indians of California, essentially do-
ing “salvage ethnography” to recover the vestiges of precontact
language and society before they were completely wiped out by
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Euro-American society. Kroeber published some seventy writ-
ings on the ethnology of native California, but his magnum opus
was the Handbook of the Indians of California (1925). This one-
thousand-page tome summarized Kroeber’s investigations of
every native group in California. It is a remarkable com-
pendium, including aboriginal population estimates, lists of na-
tive toponyms, and details of subsistence, cosmology, kinship,
and social organization. Kroeber made numerous field trips, in-
terviewed dozens of informants, summarized published
sources, and scoured mission registers. It remains an important
source of information, in many cases the only source.

Kroeber shared this desire to preserve rapidly disappearing
cultural knowledge with other American anthropologists like
Boas and Mead and also with British anthropologists (Kuper
1983:5–6). As anthropologists began to conduct fieldwork it
quickly became apparent that traditional societies were being
destroyed. The Cambridge anthropologist and psychologist W.
H. R. Rivers wrote in 1913, “In many parts of the world the death
of an old man brings with it the loss of knowledge never to be
replaced” (quoted in Kuper 1983:5). In the United States and
Great Britain there was a shared sense that major theoretical is-
sues could be addressed only with information that was disap-
pearing daily, and this sparked a concerted effort to gather the
available empirical data.

Kroeber’s salvage ethnography led to a basic approach of
ethnographic analysis: the culture element distribution list
(Aginsky 1943; Driver 1937, 1939; Drucker 1950; Stewart 1941;
Klimek 1935; Kroeber 1935, 1939; Wheeler-Voeglin 1941; for dis-
cussion, see Heizer 1963). He faced a basic set of problems (Kroe-
ber 1939:4–6): (1) How are cultures to be defined? (2) How are
their precontact practices to be reconstructed from current
knowledge? and (3) How are the interactions between cultures to
be measured? In native North America there were some obvious
differences in the geographical distribution of cultural practices:
Indians in the American Southwest and east of the Mississippi
grew maize; Indians of the Northwest Coast and Great Basin did
not. But such rough classifications failed to capture more subtle
variations within particular cultural areas, nor did they account
for the blurred edges of all such areas, and they assumed that
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certain aspects of culture—for example, agriculture—were more
important than others. As Kroeber worked within California, it
became obvious that there were significant differences among
California Indians; for example, native Californians had the
highest linguistic diversity of any region in North America, lead-
ing one scholar to call it “the Babel of ancient America” (Moratto
1984:530). Such cultural diversity had to be measured and ex-
plained, and Kroeber designed the cultural element lists to deal
with this problem. Kroeber often approached the analysis of cul-
tures as a natural historian, specifically like a Linnaean taxono-
mist interested in classifying species rather than a modern
evolutionary taxonomist concerned with variations in a popula-
tion. The cultural element survey reflects this approach.

Kroeber divided culture into minimal units that could be
characterized qualitatively. For example, did a specific group
practice “polyandry” or “cremation,” did they use a “sinew-
backed bow” or “beaver-teeth dice,” “eat acorn mush” or did
their young men drink a dangerous hallucinogenic made from
jimsonweed? These lists were prepared, and graduate students
were sent out to interview native informants and check off the
elements; the results were tabulated and published. Julian Stew-
ard, one of Kroeber’s graduate students, wrote,

Kroeber obtained funds for an ambitious four-year field proj-
ect of element list surveys which was carried out by 13 field
workers and included 254 tribes and tribal subdivisions west
of the Rocky Mountains. The lists ranged from 3,000 to more
than 6,000 elements, the presence and absence of which were
recorded for each local group. (1961:1057)

The element surveys were plotted in space in an attempt to un-
derstand the boundaries of particular cultures, and that led to
the issue of interaction between cultures. Steward continues,

The territorial plotting of element distributions raised ques-
tions about the mechanism of diffusion of each element, which
had usually been conceived of as a fairly simple process
through which one society transmitted cultural features to an-
other merely because of contiguity. Kroeber modified this con-
cept . . . by showing that cultural products may be imitated by
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peoples who had no direct contact with their originators.
(1961:1057)

In hindsight, the element survey approach has a number of
flaws. First, it atomizes culture into bits and pieces and consid-
ers each element to be of equal significance (certainly the use of
beaver teeth dice and the practice of polyandry have different
levels of importance). Second, the approach assumes that the
presence of that cultural element in one society is equivalent to
the presence of that cultural element in another. For example, the
swastika was used in native North America, India, Nazi Ger-
many, and is used in the United States today. Even though the
swastika is found in all these places, it clearly has several differ-
ent meanings. Third, the cultural element survey created a static,
synchronic view of a society, implying that the only mechanisms
of cultural change were invention (an individual’s creation of a
new cultural trait), migration (the movement of a society with
new cultural traits into a new area), and diffusion (the spread of
cultural traits without migration). But for all its flaws, the cul-
tural elements survey met one important goal: it produced sys-
tematic information on societies that were being destroyed.

Culture and Configurations

Kroeber was not interested in mere minutiae; he was also con-
cerned with the broad patterns of culture that characterized en-
tire societies, or what he referred to as major styles that marked
particular cultural configurations. Analogous to Benedict’s con-
cept discussed in chapter 6, Kroeber states that “patterns are
those arrangements or systems of internal relationship which
give to any culture its coherence or plan, and keep it from being
a mere accumulation of random bits” (1948:131). Such patterns
“or configurations or Gestalts,” Kroeber wrote, “are what seem
to me to be most productive to distinguish or formulate in cul-
ture” (1952c:5).

Kroeber drew a sharp definitional boundary between culture
and society. Society occurs whenever there is group life—
including among social insects like bees and ants—but culture
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consists of learned and shared elements of custom and belief
(Kroeber 1952a:118–119). Further, Kroeber believed that such
customs and beliefs existed independently of the individuals
who held such beliefs. In a brief after-dinner talk in 1946 to a
group of anthropologists, Kroeber outlined his position. Culture
is transmitted by human interactions, “not by the genetic mech-
anism of heredity but by the interconditioning of zygotes.” Re-
gardless of its origins, “culture quickly tends to become
supra-personal and anonymous,” falling “into patterns, or regu-
larities of form and style and significance.” And finally, Kroeber
argued that culture “embodies values, which may be formulated
(overtly as mores) or felt (implicitly, as in folkways) by the soci-
ety carrying the culture, and which it is part of the business of
the anthropologist to characterize and define” (1952b:104). Thus
Kroeber’s basic definition of culture is that it is learned, shared,
patterned, and meaningful.

Kroeber tried to steer his analysis between two extremes that
dominated early twentieth-century ways of thinking about hu-
mans: racial determinism and the Great Man theory. Very early
in his career (1917)—and clearly showing Boas’s influence (see
pp. 38–40)—Kroeber attacked the notion that different races
have different innate properties. He questioned a number of as-
sumptions linking genetic background to behavior, such as that
the Eskimo innately desires blubber or the French are inherently
facile with language, and also the tendency to equate “race” and
“civilization.”

At the same time, Kroeber argued against the Great Man the-
ory, contending that even geniuses did not so much shape their
cultures as represent them. Kroeber found repeated examples of
multiple geniuses—like the independent invention of calculus
by Leibnitz in 1684 and Newton in 1687, the development of the
theory of natural selection by Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel
Wallace, and the invention of the steamboat by Robert Fulton
and at least four other contemporary inventors. “The history of
inventions,” Kroeber wrote, “is a chain of parallel instances”
(1952d:45). The co-occurrence of such inventions, he concluded,
was evidence that something larger was at work, some force
greater than either genetic inheritance or genius. That force was
greater than the organism—it was superorganic:
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The reason why mental heredity has so little if anything to do
with civilization, is that civilization is not mental action but a
body or stream of products of mental exercise. The social or
cultural . . . is in its essence non-individual. Civilization as such
begins only where the individual ends; and whoever does not
in some measure perceive this fact . . . can find no meaning in
civilization, and history for him must be only a wearying jum-
ble, or an opportunity for the exercise of art [that is, by making
things up]. (Kroeber 1952d:40)

For Kroeber, that organizing force was culture—nongenetic,
shared, anonymous, and patterned knowledge. The configura-
tions of culture are produced by the history of a particular set of
cultural values. Kroeber noted “that it is of the nature of culture
to be heavily conditioned by its own cumulative past, so that the
most fruitful approach to its understanding is a historical one”
(1952c:4). The historical approach showed broader and broader
connections between cultural elements as they were expressed
in space and time (Kroeber 1952c:5). Placing these elements in
this manner, one could identify configurations and their devel-
opment, prominence, decline, and replacement. That, Kroeber
felt, was the nature of explanation.

Kroeber turned his attention to scores of topics—Peruvian
archaeology, American Indian linguistics, and so on—but ar-
guably his most intriguing analysis was of a subject that might
seem strange: changes in women’s dress. It was a topic that
Kroeber wrote about at least twice, first in 1919 and then again
in 1940. Kroeber was drawn to study women’s fashion because
it reflected “pure” style and because changes in fashion could be
dated by studying historic Parisian fashion magazines. By the
time of the second study, Kroeber had data ranging from 1787 to
1936. Kroeber measured a range of variables, such as dress
length and dress width, and then conducted a statistical and
time series analysis. What he found was that certain major fluc-
tuations had different periodicities; for example, dress length
was greatest in the eighteenth century and the mid- and late
nineteenth century, with shorter dresses most common at about
1815 and 1931. Further, Kroeber found some interesting patterns
in the variation of style. Most years, variation from the central
trend was minor, whether the tendency was for long dresses or
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short dresses, but in some periods there was a great degree of
variation before the central tendency was reasserted. Kroeber
considered a variety of historical causes—such as, did periods of
political instability cause greater variation in hem length?—and
failed to find any causes for such patterns other than the simple,
superorganic fluctuation of style.

The primary factor [for such fashion changes] would seem to be
adherence to or departure from an ideal though unconscious
pattern for formal clothing in women. The consistent conform-
ity of variability to certain magnitudes of proportion—mostly a
conformity of low variabilities to high magnitudes [that is,
when skirts are shortest, everyone’s skirts are short]—leaves lit-
tle room for any other conclusion. (Richardson and Kroeber
1952:368)

In sum, Kroeber studied women’s fashion because it exem-
plified his conception of what culture was. Clearly nongenetic,
fashion was obviously free of the influences of heredity. Obvi-
ously shared, fashion was more than the idiosyncratic exercise of
genius. Reducible to elements, fashion traits could be plotted in
time; in this case space was held constant by considering only
Parisian fashion. Clearly patterned, fashion underwent long-
term systematic fluctuations. And finally, his explanation was
historical because changes in fashion could not be understood
by appeal to outside factors but only explained within their spe-
cific cultural configuration. And thus Kroeber’s analysis of this
unlikely topic captured the basic characteristics of his approach
to culture.

Kroeber attempted to repeat his microcosmic analysis in the
narrow field of Parisian fashion in a parallel, enormous study of
world civilization, Configurations of Culture Growth (1944). During
his earlier cultural element distribution studies, Kroeber had de-
veloped the notion of culture climax. A culture climax is when
“historically known cultural growths . . . show a virtual coinci-
dence of florescence in the several faces of culture” (Kroeber
1939:5). Since Kroeber had long argued that cultural innovations
were not the products of “Great Men” but rather of “parallel in-
stances,” a study of superior inventions demonstrates “the fre-
quent habit of societies to develop their cultures to their highest
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levels spasmodically: especially in their intellectual and aesthetic
aspects, but also in more material and practical aspects” (1944:5).
If genius were simply the result of genetics, then superior inno-
vations should occur randomly; that they do not indicates “the
causal participation of a cultural factor, the intervention of a su-
perpersonal element in the personal activity of genius” (Kroeber
1944:13). Yet, Kroeber found “no evidence of any true law in the
phenomena dealt with; nothing cyclical, regularly repetitive, or
necessary” (1944:761). If anything, this simply strengthened
Kroeber’s idea of the irreducibility of culture.

For Kroeber, culture was a mental construct completely dis-
tinct from other phenomena. Culture, he wrote, “is superorganic
and superindividual in that, although carried, participated in
and produced by organic individuals, it is acquired; and it is ac-
quired by learning” (1948:254). Culture cannot be explained by
organic individual needs as Malinowski claimed (Kroeber
1948:309–310; on Malinowski, see pp. 139–43), and it cannot be
treated as equivalent to “society” (Kroeber 1948:847–849). Cul-
tural patterns can be understood only within a historical ap-
proach that emphasizes change through time, the cultural
antecedents of new cultural patterns, and the importance of un-
derstanding cultural phenomena within particular configura-
tions (Kroeber 1957, 1963a, 1963b; see Hatch 1973:94–95 for
discussion).

Conclusion

Kroeber’s broad contributions to anthropology make any brief
summary of his career nearly impossible, but Steward’s (1961)
obituary captures many of Kroeber’s basic ideas. Kroeber be-
lieved “that culture derived from culture” and that psychologi-
cal, adaptational, or organic explanations were indefensible. His
historical approach was “superorganic and supra-individual”
and twofold, first characterizing cultures “by the minutiae of
their content” while also seeking “major styles, philosophies,
and values” (Steward 1961:1050).

Kroeber’s contribution to American anthropology has a mixed
legacy. There is little question of his substantive contributions to
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ethnology, ethnography, linguistics, and archaeology, but in con-
trast there is little current enthusiasm for Kroeber’s concerns with
the superorganic, the style and patterns of civilization, or the
anonymity of culture. As a theoretician, Kroeber’s position is
more frequently argued against than embraced (Benedict
1959:231; Harris 1968:320–337). And yet, Kroeber’s attempt to find
the unifying basis of culture was a central problem faced by many
of his contemporaries, including Benedict, Sapir, and Mead.
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Ruth Benedict
Patterns of Culture

X

Ironically, interest in Ruth Benedict’s life story overshadows her
ideas as an anthropologist, which focused on the relationship be-
tween the individual and society. Benedict is the subject of three
biographies (Caffrey 1989; Mead 1974; Modell 1983) and another
study examining her relationship with Margaret Mead (Lapsley
1999). Benedict is a captivating subject for biographers because
she was not only a brilliant anthropologist, but also a brilliant
woman who was an anthropologist. Benedict was one of the first
women to attain prominence as a social scientist, and her life ex-
emplifies the difficult, often conflicting choices that women face
in American society. The trajectories of her life and career in an-
thropology were shaped by that fact.

Background

Ruth Benedict (née Fulton) was educated at Vassar College,
which was established in the 1860s with the goal of educating
women on an equal plane with men. Although women’s univer-
sity education had existed for twenty years when Ruth Benedict
enrolled in 1905, it was still sufficiently new that Ladies’ Home
Journal in October 1905 published an article titled “Madcap Frol-
ics of College Girls,” followed in the November issue by the riv-
eting article “What College Girls Eat” (Caffrey 1989:43). Ruth
Benedict studied literature and poetry, and later in her life she
published poems in poetry magazines and journals. But her ex-



posure to critical analysis, even more than to poetry, was to im-
pact on her anthropology. At Vassar she was exposed to a wide
range of progressive political issues and modernist artistic
trends and to a challenging body of English and German litera-
ture, particularly the works of Friedrich Nietzsche.

Nietzsche’s works are not read by most Americans today, but
many of us know the opening notes of 2001: A Space Odyssey, ac-
tually a tone poem composed by Richard Strauss based on Niet-
zsche’s Thus Spake Zarathustra. Nietzsche chose to write a
collection of philosophical statements as if they were spoken by
the Persian philosopher Zarathustra (Zoroaster); in fact, they
were Nietzsche’s own recipes calling for creativity, revolt against
conformity, and vigorous engagement with life. Caffrey writes,

Nietzsche advocated creative iconoclasm. The Self desires to
create beyond itself, he wrote: “Creating—that is the great sal-
vation from suffering, and life’s alleviation.” The creativity he
advocated was the creativity of new values. . . . [Nietzsche] ad-
vocated the destruction of conventional morality and con-
formity because they suffocated creativity. He affirmed
physical joy. He called for a renunciation of materialism and
for his readers to develop God within themselves. All of these
were qualities Ruth believed most important. . . . Thus Spake
Zarathustra gave her a sense of freedom from that restrictive
past and a purpose for living out her future. (1989:54–55)

In 1914 Ruth Fulton married Stanley Benedict, but over the
years their marriage unraveled. After stints of unsatisfying par-
ticipation in social work and repressing her own interests for the
sake of her marriage, she went back to school at the age of thirty-
one at the New School for Social Research. After a year she was
encouraged to take graduate courses at Columbia University
where she began an association with Franz Boas that lasted from
1921 until Boas’s death in 1942.

Boas supervised Benedict’s dissertation—“The Concept of
the Guardian Spirit in North America”—which was later pub-
lished by the American Anthropological Association (Benedict
1923). The dissertation was based on library research rather than
fieldwork, but the fact that she obtained her Ph.D. in three se-
mesters is still remarkable. Except for a brief 1922 study of the
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Serrano in Southern California (Benedict 1924), all of Benedict’s
early writings were based on library research (for example,
Benedict 1922). Beginning in the mid-1920s, however, Benedict
went to the American Southwest for summer field research proj-
ects among the Zuni (1924), Zuni and Cochiti (1925), O’otam
(1927), and Mescalero Apache (1931). Benedict’s Zuni research
would become central to her 1934 book Patterns of Culture.

During this period Benedict was developing her interests in
personality and culture, editing the Journal of American Folklore,
and teaching at Columbia, where the relationship between Boas
and Benedict continued to evolve. After serving as her mentor,
Boas became her professional colleague when he got her a posi-
tion in the Department of Anthropology, which he chaired.
Gradually, Benedict was made a full-fledged faculty member,
and at her death in 1948, she was one of Columbia University’s
most eminent professors.

Patterns of Culture

Patterns of Culture was an extremely popular book from the time
it was published in 1934. Translated into a dozen languages, is-
sued in 1946 as a paperback that sold for twenty-five cents, as of
1974 Patterns of Culture had sold 1.6 million copies (Mead
1974:1). It is still in print. The ideas of the book spread outside of
academia into the American society in general. Because the ideas
have permeated modern American culture, we now take them as
commonplace. Patterns of Culture was written for the nonanthro-
pologist, and as Caffrey observes, “it acted as a signal of and a
catalyst for the final acceptance of a profound paradigm change
in the social sciences and in American society” (1989:209). Bene-
dict found alleviation from suffering, in Nietzsche’s phrase, in
the creativity of intellect; Patterns of Culture is clear evidence of
that intellect at work.

First, it emphasized the importance of culture versus biol-
ogy; by contrasting the starkly different patterns of life among
the Zuni, Dobu, and Kwakiutl, Benedict demonstrated the
causal primacy of culture in understanding differences between
modern humans. By extension, the profiles of these three soci-
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eties so different from American society further weakened the
grip of Victorian mores on American life.

Second, Benedict’s emphasis on patterns of culture was a
new twist on a fairly twisted idea. The concept of patterns was
similar in some ways to the culture-element complexes that
Kroeber and others had discussed (see pp. 67–69): patterned co-
occurrences of cultural traits that marked different cultural
groups. For example, anthropologist Clark Wissler described the
horse complex among Plains Indians, a constellation of cultural
practices including the tepee, travois, buffalo hunting, raiding,
and the Sun Dance—all of which revolved around the horse.
Similarly, we could define an American car culture in which a
wide range of cultural elements—billboards, cellular phones,
commuter schools, and so on—are all linked by the presence of
automobiles.

But Benedict and other anthropologists were searching for
something more subtle and profound, the relationship not only
between a set of things and behaviors, but between the underly-
ing ideas, values, and mores that characterize a particular society.
The notion of the “Gestalt” configuration was influential at this
time. Coming from the German word for the outline of a physi-
cal shape, psychologists had applied the notion to experiments in
learning behavior that suggested people learn in response to un-
derlying patterns called forth by a specific event rather than by
direct stimulus response. Thus we learn that boisterous behavior
is inappropriate in a church, but then extend that knowledge to
cathedrals and synagogues, certain public monuments (the Lin-
coln Memorial), backyard weddings, and so on. Even in new sit-
uations we follow previously learned instructions because the
new situation calls forth a basic learned pattern. “The Gestalt
idea of configuration,” Margaret Caffrey writes, “fell on open
minds in America. A configuration was a form of pattern that
linked facts and events with the attitudes and beliefs underlying
them” (1989:154). Ruth Benedict made this notion of the
Gestalt/configuration/pattern central to her work:

Gestalt (configuration) psychology has done some of the
most striking work in justifying the importance of this point
of departure from the whole rather than from the parts.
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Gestalt psychologists have shown that in the simplest sense-
perception no analysis of the separate precepts can account
for the total experience. It is not enough to divide perceptions
up into objective fragments. The subjective framework, the
forms provided by past experience, are crucial and cannot be
omitted. (1959:51)

When Benedict contrasts “objective” and “subjective,” she is
not using “subjective” as a synonym for “mere opinion” or an
ethnocentric projection; she is attempting to characterize the
subjective values that explain why members of a particular soci-
ety behave in certain ways. Benedict used the concept of pattern
to refer to a society’s underlying “values of existence.” She
wrote, “Cultures . . . are more than the sum of their traits. We
may know all about the distribution of a tribe’s form of mar-
riage, ritual dances, and puberty initiations and yet understand
nothing of the culture as a whole which has used these elements
to its own purpose” (1959:47).

Benedict exposed the differences in cultural patterns by con-
trasting three relatively well-studied and markedly different so-
cieties: the Pueblo Indians (Zuni and Hopi); the Dobu, who live
on an island east of New Guinea; and the Northwest Coast Indi-
ans (Tsimshian, Kwakiutl, Coast Salish) who live between Puget
Sound and southwestern Alaska. The three ethnographic cases
were based on research by anthropologists whose work Benedict
trusted: Reo Fortune had studied the Dobu (he was married to
Margaret Mead at the time, see p. 106–7), Boas had worked on
the Northwest Coast, and Benedict herself had conducted re-
search at Zuni Pueblo. They were also completely different soci-
eties with fundamentally different cultural configurations.
Marshaling extensive ethnographic detail, Benedict sifted out
the fundamental elements of the cultural pattern. For example,
she wrote of the Dobu:

The Dobuan . . . is dour, prudish, and passionate, consumed
with jealousy and suspicion and resentment. Every moment of
prosperity he conceives himself to have wrung from a mali-
cious world by a conflict in which he has worsted his oppo-
nent. The good man is the one who has many such conflicts to
his credit, as anyone can see from the fact that he has survived
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with a measure of prosperity. It is taken for granted that he has
thieved, killed children and his close associates by sorcery,
cheated whenever he dared. (1959:168–169)

Contrast this with the Zuni ideal of the good man:

The ideal man in Zuni is a person of dignity and affability who
has never tried to lead, and who has never called forth com-
ment from his neighbours. Any conflict, even though right is
on his side, is held against him. . . . He should “talk lots,” as
they say—that is, he should always set people at their ease—
and he should without fail co-operate easily with others either
in the field or in ritual, never betraying a suspicion of arro-
gance or a strong emotion. (1959:99)

Benedict was not just reciting her own prejudices about peo-
ple; she was proposing ethnographically informed generaliza-
tions about the distinct values of different societies. Such
societies were so fundamentally different that Benedict turned to
Nietzsche’s work to borrow two concepts: the Apollonian and
Dionysian approaches to existence. Benedict contrasted the con-
figuration of the Zuni and other Puebloan Indians with that of
the Kwakiutl and many other North American groups in their
pursuit of

the values of existence. The Dionysian pursues them through
[as Nietzsche observed] “the annihilation of the ordinary
bounds and limits of existence”; he seeks to attain in his most
valued moments escape from the boundaries imposed upon
him by his five senses, to break through into another order of
existence. The desire of the Dionysian, in personal experience
or in ritual, is to press through it toward a certain psychologi-
cal state, to achieve excess. [The Dionysian] values the illumi-
nations of frenzy. The Apollonian distrusts all this. . . . He
knows but one law, measure in the Hellenic sense. He keeps
within the middle of the road, stays within the known map,
does not meddle with disruptive psychological states. In Niet-
zsche’s fine phrase, even in the exaltation of the dance he “re-
mains what he is, and retains his civic name.” (1959:78–79)

“The Southwest Pueblos are Apollonian,” Benedict wrote,
and in contrast to many North American groups, “Zuni ideals
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and institutions . . . are rigorous on this point. The known map,
the middle of the road to any Apollonian, is embodied in the
common tradition of his people” (1959:80). Outside of the Pueb-
los, and despite the many differences in Native American lan-
guage and culture, Benedict saw a common emphasis on
Dionysian behavior: “They valued all violent experience, all
means by which human beings may break through the usual
sensory routine, and to all such experiences they attributed the
highest value” (1959:80). The most conspicuous evidence was
the vision quest, in which an individual—through fasting, drugs
(tobacco), and self-mutilation—attempts to break through com-
monplace existence and obtain a personal vision through direct
contact with the supernatural. Such a set of core values shaped
larger cultural practices, resulting in distinctive patterns of cul-
ture.

Yet, not all individuals comfortably fit into the accepted pat-
terns of cultural life, and Ruth Benedict knew this from her own
experience. She had, as a person, reached a point when she could
no longer conform to the normal values for American women in
the 1920s; she had not accepted all the core values of her own
culture. Benedict saw the potential for conflict between the indi-
vidual and culture in her own life and assumed that this would
occur in other societies. One of her students would state, “Ruth
pursued anthropology to answer her own private questions
about the individual’s fate” (Cole 2002:533).

Thus, the final part of Patterns of Culture addresses this prob-
lem. “We have seen that any society selects some segment of the
arc of possible human behavior,” Benedict wrote, “and in so far
as it achieves integration its institutions tend to further the ex-
pression of its selected segment and inhibit opposite expres-
sions” (1959:254). Human nature is so malleable, the lessons of
one’s culture are so explicit, and the sanctions for disobedience
so severe that the vast majority of people not only accept the core
values but assume that “their particular institutions reflect an ul-
timate and universal sanity” (Benedict 1959:254). And yet not
everyone finds the institutions of a given culture “equally con-
genial . . . favored are those . . . whose potentialities most nearly
coincide with the type of behavior selected by their society”
(Benedict 1959:255). Benedict argues that “deviation” is essen-
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tially a conflict between individual personality and a given cul-
ture’s values and not a singular dimension true for all humans.
The deviant in Dobu society is “the man who was naturally
friendly” (Benedict 1959:258); the honored man in a Dionysian
society is the despised pariah in an Apollonian culture.

So Patterns of Culture poses an interesting conflict between
the individual and culture: on the one hand, culture is an ex-
pression of core values that most people learn and absorb; on the
other hand, there are individual personalities that lie outside the
particular segment of the arc of possibilities that defines that cul-
ture. Therefore, not only are cultural values relative, but the very
definition of deviance as well. Benedict’s book is one of the
founding anthropological texts on the relationship between cul-
ture and personality.

Conclusion

Benedict wrote more than just Patterns of Culture, of course. Dur-
ing World War II, Benedict worked for the Office of War Infor-
mation, sifting through published materials about other cultures
in support of the American war effort and conducting studies of
“cultures at a distance.” The best-known study, The Chrysanthe-
mum and the Sword (1946), was an examination of the core values
of Japanese society and how such values influenced Japanese be-
havior during the war and the postwar American occupation.
Less well known is Benedict’s earlier study of the people and
culture of Thailand (1952; written in 1943), which anticipates the
methods of The Chrysanthemum and the Sword.

Benedict contributed to the war effort in another, very differ-
ent way. In 1943 she and Gene Weltfish wrote a ten-cent an-
tiracist pamphlet entitled The Races of Mankind. In the face of
Nazi racial policies and racial conflicts within the United States,
and as American troops fought around the globe, issues of race
were paramount. Benedict and Weltfish summarized the current
scientific views on race and argued that racial differences were
minimal when compared to cultural differences. This argument
was also advanced in Patterns of Culture and echoed Boas’s dis-
cussion of race (see pp. 38–40). When the U.S. Army decided to
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distribute the pamphlet, conservative congressmen attacked it as
“Communist propaganda.” This patently absurd charge at-
tracted publicity and helped sell over 750,000 copies of the pam-
phlet, which was translated into seven languages (Edwards
1968).

Other successes notwithstanding, none of Benedict’s works
surpassed Patterns of Culture, in terms of theoretical impact. Its
clear argument exposed the basic patterns of a society, the set of
basic values that form a cultural chord. As the shift from major
to minor keys in the opening notes of Thus Spake Zarathustra con-
veys a sense of the universe’s majesty and mystery, the Apollon-
ian and Dionysian archetypes evoke certain fundamentals of a
society. Note that Benedict was not trying to create a classifica-
tion system for cultures. “Categories become a liability,” she
wrote, “when they are taken as inevitable and applicable alike to
all civilizations and events” (1959:238). Cultures were not ragtag
assortments of elements tossed together by historical accident;
rather, Benedict showed that cultural differences were multifac-
eted expressions of a society’s most basic core values. The goal
of anthropology was to document these different patterns. Bene-
dict wrote about the social outcome of that process in the last
lines of her Patterns of Culture: “We shall arrive then at a more re-
alistic social faith, accepting as grounds of hope and as new
bases for tolerance the coexisting and equally valid patterns of
life which mankind has created for itself from the raw materials
of existence” (1959:278).
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7

Edward Sapir
Culture, Language, and 
the Individual

X

Edward Sapir (1884–1939), a former student wrote, “was one of
those rare men among scientists and scholars who are spoken of
by their colleagues in terms of genius” (Mandelbaum 1968:v). In
her obituary of Sapir in American Anthropologist, Ruth Benedict
wrote, “Few men in academic life have been so brilliantly en-
dowed as Professor Sapir, and the loss which linguistics and an-
thropology have sustained cannot be measured. To those of us
who have been his friends, his death leaves a vacancy which can
never be filled” (1939:468).

Sapir was recognized as the most brilliant linguist of his era,
a “genius” to many (Darnell 1990:x), who revolutionized the
study of American Indian languages. He also shaped interdisci-
plinary studies of human relations and institutions and the field
later known as “culture and personality.” But the central anthro-
pological theories that Sapir proposed regard the relationship
between the individual and culture as dynamically shaped by
language.

Sapir’s name is linked with that of his student, Benjamin
Whorf (1897–1941), in the famous Sapir-Whorf hypothesis,
which posits a relationship between the categories of meaning
found within a language and the mental categories speakers of
that language use to describe and classify the world. The impli-
cations of this simple hypothesis are profound. It suggests that
understanding meaning—in all its different dimensions—is as
important as understanding phonetics, syntax, and grammar,
the most common dimensions of linguistic analysis prior to
Sapir’s work.



The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis implies that different languages
mark different systems of perception and the differences between
societies’ cultural behavior are communicated by and codified in
the structure of linguistic meaning. The study of another culture’s
language is more than an investigation into how they speak; it’s
an inquiry into how cultural existence is created.

Sapir’s contributions occurred in the context of an anthropo-
logical linguistics with long antecedents, but most immediately
shaped through the work of Franz Boas. At a time when much
ethnographic work was focused on elements of culture that did
not require language mastery—such as trait studies of material
culture or studies conducted through interpreters—Boas’s em-
phasis on the importance of learning non-Western languages
was innovative. In 1911 Boas wrote in his Handbook of American
Indian Languages:

A command of the language [of a tribe] is an indispensable
means of obtaining accurate and thorough [ethnological]
knowledge, because much information can be gained by lis-
tening to conversations of the natives and by taking part in
their daily life, which, to the observer who has no command of
the language, will remain entirely inaccessible. (1911:60)

This notion of language as a research tool was less important
than the idea that language provided insights into other dimen-
sions of culture, however. Boas particularly emphasized the im-
portance of recording extended native language texts dictated
by speakers. These texts could then be wrung of every drop of
available information and correlated with other sources of infor-
mation. The linguist Roman Jakobson describes the impact of
Boas’s idea:

Language was considered by Boas not only as part of ethno-
logical phenomena in general but even as “one of the most in-
structive fields of inquiry” and his motivation is thoroughly
remarkable: “The great advantage that linguistics offers in this
respect,” Boas tells in his magnificent introduction to the
Handbook of American Indian Languages (1911), “is the fact that,
on the whole, the categories which are formed always remain
unconscious and that for this reason the processes which lead
to their formation can be followed without the misleading and
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disturbing factors of secondary explanations, which are so
common in ethnology.” (1966:129)

This “fertile and pathbreaking” idea, Jakobson continues, im-
plies that

among the various ethnological phenomena the linguistic
processes (or rather operations) exemplify most strikingly and
plainly the logic of the unconscious. For this reason—Boas 
insists—“the very fact of the unconsciousness of the linguistic
processes helps us to gain a clear understanding of the ethno-
logical phenomena, a point the importance of which cannot be
underrated.” The place of language with regard to the other
social systems and the meaning of linguistics for a thorough in-
sight into the diverse ethnological patterns had never been
stated so precisely. (1966:130)

Literally, language reflects and shapes the world as it is per-
ceived by humans, and understanding the organization of lin-
guistic meaning illuminates the basic structures of culture. That
essential concept, with its roots in Boas’s approach to linguistics,
was elaborated and refined in the works of Edward Sapir.

Background

Sapir, a Jew born in Prussia, arrived in New York with his par-
ents when he was five years old, part of the great emigration
from Europe that was funneled through Ellis Island. Growing
up poor on the east side of New York, Sapir’s intellectual gifts
became obvious at an early age. He won scholarships to Co-
lumbia College, where he graduated in 1904 at the age of
twenty, completing his undergraduate education in just three
years (Darnell 1990:5). He immediately continued graduate
studies at Columbia under Boas and in 1905 did fieldwork with
the Wishram of the lower Columbia River valley; the resulting
study was published in 1909. Sapir went to Oregon to study the
Takelma language in 1906, research that formed the basis of his
doctoral dissertation. The difficulties of the Takelma language
make his dissertation quite remarkable; Benedict noted, “There
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was no period of apprenticeship in Sapir’s linguistic work; his
phonetic and morphological gifts are as apparent in this boy-
hood work as in that of a student of long and arduous experi-
ence” (1939:465). The same year Sapir finished his dissertation
(1907) he also published two articles on Takelma ethnology in
the American Anthropologist (1907a) and in the Journal of Ameri-
can Folklore (1907b).

Sapir was a research assistant at Berkeley in 1907–1908,
working on the native Californian language Yana. Next he went
to the University of Pennsylvania, which supported his research
on the Southern Paiute, the first scientific study of a Shoshonean
language. Working with Toni Tillohash, a Southern Paiute man
employed by the University of Pennsylvania Museum, Sapir cre-
ated a grammar of Southern Paiute that set new standards in its
sensitivity to the native speaker’s intuitive use of language (Dar-
nell 1990:34–35).

In 1910 Sapir obtained his first permanent position as the
chief of the Division of Anthropology, Geological Survey of
Canada, based in Ottawa (Darnell 1990:65–79). From this post
Sapir conducted research on the Nootka of British Columbia and
a variety of Athabascan languages; this work led to the defini-
tion of Na-Dene, a linguistic stock consisting of Northwest Coast
languages like Haida, Tlingit, and other Athabascan languages,
including Navaho.

During his fifteen years in Ottawa, Sapir turned his attention
to problems of historical linguistics. “Certain resemblances in vo-
cabulary and phonetics are undoubtedly due to borrowing of
one language from another,” Sapir wrote in the 1929 Enyclopedia
Britannica, “but the more deep-lying resemblances, such as can
be demonstrated, for instance, for Shoshonean, Piman, and
Nahuatl or for Athabaskan and Tlingit, must be due to a com-
mon origin now greatly obscured by the operation of phonetic
laws, grammatical developments and losses, analogical distur-
bances, and borrowing of elements from sources” (1968a:171). To
understand these historical connections, Sapir proposed a reclas-
sification of American Indian languages. The classification pro-
posed by Major John Wesley Powell—the great explorer,
geologist, and ethnologist—posited some fifty-five different lin-
guistic stocks for North America, treating each as fundamentally
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distinct. Sapir saw greater connections between American Indian
languages and replaced Powell’s scheme with a mere six linguis-
tic stocks for North America: (1) Eskimo-Aleut, (2) Algonquian,
(3) Dene, (4) Penutian, (5) Hokan, and (6) Aztec-Tanoan (today
called Uto-Aztecan). Languages within such stocks might be mu-
tually unintelligible but exhibit clear affinities and shared ances-
try, as do English, German, Danish, Swedish, and Norwegian, for
example. Sapir’s six-unit classification of American Indian lan-
guages dominated American linguistics into the 1960s, and it re-
mains an essential framework for organizing Native American
languages (Darnell 1990:110).

Sapir’s Ottawa period was a time of intellectual isolation. Ot-
tawa was far from the centers of anthropology in New York,
Berkeley, and Chicago. Sapir’s position in the Geological Survey
did not involve teaching, so he lacked the stimulation of ex-
changes with students. The letters exchanged during this time
between Sapir and Ruth Benedict make his sense of isolation
clear.

But the time in Ottawa was also marked by extreme creativ-
ity (Darnell 1990:87–88). Sapir had a wide-ranging intellect,
seemingly captivated by everything to do with words, and his
publications from the Ottawa period indicate an extraordinary
productivity. In addition to his writings in ethnology and lin-
guistics, Sapir also published poetry, book reviews, and essays
on nonanthropological subjects. His twenty-six publications
from 1922 include “The Fundamental Elements of Northern
Yana” and “Athabaskan Tone,” as well as reviews of poetry and
novels that were published in The New Republic, The Dial, and
Canadian Bookman; sixteen original poems; and translations of
three French Canadian folksongs. Such versatile virtuosity is
very rare.

In 1925 Sapir eagerly accepted a position at the University of
Chicago where he could teach a group of appreciative graduate
students and where he could develop his interests in the area of
semantics—the study of meaning—and in personality and cul-
ture. This latter arena of interest led him to give central impor-
tance to the role of the individual in culture and marked a break
with contemporary thinkers about the nature of culture.
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Culture and the Individual

A recurrent aspect of early twentieth-century definitions of cul-
ture is their emphasis on the superorganic, supraindividual na-
ture of culture. The notion of the superorganic is best developed
in Kroeber’s work (see pp. 69–73), in which he argued that cul-
ture had a superorganic property that varied independently of
the individuals who composed it, and also that culture, society,
and the individual were discrete, irreducible phenomena.
Sapir’s position was very different: he believed that broad gen-
eralizations about society were misplaced and that “there are as
many cultures as there are individuals in a population” (quoted
by Benedict 1939:407).

This idea forms the background of an article Sapir wrote in
1938 entitled “Why Cultural Anthropology Needs the Psychia-
trist” (1968e:569–577). Sapir opens with a discussion of J. O.
Dorsey’s study of the Omaha Indians and the fact that after mak-
ing several anthropological generalizations (“The Omaha be-
lieve . . .”) Dorsey said at various points, “Two Crows denies
this.” Sapir admits to being shocked when he read this as a stu-
dent, assuming that Dorsey had not fulfilled his anthropological
responsibility of providing the reader with a seamless view of a
different society, instead delegating to the reader the responsi-
bility of weighing how Two Crows’ different opinions fit into the
general patterns of Omaha culture. But in retrospect, Sapir
wrote,

We see now that Dorsey was ahead of his age. Living as he did
in close touch with the Omaha Indians [Dorsey was a mission-
ary among the Omaha], he knew he was dealing, not with a so-
ciety or with a specimen of primitive man nor with a cross
section of the history of primitive culture, but with a finite,
though indefinite, number of human beings, who gave them-
selves the privilege of differing from each other not only in
matters generally considered as “one’s own business” but even
on questions which clearly transcended the private individ-
ual’s concern and were, by the anthropologist’s definition, im-
plied in the conception of a definitely delimited society with a
definitely discoverable culture. (1968e:570–571)
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Sapir was tantalized by Two Crows’ “contrariness” because
he saw the implications for our understanding of other cultures.
First, as a matter of method, the inquiry into variation can be ex-
tremely fruitful even in matters that may seem to be objective.
For example, if all the other Omaha say there are eight clans, but
Two Crows states there are seven clans, Sapir wonders, “How
could this be?” (1968e:573–574). Well, it might be that one clan no
longer exists in a practical sense, but that it is remembered by
everyone except Two Crows. Perhaps the clan had a particular
social or ceremonial function that makes its “existence” hard to
overlook. Maybe Two Crows comes from a clan that detested the
now extinct clan, making it easy for him to forget it and giving
him “the perfectly honest conviction that one need speak of only
seven clans in the tribe.” Two Crows “had a special kind of right-
ness, which was partly factual, and partly personal.” But more
important than this is the fundamental implication of Two
Crows’ opinion:

The truth of the matter is that if we think long enough about
Two Crows and his persistent denials, we shall have to admit
that in some sense Two Crows is never wrong. It may not be a
very useful sense for social science but in a strict methodology
of science in general it dare not be completely ignored. The fact
that this rebel, Two Crows, can in turn bend others to his own
view of fact or theory or to his own preference in action shows
that his divergence from custom had, from the very beginning,
the essential possibility of culturalized behavior. (Sapir
1968e:572)

Thus we arrive at a paradox, almost Zen-like in its counter-
intuitive simplicity, that normative and deviant behaviors are
equally cultural behaviors, that “the world of socialized behav-
ior is nothing more than consensus of opinion” (Sapir
1968e:572). Sapir’s answer about the relationship between the in-
dividual and society is to simply point out that society consists
of individuals, that culture is consensus, and that generaliza-
tions about cultural behavior are counterbalanced with individ-
ual, divergent behaviors. This is different from Benedict’s
approach, which presented the individual and culture as di-
chotomous and argued that those individuals who through ex-
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perience and personality fit easily into their culture were suc-
cesses, whereas those who did not were deviants (see pp. 84–85).

Sapir denied this implicit opposition between individual and
culture:

There is no real opposition, at last analysis, between the con-
cept of the culture of the group and the concept of individual
culture. The two are interdependent. A healthy national culture
is never a passively accepted heritage from the past, but im-
plies the creative participation of the members of the commu-
nity. . . . It is just as true, however, that the individual is
helpless without a cultural heritage to work on. (1968c:321)

Not surprisingly, Sapir extended this view of cultural behav-
ior to that pure example of cultural practice, language:

It is obvious that for the building up of society, its units and
subdivisions, and the understandings which prevail between
its members some processes of communication are needed.
While we often speak of society as though it were a static struc-
ture defined by tradition, it is, in the more intimate sense, noth-
ing of the kind, but a highly intricate network of partial or
complete understandings between the members of organiza-
tional units of every degree of size and complexity. . . . It is only
apparently a static sum of social institutions; actually it is be-
ing reanimated or creatively reaffirmed from day to day by
particular acts of a communicative nature which obtain among
individuals participating in it. (1968b:104)

On Language

In 1921 Sapir published Language: An Introduction to the Study of
Speech, his only book for a general audience. Sapir’s biographer,
Regna Darnell, writes that Language was directed to a broad read-
ership lacking in his own foundations in ethnology and linguis-
tics. “Anthropologists knew about fieldwork but not about
linguistic methods,” Darnell observes. “Linguists knew about the
methods but not about their application to a full range of human
languages. The educated public knew neither” (1990:96). The lit-
erary origins and Indo-European focus of traditional linguistics
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and the methodological weakness and non-Western emphasis of
anthropology meant that neither discipline agreed on a common
ground. Darnell writes that “disciplinary boundaries had cut off
recognition of the actual creativity of language, which was, in all
cultures, a rich and precise vehicle for the expression of thought.
Sapir set himself the challenge of producing a book that could be
understood by any educated person with an open mind”
(1990:96).

First, Sapir described the dynamic artificiality of human
communication: “Language is a purely human and noninstinc-
tive method of communicating ideas, emotions, and desires by
means of a system of voluntarily produced symbols” (1921:8).
Sapir then shows that words are not symbols of specific percep-
tions or even specific objects but always refer to concepts of ob-
jects, “a convenient capsule of thought that embraces thousands
of distinct experiences and that is ready to take in thousands
more” (1921:13). These capsules of thought not only express our
thoughts, but in the process of learning language our thoughts
are shaped by the concepts used to organize the perception of
experience. That is true of even the most simple descriptive
terms about the environment:

The mere existence, for instance, of a certain type of animal in
the physical environment of a people does not suffice to give
rise to a linguistic symbol referring to it. It is necessary that the
animal be known by the members of the group in common and
that they have some interest, however slight, in it before the
language of the community is called upon to make reference to
this particular element of the physical environment. In other
words, so far as language is concerned, all environmental in-
fluence reduces at last analysis to the influence of social envi-
ronment. (Sapir 1968d:90)

Sapir cites numerous examples of the ways that language re-
flects the socially significant aspects of the environment; he lists,
for example, eighteen topographic features used by the
Shoshone Paiute to describe the landscape of their desert home-
land, including canyon with creek, canyon without water, slope
of mountain or canyon wall receiving sunlight, shaded moun-
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tain slope or canyon wall, and so on (1968d:91). In passing, Sapir
points out that virtually any Native American hunter and gath-
erer would be shocked by the range of plants we would simply
refer to as “weeds.” But note, our linguistic impression does not
merely reflect our lack of social interest in seed collecting—the
words we employ and the conceptual categories they imply
shape the way we perceive the world. We look into a vacant lot,
and all we see are weeds. That basic truth is at the core of the
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, which links the categories of language
and the cultural perception of the world.

The Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis

Benjamin Whorf was an amazing man who made significant
contributions to linguistics in a scant dozen years before his
early death in 1941 at the age of forty-four. Whorf was a pecu-
liarly American type of genius (Chase 1956). He worked as a fire
prevention engineer for the Hartford Fire Insurance Company
for twenty-two years; his linguistic studies were done after work
and during extended leaves from his company. Whorf’s intro-
duction to linguistics was circuitous, sparked by an interest in
Aztec culture that led to an interest in Nahuatl, the Aztec lan-
guage. His linguistic research was sufficiently impressive that in
1930 he was awarded a grant to study Nahuatl in Mexico.
Whorf’s contributions and achievements, all self-tutored, were
very impressive.

But Whorf’s linguistic career took a major change when he
met Sapir. In the fall of 1931 Sapir left the University of Chicago
for Yale, and Whorf immediately enrolled in Sapir’s seminar. At
Yale, Whorf’s study on American Indian languages intensified,
and he became a central member of a group of Yale graduate
students—including Morris Swadesh, Charles Hockett, and
Carl Voegelin—who made major contributions to American lin-
guistics. Sapir was instrumental in directing Whorf toward a
study of the Uto-Aztecan languages, and particularly Hopi, and
the two men’s interaction led to a fundamental model, the
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis.
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As discussed above (pp. 88–89), the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis
proposes that linguistic categories structure and transmit cultur-
ally learned perceptions of existence. It is difficult to determine
each man’s contribution to the hypothesis about the relationship
between language, culture, and perception. Whorf’s ideas are
clearly based on Sapir’s writings and teachings, although Sapir
died before most of Whorf’s writings were published, and thus
Sapir never commented directly on the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis
(Darnell 1990:375).

In a paper titled “Linguistic Factors in the Terminology of
Hopi Architecture,” written in 1940 but not published until 1952,
Whorf outlined the range of building terms and concepts associ-
ated with the Hopis’ pueblo constructions and, more generally,
their concepts of space. Whorf notes that Hopi architectural
terms “all denote three-dimensional solids in the geometrical
sense, solid and rigid masses, or definitely bounded areas on or
penetrations through such solids”—these words included te‘kwa
for a section of wall, unfinished wall, or walls of a ruin; kí.?.àmi
for roof; or poksö for a vent hole, unglazed window, or chimney
(1956:200). What Whorf did not find was a diversity of words for
three-dimensional spaces—corridor, hall, passage, cellar, loft, at-
tic, storeroom, chamber, and room—like we have in English. It is
not that Hopi is linguistically impoverished in its description of
architecture, but that the spaces are described not in functional
or nominative terms but in locational terms. Whorf writes,

This is in line with the way Hopi and, in fact, most or all Uto-
Aztecan languages represent location in space, or regions in
space. They are not set up as entities that can function in a sen-
tence like terms for people, animals, or masses of matter hav-
ing characteristic form, or, again, human groups and human
relations, but are treated as purely relations concepts, of an ad-
verbial type. Thus hollow spaces like room, chamber, hall, are
not really named as objects are, but are rather located; i.e. po-
sitions of other things are specified so as to show their location
in such hollow spaces. (1956:202)

According to Whorf, the Hopi emphasize solid and construc-
tional elements rather than enclosed spaces, and they describe
the spaces in spatial reference to each other. This is a fundamen-
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tally different way of thinking about architectural space than we
have in English, in which some architectural locators even incor-
porate functional elements (“Where is it?” “Upstairs”).

The differences between the Hopi and English treatments of
interior architectural spaces are paralleled in the terms applied to
buildings as a whole. Whorf points out that in English we have a
large vocabulary for buildings with different functions—as in
“church,” “chapel,” “cathedral,” “synagogue,” “meeting house,”
“temple,” “shrine,” just to cite some religious structures—that
does not exist in Hopi. Hopi has three words for structures, two
of them minor—the word for shrine (té.tèska) and the word for
tent (mecávki), an introduced item—and then ki.he, “building.”
Even though the Hopi have different “types” of buildings—
residences, storehouses, piki-houses (used only for baking corn
wafers [piki]), and the semisubterranean circular kivas used only
for ceremonies—the language does not fuse structure and activ-
ity into functional sets. “They do not have . . . the pattern which
is so natural to us,” Whorf observes, “in which ‘a church,’ i.e. an
institution, is a term that merges quite imperceptibly into ‘a
church’ meaning a type of building used as a meeting place for
this institution, with the distinction hardly felt until attention is
drawn to it” (1956:204).

Such fundamental differences in the description of architec-
tural space are paralleled by differences in basic classifications of
the external world: colors, directions, weather phenomena, plant
and animal classifications, kin relations, social obligations, and
so on. These classifications reflect more than just different words
applied to the same objects and concepts, but objects and con-
cepts that are perceived and conceived of in fundamentally dif-
ferent ways.

Yet there are many critics of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, such
as the linguist and cognitive scientist Steven Pinker (2000, 2002)
who attacks the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis on several grounds.
First, Pinker questions Whorf’s actual mastery of Hopi and other
Native American languages, citing the work of anthropologist
Ekkehart Malotki (1983) who found verbal constructions in Hopi
that Whorf contended were absent. Second, and more fundamen-
tally, Pinker argues that Whorf mistook language for thought. It is
a common mistake: thoughts are silent and internal, made known
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and public through words, and thus thought and language are
easily confused (Pinker 2000:57). Yet, we regularly experience the
disjuncture between thought and words:

We have all had the experience of uttering or writing a sen-
tence, then stopping and realizing that it wasn’t exactly what
we meant to say. To have that feeling, there has to be a “what
we meant to say” that is different from what we said. . . . And
if thoughts depended on words, how could a new word ever
be coined? How could a child learn a word to begin with? How
could translation from one language to another be possible?
(Pinker 2000:57)

The independence of language and thought has been
demonstrated in experiments with infants and nonhuman pri-
mates lacking language but employing conceptual categories
(Pinker 2002:210). Further, the difference between language and
thought is indicated by our personal experiences: we remember
the gist of an argument (such as, the topics, the logical connec-
tions, the paradoxes) but not the individual words, and alterna-
tively we change our language to describe new objects and
concepts (e.g., house music, surf the web). Every language,
Pinker writes, “far from being an immutable penitentiary, is con-
stantly under revision” (2002:210).

So if the central tenet of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis is suspect
(that is, language shapes thought), what is its lasting value for an-
thropological theory? First is the undeniable historical impact of
the hypothesis; the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis was one of the central
concepts of cultural relativism and thus influenced anthropologi-
cal research in the twentieth century. But perhaps a more subtle
consequence was to focus anthropological attention on how mem-
bers of different societies classify and describe the cultural worlds
they inhabit. That, in turn, made the study of the cultural con-
struction of meaning a central issue in anthropological theory.

Conclusion

Sapir and Whorf died within a few years of each other at the rel-
atively young ages of fifty-four (Sapir) and forty-four (Whorf). It
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is impossible to know what more these men would have
achieved had they lived as long as Alfred Kroeber. Apart from
his linguistic analyses and polymath accomplishments, elements
in Sapir’s work have great importance for current anthropologi-
cal thinking. The issue of meaning is central. Sapir’s work
shifted the focus of linguistic analysis from the word to its mean-
ing, which immediately led to ideas about the cultural creation
of meaning. If, as Two Crows seemed to demonstrate, the world
of socialized behavior is simply, but significantly, nothing more
than public consensus of opinion, then it follows that such a con-
sensus is hammered out in argument, debate, gossip, rituals, and
a whole array of symbolic interactions that anthropologists like
Clifford Geertz (see chapter 19) would refer to as “discourse”
(Geertz 1973:9–10).

Culture is not a chaotic tangle of individual opinions, how-
ever, in the views of Sapir and Whorf, because language itself
imposes certain structures on perception. As members of a cul-
ture and speakers of a language we learn certain implicit classi-
fications and consider those classifications to be accurate
renderings of the world. And since those linguistic categories
vary, different cultures, though made up of individuals who
have the ability to disagree, also exhibit distinctive consensuses
about the nature of existence.
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Margaret Mead
The Individual and Culture

X

When she died in November 1978, Margaret Mead was the most
widely read anthropologist in America; she probably still is. Her
first book, Coming of Age in Samoa, was published in 1928, became
an instant classic, and remains the best selling of all anthropo-
logical books (Freeman 1983:xii). The book’s vast popularity
stemmed from its central question, a question humans find fasci-
nating: why are we the way we are? Mead found the answer in
three experiences that most people share—childhood, parent-
hood, and sex—and thus her work was immediately relevant to
literally millions of people.

The wide interest in Mead’s work and ideas is reflected by
her numerous, diverse publications and availability in a variety
of media, including records, tapes, films, and videos. As of 1976
her bibliography listed over fourteen hundred printed works:
books, articles in scientific journals, book reviews, newspaper ar-
ticles, statements entered as congressional testimony, conference
reports, and a continuous stream of magazine articles (Gordon
1976). The magazine articles are interesting in their titles and
venues: “South Sea Hints on Bringing up Children” appeared in
the September 1929 issue of Parents magazine; the July 1948
Mademoiselle featured “Are Children Savages?”; and beginning
in the 1960s Mead wrote a monthly column in Redbook magazine
in which she would answer readers’ questions: “Margaret Mead
Answers: Questions about School Prayers, Happiness, Telepa-
thy, etc.” (February 1963), “Margaret Mead Answers: Is House-
work Easier Than It Was 50 Years Ago? Was Shakespeare Really



Shakespeare? What Is the Fatal Fascination of Baseball?” (No-
vember 1964), and “Margaret Mead Answers: Questions about
Jean-Paul Sartre, School Busing, Why People Like to Have Their
Hair Stand on End, etc.” (March 1965). This shows a certain
daredevil flair, a bold willingness to write about almost any-
thing. “Anthropology had attracted Mead in the first place be-
cause its borders were so flexible,” Jane Howard writes, “but
even it could not contain her” (1984:13).

Mead’s motive was advocacy, her desire to speak to central
issues about society and to reform social conditions based on
comparative anthropological data. The fact that another society
did not, for example, feed infants on a rigid schedule implied
that to do so involved learned behavior, behavior that could be
identified and changed if desired. The impacts of different child-
rearing practices on adult personality could be assessed; differ-
ent practices could be advocated and adopted; and society could
be improved. “The process of inquiry,” her daughter, Mary
Catherine Bateson, writes about Mead’s experimentation with
her own child, “involving the life of a child, could have been
pursued only in a context of advocacy, and advocacy, for Mar-
garet, was never far behind” (1984:30).

Mead’s insights into child rearing were widely felt in Amer-
ican society. Mead chose Dr. Benjamin Spock as her daughter’s
pediatrician because he had been psychoanalyzed (Bateson
1984:31), and Mary Catherine Bateson was the first breast-fed
and demand-fed infant he had encountered. As an anthropolo-
gist, Mead recorded her infant’s feeding demands, found pat-
terns in the times, and then scheduled her teaching and writing
commitments around those times. This had some influence on
Dr. Spock’s writings on infant care, and consequently for the
rearing of the post–World War II baby boomers. For better or
worse, many of us were raised or raise our children in a manner
indirectly influenced by Margaret Mead. As her daughter writes,
“The innovations that Margaret made as a parent were actually
greater than they seem now because so many have been incor-
porated into patterns of society” (1984:33).

In spite of her prolific writings, or maybe because of them,
Margaret Mead’s influence on anthropology is diffuse. Unlike
theoreticians like Sapir or Benedict whose core concepts can be
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neatly summarized and their implications derived, Margaret
Mead’s central idea—that differences between peoples are usu-
ally cultural differences imparted in childhood—does not lead to
specific expectations but instead to a general shift in view, to a
concern with how a human infant is transformed into an adult
member of a particular society. And Mead’s very public role as
an advocate has raised questions about the accuracy of her an-
thropological research (Freeman 1983; Holmes 1987; Leacock
1993). Margaret Mead lived long, worked hard, and argued for
combining social innovation and a respect for tradition in an ef-
fort to improve the human situation. The consequences of her
life and work are deep and continuing.

Background

Margaret Mead was born in 1901 into an upper-middle-class,
well-educated, and socially solid family (for a selection of
Mead’s letters, see Caffrey and Francis 2006). Her father was an
economics professor and her mother a college-educated woman
active in a variety of social causes—civil rights, women’s suf-
frage, anti-fur—who imparted a sense of advocacy to her daugh-
ter. After a year at DePauw University, Mead transferred to
Barnard College, the women’s university associated with Co-
lumbia University in the heart of New York City. She thoroughly
enjoyed herself at Barnard, forming lifelong friendships with
other students and becoming swept up in the major theories, po-
litical issues, and controversies that flowed through academic
circles with the development of modernism (Mead 1972).

As an English and psychology major, Mead took a course
from Franz Boas in her senior year. She was captivated by
Boas’s lectures and after the first term attended every course
and seminar he offered at Columbia. Mead was also fascinated
by Boas’s teaching assistant, Ruth Benedict, who convinced
Mead to pursue anthropology as a graduate student. By the end
of her senior year at Barnard, Mead was prepared to begin her
studies in anthropology—and her first marriage to Luther
Cressman, who went on to become a well-known archaeologist.
She later married the anthropologist Reo Fortune, whose work
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Sorcerers of Dobu is a classic ethnography discussed by Benedict
in Patterns of Culture (see pp. 82–85), and finally Gregory Bate-
son, one of the most creative and iconoclastic social scientists of
the twentieth century (Lipset 1980). Mead conducted fieldwork
with Fortune and Bateson, and she and Bateson had a daughter,
the anthropologist and writer Mary Catherine Bateson. Mead’s
anthropological research and her personal life were parallel ex-
plorations of the relationships between gender, childhood, and
society.

Gender, Child Rearing, and Culture: 
Fieldwork and Theory

Mead’s theoretical ideas evolved directly from her field investi-
gations. Between 1925 and 1939 Mead participated in five field
trips and studied eight different societies. Oddly, her own dis-
sertation was not based on fieldwork but on library research
about the material culture of Polynesia—a topic Boas assigned—
and is described as detailed and competent by some (Thomas
1980) and lackluster by others (McDowell 1980:278). Mead’s first
field research was in Samoa where she spent eight months in the
field in 1925. Her book, Coming of Age in Samoa, was the ex-
tremely popular outcome, and her results remain controversial
(see discussion below, p. 110). After she returned from Samoa,
Mead and Fortune worked on two field projects: a brief investi-
gation of the Omaha during the summer of 1930 (her only work
on a Native American group) and a much longer research proj-
ect in New Guinea (1931–1933), a cross-cultural comparison de-
scribed in her Sex and Temperament in Three Primitive Societies
(1963). Later she conducted field research with Gregory Bateson
in Bali in 1936–1938 and again in 1939 and among the Iatmul of
New Guinea in 1938. The Balinese research is notable for its use
of photography as a research tool, and it resulted in Balinese
Character (Bateson and Mead 1942; for an excellent study, see
Sullivan 1999).

These three phases of fieldwork capture the ethnographic ba-
sis of Mead’s central contribution: that specific child-rearing
practices shape personalities that in turn give specific societies
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their essential natures. In the introduction to Coming of Age in
Samoa, Mead wrote,

This tale of another way of life is mainly concerned with edu-
cation, with the process by which the baby, arrived cultureless
upon the human scene, becomes a full-fledged adult member
of his or her society. The strongest light will fall upon the ways
in which Samoan education, in its broadest sense, differs from
our own. And from this contrast we may be able to turn, made
newly and vividly self-conscious and self-critical, to judge
anew and perhaps fashion differently the education we give
our children. (1928:13)

Mead’s profile of Samoan upbringing was based on a de-
tailed study of sixty-eight girls between the ages of eight and
twenty in three near-contiguous villages on the island of Ta’u,
the largest of the three islands in the Manu’a group of eastern-
most islands in American Samoa. A sample record sheet (Mead
1928:284) indicates that Mead collected a variety of personal and
family data on the ways Samoans evaluated each other (the most
beautiful girl, the wisest man, the worst boy) and administered
a set of basic psychological tests such as rote memory for num-
bers. “But,” Mead admitted,

this quantitative data represents the barest skeleton of the ma-
terial which was gathered through months of observation of
the individuals and of groups, alone, in their households, and
at play. From these observations, the bulk of the conclusions
are drawn concerning the attitudes of the children towards
their families and towards each other, their religious interests
or the lack of them, and the details of their sex lives. This in-
formation cannot be reduced to tables or statistical statements.
(1928:264)

The basic conclusion was that adolescence in Samoa was not
a stressful period for girls, because in general Samoan society
lacked stresses:

The Samoan background which makes growing up so easy, so
simple a matter, is the general casualness of the whole society.
For Samoa is a place where no one plays for very high stakes,
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no one pays very heavy prices, no one suffers for his convic-
tions or fights to the death for special ends. Disagreements be-
tween parent and child are settled by the child’s moving across
the street, between a man and his village by the man’s removal
to the next village, between a husband and wife’s seducer by a
few fine mats. . . . And in personal relations, caring is slight.
Love and hate, jealousy and revenge, sorrow and bereavement,
are all matters of weeks. From the first months of its life, when
a child is handed carelessly from one woman’s hands to an-
other’s, the lesson is learned of not caring for one person
greatly, not setting high hopes on any one relationship. (Mead
1928:199)

Mead cited a number of observations to support her conclu-
sion. Samoan babies are nursed on demand until two or three,
but other foods like mashed papaya and coconut milk are given
to the infant during the first week. After weaning, toddlers are
turned over to a girl who is six or seven years old; these older
children watch over and are held responsible for their charges’
misbehavior. The Samoan household is bilateral and often ex-
tended; household composition varies from nuclear families to
households of fifteen to twenty people who may be related by
marriage, blood, adoption, or friendship. This flexibility of resi-
dence allows a Samoan child to take up residence with another
set of relatives when there are conflicts at home.

Mead described sexual relations as frequent and usually
without consequence. Of the thirty postpubescent girls Mead
studied, seventeen had heterosexual relations and twenty-two
homosexual relations; most of the female virgins lived in the
house of the Christian pastor. Liaisons occurred on the beach or
when an intrepid lover crawled into the house; rape was infre-
quent in contrast to the “moetotolo, in which a man stealthily
appropriates the favours which are meant for another” (Mead
1928:93; compare Freeman 1983). Abortions may end pregnan-
cies, although there is no great fuss made over “illegitimate”
children who are incorporated into the household.

This ease of transitions, the fluidity of status changes, Mead
argued, characterized childhood and society in Samoa. It was
not simply a matter of childhood shaping society or vice versa,
but both. The implications of this research, and the discovery
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that adolescent turmoil was not an innate characteristic of the
human condition, gave Mead’s work great significance.

It is also a source of controversy fifty-five years later. In 1983
Derek Freeman published Margaret Mead and Samoa: The Making
and Unmasking of an Anthropological Myth in which he argued
that Mead systematically distorted Samoan society. Freeman,
also a specialist on Samoa, contended that Mead “greatly under-
estimated the complexity of the culture, society, history, and psy-
chology” of Samoans, assuming them to be “very simple”
(1983:285). That simplicity, Freeman held, merely reflected
Mead’s lack of command of Samoan language, her ignorance of
the complexities of Samoan status and political systems, and a
naive euphoria over Samoa as a tropical Eden. But most damn-
ing, in Freeman’s critique, was that Mead went to Samoa with
the preconceived intention of showing that culture, not biology,
determined human responses to life’s transitions, like adoles-
cence. This assumption, Freeman later asserted, predisposed
Mead to uncritically accept Samoan girls’ statements about sex-
ual liaisons that were false hoaxes, “an example of the way in
which a highly intelligent observer can be blinded to empirical
reality by an uncritical commitment to a scientifically unsound
assumption” (1999:212). Freeman writes,

It is thus evident that her writings from this period, about
Samoa as about other South Seas cultures, had the explicit aim
of confuting biological explanations of human behavior and
vindicating the doctrines of the Boasian school. . . . [T]here can
be no doubt that Mead’s fervent desire to demonstrate the va-
lidity of the doctrines she held in common with Benedict and
Boas led her, in Samoa, to overlook evidence running counter
to her beliefs. (1983:282)

Freeman’s accusations touched off a howl of controversy,
quite separate from the evaluation of the evidence, since he had
had evidence contradicting Mead since the 1960s but only pub-
lished it after her death. The debate, which was featured in the
media, grew particularly vitriolic, because it touched a real
nerve: the debasement of the best-known work of the best-
known American anthropologist (see Holmes 1987; Leacock
1993; Orans 1996).
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But long before the controversy, Mead’s work in Samoa set
the pattern for a series of detailed ethnographic studies con-
ducted elsewhere in Oceania and Melanesia. Sex and Tempera-
ment in Three Primitive Societies presents the results of Mead’s
1931–1933 work among three New Guinea societies. Her re-
search examined a basic question about “the conditioning of the
social personalities of the two sexes” (1963:xiv). Mead described
her study as

an account of how three primitive societies have grouped their
social attitudes towards temperament about the very obvious
facts of sex-difference. I studied this problem in simple soci-
eties because here we have the drama of civilization writ small,
a social microcosm alike in kind, but different in size and mag-
nitude, from the complex social structures. . . . Among the gen-
tle mountain-dwelling Arapesh, the fierce cannibalistic
Mundugumor, and the graceful headhunters of Tchambuli, I
studied this question. Each of these tribes had, as has every hu-
man society, the point of sex-difference to use as one theme in
the plot of social life, and each of these peoples has developed
that theme differently. (1963:viii–ix)

These three groups lived within a one-hundred-mile radius
of each other on the northern shore of Papua New Guinea, and
yet their personalities were completely distinct. Of the Arapesh,
Mead wrote,

They regard both men and women as inherently gentle, re-
sponsive, and cooperative, able and willing to subordinate the
self to the needs of those who are younger or weaker and to de-
rive a major satisfaction from doing so. They have surrounded
with delight that part of parenthood which we consider to be
specially maternal, the minute, loving care for the little child
and the selfless delight in that child’s progress towards matu-
rity. (1963:134)

Arapesh child-rearing responsibilities were so evenly di-
vided between mother and father that “if one comments upon a
middle-aged man as good-looking, the people answer, ‘Good-
looking? Y-e-s? But you should have seen him before he bore all
those children’” (Mead 1963:39).
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The Mundugumor could not be more different. Living in a
society “based upon a theory of a natural hostility that exists be-
tween all members of the same sex,” Mundugumor fathers and
sons, and mothers and daughters, were adversaries. “The
Mundugumor manchild is born into a hostile world,” Mead
wrote, “a world in which most of the members of his own sex
will be his enemies, in which his major equipment for success
must be a capacity for violence, for seeing and avenging insult”
(1963:189). This hostile temperament was shared by men and
women; the Mundugumor have

no theory that women differ temperamentally from men. They
are believed to be just as violent, just as aggressive, just as jeal-
ous. They simply are not quite as strong physically, although a
woman can put up a very good fight and a husband who
wishes to beat his wife takes care to arm himself with a croco-
dile jaw and to be sure that she is not armed. (Mead 1963:210)

Turning to the Tchambuli, Mead found another society
where the principal themes of temperament and gender were
differently defined:

As the Arapesh made growing food and children the greatest
adventure of their lives, and the Mundugumor found greatest
satisfaction in fighting and competitive acquisition of women,
the Tchambuli may be said to live principally for art. Every
man is an artist and most men are skilled not in some one art
alone, but in many: in dancing, carving, plaiting, painting and
so on. Each man is chiefly concerned with his role upon the
stage of his society, with the elaboration of his costume, the
beauty of the masks that he owns, the skill of his own flute-
playing, the finish and élan of his ceremonies, and upon other
people’s recognition and valuation of his performance. (Mead
1963:245)

And while Tchambuli men were preoccupied with art,
women had the real power, controlling fishing and the most im-
portant manufactures, looking on their menfolk with “kindly
tolerance and appreciation” (Mead 1963:255).

Sex and Temperament in Three Primitive Societies was important
because at that time in the United States sex roles were viewed—
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by men and women—as inevitable, natural characteristics of gen-
der differences; Mead showed that these behavior patterns were
actually extremely malleable and reflected cultural differences.

Mead and Gregory Bateson also explored the cultural bases
of personality in their fieldwork in Bali in 1936 to 1938. Their
goal was to “translate aspects of culture never successfully
recorded by the scientist, although often caught by the artist,
into some form of communication sufficiently clear and suffi-
ciently unequivocal to satisfy the requirements of scientific en-
quiry” (Bateson and Mead 1942:xi). In the absence of a complex
scientific vocabulary designed to express a culture’s ethos, Mead
had relied on ordinary English words—even though their mean-
ings were specific to a cultural setting completely different from
Balinese experience (Bateson and Mead 1942:xi). The way out of
this dilemma was to combine traditional ethnography with a
photographic record so that the observations could be recorded
and communicated.

The result is a fascinating anthropological record. Based on
their work in the mountain community of Bajoeng Gede, Mead
and Bateson document a way of life that is based on orientation.
“Orientation,” Mead observes, “in time, space, and status are the
essentials of social existence” (Bateson and Mead 1942:11). Mead
writes that “each man’s place in the social scheme of his village is
known” (Bateson and Mead 1942:7). The status differences are re-
flected in space (the superior person should sleep on the eastern
or inland side of the inferior person), vertical elevation (higher
chairs for higher statuses), language (using polished language to
speak to someone of a higher caste or status), posture, and ges-
ture. In Bajoeng Gede, “space and time and social status form an
orderly whole, with little stress or strain” and “within the fixed
and complicated sets of regulations, obligations, and privileges,
the people are relaxed and dreamy,” and this spatiosocial orien-
tation “is felt as a protection rather than a straitjacket and its loss
provokes extreme anxiety” (Bateson and Mead 1942:10).

This cultural knowledge is literally transmitted at birth.
Mead writes,

When the Balinese baby is born, the midwife, even at the mo-
ment of lifting him in her arms, will put words in his mouth,
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commenting, “I am just a poor little new-born baby, and I don’t
know how to talk properly, but I am very grateful to you, hon-
orable people, who have entered this pig sty of a house to see
me born.” And from that moment, all through babyhood, the
child is fitted into a frame of behavior, of imputed speech and
imputed thought and complex gesture, far beyond his skill and
maturity. (Bateson and Mead 1942:13)

Gradually the child adopts these patterns of speech and be-
havior, a process that Mead describes in a fine metaphor, as
“slip[ping] into speech, as into an old garment, worn before, but
fitted on another hand” (Bateson and Mead 1942:13). “As with
speech, so with posture and gesture,” Mead writes, and it is in
Bateson’s photographs that we see mothers pose their children’s
hands in prayer, dance teachers extending children’s arms to in-
struct by muscular rote, and a mother teasing her son by holding
his younger sibling over his head and thus inverting proper re-
lationships of age, status, and elevation.

In all Bateson shot some 22,000 feet of 16 mm film and 25,000
still photographs; combined with Mead’s intensive ethnographic
record, as Nancy McDowell observed, “they found themselves
with a body of data, particularly photographic material, that was
so detailed, extensive, and innovative that no other body of data
existed with which they could compare it” (1980:297). It remains
a masterpiece of documentation and analysis.

Conclusion

Balinese Character exemplifies a central theme in Mead’s work—
the relationship between individual and cultural pattern. It is an
approach that became known as “culture and personality,” and
although it shares concerns with Benedict’s approach of cultural
patterns, Mead’s work exhibits a more explicit use of psycholog-
ical theory, methods of data collection, and a greater awareness
of the dynamic between the individual and cultural ethos.

Culture is not just the individual writ large, Mead argued.
The individual is a product of cultural behavior that shapes the
person in common but unique manners that then are reinter-
preted and reexpressed, relived as the infant becomes an adult,
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as the child becomes a parent. This interaction between individ-
ual and culture is the dynamic, complex process by which hu-
mans learn to be humans, but humans of very distinctive sorts.

Like her colleagues Kroeber, Benedict, and Sapir, Mead at-
tempted to discover what it was that made cultures distinctive
but coherent. How is it that human societies can be so incredibly
different, not just on the surface but at their very cores, and yet
within a particular society there can be such unanimity as to val-
ues and practice? For the Victorian evolutionists the answer was
straightforward: societies were different because they repre-
sented stages in the “nearly uniform channels” of human
progress. The Boasian critique demolished that easy answer yet
put nothing in its place; the best Boas could suggest was to keep
collecting good ethnographic data and someday, perhaps, the
laws of human culture would become evident.

But that apparently did not satisfy Boas’s students, at least
not Kroeber, Sapir, Benedict, and Mead. Each sought a different
way to explain the coherency of culture: Kroeber turned to the
superorganic, Benedict to the core values of culture, Sapir and
Whorf to the conceptual categories embedded in language, and
Margaret Mead to the processes of human development: the way
an infant is bathed, the shared intimacies of husband and wife,
or the small gestures that teach a child its place in the world.
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III

THE NATURE OF SOCIETY
X

Beginning in 1920, a fundamental division occurred between
American and British anthropology. In the United States, an-
thropology focused on culture as a set of ideas; in the United
Kingdom, it focused on society as the consequence of action. For
the American cultural anthropologists, explanation involved
showing the relationship between values and cultural behavior.
For the British social anthropologists, explanation required ana-
lyzing the different segments of society and the institutions that
articulate them.

Ironically, British social anthropology has its origins in
France. The emphasis on the segmentation and articulation of
society was directly derived from Durkheim’s discussions of me-
chanical and organic solidarity, and it was explicitly introduced
into British anthropology by Radcliffe-Brown. The foundational
trope is a recurrent metaphor in Western thought: the organic
analogy which holds that society is like an organism. Just as liv-
ing things have specific organs that perform certain tasks yet are
articulated by nervous, circulatory, and respiratory systems, hu-
man societies have distinct subdivisions with different functions
that are varyingly tied together through economic, political, and
religious institutions. Therefore, explanation of a particular so-
cial pattern involves a description of the structure and analysis
of its function. Explication of a general social pattern requires
demonstrating the cross-cultural utility of its function. Thus, in
1899 Marcel Mauss and Henri Hubert wrote “Essay on the Na-
ture and Function of Magic,” marking an approach to social
analysis that had no counterpart in America.
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American cultural anthropology and British social anthro-
pology developed along different trajectories. First, the nature of
an explanation differed dramatically. For Boas, an explanation
was a historical account, for his students an expression of shared
mental constructs. For those operating in the Durkheimian tra-
dition, an explanation was based on laws, statements of regular-
ity about phenomena. This appeal to lawlike generalities was
explicitly denied by Kroeber, who would write, “The findings of
history can never be substantiated like proofs of natural science”
(1952:79). And yet this is exactly what Malinowski and Radcliffe-
Brown proposed.

They argued that functionalist explanations were scientific
explanations and the word “science” figures prominently in
their writings. The nexus of utility differed: for Malinowski, cul-
ture functioned to meet the cumulative social needs that origi-
nate in individual biological needs; for Radcliffe-Brown, culture
functioned to maintain and reproduce society. But in either case,
the cross-cultural occurrence of a specific cultural form resulted
from its recurrent utility. The cross-cultural existence of sympa-
thetic magic or Iroquois kinship systems or coil-made pottery
was not the product of universal evolution or historical contexts
or shared values. These cultural practices reoccur because they
meet the same functions in different societies, and their reoccur-
rence can be characterized with the lawlike statements of sci-
ence.

In addition to differing modes of explanation, British and
American anthropology diverged in subject matter. British social
anthropology produced an ethnography of societies, analyzing
their institutions and operations. The individual social actor was
characterized by role and status and shown to act within prede-
termined sets of behavior. Social forms operated to reinforce
each other, ensuring the resolution of disruptive conflict and the
perpetuation of social structure—in short, the continued func-
tioning of society.

In contrast, American anthropology’s emphasis on culture as
values led to a greater interest in individuals, and particularly
how cultural practices served to shape individual character.
There was a tangent point with psychology, and between 1910
and 1950, particularly with Freudian psychology. This created a
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stream in American anthropology, culture and personality, that
had no developed counterpart in Great Britain.

By the 1930s, American cultural anthropology and British so-
cial anthropology were on separate tracks, so distinct that an-
thropologists had difficulty communicating across the theoretical
divide. As often occurs, the theoretical debates were enmeshed
with personal conflicts, making the chance of understanding
even more remote. The divide was partly bridged when 
Radcliffe-Brown and Malinowski began to lecture and teach in
the United States, and a group of American functionalists grew 
in influence. Nevertheless, two distinct trends in anthropology
persisted—one ideational, the other behavioral—and never re-
ally disappeared.
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9

Marcel Mauss
Elemental Categories, Total Facts

X

“I cannot divorce myself from the work of a school,” Marcel
Mauss (1872–1950) wrote, musing that the common thread of his
fifty years of research into the nature of human society was “the
conviction that collaborating with others is a drive against isola-
tion and the pretentious search for originality” (1983:139).
Throughout his academic life, Mauss was tied to the sociological
legacy of Durkheim, first as disciple and then as heir. An origi-
nal member of the group of scholars who surrounded Durkheim
and L’Année sociologique, Mauss spent much of his career work-
ing with other scholars or editing the posthumous works of
Durkheim, Henri Hubert, and Robert Hertz. “I have perhaps
worked too much in collaboration with others,” Mauss wrote
(1983:140). Indeed, it is difficult to disentangle Mauss’s work or
find its distinctive strand.

Marcel Mauss, however, is a pivotal figure in twentieth-
century anthropology. As a teacher Mauss influenced an enor-
mous number of students, including Maurice Leenhardt, Marcel
Griaule, and most explicitly, Claude Lévi-Strauss (1987; see also
Clifford 1982). In the United States, Mauss’s work is unevenly
known, largely due to the barrier of language (Nandan 1977:xiv).

Mauss was a prolific author, writing over 350 reviews and
scores of articles on diverse topics, such as the origin of Australian
magic, the notion of the self, Vedic literature, and Bolshevism
(Besnard 1983; Leacock 1954:59; Nandan 1977:270–283). Before his
works were collected in a three-volume set (Mauss 1968–1969), his
writings were “disseminated in a notoriously fragmented form”
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(Baker 1987:viii). Only a dozen of Mauss’s writings have been
translated into English, and his principal works have been avail-
able in English only since the 1960s (Durkheim and Mauss 1963;
Hubert and Mauss 1964; Mauss 1967, 1979a, 1979b, 1979c).

Mauss’s work touches numerous fields, including economic
anthropology, cultural ecology, the history of religion, and the
fundamentals of social organization. Though trained as a
philosopher, Mauss emphasized the empirical basis for under-
standing the nature of humanity. “I have never lost sight,”
Mauss wrote, “of the only goal of the discipline to which I have
dedicated myself: to show and specify the role played by social
life in human life through the most precise and direct contact
with facts” (1983:151).

Background

Marcel Mauss was born in 1872 into an orthodox Jewish family
in Lorraine. Émile Durkheim (chapter 4) was Mauss’s uncle and
exerted a tremendous intellectual influence on the young stu-
dent. Mauss went to the University of Bordeaux to study with
Durkheim, who took enormous interest in his nephew’s educa-
tion; for example, he designed a course on the origins of religion
simply to fit Mauss’s intellectual goals. (For further details of
Mauss’s life, see Fournier’s [2006] excellent biography.)

Mauss was the first of the group of young scholars who crys-
tallized around Durkheim and established French sociology
(Besnard 1983; Nandan 1977). Mauss (1983:140) described him-
self as a “recruiting agent” for Durkheim, bringing together stu-
dents in such diverse fields as geography, law, philosophy,
linguistics, and criminology to contribute their specialized
knowledge to Durkheim’s “science of society.” In 1898 the first
volume of L’Année sociologique was published, and it was “the
symbol and organ of the Durkheimian School” (Nandan
1977:xxviii). Volume I contained Durkheim’s article on the ori-
gins of incest, an article by Georg Simmel on the maintenance of
social forms, and over 130 short notes and book reviews, a quar-
ter of them written by Mauss. Mauss was instrumental in creat-
ing the dynamic group of bright scholars who surrounded
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Durkheim not as “a school of blind disciples” but as a coterie of
students attracted to Durkheim’s science of society (Mauss
1983:140).

But World War I sliced through the young men of L’Année
and marked even the survivors with tragedy. Robert Hertz,
Durkheim’s son Andre, and many others were killed on the bat-
tlefield, decimating the Année group and perhaps leading to
Émile Durkheim’s early death in 1917. The Durkheimian mantle
fell to Mauss.

After World War I, Mauss edited two volumes of L’Année so-
ciologique (1925–1927). It then failed for financial reasons but was
reborn as the Annales sociologiques and was published from 1934
to 1942 until world war again suspended normal life.

Mauss’s erudition is legendary, and his broad learning began
at Bordeaux. Mauss wrote that his undergraduate studies “vac-
illated” between the study of law, the sociology of religions, and
a series of studies in collaboration with Durkheim on the history
of towns, human spatial organization, and suicide (1983:140,
144). But Mauss’s principal focus was the study of religious phe-
nomena, a field that forced him to combine extended studies in
history and languages. Mauss’s broad education included a
command of English, German, Russian, Greek, Latin, Sanskrit,
Celtic, and ancient Hebrew. He was willing to tackle ambitious
research projects; thus he chose for one of his two thesis subjects
“prayer in all its aspects,” a subject he thought would require “a
short period of philological studies” but instead led him on a
five-year exploration of Vedic Sanskrit, the ancient Hebrew Tal-
mud, and the Christian liturgy, among other topics (Mauss
1983:145). This polymath learning characterizes Mauss’s career.
For example, the footnotes to The Gift contain mini-essays on the
evolution of money, ancient Sanskrit commercial vocabularies,
nuances of Germanic law, and forms of Kwakiutl wealth. Active
in politics and a committed socialist, Mauss was revered by his
students, not only for his learning, but also because he was an af-
fable, informal man (Clifford 1982:154). Mauss’s students
claimed, “Mauss knows all” (Clifford 1982:182).

Mauss spent his adult life in academic institutions. In 1895 he
placed third in the national agrégation with a degree in philoso-
phy and in 1900 joined the faculty of the École Practique des
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Hautes Études at the University of Paris. In 1901 Mauss was ap-
pointed to the chair in the “History of the Religion of Noncivi-
lized Peoples,” a position he held until 1939 when the Nazi
occupation of France forced Mauss to retire. In 1925 Mauss, Paul
Rivet, and Lucien Lévy-Bruhl established the Institut d’Ethnolo-
gie at the University of Paris, which became the training ground
for an entire generation of French anthropologists. In 1931
Mauss was elected to the chair in sociology in the exclusive Col-
lège de France (Fournier 2006:270–283). Mauss was renowned as
a teacher, and his course summaries indicate the stunning
breadth and enormous detail that Mauss brought to his lectures
on topics as diverse as “North American Kinship and Religion”
(1905), “Primitive Forms of Religious Language” (1913), and
“Australian Dramatic Poetry” (1924). James Clifford has written,

From the perspective of today’s intellectual regime, where
publication is at a premium and where any idea of value tends
to be guarded for the next article or monograph, it is astonish-
ing, indeed moving, to note the tremendous energies that
Mauss poured into his teaching at Hautes Études. (1988:123)

Although Mauss never engaged in ethnographic fieldwork,
he emphasized the importance of intensive participant observa-
tion as the basis for anthropological knowledge. His instructions
for making ethnographic observations, such as his Manuel
d’ethnographie (1947) or his brief instruction on the study of
“Body Techniques” (1979a), indicate an anthropologist con-
cerned with concrete ethnographic details.

Mauss’s greatest contribution to anthropology, however, was
his exploration of the fundamental categories of cultural behav-
ior. Mauss wrote that he had contributed to “a social history of
the categories of the human mind” (1979b:59).

A Social History of Categories

Mauss’s social history of cultural categories utilized a methodol-
ogy employed by Durkheim—the search for elementary forms
(see pp. 50–57). Ethnographic comparison could identify essen-
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tial and primordial elements of human culture through the
study of primitive cultures. This search for underlying structure
is a recurrent theme in Mauss’s research.

For example, in 1899 Mauss coauthored a study of sacrifice
with Henri Hubert described as an attempt “to disentangle the
simple and elementary forms of an institution” by comparing
Hindu, Old Testament, Greek, and Latin sacrificial rites (Hubert
and Mauss 1964:7). Hubert and Mauss identified a schema of
sacrificial rites involving separation, consecration, sacrifice, and
“exit” or reintegration (a model that anticipated Arnold van
Gennep’s [1960] insights into rites of passage; see p. 248). Argu-
ing that such diverse rites were not derived from a single form of
primitive ritual, Hubert and Mauss found the unity of sacrifice
in two principles: that all sacrificial rituals establish “a means of
communication between the sacred and profane worlds” via the
agent of the victim, but by the same token those two realms are
kept distinct because the victim—first consecrated, then killed—
is of neither realm; the sacrifice of a victim separates the two
realms “while uniting them” (Hubert and Mauss 1964: 97, 100).
In the closing pages of their essay, Hubert and Mauss discuss the
social origin and function of sacrifice, first contending that it con-
sists of social facts rather than individual confusions about cause
and effect (an extension of Durkheim’s response to Tylor’s and
Müller’s theories of the origins of religion, see pp. 55–56), then
outlining the role of sacrifice in maintaining social norms, and fi-
nally concluding with a brief synopsis of nonreligious beliefs
and practices organized around the sacrifice ritual. Sacrifice, in
their analysis, is a primordial social category.

Hubert and Mauss’s essay employs the central methods fol-
lowed by Durkheim and his students: the use of comparative
data, the search for elemental categories, and the assumption
that primitive societies preserved fundamental social patterns
lost in industrialized societies. As discussed in chapter 4, this ra-
tionale led Durkheim to analyze religious beliefs among the
Australian aborigines since their beliefs—in Durkheim’s view—
were most “elementary.” Durkheim and Mauss believed that
this strategy was superior to philosophical musings about the
origins of social concepts since it was based on ethnographic
“facts.”
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Apparently, it never occurred to either Durkheim or Mauss
that traditional societies like the Australian aborigines were
other than semifossilized remnants of some prehistoric human
condition. In The Gift, for example, Mauss describes the Tro-
brianders and other cases studied as “good representatives of
the great neolithic stage of civilization” (1967:69). Such assump-
tions are not unique to Mauss or Durkheim; they are found in
the writings of numerous anthropologists of different theoretical
stripes. Mauss never justified his assumption, except to presume
that cultural patterns changed from simple to complex and to as-
sume that traditional societies were less complex than modern
industrialized ones.

Overlooking this flaw, Mauss—solely and in collaboration
with Durkheim and others—pursued bold lines of investiga-
tion. For example, in Primitive Classification Durkheim and
Mauss explored the relationship between social systems and
cosmological categories “to investigate the most rudimentary
classifications made by mankind, in order to see with what ele-
ments they have been constructed” (1963:9). Arguing that sys-
tems of classification—categories of space, time, color,
organisms, etc.—are too complex for spontaneous invention
through individual observation and inference, Durkheim and
Mauss conclude that all systems of classification are learned
(1963:7–8). But what was the source or model of original, prim-
itive classifications? Durkheim and Mauss contend that classifi-
cations are modeled on the categories of social life, a crucial
point that reemerges in Mary Douglas’s work (see pp. 278–84).

Turning first to the Australian aborigines, Durkheim and
Mauss summarized social organization as based on moieties,
dual social classifications that categorize clans into two equal
units; all individuals of the tribe are members of a clan that, in
turn, is subsumed by one moiety or the other. Durkheim and
Mauss wrote, “Now the classification of things reproduces this classi-
fication of men” (1963:11, emphasis in the original), and they de-
veloped this argument with additional data from Australia,
North America (Zuni, Sioux), and classical China. Durkheim
and Mauss showed that the spatial arrangement of clans within
the Zuni pueblo parallels the spatial division of the world, and
they analyzed the complexities of Chinese cosmologies as shad-
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owy reflections of ancient clan totems. Durkheim and Mauss
concluded that different aspects of classification systems point to
their social origins: the description of relatedness in kinship
metaphors (“humans are members of the family Hominidae”);
the hierarchical nature of categories mirroring the nested social
units of subclan, clan, and moiety; and the spatial orderings of
people and things. Primitive classifications are not based on the
individual, Durkheim and Mauss asserted, but “society.” They
continue, “It is this that is objectified, not man” (1963:87).

In an introductory essay to his translation of Primitive Classi-
fication, Rodney Needham (1963) provides a detailed critique of
the logic, method, and evidence employed by Durkheim and
Mauss, exposing crippling faults in their essay. Yet, Needham
concludes that the essay’s great merit, and one that outweighs
all its faults, is that it draws attention, for the first time in socio-
logical inquiry, to a topic of fundamental importance in under-
standing human thought and social life (1963:xxxiv).

With his polymath brio, Mauss consistently raised key issues
for the first time. His combination of insight and erudition char-
acterizes his best-known work, The Gift.

The Gift, Total Prestations, and Total Phenomena

Mauss’s Essai sur le don, as Evans-Pritchard (1967:ix) noted, is
essential for understanding Mauss’s significance as a scholar.
Extending Durkheim’s insights into social integration, Mauss
“acknowledged that society is built on solidarity, but he be-
lieved it also requires reciprocity for survival” (Fournier
2006:3). The Gift is a cross-cultural assay of an institution that
Mauss calls “total prestations”: exchanges that may appear to
be voluntary but in fact are obligatory and reinforced by recog-
nized sanctions. Mauss situates The Gift within a larger study
of contracts—economic and social—a theme that runs through
French social theory to the Enlightenment and beyond (1967:3).
Mauss contributes to this debate by grounding it in ethno-
graphic detail.

Mauss contends that the “natural economy”—in which indi-
viduals compete in a free and open market with exchange value
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set solely by supply and demand—simply does not exist in tra-
ditional societies. Rather, Mauss argued, exchanges in “archaic”
societies occurred between groups or representatives of groups
(chiefs, clan leaders, groom’s family to bride’s family, and so on),
not between socially isolated individuals.

Further, the exchanges were not only of goods and services,
but also of “courtesies, entertainments, ritual, military assistance,
women, children, dances, and feasts”; the exchange of wealth
was only “one part of a wide and enduring contract” (Mauss
1967:3). Such exchanges, far from being voluntary, “take it or
leave it” negotiations between individuals, were surrounded by
socially recognized and sanctioned obligations. Although de-
scribed in the voluntary language implied by the word “gift,”
such total prestations are defined by a triad of obligations: the ob-
ligation to give, the obligation to receive, and the obligation to re-
pay (Mauss 1967:37–41). While not all exchanges take this form,
total prestations are recurrent social phenomena.

In an exercise of extraordinary scholarship, Mauss docu-
ments total prestations in Oceania, Melanesia, the Northwest
Coast, ancient Rome, classic Hindu law, and tribal Germany. For
example, Mauss discusses the potlatch of the Northwest Coast,
an economic institution in which vast amounts of wealth are ac-
cumulated and given away or even destroyed in elaborate cere-
monial displays (see Drucker 1965; Piddocke 1969; Schneider
1974). Mauss analyzes the potlatch as a form of antagonistic
prestation in which “consumption and destruction are virtually
unlimited.” The potlatch is “a war of wealth” (Mauss 1967:35).

To a Western economist, such destructive redistribution of
wealth is senseless. Mauss argues that such exchanges are com-
prehensible only within a certain cultural context. But more im-
portantly, Mauss shows that exchanges like the potlatch or the
Kula ring are not solely economic transactions: they are total
phenomena.

The potlatch is certainly an economic institution, but it is also
a religious institution since the chief participants are viewed as
incarnations of spirits and ancestors. The potlatch is also a social
phenomena as different clans, families, and social groups come
together, social ties are reestablished, and points of conflict
reemerge. The potlatch provides the setting for movement up
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the social ladder for gift givers and their families. It is thus a piv-
otal institution in Northwest Coast society, bridging different el-
ements of economic, social, religious, and legal life (Mauss
1967:31–37). Mauss’s exploration of total prestations became a
key text in the substantivist versus formalist debate in economic
anthropology; it showed how the economy was “an embedded
process” (Polanyi 1957), undivorceable from other realms of so-
ciety.

Many American anthropologists approach The Gift as a con-
tribution to economic anthropology (e.g., Schneider 1974), but
Lévi-Strauss (1987) emphasized Mauss’s discussion of total so-
cial phenomena. Put another way, American anthropologists
consider the work to be a study on economy of which gift ex-
change is one form; Lévi-Strauss approached the work as a
model analysis of total social phenomena using gift exchange as
an example (see pp. 236–37).

For Lévi-Strauss, Essai sur le don is Mauss’s masterwork, not
because it introduced any new facts per se, but because in that
work

for the first time in the history of ethnological thinking . . . an ef-
fort was made to transcend empirical observation and to reach
deeper realities. For the first time, the social ceases to belong to
the domain of pure quality—anecdote, curiosity, material for
moralising description or for scholarly comparison—and be-
comes a system, among whose parts connections, equivalencies
and interdependent aspects can be discovered. (Lévi-Strauss
1987:38)

Mauss was aware of the importance of his concept, writing
that nothing “is more urgent or promising than research into ‘to-
tal’ social phenomena” (1967:78). Mauss’s concept was to link
the individual and social, specific and general, structure and
process.

We are dealing then with something more than a set of themes,
more than institutional elements, more than institutions, more
even than systems of institutions divisible into legal, economic,
religious and other parts. We are concerned with “wholes,”
with systems in their entirety. . . . It is only by considering them
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as wholes that we have been able to see their essence, their op-
eration and their living aspect, and to catch the fleeting mo-
ment when the society and its members take emotional stock
of themselves and their situation as regards others. (Mauss
1967:77–78)

Lévi-Strauss (1987:39–45) argues that Mauss stood on the
verge of structuralism (see pp. 236–38), a contestable claim (Clif-
ford 1988:128; Panoff 1970). Seth Leacock offered a more cautious
assessment, arguing that Mauss’s emphasis on the integration of
social phenomena runs throughout his work (1954:67). Yet the
concept of “total social facts” remains elusive; it is not clear
whether all ethnographic facts are potentially total or if some facts
are total and others are not. As James Clifford (1988:63–65) has
pointed out, it is an ambiguous concept, indiscriminately validat-
ing different approaches to ethnographic research. The concept
“offers no guidance as to which code, key, or luminous example is
to be preferred,” Clifford writes (1988:64). “Social reality and the
moral world” are viewed “as constructed in many possible ways,
none of which may be privileged” (Clifford 1988:64).

Perhaps, Mauss seems most modern at this point; his concerns
are echoed in Clifford Geertz’s discussion of “thick description”
(see pp. 263–66); his emphasis on dynamic social phenomena an-
ticipates Victor Turner’s concept of social drama (see pp. 250–54);
and Mauss’s explorations of multiple alternatives suggest a post-
modernism of the early twentieth century (pp. 295–97). But any
such resonances remained undeveloped and were essentially un-
intentional. Mauss was primarily concerned with the analysis of
diverse but concrete social phenomena.

Conclusion

A number of objections may be raised to Mauss’s work. First, for
all his scholarship, Mauss usually cited ethnographic data to
support his ideas, not to test them. Mauss rarely accepted con-
tradictory evidence as indicating an incorrect hypothesis; such
inconvenient facts could frequently be explained, at least to
Mauss’s satisfaction.
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Second, there is a maddening ambiguity and lack of devel-
opment in Mauss’s work. For example, it is unclear precisely
what he meant by “social morphology,” and his essay on “Body
Techniques” (1979a:119) contains a section titled “Techniques of
the Care of the Abnormal,” which in total reads, “Massages, etc.
But let us move on.”

Third, Mauss’s assumption that non-Western societies ex-
pressed archaic survivals of ancient social patterns was never
closely scrutinized, an important oversight given the antievo-
lutionary critiques of Boas (see pp. 40–42) and other Anglo-
American anthropologists of whom Mauss was aware. And
finally, one can only wonder how such a creative thinker would
have been transformed by an extended period of fieldwork in
a living society remote from the École Practique des Hautes
Études.

Nevertheless, Mauss made enormous contributions to
French sociology and ethnology as a teacher, editor, and scholar.
His wide-ranging scholarship and engaging mind continue to
provoke, and his work remains an essential starting point for in-
quiry into the fundamentals of social life.
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Bronislaw Malinowski
The Functions of Culture

X

Bronislaw Malinowski (1884–1942) inspired strong reactions
from people, and it is clear he wanted it that way. There are no
tepid accounts of Malinowski; they are either hot or cold. An-
thropologists tend to evaluate Malinowski on three grounds—as
a fieldworker, as a theoretician, or as a personality. As a field-
worker there is near unanimity: Malinowski set new standards
for ethnographic research, influencing an entire generation of
anthropologists. As a theoretician, opinions of Malinowski di-
verge. On one hand, the British social anthropologist Audrey I.
Richards wrote, “Malinowski’s concept of culture, as he first de-
veloped it, was one of his most stimulating contributions to the
anthropological thought of his day,” concluding that this contri-
bution has been “considerably undervalued” (1957:15). At the
other extreme, Edmund Leach contrasted Malinowski’s valuable
fieldwork with his theoretical contribution:

Besides altering the whole mode and purpose of ethnographic
inquiry Malinowski made numerous theoretical pronounce-
ments of a general, abstract, sociological kind, which were sup-
posed to be valid for all cultural situations, regardless of time
or space. Here, I consider, he was a failure. For me, Malinowski
talking about the Trobrianders is a stimulating genius; but Ma-
linowski discoursing on Culture in general is often a platitudi-
nous bore. (1957:119)

Remarkably, such different opinions appear in the same col-
lection of symposium papers edited by one of Malinowski’s first
and most loyal former students, Raymond Firth. Writing ten



years after his death, the contributors’ different assessments of
Malinowski’s theoretical contributions to anthropology are
broadly representative. But if response to his theories was mixed,
Malinowski the man was either loved or hated. One supporter
said, “He had a really creative mind, an international outlook and
the approach and the imagination of an artist” (Karberry cited in
Firth 1988:37). In contrast, the anthropologist Clyde Kluckhohn
called him “a pretentious Messiah of the credulous”—and this in
an obituary in the Journal of American Folklore (1943:208). Who was
this man who inspired such different reactions?

Background

His life began in Kraków, but it blossomed in the South Seas.
Born in 1884, the son of a distinguished professor of Slavic lan-
guages, Malinowski was descended from the aristocracy and
raised among the intellectuals of Poland (Kubica 1988:88–89;
Thorton and Skalnik 1993). His 1908 doctorate was in physics
and mathematics; his thesis, titled “On the Principle of Economy
of Thought,” received the highest honor in the Austrian Empire
and his Ph.D. was awarded in an elaborate ceremony with a
flourish of trumpets (Flis 1988). But sickness and circumstances
diverted him from a career in the physical sciences to the study
of sociology and anthropology.

In 1910 Malinowski began postgraduate studies at the Lon-
don School of Economics where he studied with C. G. Seligman.
Seligman had been a member of the 1898–1899 Cambridge Uni-
versity expedition to the Torres Strait region, the island-dotted
channel between northern Australia and New Guinea. As Kuper
describes (1983:5–6), this was a period in which British anthro-
pologists avidly sought to collect empirical data—similar to the
“salvage ethnography” of Boas and Kroeber (see pp. 67–69); the
Torres Strait expedition introduced systematic field research
methods to British anthropology. The ethnographic data on Aus-
tralia from the Torres expedition and the earlier work on central
Australian tribes by Spencer and Gillen (1899) became the fuel for
various sociological writers such as Durkheim and Freud. Simi-
larly, Malinowski’s first book, The Family among the Australian
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Aborigines, was based on previously collected ethnographic data,
as was his doctorate in anthropology (awarded in 1913). Nearly
thirty, Bronislaw Malinowski had yet to do any fieldwork.

But by a fluke, an opportunity occurred: Malinowski was
hired as secretary to the anthropologist R. G. Marett who, in his
capacity as an officer of the British Association, was traveling to
Australia. World War I broke out while they were there, and Ma-
linowski, as an Austrian subject, was classified as an enemy
alien. Marett and others intervened with the Australian authori-
ties, and Malinowski was released and allowed to remain in
Australian territories, including New Guinea, and carry out
fieldwork. It was an opportunity that transformed his career.

Malinowski made three field trips to New Guinea: an initial
six-month visit (September 1914 to March 1915) with the Mailu
of Toulon Island and two visits with the Trobriand Islanders,
first from June 1915 to May 1916 and then from October 1917 to
October 1918 (Karberry 1957:77). It was a period of emotional
despondency, sexual frustration, hard work, and intellectual ex-
citement, partly recorded in Malinowski’s diaries published
twenty-five years after his death (Malinowski 1967); the diaries
and personal letters (Wayne 1995) show a complex, flawed, but
brilliant man (for an exhaustive biography of Malinowski’s early
years, see Young 2004).

Malinowski’s writings also show an ethnographer very in-
terested in the systematic collection of ethnographic data, a sub-
ject he discusses in the opening pages of his classic study of the
Trobriand Islanders, Argonauts of the Western Pacific. Malinowski
believed that the ethnographer had to consider

the full extent of the phenomena in each aspect of tribal culture
studied, making no difference between what is commonplace,
or drab, or ordinary, and what strikes him as astonishing and
out-of-the-way. At the same time, the whole area of tribal cul-
ture in all its aspects has to be gone over in research. The con-
sistency, the law and order which obtain within each aspect
make also for joining them into one coherent whole. (1922:11)

To achieve this, Malinowski advocated a three-part system.
First, he took the idea of the kinship chart in which complex re-
lations are shown schematically and devised “synoptic charts”
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to illustrate relationships in other dimensions of culture: eco-
nomic transactions, exchanges, legal practices, magical cere-
monies, rights to farming lands and fishing areas, and so on.
Synoptic charts expressed relationships between ethnographic
data, and supplemented with genealogies, maps, plans, and di-
agrams, they served to outline the framework of cultural ac-
tions.

But this only covered the bare bones of cultural existence;
Malinowski, if nothing else, was always interested in the pulsing
complexity of social life. These nuances of behavior and action
Malinowski called the “imponderabilia of actual life” (1922:20).
With that phrase, Malinowski wanted ethnographers to record
the subjective dynamics of daily life as experienced by another
group of human beings, not just the abstract structure of a pri-
mordial society. Arguing that the ethnographer should record
the particular actors and spectators in a specific ceremony, Mali-
nowski suggested that he should forget that he understands the
stated purpose and structure of the ceremony and

try to find himself only in the midst of an assembly of human
beings, who behave seriously or jocularly, with earnest con-
centration or with bored frivolity, who are either in the same
mood as he finds them every day, or else are screwed up to a
high pitch of excitement, and so on and so on. (1922:21)

Although he realized that not every ethnographer could join
into native life with equal ease—joking that “perhaps the
Slavonic nature is more plastic and more naturally savage than
that of Western Europeans” (1922:21)—Malinowski argued that
the attempt was an important counterbalance to ethnographic
abstractions about society, reminding the ethnographer that his
subjects are living humans and not museum specimens. Even a
sharp critic like Adam Kuper acknowledges, “Malinowski’s
greatness lay in his ability to penetrate the web of theories to the
real man, boasting, hypocritical, earthy, reasonable” (1983:35).

Malinowski knew that not every motive could be reduced to
synoptic charts or observed behaviors; one had to reconstruct
the subjective mental states of another culture. This information
could be derived from a body of “ethnographic statements, char-
acteristic narratives, typical utterances, items of folk-lore and
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magical formulae . . . as documents of native mentality” (Mali-
nowski 1922:24).

In this manner, Malinowski collected a body of data on the
Trobriand Islanders that had deep effects on anthropology. His
data on the social dimensions of long-distance exchange in the
Kula ring influenced Marcel Mauss’s The Gift (pp. 127–30) and
was a key text in the development of the formalist versus sub-
stantive debate in economic anthropology. Malinowski’s in-
sights about the nature of magic and science led to greater
interest in cognitive anthropology and also figured in the ap-
proaches of ecological anthropology that emerged in the 1960s
and 1970s (e.g., Rappaport 1968). The Trobriand Islanders be-
came one of the classic ethnographic case studies, and on the
strength of that case study Malinowski returned to England to
become a major figure in social anthropology.

Kuper (1983:10) contends that Malinowski turned his life
story into a “messianic self-image” that served as a “mythical
charter” for the new field of social anthropology: a brilliant Pol-
ish student diverted into anthropology and imprisoned in the
wilderness of Melanesia through a fluke then returns to civiliza-
tion to throw out the ignorant establishment, a battle waged
with the assistance of his disciples (for more on Malinowski’s
self-myth see Firth 1988:31–32). But this caricature aside, Mali-
nowski began publishing substantive ethnographic articles even
before returning to England, and Argonauts of the Western Pacific
was published in 1922. He taught at the University of London in
the early 1920s and by 1927 held the chair in social anthropology,
which allowed him to attract numerous students and increasing
international recognition. By the 1930s Malinowski lectured
widely in Europe and North America, and the outbreak of World
War II found him in the United States where he remained until
his death in 1942. He was fifty-eight years old.

Malinowski’s works remain ethnographic classics, but his
contribution to anthropological theory was debated during his
lifetime and is still controversial. His ethnographic concerns
were with how culture met the needs of the individual, and they
conflicted with another viewpoint outlined by A. R. Radcliffe-
Brown that emphasized how culture met the needs of society.
The two men were labeled “functionalists,” a term emphasizing
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their perspectives on how culture “functioned” to meet specific
needs. From the early 1920s until the late 1930s, Radcliffe-Brown
and Malinowski saw themselves as brothers in arms, advocating
a new approach to cultures that emphasized them as function-
ally integrated wholes (Firth 1988:16–17). Yet each saw a differ-
ent source of such needs—Malinowski emphasizing the
individual, Radcliffe-Brown highlighting society—and a grow-
ing distance turned into mutual distaste heightened by a funda-
mental difference in personalities. But to understand this
difference and to evaluate Malinowski’s theoretical contribution,
one must begin with his theory of needs.

Theory of Needs

Malinowski’s theory of needs is central to his functional ap-
proach to culture; it is the theoretical statement linking the indi-
vidual and society. It is a simple notion: culture exists to meet the
basic biological, psychological, and social needs of the individ-
ual. But the theory seems unduly simplistic if we do not under-
stand Malinowski’s notions of function, the hierarchy of needs,
and the role of symbolism, and if we ignore the intellectual con-
text of Malinowski’s thinking.

First, Malinowski viewed function in a physiological sense:
“Function, in this simplest and most basic aspect of human be-
havior, can be defined as the satisfaction of an organic impulse by
the appropriate act. Form and function, obviously, are inextrica-
bly related to one another” (1944:83). Malinowski developed the
physiological analogy further. For example, he argued that if we
were to describe how a normal lung operates we would be de-
scribing the form of the process, but if we attempt to explain why
the lung is operating in a certain manner then we are concerned
with its function. “We could say that the formal approach corre-
sponds to the method of observation and documentation in the
statement of a vital sequence,” Malinowski wrote, “while func-
tion is the restatement of what has happened in terms of scientific
principles . . . a full analysis of organic and environmental hap-
penings” (1944:83). This has several implications. First, it means
that societies are integrated wholes, requiring an anthropologist
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to examine the interconnections of different cultural domains.
Second, those domains are linked by their complementary func-
tions, and the only anthropological explanations that can be con-
sidered to explain those causal links must be functional
explanations. Thus any anthropologist unconcerned with the
functions of culture is, by definition, not engaged in science.

Malinowski recognized that cultural forms do not have sim-
ple or single functions, writing that “no [cultural] institution can
be functionally related to one basic need, nor yet as a rule to a
simple, cultural need. . . . Culture is not and can not be a replica
in terms of specific responses to specific biological needs”
(1944:112). Instead, Malinowski wrote that cultural institutions
are integrated responses to a variety of needs, and to outline
those needs he used a variant of his synoptic charts (1944:91):

Basic Needs Cultural Responses

1. Metabolism 1. Commissariat
2. Reproduction 2. Kinship
3. Bodily Comforts 3. Shelter
4. Safety 4. Protection
5. Movement 5. Activities
6. Growth 6. Training
7. Health 7. Hygiene

Malinowski described each of these needs and cultural re-
sponses in detail, but a few examples illustrate his argument.
The first human need, metabolism, refers to “the processes of
food intake, digestion, the collateral secretions, the absorption of
nutritive substances, and rejection of waste matter” (Malinowski
1944:91). The cultural response, dubbed “commissariat” (liter-
ally the military unit that supplies food to an army), included (1)
how food was grown, prepared, and consumed; (2) where food
was consumed and in what social units; (3) the economic and so-
cial organization of the distribution of foods (e.g., trade in
canned salmon or reciprocal exchange of garden products); (4)
the legal and customary rules that ensure the steady operation of
food distribution; and (5) the authority that enforces those rules.
The basic need, safety, simply “refers to the prevention of bodily
injuries by mechanical accident, attack from animals or other hu-
man beings” (Malinowski 1944:92), but the cultural response,
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protection, may include such different behaviors as placing
houses on pilings away from potential tidal waves, the organi-
zation of armed responses to aggression, or the magical recruit-
ment of supernatural forces. And growth—which in humans is
structured by the long dependency of infants—leads to the cul-
tural response of training by which humans are taught language,
other symbols, and appropriate behaviors for different stages
and situations, and are instructed until they are socially and
physiologically mature (Malinowski 1944:107).

Obviously Malinowski was not reducing complex cultural
systems to simple biological needs: he did not argue that salmon
canneries exist in Alaska because humans need to eat. Rather, cul-
tural responses set new conditions—literally new environments—
that elicit new cultural responses. “The problems set by man’s
nutritive, reproductive, and hygienic needs must be solved,” Ma-
linowski wrote, and the solution in turn produces “a new, sec-
ondary, or artificial environment. This environment, which is
neither more nor less than culture itself, has to be permanently repro-
duced, maintained, and managed” (1944:37, emphasis added).
The cultural responses to basic needs create new conditions, and
“new needs appear and new imperatives or determinants are im-
posed on human behavior (Malinowski 1944:37). These new de-
rived needs or cultural imperatives are “imposed on man by his
own tendency to extend his safety and his comforts” (Malinowski
1944:120), but it would be wrong to think of derived needs as
somehow dispensable. “Man does not,” Malinowski writes,

by biological determinism need to hunt with spears or bow
and arrow; use poison darts; nor defend himself by stockades,
by shelters, or by armor. But the moment that such devices
have become adopted, in order to enhance human adaptability
to the environment, they also become necessary conditions for
survival. (1944:121)

Such items—and the systems of training, raw material exchange,
cooperative labor, etc., they require—“are one and all as indis-
pensable under the ultimate sanction of the biological impera-
tive of self-preservation as are any purely physiologically
determined elements” (Malinowski 1944:122). New cultural re-
sponses to primordial conditions create new situations, literally
new environments, to which societies must respond.
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Thus culture becomes an enormously complicated behav-
ioral web responding to complex needs that can ultimately—but
not always immediately—be traced to the individual. Mali-
nowski summarized his theory of needs with two axioms: first
“that every culture must satisfy the biological systems of needs”
and second, “that every cultural achievement that implies the
use of artifacts and symbolism is an instrumental enhancement
of human anatomy, and refers directly or indirectly to the satis-
faction of a bodily need” (1944:171). In sum, culture is utilitarian,
adaptive, and functionally integrated, and the explanation of
culture involves the delineation of function. A classic example of
that type of explanation is Malinowski’s approach to magic.

The Function of Magic

Magic may seem an improbable case for functional explanation,
but it was an integral element in Malinowski’s theory because
magic was central to Trobriand life. Magic was used to kill ene-
mies and prevent one being killed; it was used to ease the birth
of a child, to enhance the beauty of dancers, to protect fishermen,
or to ensure the harvest. Magic was never mere superstition or
empty gesture. Rather, Malinowski argued,

Magic, as the belief that by spell and rite results can be ob-
tained, . . . always appears in those phases of human action
where knowledge fails man. Primitive man cannot manipulate
the weather. Experience teaches him that rain and sunshine,
wind, heat and cold, cannot be produced by his own hands,
however much he might think about or observe such phenom-
ena. He therefore deals with them magically. (1944:198)

Malinowski hypothesized that limited “scientific” knowl-
edge of illness and disease led “primitive” man to conclude
that illnesses are caused by sorcery and countered by magic.
Malinowski—a man in ill health much of his life—wrote, “The
sick man, primitive or civilized, wants to feel that something
can be done. He craves for miracles” (1944:199). Magic persists
in societies because it appears to work; it functions. Beyond
this apparent utility, Malinowski argued that magic has a pro-
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found function in exerting human control over those dimen-
sions that are otherwise outside of our control.

[Magic] is always strongest there, where vital interests are con-
cerned; where violent passions or emotions are awakened;
when mysterious forces are opposed to man’s endeavours; and
when he has to recognise that there is something which eludes
his most careful calculations, his most conscientious prepara-
tions and efforts. (Malinowski 1922:395–396)

A classic example is the way that fishing magic is organized:
when fishing occurs inside the protected coral reef where “it is
possible to make a catch in weather and under conditions in
which no other kind of fishing is practicable . . . no magic what-
ever is practiced in connection with this industry” (Malinowski
1965:17). In contrast, the magic associated with ocean fishing,
sailing, and canoes is complex and pervasive, because the dan-
gers and risks are greater.

Similarly, magic surrounding gardening is extensive and con-
sidered an indispensable part of cultivation. In terms of economic
activity, “agriculture always takes precedence. The districts rich in
produce are on the whole politically dominant as well as econom-
ically the most wealthy,” Malinowski observed (1965:12). “Garden
produce is the foundation of wealth throughout the area” (Mali-
nowski 1965:12). Garden magic is public, direct, and extensive; the
village garden magician is either the headman, his heir, or closest
male relative, and therefore he is either the most important or next
most important person in a community. Garden magic and gar-
den work are distinct but inseparable. Malinowski wrote,

Magic and practical work are, in native ideas, inseparable from
each other, though they are not confused. Garden magic and
garden work run in one intertwined series of consecutive ef-
fort, form one continuous story, and must be the subject matter
of one narrative.

To the natives, magic is as indispensable to the success of
gardens as competent and effective husbandry. It is essential to
the fertility of the soil: [they say] “The garden magic utters
magic by mouth; the magical virtue enters the soil.” Magic is to
them an almost natural element in the growth of the gardens. I
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have often been asked: “What is the magic which is done in
your country over gardens—is it like ours or is it different?”
They did not seem at all to approve of our ways as I described
them. (1965:62–63)

We lack the space to describe garden rituals; Malinowski 
devotes over 150 pages to the horticultural and magical activi-
ties associated with gardens and the crop cycle. But the role of
magic in cultivation, Malinowski believed, captured its essential
function—an attempt to extend control over uncontrollable ele-
ments of nature. In this sense, Malinowski’s analysis of magic
reflects his functional approach to culture.

Conclusion

Malinowski’s work has been criticized on numerous grounds.
First, there is the valid point that Malinowski extrapolated from
the Trobriand case to traditional societies in general. It has been
said that Malinowski’s thought moved on two levels: the specific
case of the Trobrianders and the abstract, general case of man
and society, which bore a striking resemblance to the Trobrian-
ders (Nadel 1957). Second, Malinowski’s approach has been crit-
icized because it relied on the ability of the anthropologist to
perceive some function of a cultural behavior that could rarely
be disproved and because it basically is a crude theory in which
all sorts of behaviors are reduced to simplistic notions of utility
(Kuper 1983:31). One could ask, “Don’t societies do things that
are counterproductive for the individual?” or “Aren’t there cul-
tural elements that are nonfunctional yet maintained because
they are simply customary?” It is not certain that Malinowski de-
veloped a useful answer—as opposed to a scathing rebuke—to
such questions (for example, see 1944:117–119).

Yet Malinowski has been very influential, particularly on
lines of anthropological theory emphasizing the adaptive signif-
icance of culture. The ecological anthropology of the 1960s and
1970s took Malinowski’s basic insights, recast them as hypothe-
ses, and tested them with quantitative data, producing such clas-
sics as Roy Rappaport’s (1968) study of the role of ritual in
regulating subsistence activities. And sociobiology, although its
roots are in Darwinian selection and ethology, shares with func-
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tionalism the notion that cultural behaviors either impart adap-
tive advantages, are neutral, or are eliminated.

The greatest point of departure between Malinowski’s per-
spective and more recent anthropological theorists (for example,
Ortner [chapter 22] or Wolf [chapter 24]) is the degree to which
culture is a coherent, integrated system. Modern theorists tend
to see culture as characterized by major disjunctures and
schisms, rather than Malinowski’s perspective of culture as an
integrated body of adaptive responses. And so, somewhat ironi-
cally, Malinowski’s most enduring contribution was his effort to
understand the subjective experience of another culture through
the immersive strategy of ethnographic research.
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11

A. R. Radcliffe-Brown
The Structures of Society

X

A. R. Radcliffe-Brown (1881–1955), Adam Kuper has noted, “has
come to stand for a phase of British social anthropology which is
currently out of fashion” (1977:1). Kuper suggests that such
judgments are only partly deserved and rest on caricatures of
Radcliffe-Brown’s positions. One such misjudgment yokes Mali-
nowski and Radcliffe-Brown with the theoretical bond of func-
tionalism, and thus, for example, Bohannan and Glazer note,
“Seen from today’s vantage, it is a little difficult to appreciate
what the two were arguing about professionally” (1988:294). Yet
when a 1948 article (Gregg and Williams 1948) placed Mali-
nowski and Radcliffe-Brown in the same theoretical camp, Rad-
cliffe-Brown responded with strident outrage:

The authors arbitrarily apply the label functionalist to certain
writers on anthropology and sociology . . . they build up an
imaginary picture of something they call functionalism which
they then present as a body of views held by all the persons
they decided to call functionalists. All the canons of scholarly
integrity are ignored.

Malinowski has explained that he is the inventor of func-
tionalism, to which he gave its name. His definition of it is
clear; it is the theory or doctrine that every feature of culture of
any people past or present is to be explained by reference to
seven biological needs of individual human beings. . . . . I re-
ject it entirely, regarding it as useless and worse. As a consis-
tent opponent of Malinowski’s functionalism, I may be called
an anti-functionalist. (1949:320–321)
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In the face of such strident opposition, it seems irresponsible
to treat the theories of Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown as minor
variants on the functionalist theme.

Another criticism holds that Radcliffe-Brown conceived of
social anthropology as an ahistorical inquiry resulting in a static
view of societies unconcerned with diachronic change (White
1966). There is merit and confusion in such claims. On one
hand, Radcliffe-Brown distanced himself from those anthropol-
ogists who, “thinking of their study as a kind of historical study,
fall back on conjecture and imagination, and invent ‘pseudo-
historical’ or ‘pseudo-causal’ explanations” (1977b:13). Rad-
cliffe-Brown leaves these anthropologists unnamed, but Tylor’s
discussion of animism would fit this description (see pp. 55–56).
Radcliffe-Brown’s distinction between historical and scientific
explanations was extended by his American students, including
Robert Redfield who wrote that

Radcliffe-Brown’s signal contribution is . . . derived . . . from
his emphasis on a strictly nonhistorical, sharply scientific
method in anthropology. The objective of social anthropology
is the formulation of general propositions as to society. The so-
cial anthropologist deals with classes of social phenomena;
early [sic] he names the class with which he deals—sanctions,
totemism, Omaha type of kinship system, or whatever; the
particular society or institution with which he deals is then of
significance only as it represents or modifies the class, type or
declared general proposition. History, on the other hand has a
logical nature essentially different; its nature [citing Kroeber] 
“. . . an endeavor at descriptive integration.” (1962:xi)

This is an extraordinary statement for its time (1937), a clear
contrast to the historical particularism of Boas, Kroeber, and oth-
ers who considered explanation as primarily a historical recon-
struction of specific cultural complexes. The notion that one
could extract a concept—such as the Omaha type of kinship sys-
tem—from its specific social context and make that abstraction
the object of inquiry did not sit well with Boas or his students.
Radcliffe-Brown observed, “My objection to conjectural history
is not that it is historical but that it is conjectural” (1952c:50).
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Elsewhere, Radcliffe-Brown condemns conjectural history as
“worse than useless” but adds, “this does not in any way imply
the rejection of historical explanation but quite the contrary”
(1977b:13). Radcliffe-Brown’s concern was to create a social an-
thropology that was generalizing and thus a science.

Kuper notes that Radcliffe-Brown has receded from the an-
thropological spotlight in Great Britain and the United States, al-
though his influence on different anthropologists is evident (for
example on Evans-Pritchard, chapter 12; Lévi-Strauss, chapter
17; and Turner, chapter 18, among others.) The repercussions of
Radcliffe-Brown’s approach are expressed by those who emu-
lated him and those who vehemently disavow his work. Para-
doxically, as Kuper notes, Radcliffe-Brown “remains influential,
but, increasingly, indirectly” (1977:1).

Background

Born in 1881, Radcliffe-Brown was educated at Trinity College,
Cambridge. The biographical sketches published after his death
(Eggan and Warner 1956; Fortes 1956) contain scant information
on Radcliffe-Brown’s early years or personal life, possibly re-
flecting a “streak of aloofness” and somewhat reserved nature
(Fortes 1956:153). Remembered as warm and gentle by his
friends and students, he was considered condescending and
pompous by others, particularly by Boas’s students. This was
complicated by Radcliffe-Brown’s tendency to cite the work of
his students and ignore the work of others—which effectively
slighted all research conducted in America prior to his arrival at
the University of Chicago in 1931. It is amazing how unpopular
he was with American anthropologists. Mead called him insuf-
ferable, sulky, and rude. Benedict wrote, “He seemed to me im-
penetrably wrapped in his own conceit” (1973:327). Leslie White
described “two traits of Radcliffe-Brown—the tendency to as-
sume originality for himself, and to ignore or depreciate the
work of others” (1966:32). These personal reactions may have
limited Radcliffe-Brown’s influence on some, but his contribu-
tion to the development of anthropology remains.
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Under Haddon’s direction, Radcliffe-Brown conducted 
fieldwork from 1906 to 1908 on the Andaman Islands, a chain 
of islands off the southern coast of Myanmar (Burma). 
Radcliffe-Brown finished his thesis in 1909, which was a de-
scriptive account of traditional culture influenced by the work of
Haddon and Rivers. In the year after completing his thesis, 
Radcliffe-Brown became aware of the work of Durkheim and
Mauss and began rewriting his thesis to explore this newly
found theoretical position. Although The Andaman Islanders was
not published until 1922, it became the vehicle through which
French comparative sociology shaped the course of British social
anthropology.

Radcliffe-Brown conducted ethnographic research among
the Kariera and other aboriginal groups in western Australia
from 1910 to 1912. He then returned to England and became an
overseas education officer during World War I. After the war,
Radcliffe-Brown occupied a number of academic positions, fre-
quently establishing new anthropology departments: University
of Cape Town (1921–1926), University of Sydney (1926–1931),
and the University of Chicago (1931–1937). Next he returned to
Oxford where he remained until his retirement in 1946, after
which he taught in Cairo and South Africa. Radcliffe-Brown died
in England in 1955.

Radcliffe-Brown’s impact is evident in the writings of his
students. When he left the University of Chicago, his students
presented Radcliffe-Brown with a volume titled Social Anthropol-
ogy of North American Tribes (Eggan 1962). That group—including
Fred Eggan, Morris Opler, and Sol Tax—all became important
figures in American anthropology. Robert Redfield wrote in the
introduction:

Professor Radcliffe-Brown brought to this country a method
for the study of society, well-defined and different enough
from what prevailed here to require American anthropologists
to reconsider the whole matter of method, to scrutinize their
objectives, and to attend to new problems and new ways of
looking at problems. (1962:ix)

Radcliffe-Brown called that approach “social anthropology.”
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Social Anthropology: Defining a Field

Radcliffe-Brown distinguished “social anthropology” from eth-
nology. In a 1951 lecture, Radcliffe-Brown pointed out that Boas
had set two research objectives: (1) the reconstruction of the cul-
tural history of a particular people or region, and (2) the “inves-
tigation of the laws governing social life” (1977a:54). Noting that
Boas had referred synonymously to the field of inquiry as “eth-
nology” or “anthropology,” Radcliffe-Brown proposed that the
terms should mark different lines of inquiry, suggesting that an-
thropologists

refer to those investigations that are concerned with the recon-
struction of history as belonging to ethnology and to keep the
term social anthropology for the study of discoverable regu-
larities in the development of human society in so far as these
can be illustrated or demonstrated by the study of primitive
peoples. (1977a:54)

The observation of regularities and search for general laws
characterizes Radcliffe-Brown’s social anthropology. Although
Boas recognized the potential existence of laws of human be-
havior, in fact most of Boas’s efforts went to the explication of
particular cultural developments. Radcliffe-Brown’s 1951 lec-
ture was a response, fifty-five years after the fact, to Boas’s
(1896) “The Limitations of the Comparative Method of Anthro-
pology” in which Boas attacked the Victorian evolutionists (see
pp. 40–42). Boas had argued that focused, intensive fieldwork
was essential, not loose comparisons based on uneven pub-
lished sources. Radcliffe-Brown responded that comparative
studies were also necessary and that library research was useful
when it supplemented ethnographic fieldwork. Radcliffe-Brown
complained that the modern anthropology graduate student
setting out for fieldwork “is told that he must consider any fea-
ture of social life in its context, in its relation to the other features
of the particular social system in which it is found. But he is of-
ten not taught to look at it in the wider context of human soci-
eties in general” (1977a:54). This is what Radcliffe-Brown
proposed to do.
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Social anthropology was grounded in the comparative
method; its goal was the elucidation of lawlike generalizations
about human society. Radcliffe-Brown considered social anthro-
pology to be a subdiscipline of comparative sociology—a disci-
pline that he traced to the French social theorists such as
Montesquieu and Comte, but most directly to Durkheim. Social
anthropology differed from comparative sociology in scope but
not in intent. Radcliffe-Brown wrote, “Comparative sociology, of
which social anthropology is a branch, is here conceived as a the-
oretical or nomothetic study of which the aim is to provide ac-
ceptable generalisations. The theoretical understanding of a
particular institution is its interpretation in the light of such gen-
eralisations” (1977b:13).

“Nomothetic”—from the Greek nomos for “law”—refers to
the structure of scientific explanation. Scientific laws—like the
law of gravity or the second law of thermodynamics—are gener-
alizing propositions about the relationship between two or more
factors. They are not idiographic explanations of a particular oc-
currence but are broadly relevant to all cases that express that re-
lationship. Thus, Newton’s law of gravity was not an explanation
of why a particular apple fell out of a particular tree one day (to
use the apocryphal example), but a statement about all bodies of
matter characterized by mass and distance. Radcliffe-Brown en-
visioned an anthropology that could discover scientific laws
about human society, cross-cultural regularities between “struc-
ture” and “function.”

Structure and Function

Radcliffe-Brown’s notion of social structure made his compara-
tive approach possible; this was his unit of comparison. Social
structures, Radcliffe-Brown argued, are the relations of associa-
tion between individuals, and they exist independently of the in-
dividual members who might occupy those positions, much in
the way that “hero,” “heroine,” and “villain” define a set of re-
lationships in a melodrama regardless of the actors who play
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those roles. Social structures are not abstractions; unlike “cul-
ture,” they exist and may be directly observed:

We do not observe a “culture,” since that word denotes, not
any concrete reality, but an abstraction, and as it is commonly
used a vague abstraction. But direct observation does reveal to
us that . . . human beings are connected by a complex network
of social relations. I use the term “social structure” to denote
this network of actually existing relations. (Radcliffe-Brown
1952a:190)

Social structure includes all interpersonal relations, the differen-
tiation of individuals and groups by their social roles, and the re-
lationships between a particular group of humans and a larger
network of connections. Although Radcliffe-Brown contends that
social structures are concrete realities, they are not what an indi-
vidual fieldworker observes in a specific society, which Radcliffe-
Brown describes as “social forms.”

This is confusing and an example is in order. If I am conduct-
ing a study of cooperative work groups in a peasant community,
over the course of my fieldwork I will observe (hopefully) a num-
ber of cases of different groups of people getting together at var-
ious times to work in different people’s fields. I will take notes on
the participants, their efforts, and the interpersonal dynamics of
the group. At that point, in Radcliffe-Brown’s terminology, I
would be describing social forms. But if I recorded “as precisely
as possible the general or normal form of this relationship, ab-
stracted from the variations of particular instances, though taking
account of those variations” (Radcliffe-Brown 1952a:192, empha-
sis added), then I would be describing the social structure of
corvée labor. We will sidestep the issue about whether, thus de-
fined, social structure is a result of observation or an inferred cre-
ation; obviously, Radcliffe-Brown considered social structures to
be empirically knowable and concrete.

This notion of structure, as Adam Kuper observes, “is perhaps
the main contemporary stumbling-block to an understanding of
what Radcliffe-Brown was saying” (1977:5). Part of the confusion
stems from alternate uses of the word “structure,” most notably in
Claude Lévi-Strauss’s structural anthropology (see chapter 17).
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For Lévi-Strauss, “The term ‘social structure’ has nothing to do
with empirical reality but with models which are built up after it”
(1963:279). Radcliffe-Brown wrote to Lévi-Strauss:

As you have recognized, I use the term “social structure” in a
way so different from yours as to make discussion so difficult
as to be unlikely to be profitable. While for you social structure
has nothing to do with reality but in models which are built up,
I regard the social structure as a reality. When I pick up a par-
ticular sea shell on the beach, I recognize it as having a partic-
ular structure. I may find other shells of the same species
which have a similar structure so that I can say there is a form
of structure characteristic of the species. (1977c:42)

Thus, we can identify certain social structures—exogamous
moieties, joking relationships, corvée labor, cross-cousin mar-
riage, and on and on—compare those structures as manifested in
different societies, and then attempt to understand the underly-
ing principles that account for these different social structures.
Almost inevitably, Radcliffe-Brown’s explanation of social struc-
tures leads to a consideration of function.

For Radcliffe-Brown, the function of cultural institutions was
the role they played in maintaining society, not the satisfaction
of individuals’ needs as Malinowski argued. Like many theories
of human society, the notion is based on the organic analogy, re-
ferring to activities meeting the needs of the structure. Extrapo-
lated to the social realm,

the continuity of structure is maintained by the process of so-
cial life, which consists of the activities and interactions of the
individual human beings and of the organized groups into
which they are united. The social life of the community is here
defined as the functioning of the social structure. The function of
a crime, or a funeral ceremony, is the part it plays in the social
life as a whole and therefore the contribution it makes to the
maintenance of structural continuity. (Radcliffe-Brown
1952b:180, emphasis in the original)

And,

Such a view implies that a social system . . . has a certain kind
of unity, which we may speak of as a functional unity. We may
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define it as a condition in which all parts of the system work
together with a sufficient degree of harmony or internal con-
sistency, i.e., without producing persistent conflicts which can
neither be resolved nor regulated. (Radcliffe-Brown 1952b:181)

Such passages have led to the reasonable criticism of 
Radcliffe-Brown’s view as overly static and synchronic. In a foot-
note to the above quotation, Radcliffe-Brown rather offhandedly
comments, “Opposition, i.e., organised and regulated antago-
nism, is, of course, an essential feature of every social system,” a
scant recognition of social conflict. Radcliffe-Brown acknowl-
edges the changes traditional societies underwent due to the im-
position of European colonialism, but he did not actually
analyze such postcolonial changes. Rather, Radcliffe-Brown
laments the scarcity of unaltered traditional societies and the ab-
sence of precontact historical data and retreats into another at-
tack on pseudohistory (1952b:183–184). Clearly diachronic study
was not Radcliffe-Brown’s preferred mode of inquiry; his contri-
bution was in the analysis of social structures.

Eaglehawk, Crow, and the Cult of the Ancestors

Radcliffe-Brown observed that “the only really satisfactory way
of explaining a method is by means of illustration” (1977a:54),
and two examples make that clear—his analyses of exogamous
moieties and of Andaman Islanders’ ritual. Exogamous moieties
are kin systems in which a population is divided into two social
divisions and a man of one moiety must marry a woman of an-
other moiety. Radcliffe-Brown began his analysis with the case of
aboriginal groups in the interior of New South Wales in which
moieties were matrilineal, exogamous, and the two divisions
were named after their respective totems, the eaglehawk (Kil-
para) and the crow (Makwara). How to explain this? Radcliffe-
Brown argues that neither conjectural history nor diffusion
provides satisfying explanations and turns to a comparison of
social structures. Radcliffe-Brown examines other cases from
Australia and finds many cases of exogamous moieties—some
patrilineal, others matrilineal—named after birds. Further, other
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forms of dual organization (such as a system of alternating gen-
erational divisions in which you, your grandparents, and your
grandchildren are members of a social group different from your
parents’, children’s, and great-grandchildren’s) are also named
by pairs of birds. A search for more cases finds examples of moi-
eties named by other pairs of animals (two species of kangaroos,
for example). Radcliffe-Brown pursues a series of progressively
broader questions, from “Why Eaglehawk vs. Crow?” to “Why
all these birds?” to

What is the principle by which such pairs as eaglehawk and
crow, eagle and raven, coyote and wild cat are chosen as rep-
resenting the moieties of a dual division? The reason for asking
this question is not idle curiosity. We may, it can be held, sup-
pose that an understanding of the principle in question will
give us an important insight into the way in which the natives
themselves think about the dual division as part of their social
structure. (1977a:57)

Radcliffe-Brown analyzes stories about eaglehawk and crow
and other moiety referents to gain insights into native thinking.
It is a search for systems of classification similar to those dis-
cussed by Durkheim (chapter 4) and Mauss (chapter 9). The
common element in all these tales may be distilled into a single
theme: “The resemblances and differences of animal species are
translated into terms of friendship and conflict, solidarity and
opposition. In other words the world of animal life is repre-
sented in terms of social relations similar to those of human so-
ciety” (Radcliffe-Brown 1977a:59). Eaglehawk and crow are both
meat eaters, but eaglehawk hunts and crow steals. Other exam-
ples of oppositions between related entities are black cockatoo
versus white cockatoo, coyote versus wildcat (in California), up-
stream versus downstream, and so on. They are all associated
with exogamous moieties, leading Radcliffe-Brown to conclude
that “wherever, in Australia, Melanesia or America, there exists
a social structure of exogamous moieties, the moieties are
thought of as being in a relation of what is here called ‘opposi-
tion’” (1977a:61).

Radcliffe-Brown presented his analysis of exogamous moi-
eties as an example of the comparative approach and the con-
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ceptual utility of social structure. Moving from the specific case
to increasing levels of generalization, Radcliffe-Brown posed a
series of interesting questions, not just about the societies of
New South Wales, but about human societies in general.

Radcliffe-Brown’s concern with society in general is clear
from a 1945 lecture on “Religion and Society” in which he con-
trasted totemism and ancestor worship (1977d). He narrowly de-
fines ancestor worship as the worship of a deceased ancestor or
ancestors by an associated descent group such as a lineage or
clan. Offerings of food and drink are made to the ancestors,
which are usually conceived of as sharing a meal with the an-
cestors (Radcliffe-Brown 1977d:113–114). The rites of ancestor
worship also reflect a sense of dependency between the wor-
shiper and the ancestors—ancestors will give him children and
well-being, provide blessings if propitiated, send illness and dis-
aster if ignored (Radcliffe-Brown 1977d:125). Not surprisingly,
ancestor worship is most developed among societies where uni-
lineal descent is most important:

In such a society what gives stability to the social structure is
the solidarity and continuity of the lineage, and of the wider
group (the clan) composed of related lineages. For the individ-
ual, his primary duties are those of lineage. These include du-
ties to the members now living, but also to those who have
died and to those who are not yet born. In the carrying out of
these duties he is controlled and inspired by the complex sys-
tems of sentiments of which we may say . . . are centered [on]
the lineage itself, past, present and future. It is primarily this
system of sentiments that is expressed in the rites of the cult of
the ancestors. The social function of the rites is obvious: by giv-
ing solemn and collective expression to them the rites reaffirm,
renew and strengthen those sentiments on which the social sol-
idarity depends. (Radcliffe-Brown 1977d:114)

Note that Radcliffe-Brown has done more than engage in
idle speculation; he has proposed testable hypotheses: Does an-
cestor worship only occur in lineage-based societies? Are the
sentiments expressed always those of dependency? Does ances-
tor worship diminish when traditional social forms weaken? He
also produced a broader theoretical statement about “the social
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function of religions, i.e. the contribution they make to the for-
mation and maintenance of a social order” (1977d:104).

Conclusion

Radcliffe-Brown’s analysis of social structure and function redi-
rected anthropological inquiry to the institutions of human life
and to the role such institutions play in the maintenance and re-
production of society. Today these concerns are not as central as
they were between 1930 and 1960 when British social anthropol-
ogy was at its peak, and consequently Radcliffe-Brown’s stature
has declined (again, see Kuper 1977). An examination of the two
principal social anthropology journals in the United Kingdom
and the United States, Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute
(formerly Man) and American Ethnologist, respectively, shows
that since 1995 Radcliffe-Brown was rarely cited, and only to be
briefly acknowledged (Borneman 1996; Lipset 2004; Stasch 2002)
or criticized (Dean 1995; Gupta 1995; Harrison 1995; Keen 1995).
Over the last decade, Radcliffe-Brown tends to be cited either
when a specific social dimension is discussed—like descent the-
ory (Shapiro 1988) or brother-sister relationship (Joseph 1994)—
or in matters relating to Australian kinship systems, for example,
Cowlishaw’s (1987:229–230) brief critical assessment of Radcliffe-
Brown’s contribution to studies of Australian aborigines.

Adam Kuper writes of Radcliffe-Brown, “The profound yet
second-hand nature of his influence on modern anthropology
may constitute a real difficulty for the contemporary reader”
(1977:2). This suggests that the ideas of Radcliffe-Brown may de-
serve open-minded rereading.
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12

Edward Evans-Pritchard
Social Anthropology, Social History

X

Edward E. Evans-Pritchard (1902–1973) was the errant son of
British social anthropology; he first followed its tenets, then at-
tacked them. During the 1940s, Evans-Pritchard’s theoretical
outlook changed from a perspective essentially shaped by 
Radcliffe-Brown to an anthropological vision more attentive to
social history and human agency. His early work included clas-
sic ethnographies like Witchcraft, Oracles and Magic among the
Azande (1937), The Nuer (1940), Kinship and Marriage among the
Nuer (1951), and he edited with Meyer Fortes and contributed to
African Political Systems (Fortes and Evans-Pritchard 1940), a
then “state-of-the-art” collection, all within the British social an-
thropology school of thought. Like Radcliffe-Brown, Evans-
Pritchard’s earlier works emphasize structure and function in
social relationships. The articles in African Political Systems also
tend to be synchronic and isolating, separating twentieth-
century African societies from their historical past and colonial
present. In reference to African Political Systems, Marvin Harris
points out that 350 years of the slave trade followed by a cen-
tury of direct European control created enormous cultural
change: “Advancing before this scourge [of slavers] were shock
waves of wars, migrations, political upheavals, and vast demo-
graphic changes. In such a context, restriction to an ethno-
graphic present of the 1930s, in the name of empiricism, has
little to commend it” (1968:536).

British social anthropology has fallen out of favor because of
this ahistorical perspective, its emphasis on social stasis, and a
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tendency to reify society and to diminish the role of the individ-
ual. Evans-Pritchard’s works prior to the 1950s are vulnerable to
this criticism. For example, in The Nuer (1940) he documented
the age-grade system of the Nuer in which every four years a
new group of teenage boys underwent an initiation rite; this co-
hort formed an age-set, and as these males grew older, different
behaviors would be expected of them. Evans-Pritchard called
this progression “structural time,” calendrical intervals marked
by predictable changes in status.

Seasonal and lunar changes repeat themselves year after year,
so that a Nuer standing at any point of time has conceptual
knowledge of what lies before him and can predict and orga-
nize his life accordingly. A man’s structural future is likewise
already fixed and ordered into different periods, so that the to-
tal changes in status a boy will undergo in his ordained pas-
sage through the social system, if he lives long enough, can be
foreseen. (Evans-Pritchard 1940:94–95)

In this passage Evans-Pritchard makes even a person’s life
cycle static, reducing the individual to a staircase of status
changes. This analysis is particularly intriguing given that it oc-
curs in the best known work of an anthropologist who would
later become famous for his emphasis on history and the impor-
tance of the individual.

Ten years after the publication of The Nuer, Evans-Pritchard
argued a very different line distinctly at odds with the British so-
cial anthropology tradition: social anthropology should be recast
into social history (Evans-Pritchard 1950). So what happened be-
tween 1940 and 1950? Why did Evans-Pritchard’s ideas change?
What core elements of his thought have been retained by con-
temporary anthropology?

Background

Evans-Pritchard’s life and work were shaped by the British em-
pire. Born in 1902, Evans-Pritchard studied history at Oxford, re-
ceiving his M.A. in modern history in 1924. He began his
anthropological studies at the London School of Economics
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where he studied under C. G. Seligman, one of the members of
the Torres Strait expedition directed by Haddon. According to
Beidelman, “He left Oxford for London partly for a change of en-
vironment but mainly because he wanted to do field research
and no one in Oxford had done that” (1974:1). He arrived at the
London School of Economics the same term that Malinowski ar-
rived to teach; in fact, Evans-Pritchard and Raymond Firth were
Malinowski’s first students. Evans-Pritchard was closer to Selig-
man, however, and apparently kept his distance from Mali-
nowski.

In 1926 Seligman was contracted to provide an ethnographic
survey of the indigenous groups of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan.
When Seligman became ill, he arranged for Evans-Pritchard to
carry on the fieldwork. Nearly fifty years later Evans-Pritchard
recalled his professors’ advice before his first fieldwork experi-
ence:

I first sought advice from Westermarck. All I got from him was
“don’t converse with an informant for more than twenty min-
utes because if you aren’t bored by that time he will be.” Very
good advice, even if somewhat inadequate. I sought instruc-
tion from Haddon, a man foremost in field-research. He told
me that it was really all quite simple; one should always be-
have as a gentleman. Also very good advice. My teacher, Selig-
man, told me to take ten grains of quinine every day and to
keep off women. The famous Egyptologist, Sir Flinders Petrie,
just told me not to bother about drinking dirty water as one
soon became immune to it. Finally, I asked Malinowski and
was told not to be a bloody fool. (1976:240)

There is an amateurish dash about all this, replete with “stiff
upper lip–isms,” but the Anglo-Egyptian government was pay-
ing for this ethnographic survey (and most of Evans-Pritchard’s
subsequent research) because the government had a serious ob-
jective.

The goal was empire. The British government wanted to as-
sert imperial control over African peoples like the Azande and
Nuer living in the watershed between the Nile and the Congo
rivers. Initially British control was via indirect rule in which lo-
cal political authorities were maintained but depended on colo-
nial administrators, but in the early 1920s imperial authority was
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more directly applied. The traditional scattered Azande home-
steads were forcibly resettled along new government roads. The
expressed intent was to control sleeping sickness; the obvious
consequence was to control the Azande (Gillies 1976:viii). In
1930 Evans-Pritchard began his work among the Nuer right af-
ter the British military had bloodily suppressed Nuer revolts
(Evans-Pritchard 1940:11). He agreed to conduct the study with
great hesitation, because, according to Douglas (1980:40), he felt
responsible as an anthropologist to serve as a mediator between
the Nuer and the government. “The Nuer would fight until they
were destroyed.” Evans-Pritchard recalled, “When I entered a
[Nuer] cattle camp it was not only as a stranger but as an enemy,
and they seldom tried to conceal their disgust at my presence, re-
fusing to answer my greetings and even turning away when I
addressed them” (1940:11).

Much of Evans-Pritchard’s work was conducted under gov-
ernment auspices and was frequently written to inform British
administrators (for example, 1937:3–4). Some of his investiga-
tions would raise ethical issues today that he and his contempo-
raries ignored. But Evans-Pritchard did not engage in espionage;
he always made his intentions known to the people he studied
and lived with and respected them.

Evans-Pritchard received his Ph.D. in 1927 by writing up the
results of his first three months of fieldwork among the Azande
for his thesis. Over the next three years he spent twenty months
among the Azande. Between field trips he was lecturer in social
anthropology at the London School of Economics, and in 1932 he
became professor of sociology at Fuad I University in Cairo. He
resigned that post to become a research lecturer in African soci-
ology at Oxford, a position he held until the outbreak of World
War II.

During the war, Evans-Pritchard led a guerrilla force along
the Sudanese/Ethiopian border against the Italians, earning this
headline in a London newspaper: “OXFORD DON GUER-
RILLA: LED ABYSSINIAN TRIBESMEN.” He also served as an
intelligence officer and political officer in Ethiopia, Sudan, Syria,
and Libya. Referring to Evans-Pritchard’s life, a colleague re-
called, “Parts of his own life . . . had a fictional quality” (Lien-
hardt 1974:300).
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He returned to England in 1945 and after a year at Cam-
bridge, became professor of social anthropology at Oxford, suc-
ceeding Radcliffe-Brown. He remained at Oxford until he retired
in 1970. Even after retirement, he remained very active. His bib-
liography lists twenty-one publications for 1970 alone, and al-
though many are relatively brief reviews, prefaces, and notes,
they range over topics like the sociology of Comte, witchcraft in
Tudor and Stuart England, and nine different pieces about the
Zande (Evans-Pritchard 1974a). He produced “one of the largest
published ethnographic collections in social anthropology”
(Lienhardt 1974:304).

But where are Evans-Pritchard’s theories of human behavior
in all of this ethnographic research? They are present but inten-
tionally hidden. Douglas writes, “The relation of his ethno-
graphic researches to contemporary speculations or theory was
never spelled out in his big fieldwork monographs. As a matter
of principle, these were written with practically no polemics, no
controversies, no disputatious thrashing out of definitions”
(1980:24). Instead, his ethnographic writing was a presentation
of “a coherent story, omitting nothing, twisting nothing, and
adding nothing that could not be justified. The theoretical bur-
den would be found in the internal consistency of a large body
of ethnographic analysis, in which other ethnographers would
discern theoretical innovations” (Douglas 1980:24).

Evans-Pritchard believed that theories were inferred from lo-
cal realities and that, therefore, general pronouncements should
fade into the background. Evans-Pritchard’s goal was to present
a body of ethnographic work that was entire, coherent, and an
accurate presentation of indigenous belief. Yet running through
much of his work is an idea that Douglas calls Evans-Pritchard’s
“theory of accountability.”

A Theory of Accountability

Mary Douglas has written brilliantly about Evans-Pritchard,
placing his work within a larger theoretical debate (compare
Gellner 1981:xv–xvi). Douglas writes, “One of the present crises
in sociology comes from the criticisms of phenomenologists.
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Maintaining that social understanding must start from the hu-
man experience of consciousness and reflection, they despair of
truth in any so-called human science that ignores the distinc-
tively human element” (1980:2).

Phenomenologists would dismiss theories proposed by
White, Harris, and Radcliffe-Brown, for example, because their
respective points of view argue that cultural life is knowable in-
dependently of the experience of its participants, holding that
what informants think or perceive of reality is not necessarily the
starting point for inquiry. Phenomenologists basically give ex-
planatory priority to the informant’s subjective view. Douglas
continues,

These critics have undermined confidence in the traditional
methods and even in the traditional objectives of sociology.
Consequently, many scholars sensitive to the criticism have
been tempted to give up striving for objectivity and to shift
their own writing into a mystical mode, indulgent to their own
subjectivity. Others, who would still like to try for objective
comparisons, find little alternative but to work on in the old
framework of inquiry, and so tend to shirk these issues. In ad-
vance of this critical juncture Evans-Pritchard felt the dilemma
keenly. (1980:2)

The dilemma is this: Where does culture exist other than in
the perceptions, beliefs, and actions of individuals? This is the
issue Sapir encountered when he read about the contrary Om-
aha, Two Crows (see pp. 93–94). How can we state, “The Nuer
believe X,” when we really need to list the opinions of each in-
dividual Nuer, as expressed at a particular time? And if culture
only exists with the individual, how can comparisons between
individuals—let alone between cultures—be made? And fi-
nally, and most problematically, how can an anthropologist’s
statement about another culture be anything more than her or
his individual perception of another individual’s expression, a
flimsy bridge of communication across a chasm of cultural dif-
ference?

As Douglas suggests, one response to the dilemma is to say
“The hell with it!” and focus on issues that do not require such
epistemological turmoil. Another approach is to retreat into a co-
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coon of hypersubjectivity in which ethnography and autobiog-
raphy are not distinguished.

Evans-Pritchard, Douglas suggests, attempted to find a way
through the dilemma:

He taught that the essential point for comparison is that at
which people meet misfortune. They may accuse others, they
may accept responsibility. They count different kinds of mis-
fortune as needing explanation. As they work their ideas of
blame and compensation into their social institutions, they in-
voke existences and powers that are adapted to each particular
accounting system. There are ways of getting valid evidence
on these essential moral purposes as they surface from con-
sciousness into action. (1980:3)

For example, how do we deal with misfortune in modern
America? We litigate. If we spill scalding coffee on ourselves, we
sue the restaurant that heated it. If we slip on ice and break a leg,
we sue the store that should have shoveled the sidewalk. In
American society, we appeal to the legal system to establish 
responsibility—even over “accidents”—and to assess penalties.
An exploration of accountability in American society would
readily identify major themes of a cultural life.

Similarly, Evans-Pritchard followed the threads of accounta-
bility in his classic studies of the Azande. He wrote, “I suppose
that the simplest way of assessing an African people’s way of
looking at life is to ask to what they attribute misfortune, and for
the Azande the answer is witchcraft” (1967:11).

Azande Witchcraft: 
The Allocation of Accountability

“Witchcraft is ubiquitous,” Evans-Pritchard (1976:18) wrote,

I had no difficulty in discovering what the Azande think about
witchcraft, nor in observing what they do to combat it. These
ideas and actions are on the surface of their life. . . . Mangu,
witchcraft, was one of the first words I heard in Zandeland, and
I heard it uttered day by day throughout the months. (1976:1)
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Witchcraft may be the cause for misfortune in any element of
Zande life:

There is no niche or corner of Zande culture into which it does
not twist itself. If blight seizes the ground-nut crop it is witch-
craft; if the bush is vainly scoured for game it is witchcraft; if
women laboriously bale water out of a pool and are rewarded
with but a few small fish it is witchcraft; if termites do not rise
when their swarming is due and a cold useless night is spent
waiting for their flight it is witchcraft; if a wife is sulky and un-
responsive to her husband it is witchcraft; if a prince is cold
and distant with his subject it is witchcraft; if a magical rite
fails to achieve its purpose it is witchcraft; if, in fact, any fail-
ure or misfortune falls upon anyone at any time and in relation
to any of the manifold activities of his life it may be due to
witchcraft. (Evans-Pritchard 1976:63–64)

This does not mean the Azande are unaware of other forms
of causation—for example, incompetence or carelessness, breach
of taboo or failure to observe a moral rule, or what we might call
“natural processes,” but witchcraft is an important explanatory
link.

Evans-Pritchard’s classic example of this is the case of the
falling granary. Granaries are heavy structures of wattle and daub
raised aboveground on wooden posts. Evans-Pritchard writes,
“Sometimes a granary collapses. There is nothing remarkable in
this. Every Zande knows that termites eat the supports in course
of time and that even the hardest woods decay.” In the heat of the
summer the Azande will sit in the shade of the granary:

Consequently it may happen that there are people sitting be-
neath the granary when it collapses and they are injured, for it
is a heavy structure. . . . Now why should these particular peo-
ple have been sitting under this particular granary at the par-
ticular moment when it collapsed? That it should collapse is
easily intelligible, but why should have it collapsed at the par-
ticular moment when these particular people were sitting be-
neath it? Through years it might have collapsed, so why
should it fall just when certain people sought its kindly shel-
ter? Zande philosophy can supply the missing link. The Zande
knows that the supports were undermined by termites and
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that people were sitting beneath the granary in order to escape
the heat and glare of the sun. But he knows besides why these
two events occurred at a precisely similar moment in time and
space. It was due to the action of witchcraft. (Evans-Pritchard
1976:69–70)

Evans-Pritchard discusses Azande witchcraft in over five
hundred pages impossible to summarize briefly. The Azande be-
lieve that witchcraft is located in an organ by the liver and is
passed patrilineally from father to son, but that it is not present
in the royal lineage. This genetic theory of witchcraft transmis-
sion, Douglas observes, “was adapted so that questions about
transmission were directed away from those social relationships
where claims could not be collected” (1980:55). Such selectivity
in the organization of human thinking is one of the key points of
Evans-Pritchard’s theory of accountability. Douglas writes,

Evans-Pritchard’s implicit conception of human knowledge
starts from three principles. First, rational thought is exercised
only selectively over the possible field of attention. Second, the
principle of selectivity depends on the social demand for ac-
countability. Third, the social patterns of accountability which
can be elicited by systematic observation provide a structured
anchorage for a particular kind of reality, with its own array of
beings invested with appropriate powers. In sum, each human
society, insofar as its members expect to hold each other ac-
countable, has its own locally selected reality anchored to
agreement about moral objectives. (1980:132)

By focusing on the ways different segments of a society hold
each other accountable, the structures linking individuals and
institutions can be discerned. The identification of such local
structures was one of Evans-Pritchard’s goals in discussing so-
cial anthropology as a form of social history.

Social Anthropology as Social History

In the preface to Witchcraft, Oracles and Magic among the Azande,
Evans-Pritchard wrote, “If I have paid no attention to Zande
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history this is not because I consider it unimportant but because
I consider it so important that I desire to record it in detail else-
where” (1937). In 1971 he published The Azande: History and Po-
litical Institutions. It is an incredibly complex description of
Azande expansion during the 150 years before colonial subju-
gation, full of battles, royal intrigues, and struggles of succes-
sion. But in addition to the historical detail, Evans-Pritchard
outlined why history was important for anthropology:

Anthropological theory often rests on a basis of studies of
primitive societies for which there is little recorded history. In
the case of African kingdoms, such as those of the Azande, to
leave out the historical dimension is to deprive ourselves of
knowledge that is both ascertainable and necessary for an un-
derstanding of political organizations which have always, to a
greater or lesser extent, been transformed by European rule be-
fore anthropologists have commenced their study of them, and
which, furthermore, have been shaped by events that took
place long before Europeans appeared on the scene. That the
Azande had been expanding and . . . conquering and assimi-
lating dozens of foreign peoples, as well as taking part in a
long series of dynastic wars among themselves, for at least 150
years before Europeans imposed their administrations is
surely a fact which cannot be left out of consideration in a
study of their institutions and culture. (1971:267)

Such common sense struck at the heart of Radcliffe-Brown’s
form of social anthropology; it also formed the basis of Evans-
Pritchard’s later research agenda. Evans-Pritchard contended
that social history could serve as a model for social anthropol-
ogy. He argued that there are three levels of anthropological in-
quiry of increasing abstraction, each with direct parallels in
historical methods (1950:122). First, the anthropologist attempts
to understand another society and translate it to his own. The
only difference between anthropology and history is that the an-
thropologist’s data are produced from direct fieldwork experi-
ence while the historian relies upon the written record; this was
merely “a technical, not a methodological, difference.” Second,
the anthropologist and historian attempt to make their subjects
“sociologically intelligible.” Evans-Pritchard writes,
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But even in a single ethnographic study the anthropologist
seeks to do more than understand the thought and values of
primitive people and translate them to his own culture. He
seeks also to discover the structural order of the society, the
patterns which, once established, enable him to see it as a
whole, as a set of interrelated abstractions. Then the society is
not only culturally intelligible, as it is, at the level of con-
sciousness and action, for one of its members or for the for-
eigner who has learnt its mores and participates in its life, but
also becomes sociologically intelligible. (1950:121)

And finally, “the anthropologist compares the social struc-
tures his analysis has revealed in a wide range of societies”
(Evans-Pritchard 1950:122). Thus, Evans-Pritchard was not en-
gaged in historical particularism, but based his comparison on
social structures as documented from a historical perspective
with abundant ethnographic detail.

Conclusion

Evans-Pritchard currently enjoys a level of respect that other
British social anthropologists—Radcliffe-Brown most obviously—
are denied. There are several reasons for this. First, in the later half
of his career, Evans-Pritchard engaged in a virtual point-by-point
refutation of Radcliffe-Brown’s structural functionalism (Kuper
1977:129–135). Central to this was Evans-Pritchard’s argument
that anthropology should be modeled on social history rather
than a science, and this call for a “humanistic” anthropology res-
onates with many anthropologists today. “It has seemed to me,”
Evans-Pritchard wrote in his last book, “that anthropologists (in-
clude me if you wish) have, in their writings about African soci-
eties, dehumanized the Africans into systems and structures and
lost the flesh and blood” (1974b:9). Evans-Pritchard’s stature de-
rives from his attention to placing ethnographic accounts within
their local logics, for example, embedding explanations within the
specific cultural rationales of Zande culture. Unlike many scholars
who articulated a singular view of human behavior, Evans-
Pritchard was engaged in a living debate and did not create an
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“Evans-Pritchardian position let alone dogma,” as the late Ernst
Gellner observed. E. E. Evans-Pritchard’s relation to the anthro-
pological tradition, Gellner wrote, was “not that of a prophet, but
rather an intellectually restless, ever-questing, sceptical Hamlet”
(1981:xv).
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IV

EVOLUTIONARY,
ADAPTATIONIST, AND
MATERIALIST THEORIES
X

Evolution reemerges in American anthropology in the 1930s. It is
explicitly anti-Boasian and only implicitly Marxist. In contrast 
to Boasian historical anthropology, the twentieth-century 
evolutionists—Leslie White, Julian Steward, Marvin Harris, and
Eleanor Burke Leacock, among others—proposed a series of ex-
plicit, scientific laws linking cultural change to different spheres
of material existence. Evolution’s proponents revived the works
of Morgan and Tylor, considered theoretically irrelevant by
many, especially some of the hyper-particularistic followers of
Boas. Due to reactionary politics within the United States, these
scholars couldn’t do more than implicitly address the contribu-
tions of Marx until the 1970s. In the 1920s and 1930s, Marxist
ideas were commonplace in American universities; by the 1950s
their espousal was cause for dismissal as the witch hunts of Mc-
Carthyism spread and the Cold War deepened.

As a consequence, American anthropologists disguised their
indebtedness to Marx and Engels and emphasized their connec-
tion to Tylor and Morgan. This is not surprising given that red-
baiting occurred in anthropological journals as well as before the
House Un-American Activities Committee (Carneiro 1981). A
classic example is Morris Opler’s comment about the conceptual
“tool kit” proposed by evolutionary anthropologists, that “its
main contents seems to be a somewhat shopworn hammer and
sickle” (1961:13). Such innuendo, labeling anthropologists as
“communists,” did no one’s career any good.

White resisted numerous efforts to fire him during the Mc-
Carthy era; Steward distanced himself from Marxist approaches;
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and Leacock carefully avoided mentioning Marx and Engels in
her doctoral research even though she was a committed radical
and active in politics. By the 1960s the reactionary movement in
academia had slightly abated, but an openly Marxist anthropol-
ogy would not emerge in the United States until the 1970s.

Evolutionary models became extremely important in Amer-
ica, much more so than in Great Britain where prehistorian V.
Gordon Childe’s evolutionary writings had broad impact in ar-
chaeology but not in social anthropology. In the United States,
anthropologists tended to have a deeper diachronic perspective
than advocated by the synchronic studies of British social an-
thropology. The idea of looking for systematic cultural changes
through time fit better into American anthropology because it in-
cluded archaeology. In spite of its reaction to anything tainted by
Marxism, American anthropology saw an important role for ex-
amining general historical processes of change.

The twentieth-century evolutionists’ signal contribution was
a concern with the causes of change. Their causal explanations
are materialist, in contrast to idealist or historical. Changes in the
modes of production, whether caused by economic reorganiza-
tions or fluctuations in the environment, have consequences in
other arenas of culture, and thus material factors have causal pri-
ority. Although claiming antecedents in Morgan and Tylor, or
Marx and Engels, the so-called neo-evolutionists emphasized
the importance of providing causal explanations rather than his-
torical reconstructions.

For Leslie White, culture was humanity’s means of adapting
to the physical and social environments. Like any other organ-
ism, humans must capture energy in order to survive and repro-
duce, and those societies that capture more energy or use it most
efficiently are at a competitive advantage over societies who do
not. White contended that the history of human cultural evolu-
tion is essentially characterized by changes in quantity of energy
and the efficiency of its use.

This adaptationist element is also found in the work of Stew-
ard and Harris, although it takes different forms. For Steward,
cultures evolved as adaptations to the environment; similar cul-
tural patterns reflect parallel adaptations to analogous environ-
mental situations, not—as Morgan and Tylor argued—that all
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cultures have passed through similar evolutionary stages. Thus,
Steward argues for a multilineal rather than a unilineal form of
evolution.

Harris’s concept, which he called cultural materialism, ex-
plains cultural patterns in terms of three sets of human life—
infrastructure, structure, and superstructure—the most important
being infrastructure. “Infrastructure” relates to the social control
of production and reproduction, encompassing such aspects as
technology, demography, subsistence, and environment—it is the
cultural interface between humans and nature. Cultural material-
ism can serve to explain specific cultural practices and broad evo-
lutionary trends, providing explanations rooted in material
factors rather than ideological constructs.

Eleanor Burke Leacock’s contributions are the most explicitly
Marxist. For Leacock, changes in the mode of production (what-
ever their specific nature) are ultimately the source of social evo-
lution. In that, Leacock directly follows Morgan, Engels, and
Marx. Leacock’s particular emphasis was to examine how
changes in production relations caused by the expansion of cap-
italism affected traditional, egalitarian band societies, giving
particular attention to the subjugation of women. Leacock’s
writings emulate those of Engels, both as a historical model and
as a social critique.

These materialist explanations, which were linked at their
roots, branched off in many directions. From 1960 to 1980 these
ideas were central in American anthropology. Since the mid-
1970s, materialist and idealist approaches have vied for popu-
larity, a conflict within American anthropology that continues.
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13

Leslie White
Evolution Emergent

X

In a variety of ways, Franz Boas cast a very large shadow over
the development of American anthropology, but his influence
threw theories of cultural evolution into pitch darkness. Boas’s
position—that cultural patterns were best explained by specific
historical references rather than general cultural laws—had two
effects. First, it erased most references to stages of cultural evo-
lution or to lawlike generalizations from American anthropol-
ogy, consigning to irrelevancy the nineteenth-century social
evolutionists like Morgan, Tylor, and Karl Marx. Second, it refo-
cused anthropological inquiry onto particular cultures—
specific societies that exhibited a set of cultural behaviors at a
certain place and time. The Boasian perspective prohibited—
or at least inhibited—general theories about “culture.” The
antievolutionary and nongeneralizing influences of historical
particularism were widespread in American anthropology from
the early 1900s well into the 1950s. Berthold Laufer’s glowing
1918 review of Robert Lowie’s antievolutionary Culture and Eth-
nology characterized that perspective: “The theory of cultural
evolution [is] to my mind the most inane, sterile, and pernicious
theory ever conceived in the history of science” (cited in White
1959a:vii).

Leslie White’s work ran headlong into this position on both
scores. First, White advocated a theory of cultural evolution that,
as he put it, “does not differ one whit in principle from that ex-
pressed in Tylor’s Anthropology in 1881, although of course the
development, expression and demonstration of the theory
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may—and does—differ at some points” (1959a:ix). Second,
White advocated a general science of culture—not of cultures,
but of Culture—that he called “culturology” (1949). White’s the-
ory of cultural evolution and his science of culture were not sep-
arate endeavors, but two prongs of the same general attack
against historical particularism (see Service 1976:613). White,
writing of himself in the third person, explained,

The author absorbed the anti-evolutionist doctrines of the Boas
school as a graduate student. But as he began to teach, he
found, first, that he could not defend this point of view, and
later that he could no longer hold it. . . . He has attacked the po-
sition of the anti-evolutionists in a number of articles.
(1959a:ix)

It did not make him a popular man.

Background

Leslie White was born in 1900. He studied psychology at Co-
lumbia (B.A., 1923; M.A., 1924) and anthropology and sociology
at the New School for Social Research under Alexander Gold-
enweiser, Thorstein Veblen, and John B. Watson. White began
graduate work in anthropology at the University of Chicago,
where he studied under Sapir and Fay Cooper-Cole. His 1927
Ph.D. was a study of medicine societies among the Southwest
Indians. That same year White began teaching sociology and
anthropology at the University of Rochester and the Buffalo
Museum of Science. Fieldwork at the nearby Seneca reserva-
tions led to an interest in Morgan’s work on the Iroquois (see
chapter 2) and ultimately to White’s reassessment of the
Boasian critique (1937, 1942a, 1944, 1951, 1957, 1959b). In addi-
tion, every summer White conducted research in the American
Southwest in the Native American communities of Acoma
(1932a), the pueblo of San Felipe (1932b), the pueblo of Santo
Domingo (1934), and the pueblo of Santa Ana (1942b). Each of
these studies was a major ethnography, establishing White as an
authority on the Southwest.
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In 1930 White moved to the University of Michigan where,
over the next forty years, he was instrumental in developing one
of the best anthropology departments in the United States.
Michigan produced a number of anthropologists who shared
White’s evolutionary interests, although White hired faculty
who didn’t necessarily share his views.

White’s evolutionary interests were informed by his political
commitment to socialism. During the Depression and thereafter,
White contributed to the weekly paper of the Socialist Labor
Party, writing under a pseudonym (Peace 2004:69–98). In these
essays, White commented on the achievements of the Soviet
Union, the inequities of American capitalism, and also devel-
oped his ideas of cultural evolution. David Peace writes, “It was
White’s political commitment to the Socialist Labor Party that
shaped the corpus of the evolutionary work for which he is so
well known” (2004:69).

White’s evolutionary theories were so at odds with most an-
thropological thinking that they probably hampered his career.
Anthropologist Elman Service (1976) suggests that White did not
receive professional honors until late in life because he was un-
popular with some anthropologists, and White’s response to
their critiques often strayed into personal vitriol (Peace
2004:111–129, 148–153). But if his ideas and polemics offended
some scholars, they whipped certain elements of the public into
a froth. His Michigan lectures emphasized how cultural patterns
determined individual experience—in contrast to free will or
deism—leading to attacks from irate parents. The Catholic
Church lobbied state legislators against White and called for his
dismissal from the University of Michigan (Peace 2004:135–157;
Beardsley 1976; Service 1976). Yet White’s lectures were well at-
tended, his articles were extensively reprinted, he was inter-
viewed on radio shows, and in a variety of ways his ideas were
widely disseminated. After retiring from Michigan in 1970, he
moved to the University of California, Santa Barbara, where he
was visiting professor emeritus until his death in 1975.

What were White’s provocative ideas about the evolution
and science of culture? In order to understand them, we first
need to recognize the functionalist core of White’s approach to
culture.
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Evolution and the Functional Core

White’s personal odyssey from historical particularism to cul-
tural evolution is discussed below, but it is important to mention
the similarities between White’s theory of culture and Mali-
nowski’s functionalism (see pp. 138–44). Central to White’s evo-
lutionary theory is a functionalist conception of culture.

There are important differences between the two positions.
Malinowski ultimately saw culture as functioning to meet indi-
vidual needs, whereas White posited that culture met the needs
of the species. This difference is not insignificant: Malinowski
was interested in accounting for specific cultural patterns—
usually exhibited by the Trobriand Islanders—while White was
concerned with broader cultural developments exhibited by
humanity, as White himself explained, “Man is unique: he is
the only living species that has a culture. By culture we mean
an extrasomatic, temporal continuum of things and events de-
pendent upon symboling” (1959a:3). By extrasomatic—from
the Greek soma for “body,” therefore, literally, “external to the
body”—White stipulated that culture had a “suprabiological
character”:

Although culture is produced and perpetuated only by the hu-
man species, and therefore has its origins and basis in the bio-
logical make-up of man . . . after it has come into existence and
become established as a tradition, culture exists and behaves
and is related to man as if it were nonbiological in character.
(1959a:12, emphasis in the original)

Culture exists separately from the individuals who are born
and die in a society. A baby learns culture from other individu-
als; culture is not genetically transmitted. But this is not to sug-
gest that culture has no biological functions; in fact, White
writes, “The purpose and function of culture are to make life se-
cure and enduring for the human species.” In contrast to other,
cultureless organisms:

Man employs the extrasomatic tradition that we call culture in
order to sustain and perpetuate his existence and give it full
expression.
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Specifically, the functions of culture are to relate man to his
environment—his terrestrial habitat and the circumambient
cosmos—on the one hand, and to relate man to man, on the
other. (White 1959a:8)

This functional notion is a key element in White’s theory of
evolution. It is a utilitarian notion that Elman Service has traced
back to the nineteenth-century evolutionist Herbert Spencer. Ac-
cording to Service, White, by his own admission, borrowed this
utilitarian notion “more or less unwittingly” (1976:614). Regard-
less of White’s intent, the consequences of his emphasis on the
functions of culture are diverse and profound in American an-
thropology. This is particularly true for American archaeology,
which fully embraced that position from the mid-1960s until
very recently.

This functionalist interpretation of culture was central to
White’s theory of evolution because it implied that the most im-
portant dimensions of culture were those that imparted adap-
tive, biological advantages. It logically followed that the most
important cultural realm is the one that transforms energy and
makes it available for human use—technology. And, by exten-
sion, the evolution of cultures could be measured by their rela-
tive capacities to obtain and divert energy. Those two concepts
underlie White’s theory of evolution.

Theory of Cultural Evolution

The first element in White’s theory of cultural evolution is a di-
vision of culture into three subsystems: technological, sociologi-
cal, and ideological.

The technological system is composed of the material, me-
chanical, physical and chemical instruments, together with the
techniques of their use, by means of which man, as an animal
species, is articulated with his natural habitat. . . . The socio-
logical system is made up of interpersonal relations expressed
in patterns of behavior, collective as well as individual. The
ideological system is composed of ideas, beliefs, knowledge,
expressed in articulate speech or other symbolic form. (White
1949:362–363)
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In a later work, White suggested four categories of culture:
technological, sociological, ideological, and “sentimental or atti-
tudinal” (1959a:6–7). The attitudinal category attempts to cap-
ture “the feelings or attitudes that constitute the subjective
aspect.” White did not really develop this category, it is almost
an afterthought. He briefly refers to the culturally transmitted
feelings about things—“loathing of milk, attitudes toward
chastity, snakes, bats, death, etc.”—a motley assortment of senti-
ments that reinforce the haphazard impression of this element of
White’s theory.

This reflects the firm priority that White gave to the techno-
logical realm of culture. White viewed the technological, socio-
logical, and ideological systems as a three-part hierarchy of
causation, with technology the foundation on which social and
ideological systems are raised. White wrote,

The technological system is basic and primary. Social systems
are functions of technologies; and philosophies express tech-
nological forces and reflect social systems. The technological
factor is therefore the determinant of a cultural system as a
whole. . . . This is not to say, of course, that social systems do
not condition the operation of technologies, or that social and
technological systems are not affected by ideologies. They do
and are. But to condition is one thing; to determine, quite an-
other. (1949:366)

Why does technology—broadly defined—have a determi-
nant role? Why does White posit that technology is the basis of
cultural evolution? First, there is the obvious fact that all organ-
isms must meet basic energy requirements, be protected from
the elements, and defend themselves from enemies. These life-
sustaining, life-perpetuating processes, White writes, “are tech-
nological in a broad, but valid, sense, i.e., they are carried on by
material, mechanical, biophysical, and biochemical means”
(1959a:19). By meeting these fundamental requisites of life, the
technological dimensions allow other elements of culture to oc-
cur. “The technological system is therefore both primary and ba-
sic in importance: all human life and culture rest and depend
upon it” (White 1949:365).
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But more than technological potential, technology itself de-
termines the nature of social and ideological systems:

The social organization of a people is not only dependent upon
their technology but is determined to a great extent, if not
wholly, by it both in form and content. . . . The activities of
hunting, fishing, gathering, farming, tending herds and flocks,
mining, and all the processes by means of which raw materials
are transformed and made ready for human consumption are
not merely technological processes; they are social processes as
well. (White 1959a:19–20)

And thus—to cite some of White’s examples—a railroad
workers’ union is based on the technological fact of having a
railroad and the social institutions formed by the existence of the
railroad (White 1959a:21). Technology determines concepts of fe-
male beauty: “In cultures where technological control over food
supply is slight and food is frequently scarce as a consequence,
a fat woman is often regarded as beautiful. In cultures where
food is abundant and women work little, obesity is likely to be
regarded as unsightly[!]” (White 1959a:21).

We will object to the accuracy of such claims below, but for
the moment it is more important to understand the logic behind
White’s theory: technology determines other aspects of culture.
Thus White—echoing Malinowski’s statements about the rela-
tionship between magic and science—suggests that as techno-
logical control increases, belief in the supernatural diminishes,
stating, for example, that “where the ceramic art is well devel-
oped, a minimum of magic is employed” (1959a:23). Again, this
may not be accurate, but the argument is clear.

By arguing that technological dimensions were primary fac-
tors, that technology was the bedrock of cultural development,
White set the stage for his theory of cultural evolution. If tech-
nology was an attempt to solve the problems of survival and if
this ultimately meant capturing enough energy and diverting it
to human needs, then those societies that captured more energy
and used it most efficiently were at an adaptive advantage; they
were, in an evolutionary sense, more advanced. Note here that
by energy White is thinking like a physicist, considering energy
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in all of its states: as human effort, as fossil fuel, as kilocalories
stored in corn or other domesticated foods, as falling water, as
explosives, and so on.

From White’s perspective, “Culture thus confronts us as an
elaborate thermodynamic, mechanical system. . . . The function-
ing of culture as a whole therefore rests upon and is determined
by the amount of energy harnessed and by the way it is put to
work” (1949:367–368).

This implied that the differences between cultures could be
measured, not by some rough qualitative scale or “ethnical peri-
ods,” but precisely in terms of horsepower or kilocalories or an-
other unit of measure.

The degree of cultural development, measured in terms of
amount of human need-serving goods and services produced
per capita, is determined by the amount of energy harnessed
per capita and by the efficiency of the technological means
with which it is put to work. We express this concisely and suc-
cinctly with the following formula: E X T→ C, in which C rep-
resents the degree of cultural development, E the amount of
energy harnessed per capita per year, and T the quality of effi-
ciency of the tools employed in the expenditure of energy. We
can now formulate the basic law of cultural evolution: Other
factors remaining constant, culture evolves as the amount of
energy harnessed per capita per year is increased, or as the ef-
ficiency of the instrumental means of putting the energy to
work is increased. Both factors may increase simultaneously of
course. (White 1949:368–369)

With this elegant argument, White made thermodynamics
into the bridging argument of cultural evolution, transforming
intuitive classification of different societies into a series of propo-
sitions that were logical, testable, and lawlike. If, as Marvin Har-
ris argues, White’s law of evolution “is neither a law nor a
definition but rather a statement of research strategy” (1968:636),
it is worthwhile noting that previous evolutionary approaches
lacked this predictive quality, instead being ex post facto classi-
fications. White’s statement was lawlike in a scientific sense, not
a legal one: it stated a relationship between a set of observable
phenomena that could be proven incorrect or falsified. This
property of refutability sets scientific statements apart from
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other kinds of statements, and it suggests White’s intentions
when he outlined a science of culture.

The Science of Culture

Elman Service suggested that White’s theories about the evolu-
tion of culture and the science of culture were two separate, com-
pletely independent bodies of theory: “Culturology, the science
of culture as he presented it, is not the same thing as, nor does it
even imply a connection to, his ideas about the evolution of cul-
ture” (1976:613). This may be slightly overstated because White’s
notions of the evolution of culture certainly exemplify what he
thought a science of culture should contain: (1) it should be sci-
ence; (2) it should be about culture, not cultures; and (3) it should
be deterministic, i.e., denying appeals to free will, the individual,
or to any cause other than Culture.

For White, humans had two ways of dealing with 
experience—science and art. “The purpose of science and art is
one: to render experience intelligible,” White wrote, but these
two ways of knowing approached experience from different di-
rections. “Art deals with universals in terms of particulars.” In
contrast, science was not merely a collection of facts and formu-
lae, but a way of knowing by dealing with particulars from uni-
versals. “Art and science thus grasp a common experience, or
reality, by opposite but inseparable poles,” White concludes
(1949:3).

Therefore, if we are interested in a science of culture, our task
is to discover and delineate the universal principles that explain
particular phenomena. Note that these phenomena exist inde-
pendently of the subjective viewer; White approvingly cites Ein-
stein’s statement, “The belief in an external world independent
of the perceiving subject is the basis of all natural science.” Such
phenomena—existing in space, time, and having particular for-
mal properties—can be viewed from different frames of refer-
ence. Thus a raindrop may be viewed as one event in the
evolution of the cosmos, as a mass changing its spatial relation-
ship with other masses like the earth and clouds, or as a mass
that changes form through time (White 1949:13). Although we
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define the different frames of reference, the reality exists sepa-
rate from the viewer. Whereas some changes in form are repeti-
tive and reversible—water may become ice and then melt
again—the temporal order of events is not: “Only in Through the
Looking Glass do Queens scream before they prick their fingers,
or Alices pass the cake before they cut it. The evolutionary
process, being temporal as well as formal, is likewise irreversible”
(White 1949:13, emphasis added).

This developmental argument sets the stage for White’s de-
terministic approach to cultural evolution. New cultural forms
develop out of preceding cultural forms, regardless of the role of
individuals. The theory of natural selection was discovered by
Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace; it was not created from thin
air by either man but was a crystallization of previously existing,
culturally expressed knowledge. Calculus was “invented” by
both Leibnitz and Newton, but calculus would have been devel-
oped even if both men had died as infants. “The development of
mathematics, like the development of technology or medicine, is
an evolutionary process: new forms grow out of preceding
forms” (White 1949:14). We may not be able to predict the name
of an inventor or when another innovation will occur, but the
fact that such an innovation will occur is predictable because of
the inevitability of cultural evolution. White lavished great care
on his article “Ikhnaton: The Great Man vs. the Culture Process,”
which considered the case of the pharaoh Ikhnaton who intro-
duced monotheism to replace the multitude of gods in ancient
Egypt in the fourteenth century B.C. Ikhnaton has been vari-
ously lauded as a seer or damned as a heretic but universally
characterized as a “Great Man,” a singular individual who
brought about a truly original innovation. Not so, White argued:
all the elements that made the acceptance of monotheism possi-
ble existed independently of Ikhnaton:

In the process of cultural development, a Great Man is but the
neural medium through which an important synthesis of cul-
ture takes place. Darwin, Newton, Beethoven, and Edison
were men of this type. They were the neurological loci of im-
portant cultural events. To be sure, they were superior organ-
isms. But had they been reared as swineherders, Greatness
would not have found them. (1949:280)
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A science of culture, White argued, is concerned with the
general principles that define and predict relationships in cul-
tural phenomena. It is not interested in defining specific cultural
traits, but instead in understanding general cultural patterns.

Particular cultures vary among themselves in specific form
and content, but all are alike in general respects; i.e., all have
tools, language, customs, beliefs, music, etc. And every cul-
tural system functions as a means of relating man to the earth
and cosmos, and as a means of relating man to man. The science
of culture will therefore concern itself with the structure and function
of cultural systems. (White 1959a:29, emphasis added)

Not only is such a science uninterested in particular cultures
except as examples of universals, but it should consider culture
as a realm of phenomena, “as if it had an existence of its own,
independently of the human species” (White 1959a:16). Consid-
ered this way, a science of culture is one that posits generaliza-
tions about culture that are verifiable through the study of
culture.

Conclusion

White’s unsparingly deterministic view of human development
led to criticisms of his work by church and state and by anthro-
pologists as well. First, there is the notion that culture somehow
exists independently of specific societies and thus is a phenom-
enon separate from its particular expressions. One may imme-
diately ask, “Is this true, or are White’s lawlike statements about
Culture actually generalizations about some cultures to which
other cultures are exceptions?” For example, White’s contention
that “in cultures where food is abundant and women work lit-
tle, obesity is likely to be regarded as unsightly” (1959a:21)—
presumably a reference to twentieth-century America and
Europe—is only remotely valid if you classify “women’s work”
as not really work. It is also a very simplistic explanation of why
anorexia and other eating disorders affect so many people—
women and men of different ethnicities and classes around the
world.
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Second, White’s three categories of culture—technological,
sociological, and ideological—are not equivalent; technology
has priority because, according to White’s definition, it in-
volves the capture and transformation of energy that is essen-
tial for life in all organisms; all other dimensions of culture are
therefore based on technology. But, humans do not rely on in-
stinctual means to obtain energy directly from the environ-
ment. For example, breast-feeding involves learned behavior
on the part of both infant and mother. The infant is born with a
sucking reflex, but it may take several days before she or he
learns how to nurse; the new mother learns about breast-
feeding from her relatives, her doctor, pages of advice, and the
cries of her infant that she learns to distinguish between
hunger, wetness, and tiredness. All of that is learned social and
symbolic behavior. If breast-feeding—one of the most elemen-
tary energy transfers in human society—is learned behavior
based on symbols, why isn’t it that systems of meaning, rather
than technology, constitute the fundamental cultural realm?
White anticipated this point but simply denied it out of hand
(1959a:19).

A final point concerns the definition of cultural develop-
ment. The critique turns on the concept of tautology, a fallacious
restatement about cause and effect. For example, “I am taller
than other people because most people are shorter than I am” is
a tautology. White’s version of this tautology is to state:

(1) Like all systems comprised of matter, culture is a “thermo-
dynamic system” that requires the constant acquisition and
transformation of energy (1959a:38).

(2) Since it is fundamental that humans as organisms must
capture and use energy, “it follows that this must be the basic
function of culture also” (1959a:39). The basic purpose of cul-
tural systems is to obtain and utilize energy.

(3) Cultural systems vary in their effectiveness in harnessing
and using energy; this effectiveness can be measured in terms
of per capita horsepower, kilocalories, or some other measure
of energy. And therefore:

(4) “Culture advances as the amount of energy harnessed per
capita per year increases, or as the efficiency or economy of the means
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of controlling energy is increased, or both” (1959a:56, emphasis in
the original).

Consider what happens to the logic if we substitute other
desiderata for that of energy capture and efficiency. How would
we evaluate cultures if energy conservation were the goal or to
meet basic human needs with the minimum of effort or to have
the maximum number of socially well-adjusted offspring?
Couldn’t we substitute any or all of these alternate goals for
White’s thermodynamic one? If we did, the entire logic of the ar-
gument would be reshaped.

White’s theories of cultural evolution and culturology were
extremely influential, and they form part of the backdrop to a
current debate in American anthropology. White’s adaptationist
and utilitarian views of culture influenced a large school of
American anthropology, particularly during the 1960s and 1970s
when many of White’s ideas about the energetics of cultural sys-
tems, the role of energy and structure in the organization of the
state, and the notion that understanding past societies should be
based on interpreting material remains as remnants of environ-
mental, social, and ideological behaviors were pursued in fields
such as ecological anthropology, comparative ethnology, and the
New Archaeology (for example, Binford 1962). The last twenty
years of debates in anthropology are partially a reaction to the
theoretical positions inspired by White and others.

But perhaps White’s most significant accomplishment was a
more general one: the reintroduction of anthropological theories
as legitimate topics of discussion. As Richard Beardsley con-
cludes in his obituary of White:

Even the many contemporary anthropologists to whom these
subjects [about cultural evolution] are not matters of central
concern share at least an indirect heritage from Leslie A. White.
Their interests and ideas are possible in part because he fought
successfully to restore to respectability a concern for grand the-
ory. (1976:619–620)

Thus, White’s contribution to anthropology was not only to
propose a particular theory of culture, but to reintroduce theory
building as a creative anthropological enterprise.
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Julian Steward
Cultural Ecology and 
Multilinear Evolution

X

The materialist approaches of Julian Steward (1902–1972) have
been extremely influential in American anthropology, particu-
larly in the 1950s and 1960s. His ideas were a bridge between the
historical particularism of Boas and Kroeber and the cultural
evolution of Leslie White. On the one hand, Steward criticized
the particularist approaches as nonexplanatory, arguing that
clear similarities between different cultures could be explained
as parallel adaptations to structurally similar natural environ-
ments. On the other hand, he contended that not all societies
passed through similar stages of cultural development and that
unilineal models of evolution were, therefore, too sweeping to
be interesting.

Steward’s ideas had a crucial impact on American archaeol-
ogy, shifting archaeological focus from cultural history to cultural
evolution. During the 1960s and 1970s, the changing conception
of archaeology—dubbed the New Archaeology—relied heavily
on his ideas. Steward’s work was relevant to archaeology because
it considered the relationship between human society and envi-
ronment and because it focused on social changes through time.
Both were issues archaeologists could address with their data.

Steward’s contributions to anthropology were diverse. He
was a major figure in the development of area studies programs,
in turning anthropological inquiry to problems of culture change
and Third World development, and in leading large research
projects with teams of investigators. He also made a major con-
tribution to anthropological theory with two significant con-
cepts: cultural ecology and multilinear evolution.



Background

Born in Washington, D.C., in 1902, Julian Haynes Steward’s
most important formative years were spent in the American
West. (For an extended discussion, see Kerns’s [2003] outstand-
ing biography of Steward.) At the age of sixteen Steward went
to a preparatory school in Owens Valley, California, on the
western margin of the Great Basin, a region to which he would
return for his first sustained anthropological fieldwork as a
graduate student and which would remain an area of research
interest throughout his life (Clemmer, Myers, and Rudden
1999). After spending his freshman year at the University of
California–Berkeley where he was exposed to the teachings of
Alfred Kroeber and Robert Lowie, Steward transferred east to
Cornell University to complete his B.A. in 1925. He returned to
Berkeley for graduate training. Under Kroeber and Lowie,
Berkeley graduate students primarily studied North American
Indian groups, and Steward was no exception. His 1929 disser-
tation, “The Ceremonial Buffoon of the American Indian,” was
based on library research, which was a common practice at the
time; ethnographic fieldwork was presented in descriptive
monographs and comparative studies, and dissertations were
based on published materials (Murphy 1977:4). A study of role
reversal and cross-cultural patterns of social humor and ritual
clowning, Steward’s dissertation exhibits no obvious connec-
tion to his subsequent research (for a synopsis, see Steward
1977a).

Steward became a professional anthropologist as the Great
Depression began. In 1928 he was one of the first anthropology
instructors at the University of Michigan; in 1930 he moved to
the University of Utah where he established a program of re-
search and instruction, conducting archaeological excavations at
Pueblo sites (Manners 1973:889; Murphy 1977:4–5). But Stew-
ard’s research was not sharply focused until he resumed his
ethnographic investigations in the Great Basin. He returned to
Berkeley as a lecturer for the 1933–1934 academic year and then
began a two-year research project focusing on Shoshone and
Northern Paiute communities in eastern California, Nevada,
Utah, and Idaho.
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The Shoshone and Northern Paiute were to Julian Steward
what the Trobriand Islanders were to Bronislaw Malinowski (see
pp. 136–38): a pivotal ethnographic case that exemplified broad
cultural patterns. For Steward, the fundamental pattern of
Shoshonean society was derived from the fact that “pursuits
concerned with the problems of daily existence dominated their
activities to an extraordinary degree and limited and condi-
tioned their [social] institutions” (1938:1–2). As Steward docu-
mented the limited natural resources, simple technology, and
seasonal movements of Great Basin food collectors from arid
basins to alpine piñon groves, a general model of hunting and
gathering societies emerged. This model emphasized the egali-
tarianism and social fluidity of bands (Steward 1938:258–260;
1977b). Anthropologist Robert Murphy writes,

Living in a forbidding country of high desert and harsh land-
scape, the single dominant fact of their lives was the necessity
to eke out subsistence through the seasons of the year. Given
the simple technology at their disposal, the environment of-
fered few alternatives to the ways in which they lived, and
their very patterns of social life had to be understood as an ad-
justment to bleak physical reality. Steward grasped and devel-
oped this essential truth of Shoshoni [sic] society and made it
into a general theory. (1977:6)

Steward’s early research on band society outlined parallels be-
tween such scattered societies as the Shoshone, Australian Abo-
rigines, the San and other so-called Bushmen groups of southern
Africa, and the Semang of Malaysia. He argued that they exhib-
ited similar adaptations shaped by low population density, re-
liance on foot transportation, and hunting of scattered and
nonmigratory game (1936). Today Steward’s ideas are accepted as
basic anthropological insights, so it is somewhat surprising to re-
alize his early article on the topic was rejected by American an-
thropological journals as too speculative (Manners 1973:890).

The cool response to Steward’s early work stems from three
innovations that ran counter to American anthropology in the
1930s. First, he conducted ethnographic fieldwork that focused
on a specific problem rather than attempted to “complete” a de-
scription of another culture. Just as descriptive ethnography and
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comparative ethnology were separated when Julian Steward
was a graduate student, many anthropologists viewed problem-
oriented fieldwork as somehow preconceived and biased. Sec-
ond, Steward was not interested in cultural traits, styles, or
norms—common concerns of American anthropologists—but
instead in the adaptive relationships between humans and their
environments. Finally, he proposed that regular patterns existed
in human adaptations, between groups like the Australian abo-
rigines and the Great Basin Shoshone who had never been in
contact. Steward emphasized cultural parallels due to adapta-
tion rather than historical diffusion or migration. This made his
work suspect to many American anthropologists but also pro-
duced, in Marvin Harris’s phrase, “the first coherent statement
of how the interaction between culture and environment could
be studied in causal terms” (1968:666). That search for causal re-
lationships would occupy the balance of Steward’s career.

In 1935 Steward joined the Bureau of American Ethnology of
the Smithsonian Institution where he remained until 1946. The
most successful of a number of large research projects he headed
at the Smithsonian was a program of library and field research
on the native peoples of South America. The multivolume Hand-
book of South American Indians employed almost every ethnogra-
pher and archaeologist who had worked in South America:
Alfred Kroeber, Robert Lowie, Alfred Métraux, Claude Lévi-
Strauss, Gordon Willey, John Rowe, Paul Kirchoff, John Murra,
Luis Valcárcel, Wendell Bennett, and W. D. Strong, among many
others. Fifty years after its publication, the Handbook of South
American Indians remains a major resource for anthropologists
(Steward 1946–1950). Its organization and emphasis on the cul-
tural developments of native South American societies reflect
the research interests of Julian Steward.

In 1946 Steward left the Smithsonian and joined the Depart-
ment of Anthropology at Columbia University where the grad-
uate program had swelled as postwar students entered school
on the GI Bill; Steward chaired thirty-five doctoral dissertations
in the six years he was at Columbia, a staggering quantity of
work. His students included Stanley Diamond, Eric Wolf,
Robert Murphy, and Sidney Mintz, among others. Steward also
initiated a large research program in Puerto Rico (Steward et al.
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1956) coordinating the investigations of five graduate students
and establishing one of the first area studies of a complex soci-
ety and its historical context.

In 1952 Steward accepted a research professorship at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, where he remained until
his retirement in 1968. Freed of all teaching responsibilities—
except for seminars he chose to offer—Steward initiated yet an-
other large research project, focusing on social and economic
changes in twentieth-century traditional societies. Eleven field-
workers investigated traditional societies and documented pat-
terns of culture change in Third World countries on four
continents (Steward 1967). Steward also published prolifically
during his time at Illinois: he wrote Theory of Culture Change: The
Method of Multilinear Evolution (1973b); a biographical sketch of
Alfred Kroeber (1973a); a major synthesis entitled Native Peoples
of South America (Steward and Faron 1959); and a stream of arti-
cles and reviews on cultural evolution, irrigation agriculture, and
native societies in the Great Basin. Until the end of his life, Julian
Steward maintained an active interest in diverse areas of re-
search, but these were bound together by two central, unifying
concepts: cultural ecology and multilinear evolution.

Cultural Ecology

“Cultural ecology,” Steward wrote, “is the study of the processes
by which a society adapts to its environment. Its principal prob-
lem is to determine whether these adaptations initiate internal
social transformations of evolutionary change” (1968:337). Like
biological ecology, which analyzes adaptation to the complex in-
terconnections that make up an environment, cultural ecology is
a view of “man in the web of life” (Steward 1973b:31). That web
consisted of both natural and cultural realities:

Cultural ecology is broadly similar to biological ecology in its
method of examining the interactions of all social and natural
phenomena within an area, but it does not equate social fea-
tures with biological species or assume that competition is the
major process. It distinguishes different kinds of sociocultural
systems and institutions, it recognizes both cooperation and
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competition as processes of interaction, and it postulates that
environmental adaptations depend on the technology, needs
and structure of the society and on the nature of the environ-
ment. It includes analysis of adaptation to the social environ-
ment. (Steward 1968:337)

The web of life of a human group “may extend far beyond the
immediate physical environment and biotic assemblage. In states,
nations, and empires, the nature of the local group may be deter-
mined by these larger institutions no less than by its local adapta-
tion” (Steward 1973b:32). Steward argued that the links between
environment and culture were particularly clear in societies like
the Shoshone where the margins of survival were slim. In con-
trast, in societies that “have adequately solved subsistence prob-
lems, the effect of ecology becomes more difficult to ascertain. In
complex societies certain components of the social superstructure
rather than ecology seem increasingly to be determinants of fur-
ther developments. With greater cultural complexity analysis be-
comes increasingly difficult” (Steward 1938:262).

Steward viewed cultural ecology as a research agenda rather
than a religious dogma; other processes of cultural change—for
example, diffusion or innovation—were not precluded by the
culture ecological approach. And cultural ecology provided a
key advantage: cross-cultural parallels in social patterns could
be explained as adaptations to similar environments.

That interest in causes distinguished cultural ecology from
the historical particularism of Boas and his students. Relying on
mechanisms of diffusion, innovation, and migration, cultural-
historical “explanations,” Steward argued, were not really ex-
planations since they relied on the inexplicable tendency “of
societies to develop in unlike ways” (1973b:35). The explanations
of historical particularism were actually reconstructed accounts
of the “divergences in culture history,” with the cause of diver-
sity remaining mysterious.

Further, Steward wrote, in cultural-historical explanations, the
environment was relegated to a secondary role in explaining cul-
tural differences (1973b:35). Ironically, cultural-historical explana-
tions relied on the “culture area” concept, a scheme used by Clark
Wissler and Alfred Kroeber to subdivide culture patterns—such
as the American Southwest or the Great Plains—based on shared
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cultural traits exhibited in similar environments. If, Steward
asked, there were such clear patterns between environment and
culture, how could environment be ignored?

Steward outlined three basic steps for a cultural-ecological
investigation. “First, the interrelationship of exploitative or pro-
ductive technology and environment must be analyzed,” that is,
the relationship between material culture and natural resources.
“Second, the behavior patterns involved in the exploitation of a
particular area by means of a particular technology must be an-
alyzed” (Steward 1973b:40–42). For example, certain animals are
best stalked by individual hunters while other game can be cap-
tured in communal hunts; different social behaviors are in-
volved in the exploitation of different resources. The third step
in the analysis is to determine how “behavior patterns entailed
in exploiting the environment affect other aspects of culture”
(Steward 1973b:41). This three-step empirical analysis identifies
the cultural core, “the constellation of features which are most
closely related to subsistence activities and economic arrange-
ments” (Steward 1973b:37).

Cultural ecology was not a form of unilineal evolution, but an
attempt “to explain the origin of particular cultural features and
patterns which characterize different areas rather than to derive
general principles applicable to any cultural-environmental area”
(Steward 1973b:36). Although it differed from the nineteenth-
century unilineal evolutionary theories of Tylor (chapter 1), Mor-
gan (chapter 2), or Marx and Engels, and lacked the broad, gener-
alizing character of the twentieth-century theories of Leslie White
(chapter 13) and Marvin Harris (chapter 15), cultural ecology was,
nevertheless, a clear materialist strategy. Marvin Harris wrote,

The essence of cultural materialism is that it directs attention to
the interaction between behavior and environment as medi-
ated by the human organism and its cultural apparatus. It does
so as an order of priority with the prediction that group struc-
ture and ideology are responsive to these classes of material
conditions. Turning to Steward’s statement of the research
strategy of cultural ecology [as summarized above], we find all
of these attributes of cultural materialism clearly delineated.
(1968:659)
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By emphasizing human adaptation and the varying relation-
ships between human societies and natural resources, cultural
ecology provided both the analytical focus and the empirical
bases for Steward’s theory of culture change—multilinear evo-
lution.

Multilinear Evolution

Steward’s concept of cultural evolution rested on two key con-
cepts: “First, it postulates that genuine parallels of form and
function develop in historically independent sequences or cul-
tural traditions. Second, it explains these parallels by the inde-
pendent operation of identical causality in each case” (Steward
1973b:14). Thus, understanding cultural evolution involved dis-
covering “parallels and similarities which recur cross-culturally”
and proposing “lawlike” statements about the causes of such
parallels (Steward 1973b:14). Steward’s approach was to find
and explain similarities between societies without assuming that
all societies passed through identical stages of development.
Multilinear evolution, he wrote, “deals only with those limited
parallels of form, function, and sequence which have empirical
validity. What is lost in universality will be gained in concrete-
ness and specificity” (1973b:19).

For example, Steward compared the prehistoric patterns 
of developments in five independent centers of ancient 
civilization—Mesopotamia, Egypt, China, Mesoamerica, and
the Andes. These centers shared “parallels of form, function,
and sequence” based on having developed in arid and semiarid
environments in which the economic basis was irrigation and
floodwater agriculture. Agriculture created food surpluses that
allowed for nonsubsistence activities and population growth.
When population growth reached the limits of agricultural pro-
ductivity, competition over natural resources intensified, war-
fare ensued, and political leadership shifted from temple priest
to warrior king. As some communities prospered and others
suffered, empires were forged that instituted strong political
controls over vast regions (Steward 1973b:206–208).
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Steward traced the evolutionary similarities in the five ancient
civilizations. Although the chronology of events differed, Steward
argued that there were striking parallels in the pattern of cultural
evolution, not because there were universal stages of cultural de-
velopment or due to the diffusion of civilization between regions,
but because these five cultural traditions emerged in similar arid
and semiarid environments where agriculture had been able to
flourish. This development of agrarian civilizations in arid and
semiarid environments was one “line” of the multilinear evolution
that Steward proposed. Thus, Steward’s multilinear evolution in-
tentionally avoided sweeping statements about culture in general,
applying more limited models to specific sets of cultures.

Conclusion

Julian Steward’s theory of multilinear evolution has fallen out of
favor among many anthropologists, but some of his insights are
the anthropological equivalent of gospel. Steward’s basic insights
about the organization of band societies, the importance of cul-
tural ecology, and the search for cross-cultural similarities are all
firmly embedded in anthropological thought and practice. Stew-
ard’s form of materialism emphasized (1) the central relationship
between environment and culture and its implications for other
aspects of social life, (2) the search for patterned regularities and
similarities between societies, and (3) the importance of causal
explanations of parallel developments over historical reconstruc-
tions. These central tenets of Steward’s thought are recurrent
themes in a body of work that was written over thirty years and
originated in the arid landscape of the American West.
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Marvin Harris
Cultural Materialism

X

The work of Marvin Harris (1927–2001) is solidly identified with
the notion of cultural materialism, which, as he put it, “is based
on the simple premise that human social life is a response to the
practical problems of earthly existence” (1979:ix). It is a point of
view thoroughly associated with Harris; as he said, “Although I
did not invent ‘cultural materialism,’ I am responsible for giving
it its name” (1979:x). Though intellectually indebted to Marx and
Engels, Harris outlined a distinctive materialist approach to cul-
ture. In his numerous provocative and often provoking writings,
Harris developed a coherent body of anthropological theory
(Kuznar and Sanderson 2007).

Background

Harris received his Ph.D. in 1953 from Columbia University,
where he taught until 1981, at which time he moved to the Uni-
versity of Florida, retiring as graduate research professor in 2000
(Margolis and Kottack 2003). Harris’s ethnographic research and
theoretical concerns are clearly connected. His research focused
on Latin America, primarily Brazil, which led him to study An-
gola and Mozambique, former African colonies of Portugal. His
first book, Town and Country in Brazil (1956), was based on field-
work in Minas Velhas—literally “Old Mines” in Portuguese—
located in the state of Bahia, Brazil. A straightforward ethnogra-
phy, Town and Country in Brazil describes the growth of an iso-



lated gold rush settlement that quickly became a regional center,
but then faded in glory as the mines were worked out. Sur-
rounding regions with more secure economies grew in impor-
tance, and Minas Velhas settled into a genteel oblivion distant
from national life. Harris questioned classifying Brazil as a “ru-
ral” developing nation because many of its rural areas cannot be
understood at all except in relation to hundreds of deeply en-
trenched urban nuclei like Minas Velhas spawned by the odd
economics of mining.

Town and Country in Brazil is an early introduction to Har-
ris’s research agenda and his emphasis on infrastructure, which
he later defines as the “technological, economic, demographic,
and environmental activities and conditions directly related to
sustaining health and well-being through the social control of
production and reproduction” (1992:297). In his first book, Har-
ris documented economic pursuits, the public economy, and
class and race, but the distinctive factors in Minas Velhas were
its establishment as a mining community and the importance of
an urban ethos, a “complex of interconnected values” empha-
sizing the “preference for living in a town rather than in the
country” (Harris 1956:279–280). It might seem that Harris had
lapsed into idealism, but he quickly observed that there are “dy-
namic, functional factors which account for the persistence of
these traits” and that once societies reach “the stage of technol-
ogy and social organization in which a large number of people
can be freed from food-producing activities and occupational
specialization becomes feasible on a large scale, there is little
likelihood of reverting to more homogeneous arrangements”
(1956:283). The urban ethos of Minas Velhas reproduced and re-
inforced a social arrangement initially defined by infrastruc-
ture.

Harris’s work in Brazil led to issues of race, as discussed in
Minorities in the New World (1958), which he coauthored with
Charles Wagley, and his later book, Patterns of Race in the Americas
(1964). Patterns of Race in the Americas is a brief (ninety-nine pages),
densely packed discussion of the roots of racism in the Americas,
and it was published during the civil rights movement—the
march on Selma, the freedom riders, and the inspiring oratory of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Harris contributed a powerful analysis
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of the economic origins of racism, constantly comparing the his-
tory of racism in Latin America and the United States. He traced
the varying contours of unequal race relations between American
Indians, Africans, and Europeans in the Americas to the differing
impositions of economic systems of plantations, haciendas, or
small farm holdings. It is interesting that in the 1960s, at a time in
the United States when racism was considered a matter of un-
equal rights, Harris argued that it had an economic basis—an
analysis that remains current.

But again, Harris gives explanatory priority to infrastruc-
ture, and that emphasis is fundamental in his 1968 magnum
opus, The Rise of Anthropological Theory. If Patterns of Race in the
Americas is a marvel of compression, The Rise of Anthropological
Theory is a sprawling critique of Western thinking about the na-
ture of culture and its evolution. Harris assessed the contribu-
tions of thinkers—from Plato to Montesquieu to Hegel—and
anthropological schools—from culture and personality to struc-
turalism to cultural evolution. In the process, he expressed an
opinion, frequently negative, on almost every social thinker
since the Enlightenment. Although Harris apologized in ad-
vance for his severe attacks on anthropologists past and present,
he felt justified because “at this particular moment in the devel-
opment of anthropological theory . . . critical judgments deserve
priority over polite ones” (1968:7). Harris attacked the “dubious
factual foundation on which [Ruth] Benedict reared her psychol-
ogistic portraits” (1968:404), accused Alfred Kroeber of making
statements about changes in style and artistic achievement based
on “the effete standards of salon gossip” (1968:331), and sug-
gested that Claude Lévi-Strauss—far from plumbing the hidden
structures of another culture—“may not even understand what’s
going on in his own head” (1968:511).

But why was Marvin Harris so mad? Harris’s agenda had
two tasks. First, he attacked the atheoretical legacy of Boas, ar-
guing that historical particularism, far from being a neutral
presentation of “just the facts,” was a theoretical position char-
acterized by a misinterpretation of nineteenth-century evolu-
tionary social theorists and a murky view of science. Harris
argued for the importance of anthropological theory in general
and against a current of American anthropology in which “hy-
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pothesis” was used as a synonym for “guess” and “theory” for
vague supposition.

Second, Harris advanced his own theoretical point of view,
distinguishing it from other theories and claiming its greater log-
ical utility. He dubbed that theory “cultural materialism.”

Cultural Materialism

In the introduction of The Rise of Anthropological Theory, Harris
described cultural materialism as the sociocultural analogue of
Darwinian selection and immediately identifies it as nonidealist
and evolutionary. There will be no appeal to human nature, to
the utter uniqueness of different cultures, or to such intangibles
as core values, superorganic configurations, or deep structures.
Instead, Harris developed

the principle of techno-environmental and techno-economic
determinism. This principle holds that similar technologies ap-
plied to similar environments tend to produce similar arrange-
ments of labor in production and distribution, and that these in
turn call forth similar kinds of social groupings, which justify
and co-ordinate their activities by means of similar systems of
values and beliefs. Translated into a research strategy, the prin-
ciple of techno-environmental, techno-economic determinism
assigns priority to the study of the material conditions of soci-
ocultural life, much as the principle of natural selection assigns
priority to the study of differential reproductive success. (Har-
ris 1968:4)

Harris distinguished his position, “cultural materialism,”
from philosophical materialism (such as, questions of the priority
of matter or mind) and from dialectical materialism (the body of
concepts formulated by Marx and Engels). He considered philo-
sophical materialism irrelevant to considerations of sociocultural
phenomena and subsumed dialectical materialism as a subset of
cultural materialism. In the opening pages of The Rise of Anthro-
pological Theory, Harris states, “I shall demonstrate that the failure
to apply the cultural-materialist strategy resulted not from any
reasonable program of oriented research, but from the covert
pressures of the sociocultural milieu in which anthropology has
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achieved its disciplinary identity” (1968:5). With that, the chal-
lenge has been made.

Harris’s most concise and also complete presentation of his
theory is Cultural Materialism: The Struggle for a Science of Culture
(1979). It begins by outlining the epistemological basis for cul-
tural materialism, considering how scientific knowledge

can be acquired. Alone among the things and organisms stud-
ied by science, the human “object” is also a subject; the “ob-
jects” have well-developed thoughts about their own and
other people’s thoughts and behaviors.

No aspect of a research strategy more decisively character-
izes it than the way in which it treats the relationship between
what people say and think as subjects and what they say and
think and do as objects of scientific inquiry. (Harris 1979:29)

Harris insisted that the relevant question is not “the reality”
of the actions versus the ideas of people, or of sociocultural phe-
nomena as observed versus sociocultural phenomena as experi-
enced. Instead, Harris asserted, we must make two sets of
distinctions: “First, the distinction between mental and behav-
ioral events, and second, between emic and etic events.” Behav-
ioral events are simply “all the body motions and environmental
effects produced by such motions, large and small, of all the hu-
man beings who ever lived.” Mental events, on the other hand,
“are all the thoughts and feelings that we humans experience
within our minds” (Harris 1979:31–32). The second set of dis-
tinctions is between emic and etic. Emic perspectives convey a
participant’s point of view; etic perspectives are from an ob-
server’s point of view. These two ways of knowing imply differ-
ent research approaches and agendas:

Emic operations have as their hallmark the elevation of the na-
tive informant to the status of ultimate judge of the adequacy
of the observer’s descriptions and analyses. The test of the ad-
equacy of emic analyses is their ability to generate statements
the native accepts as real, meaningful, or appropriate.

Etic operations have as their hallmark the elevation of ob-
servers to the status of ultimate judges of the categories and
concepts used in descriptions and analyses. The test of the ad-
equacy of etic accounts is simply their ability to generate sci-
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entifically productive theories about the causes of sociocultu-
ral differences and similarities. Rather than employ concepts
that are necessarily real, meaningful, and appropriate from the
native point of view, the observer is free to use alien categories
and rules derived from the data language of science. Fre-
quently, etic operations involve the measurement and juxtapo-
sition of activities and events that native informants may find
inappropriate or meaningless. (Harris 1979:32)

These distinctions lead to specific categories of human ac-
tions and thoughts. First are those relating to the needs of meet-
ing subsistence requirements, the etic behavioral mode of
production. Second are the actions taken to ensure the existence
of the population, the etic behavioral mode of reproduction.
Third are actions taken by each society to maintain “secure and
orderly behavioral relationships among its constituent groups
and with other societies,” and because this is a principal area of
discord, an associated set of behaviors are “the economic
processes which allocate labor and the material products of labor
to individuals and groups” (Harris 1979:51). Therefore, we are
concerned with the etic behavioral domestic economies and etic
behavioral political economies. A final etic category, behavioral
superstructure, consists of acts related to the importance of sym-
bolic processes for the human psyche—from art to advertising,
ritual to sport. Harris then lumps—for no clear reason—modes of
production and reproduction under the rubric “infrastructure”
and domestic and political economies under the name “struc-
ture.” When “behavioral superstructure” is added to these two
categories, voilà—a tripartite scheme of etic behavior emerges:
infrastructure, structure, and superstructure. Although Harris
briefly sketched a parallel tripartite scheme for mental and emic
components, he was uninterested in the effort and collapsed the
framework as soon as it was constructed, leaving us with infra-
structure, structure, and superstructure (all etic categories) and
the fourth catchall, mental and emic superstructure (1979:54).

This is a circuitous route to arrive at a foregone destination,
the principle of infrastructural determinism. “Infrastructure,”
Harris wrote, “is the principal interface between culture and na-
ture, the boundary across which the ecological, chemical, and
physical restraints to which human action is subject interact with
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the principal sociocultural practices aimed at overcoming or
modifying those restraints” (1979:57).

Harris argued that studies focused on infrastructure have a
“strategic priority” for anthropological research (and funding),
justifying this claim on two points. First, if the goal of science is
to create an ordered body of knowledge based on lawlike gener-
alizations, then one should begin with those sociocultural arenas
“under the greatest direct restraints from the givens of nature”
(Harris 1979:57). Second, innovations in infrastructure tend to
produce greater systemic changes since their reverberations are
felt in the other arenas of structure, superstructure and mental/
emic superstructure (Harris 1979:71–73). This does not mean
that structure and superstructure “are insignificant, epiphenom-
enal reflexes of infrastructural factors” (Harris 1979:72). Rather,
such dimensions often serve as regulating mechanisms that may
counteract changes or enhance and amplify them. Innovations,
Harris wrote,

are unlikely to be propagated and amplified if they are func-
tionally incompatible with the existing modes of production
and reproduction—more unlikely than in the reverse. . . . This
is what cultural materialists mean when they say that in the
long run and in the largest number of cases, etic behavioral in-
frastructure determines the nature of structure and superstruc-
ture. (1979:73)

In short, understanding cultural patterns first requires ex-
plaining phenomena in terms of infrastructure—the culture/
nature interface, as expressed by such dimensions as subsis-
tence, settlement, population, demography, and so on—and then
understanding how such changes reshape structure and super-
structure. Harris employed this strategy in an evolutionary
sketch of world history (1979:79–113), but also uses it to explain
specific, contemporary social phenomena (1974, 1977, 1985), like
the sacred cows of India and the collapse of the Soviet empire.

Sacred Cows and the End of Empire

Harris’s cultural materialist approach is exemplified in analyses
that explain perplexing social patterns by examining the nature
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of infrastructure. Two examples are “Why are there so many sa-
cred cows in India?” and “Why did the Soviet Union collapse?”

To someone from the meat-eating West, the notion of cows
wandering freely in India while people starve is a paradoxical
waste of protein (Harris 1985). The Hindu ban on the slaughter
of cattle and the consumption of beef would seem nonadaptive,
a case where cultural rules run roughshod over common sense
and, by extension, an illustration that mental superstructure,
and not infrastructure, is causally prior.

The religious, symbolic, and political regulations associated
with sacred cattle in India are well known. There are laws regu-
lating the slaughter of cows in India’s constitution, all but two
states’ laws forbid the slaughter of India’s native humpbacked
zebu cow, and a complete ban on cow slaughter is a common
flash point of political agitation. In Hindu sacred literature, the
god Krishna is described as a cowherd and protector of cows.
Milk, butter, curds, urine, and dung are blended into a sacred
nectar used to anoint religious statues and worshippers. Cows
are decorated with flowers, placed in animal shelters when they
are old and sick, in short, venerated and worshipped. The wor-
ship of cows is associated with the adoration of human mother-
hood. It is a major theme in political life; a constant friction
between Muslims and Hindus is that Muslims eat beef. Simi-
larly, British beef-eating was a rallying cause during India’s in-
dependence movement, and one source of Mohandas Gandhi’s
political support was his ardent belief in the sacredness of the
cow.

Consequently, India has more cows than any other nation
in the world—an estimated 180 million plus 50 million water
buffalo—a seeming waste created by illogical religious belief.
Not surprisingly, Harris disagrees.

Both politics and religion obviously play a role in reinforcing
and perpetuating the beef and slaughter taboos, but neither
politics nor religion explains why cattle slaughter and beef eat-
ing have achieved symbolic prominence. Why the cow and not
the pig, horse, or camel? I do not doubt the symbolic power of
the sacred cow. What I doubt is that the investment of symbolic
power in one particular kind of animal and one particular kind
of meat results from an arbitrary and capricious mental choice
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rather than from a definite set of practical constraints. Religion
has affected India’s foodways, but India’s foodways have af-
fected India’s religion even more. (Harris 1985:51)

How has infrastructure produced the sacred cow? Harris’s
detailed answer can be distilled to a simple point—the need for
oxen. Harris cites Vedic texts describing a beef-eating past (be-
fore 600 B.C.) when cattle were slaughtered for communal, car-
nivorous feasts. But as the human population increased and
grazing lands were converted to farmlands, beef became too ex-
pensive and eventually was limited only to privileged castes. Be-
ginning in the fifth century B.C., religions (Buddhism and
Jainism) developed that banned killing, and during subsequent
centuries milk, not meat, became the ritual food, and cow wor-
ship became part of Hinduism.

But the need for oxen as plow animals meant that cows were
always necessary. Draft animals are needed on small farms. To-
day tractors are only more efficient on larger farms, and they
break down and are expensive to repair. The poorest of India’s
farmers are the real owners of the supposedly stray animals
wandering in the landscape; with no pasturage, the cows scav-
enge food from roadside vegetation, food stands, and garbage
heaps. Producing little milk and only an occasional ox, the cow
is nonetheless cost-efficient—sufficient reason for protection
from slaughter:

Not only did she give milk but she was the mother of the
cheapest and most efficient traction animal for India’s soils and
climate. In return for Hindu safeguards against the reemer-
gence of energetically costly and socially divisive beef-eating
foodways, she made it possible for the land to teem with hu-
man life. (Harris 1985:66)

This is the interface between nature and culture: infrastructure
pure and simple.

A second case is Harris’s (1992) analysis of the demise of the
Soviet Union. The deterioration of Soviet state Communism was
not, as some contend, due to the triumph of capitalism, the un-
foreseen consequences of perestroika, or the political foresight of
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American foreign policy. Instead, Harris argues that the Soviet
Union collapsed because of infrastructural devolution.

On the eve of perestroika, per capita economic growth in the
Soviet Union was at zero or less, grain production was unchanged
over the previous decade in spite of heavy investments, and be-
tween 1970 and 1987 output per unit of input declined at the rate
of 1 percent per year. Factories, agricultural equipment, genera-
tion plants, and transmission systems were worn and antiquated.
The diffusion of technological innovations took three times longer
in the Soviet economy than it did in the Western economies. Inad-
equate distribution systems meant that 20 percent to 50 percent of
the wheat, potato, sugar beet, and fruit harvests were lost between
farm and store. A broad range of pollution—from the radiation of
Chernobyl to the poisoning of the Baltic, Black, and Caspian
seas—was a further index of decline, as was the decrease in life ex-
pectancy for Soviet males (Harris 1992:298).

Such problems at the level of infrastructure were compounded
by impediments at the structural level of the Soviet command
economy. State-owned factories’ budgets were allocated based on
the number of employees rather than on the efficiency of produc-
tion, creating payrolls of unneeded workers. Production quotas
were stated in terms of output without quality control. “This
meant that the penalties for inefficient and irrational management,
such as excessive inventory, over-employment, and excess invest-
ment, were minimal and did not lead to the extinction of the en-
terprise” (Harris 1992:299). The command economy unevenly
distributed the trickle of resulting production. Thus the inter-
minable queues and unpredictable shortages that people endured
in Moscow were paralleled by inequities between the republics.
Russia gained more from the other republics than it redistributed.
Harris points out that in the 1970s–1980s infant mortality in-
creased in Kazakhstan by 14 percent, Turkmenistan by 22 percent,
and in Uzbekistan by 48 percent (1992:300). The perception that
Russia was benefiting at the expense of the other republics inten-
sified nationalistic movements. “The collapse of state communism
and the Soviet empire,” Harris concluded, was “a case of selection
against a political economy that increasingly impeded and de-
graded the performance of its infrastructure” (1992:300).
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Harris’s analysis of the Soviet Empire was presented as a dis-
tinguished lecture to the American Anthropological Association,
and he directed a number of comments to his fellow anthropol-
ogists. He notes that

infrastructural, structural and symbolic-ideational features are
equally necessary components of human social life. It is no
more possible to imagine a human society without a symbolic-
ideational or structural sector than it is possible to imagine one
without a mode of production and reproduction. Nonetheless,
these sectors do not play a symmetrical role in influencing the
retention or extinction of sociocultural innovations. (1992:297)

Rather, the realm of infrastructure is determinant. Innova-
tions in the realm of infrastructure will tend to change structural
and symbolic-ideational systems, while innovations in structural
and symbolic-ideational systems that reduce the efficiency of the
infrastructure, as measured “by the efficiency of productive and
reproductive processes that sustain [human] health and well-
being,” will be selected against (Harris 1992:297). And that, Har-
ris argued, is what happened to the Soviet Union.

Conclusion

As noted above, Harris gave causal priority to infrastructure in
explanations of sociocultural innovations; he does not suggest
that structural or symbolic-ideational realms are irrelevant or
unimportant for understanding cultural change. There is a sim-
ply greater probability that innovations in infrastructure will
cause changes in other realms than there is the reverse: symbolic-
ideational innovations will not cause innovations if they are fun-
damentally incompatible with the infrastructure.

In his address to the American Anthropological Association,
Harris pointed out that the causal primacy of infrastructure does
not

diminish our freedom to intervene and direct the selection of
alternate futures. For along with the restraints come opportu-
nities—opportunities that can deepen the benefits of social life
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for all of humankind. Recognition of the primacy of infrastruc-
ture does not diminish the importance of conscious human
agency. Rather, it merely increases the importance of having
robust theories of history that can guide conscious human
choice. (1992:302)

But what does this tell us about other dimensions of culture?
How do aspects of culture without direct adaptive consequences
develop, spread, or get maintained? Let us grant, for the sake of
argument, that Harris is correct that the infrastructural domain
is likely to be regulated by laws. Why does that make other as-
pects of culture uninteresting? Harris’s argument is this: anthro-
pology is a science, science is based on laws, infrastructure is
(most likely) governed by laws, therefore anthropology should
focus on infrastructure. But what if anthropology is not a search
for lawlike generalizations? What if it is a humanistic discipline,
as Evans-Pritchard argued (see pp. 169–71), or one that “is not an
experimental science in search of law, but an interpretive one in
search of meaning,” as Clifford Geertz (1973:5) stated (see pp.
263–66)?

Finally, how can we be so dismissive of the informant’s emic
viewpoint if culture is rooted in values and meanings held by in-
dividuals? Why should we give research priority to etic research
focused on infrastructure when as anthropologists we are inter-
ested in the rich diversity of human cultures? Doesn’t cultural
materialism reduce human culture to mere matters of eating and
breeding? These are some of the issues that emerged in the 1970s
and later as American anthropology split into two major camps:
those who argued for an anthropology grounded in the human-
ities and those—such as Marvin Harris—who advocated an an-
thropology modeled on natural science.
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16

Eleanor Burke Leacock
Feminism, Marxism, and History

X

Eleanor Burke Leacock (1922–1987) was the leading Marxist
feminist in American anthropology, and her contributions to the
field were wide and profound. Her field research spanned forty
years and covered such diverse topics as hunter-gatherer
economies of Labrador, child rearing in Europe, educational
ethnography in urban America and rural Zambia, the ethnohis-
tory of the North American fur trade, and the problems of urban
adolescents in Samoa. Leacock was a radical and leading expo-
nent of Marxist analyses of human society, producing critical es-
says on Engels’s The Origins of the Family, Private Property, and the
State and on Morgan’s Ancient Society (Leacock 1963, 1972, 1981a,
1981b). A central focus to Leacock’s work was her argument that
the subordination of women was the consequence of capitalism,
not an innate reflection of gender differences. This argument
was documented with rich ethnohistoric detail in her earliest
writings and remained a central theme throughout her life (Lea-
cock 1954, 1978, 1981c, 1982b).

Leacock’s theoretical contributions were fundamental: she
was one of the first American anthropologists to apply an ex-
plicitly Marxist approach to understanding ethnographic reali-
ties, particularly the historical transformation of women’s status
(Gailey 1993). She contributed to the postwar reemergence of
evolutionary thinking in American anthropology but advocated
a materialist approach markedly different from those of White,
Steward, or Harris (Leacock 1958, 1982a). Lauded for her de-
tailed research (Grumet 1993), her dissertation was published as
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a memoir of the American Anthropological Association (Leacock
1954)—a clear recognition of her scholarly contribution and aca-
demic promise.

Yet, Leacock was excluded from academic anthropology,
marginalized by a discipline to which she contributed so much.
She obtained her first tenure track position fifteen years after
completing her Ph.D. at Columbia. In contrast, her male con-
temporaries at Columbia—including fellow radicals Elman Ser-
vice, Morton Fried, and Stanley Diamond—were quickly hired
by universities. In the pages of the International Dictionary of An-
thropologists (Winter 1981), there is not even a brief mention of
Eleanor Burke Leacock.

Why did this occur? Simply because, as Stanley Diamond
writes, “being an honest scholar, a radical and a feminist, the go-
ing was rough” (1993:114). But the most difficult barrier Leacock
faced was simply being a woman in American society.

Background

Eleanor Burke was born into a family enmeshed in radical and
literary politics. Her father was the critic and writer Kenneth
Burke, and her mother, Lily, was trained as a mathematician. In
the early 1920s, Kenneth Burke became a full-time freelance
critic, and as a biographer notes, “He began to earn enough to
live in poverty” (Jay 1988:6). The family lived a mobile lifestyle,
spending Easter to Thanksgiving on a rustic farm in northern
New Jersey where the family gardened, cut wood, and hauled
water and then moving to Greenwich Village each winter (Lea-
cock 1993). It was an unconventional lifestyle, but it led Eleanor
Burke to absorb values that “mixed the respect for manual work
that characterized the marginal farming community . . . with the
high esteem for intellectual integrity and independence that
characterized the Bohemian circle of writers and artists in Green-
wich Village” (Leacock 1993:5).

Burke began college at Radcliffe where she was exposed to
the books of evolutionary archaeologist V. Gordon Childe and to
the misogyny of Mayanist Alfred Tozzer, who announced to his
class of Radcliffe women “bluntly and unsympathetically, that
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they should not go into anthropology unless they had indepen-
dent incomes, because they would never get jobs” (Leacock
1993:7). Burke absorbed anthropology courses, participated in
radical student groups, and in 1941 married Richard Leacock, a
filmmaker who would work with Robert Flaherty and later di-
rect the film studies program at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

Leacock returned to New York to complete her undergradu-
ate education at Barnard and began graduate studies at Colum-
bia, where she was influenced by Gene Weltfish and William
Duncan Strong. Weltfish lectured on the political consequences
of anthropological research, a concern Leacock took to heart
(Leacock 1993:13–14). Strong’s influence was also formative. An
archaeologist and ethnologist who worked throughout the
Americas (Solecki and Wagley 1963), Strong had conducted
ethnographic research in Labrador in 1927–1928 (Leacock and
Rothschild 1993) and was marginally involved in an anthropo-
logical debate over the social and economic organization of the
Montagnais-Naskapi of the Labrador peninsula. Unlike many
academic squabbles, this debate had content and consequence.

Property, Colonialism, and the 
Montagnais-Naskapi

In 1915 the anthropologist Frank Speck had documented that the
Montagnais-Naskapi bands of Labrador held territory, essen-
tially showing that private property ownership existed among
hunters and gatherers and arguing that this was an aboriginal,
precontact economic pattern (Speck 1915, 1923; Speck and Eise-
ley 1939). Speck’s evidence for private land ownership coun-
tered claims by Morgan, Marx, and Engels that collective, not
private, ownership was fundamental to hunting and gathering
societies. Speck’s study became more than an ethnographic ob-
scurity when it was whipped into a “disproof” of Morgan, Marx,
and Engels by antievolutionists like Robert Lowie (1920, 1927).

Sparked by Strong’s unpublished data from Labrador (Lea-
cock 1993:15; Leacock and Rothschild 1993), Leacock studied the
early Jesuit accounts about Labrador at the Bibliothèque nationale
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in Paris and examined other historical sources for the sixteenth to
nineteenth centuries. A basic point emerged from her ethnohis-
toric research: Montagnais-Naskapi social life had been dramati-
cally restructured due to the fur trade.

In 1950 Leacock went to Labrador to conduct ethnographic re-
search with the Montagnais-Naskapi. By collecting genealogies
and mapping hunting territories, she was able to reconstruct 
the historical transformations of the hunting economy and 
Montagnais-Naskapi property relations. The combination of eth-
nohistoric and ethnographic sources deepened Leacock’s knowl-
edge of the Montagnais-Naskapi and the historical changes they
had experienced. Individual ownership resulted from the
changes in property relationships triggered by the fur trade; it
was not, as Speck argued, an aboriginal economic institution. In
her tightly documented monograph, The Montagnais “Hunting
Territory” and the Fur Trade, Leacock (1954) carefully builds the ar-
gument. Speck had argued that the fur trade was relatively recent
(since the 1700s) and its impacts too short-lived to create com-
pletely new property relations. Leacock shows how indirect trade
began in the early 1500s and was of major importance by the early
1600s (1954:10–12). Citing historical accounts, Leacock documents
(1) that prior to the eighteenth century hunting bands were fluid
social groups freely ranging over large territories, (2) that indi-
vidual ownership emerged in the eighteenth century, (3) that even
in the twentieth century property rules distinguished between
hunting for food and trapping for sale, and (4) that Jesuits, Hud-
son’s Bay factors, and government officials had been actively
changing Montagnais-Naskapi social and economic structures for
four hundred years (Leacock 1954). Leacock concludes,

It is becoming increasingly evident that Indian tribal life as
recorded in the nineteenth and even late eighteenth centuries
reflected important changes which had already come about as
a result of the Indians taking an active part in the world-wide
growth of trade and commerce. . . . The present study has taken
the position that the [Montagnais-Naskapi] are no exception.
Their apparent “primitivity” is deceptive. In order to recon-
struct their aboriginal culture, one cannot simply record their
recent life and subtract those traits that are of obvious Euro-
pean origin. One must work from the understanding that fun-
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damental socioeconomic changes have been taking place in
some parts of their area for over three hundred years, one as-
pect of which is the development of the family hunting terri-
tory. (1954:43)

Apart from its substantive merits, Leacock’s monograph con-
tained two important, if tangential, points. First, the historical
changes of the Montagnais-Naskapi showed that traditional,
non-Western societies are not static—they change. This seems
like an obvious point today—and it is central to the ideas of Eric
Wolf (see pp. 350–56)—but it was not so clear to anthropology
prior to 1950 when “primitive” cultures frequently were charac-
terized as conservative and stable rather than innovative and dy-
namic. Thus, Tylor could view non-Western societies as fossilized
representatives of earlier stages of human progress (see pp. 9–12),
Radcliffe-Brown could view social structures as expressions of
the stabilizing forces that maintain society (see pp. 154–55), and
Benedict could view the Native American worldview as repre-
senting stable cultural configurations (see pp. 81–85).

Second, Leacock’s emphasis on the transformations caused
by the fur trade highlighted two dimensions of change: chang-
ing concepts of property and gender relations. Although
sparked by an interest in primitive communism, Leacock inten-
tionally camouflaged her interests in Marxism and evolution.
Writing her dissertation at the height of the McCarthy era, Lea-
cock buried her theoretical interests in dense ethnographic de-
tail. Years later she wrote that when she discussed the historical
transformations of production in Montagnais-Naskapi society, “I
cited, not Marx as I should have, but a chance statement of the
far-from-Marxist [Melville] Herskovits” (1982b:255). In 1954 it
was simply too dangerous to admit to an interest in Marxism.
Over the next twenty years the situation would change, and
Eleanor Leacock emerged as a leading Marxist anthropologist.

Marxism and Feminism

In a personal reflection Leacock (1993) traced her radical roots
to her upbringing and political experiences, but her personal
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outlook found support in the works of Lewis Henry Morgan
and Friedrich Engels. Leacock wrote that her appreciation of
Morgan “is born out of a perverse reaction to the virtually uni-
versal criticism of Morgan encountered in my student days, and
reinforced both by my field experience and by the recognition
that far more of Morgan’s theory is already incorporated into
the science of anthropology than is generally conceded”
(1981b:106).

Christine Gailey notes that from the early 1960s Eleanor Lea-
cock “would focus on the transformation of societies through
colonially catalyzed class and state formation,” giving particular
attention to “the imposition or encouragement of capitalist de-
velopment in the postcolonial period” and to consequent
changes in women’s authority and autonomy (1993:68).

Leacock’s central argument stemmed directly from her field
experience in Labrador. First, band-organized hunting and gath-
ering societies tend to be characterized by communal ownership
(particularly of land), egalitarian social relations, and nonhierar-
chical gender relationships (Leacock 1982a). Second, the evolution
of class societies and the development of capitalism also produced
changes from (1) kin-based societies that hold property commu-
nally and unify societies as collectivities, into (2) social systems
that define groups which compete for resources and control of 
labor—an argument advanced by Morgan (Leacock 1982b:247; see
pp. 26–29). In particular, the expansion of capitalist systems and
the creation of commodity production and exchange resulted in
the restructuring of social control over production and products—
a point made by Marx (Leacock 1981a:14).

Finally, the subordination of women is an inevitable outcome
of these economic changes. In her Labrador research, Leacock
analyzed a very explicit program of economic and social
changes implemented by the seventeenth-century Jesuit Paul le
Jeune, who, as superior of the Jesuit mission of Quebec, studied
Montagnais culture in order to convert and “civilize” the Indians
(Leacock 1980, 1981c). This program involved several steps: the
establishment of permanent settlements instead of traditional,
mobile camps; the creation of chiefs; the introduction of corporal
punishment, particularly of children; and finally the imposition
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of Catholic family values based on patriarchy, monogamy, fe-
male sexual fidelity, and the abolition of divorce.

How could such different cultural values be successfully im-
posed on the Montagnais? “The answer,” Leacock wrote, “is that
the Jesuits and their teachings arrived in New France a full cen-
tury after the economic basis for unquestioned cooperation, rec-
iprocity, and respect for individual autonomy had been undercut
by the trading of furs for European goods” (1980:38). With the
spread of the fur trade and the expansion of capitalism, women
progressively were deprived of control over their labor, although
the Montagnais retained a higher degree of respect and auton-
omy between the sexes than is found in other societies (Leacock
1980:40–41).

Leacock expanded her analysis beyond Labrador. In an ex-
tremely influential article, “Women’s Status in Egalitarian Soci-
ety: Implications for Social Evolution,” Leacock (1978) showed
how anthropologists’ assumption that women had inferior status
in most traditional societies reflected poor ethnographic research
and the extension of biases inherent in the anthropologists’ own
class societies. Too many anthropologists had dealt with
women’s roles in other societies “with brief remarks about food
preparation and child care” and comments on the sexual division
of labor (Leacock 1978:247). Anthropologists had overlooked the
degree of autonomy women in egalitarian societies have over
their lives and activities, assuming that separate was unequal.
Consequently, anthropologists, extrapolating from their own
class-based societies, found women everywhere of lower status
and then contended that female inferiority was cross-cultural.
Leacock argued that this was false. (For an alternative view by
Ortner, see pp. 311–15.)

Leacock’s feminist anthropology, as Rapp argues, insisted
“on the importance of locating family forms in evolutionary and
historical processes, and on the explicitly political nature of
monogamy, patriarchy, private property, and class relations”
(1993:90). Thus Leacock’s theoretical approach directly stems
from Morgan, Engels, and Marx, but her ethnographic analyses
are so richly documented and tightly argued that they read more
like the writings of Franz Boas.
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For Leacock, feminist anthropology was a principal element
of a broader radical critique, one grounded in detailed attention
to historical processes. Although colonialism and capitalism had
common consequences, the ethnographic situations had to be
understood based on specific, well-documented historical cases.
Leacock wrote,

Colonization characteristically brought disruption and devas-
tation to foraging peoples and it is necessary to point this out.
However, for ethical and political as well as scientific reasons,
it is equally necessary to note and to document the resiliency
and creativity with which different peoples moved to survive
in, cope with, and take what advantage they could of new sit-
uations in which they found themselves. . . . They evolved new
cultural forms which, although much changed from aboriginal
times, continued to be distinctively theirs. (1978:168)

Conclusion

Eleanor Burke Leacock’s work covered many different topics,
but they shared a common set of themes. First, Leacock argued
that the subordination of women was a product of history, not a
universal condition (Sutton and Lee 1990:137). Second, Leacock
emphasized the historical transformations caused by the devel-
opment of class societies and the expansion of Western capital-
ism, causing anthropologists to be cautious in their assumptions
about the “aboriginal” patterns in other societies. Finally, Lea-
cock merged the Boasian tradition of establishing the historical
context of cultural patterns with a Marxist tradition of engage-
ment, creating a unique body of scholarship and activism.
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V

STRUCTURES, SYMBOLS, 
AND MEANING
X

Beginning in the 1960s anthropological theory has been charac-
terized by divergence. Unlike previous periods when a few the-
oretical positions dominated the field, the last decades have been
characterized by a multiplicity of unreconcilable theoretical
points of view. As anthropologist Sherry Ortner wrote in 1984,

The field appears to be a thing of shreds and patches, of indi-
viduals and small coteries pursuing disjunctive investigations
and talking mainly to themselves. We do not even hear stirring
arguments any more. Although anthropology was never actu-
ally unified in the sense of adopting a single shared paradigm,
there was at least a period when there were a few large cate-
gories of theoretical affiliation, a set of identifiable camps or
schools, and a few simple epithets one could hurl at one’s op-
ponents. (1984:126–127)

Yet, certain themes run through anthropological theories
since the 1960s, and they point to the idealist nature of current
explanations. There has been a general movement away from
materialist theories, such as those discussed in the previous sec-
tion, that treat culture as humanity’s principal means of adapta-
tion to the physical and social environment. In addition, there is
an increased emphasis on the way in which individual actions
creatively shape culture and, by extension, a diminished effort to
reify culture as somehow separable from the individual, as Kroe-
ber argued (see chapter 5).

Finally, the symbolic nature of culture has come to dominate
definitions of culture, and this has had several consequences. A
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symbolic approach to culture means that ethnographic studies
that emphasize ecological, economic, or other materialist con-
cerns have fallen into disfavor in some anthropological circles.

Perhaps more importantly, a symbolic approach to culture in-
evitably leads to a concern with meanings: If culture is symbolic,
then it follows that it is used to create and convey meanings since
that is the purpose of symbols. If meanings are the end products
of culture, then understanding culture requires understanding
the meanings of its creators and users. And if that is true, then
culture is unknowable to the etic observer, since the meanings are
only obtainable from the emic insider’s point of view.

And this shift has led to a subtle atomization of theoretical
models. As theoretical definitions have highlighted culture’s
symbolic aspects, explanations of cultural patterns have become
increasingly localized. If, for example, culture is the creation of
symbolic meanings and these meanings differ even among the
individuals involved in a single cultural exchange (such as a rit-
ual, a conversation, or a coronation), then there can be, to recall
Edward Sapir’s phrase, “as many cultures as there are individu-
als in a population.” And since symbols contain multiple layers
of meaning, explaining cultural behavior becomes an interpre-
tive task in which the anthropologist unravels tangled skeins of
significances as seen from the insiders’ points of view.

The shifting points of view discernible in the works of
Claude Lévi-Strauss, Victor Turner, Clifford Geertz, and Mary
Douglas are a long way from the simple definition of culture
used by Edward Tylor. For Lévi-Strauss, culture involves a vari-
ety of communicative exchanges in the domains of kinship,
myth, and language. For all their superficial variety, these ex-
changes follow a relatively small set of basic forms or “deep
structures.” These structures reflect a universal grammar of cul-
ture that is rooted in the subconscious properties of the human
mind and exposes the principles by which humans classify. With
a legacy in the Durkheimian concern with representations, Lévi-
Strauss’s structuralism views culture as the symbolic expression
of the human mind.

The works of Victor Turner equally emphasized the symbolic
nature of culture but place its explanation within the dynamics
of social life. Symbols are used and meanings are created in pub-
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lic, social exchanges. Symbols have specific properties: they are
powerful concentrates of meaning, their meanings are multiple,
and the meanings vary for different members of a society. Un-
derstanding cultural life requires isolating symbols, identifying
their meanings, and showing how symbols resonate within a
specific, dynamic cultural context.

Clifford Geertz shared this interest in the symbolic basis of
culture. For Geertz, culture involved the acting out of world-
view, values, and ethos—the particular “core values,” to use
Benedict’s phrase—that give societies their distinctive styles.
This process, however, is extremely complex because the use of
symbols and the creation of meaning inevitably involve misun-
derstandings, differences of opinions about meaning, and con-
flicts between individuals in their use of symbols. Thus, one
cannot make global statements about “Culture X believes . . . ,”
which are common in earlier ethnographies. Explication in-
volves situating an event in a particular cultural actor(s)’ mo-
tives, values, and intentions. In turn, the anthropologist’s role is
not to explain a cultural event within an overarching, universal
framework, but to interpret it within a specific code of meanings.

In her ethnographic works, Mary Douglas explored the so-
cial categories of cultural meanings. Extending a line of analy-
sis that clearly originates in the ideas of Durkheim and Mauss,
Douglas examined the ways in which cultural statements about
symbolic purity and contamination—food taboos, behavioral
prohibitions, avoidance rules—are restatements of ideas about
society. Douglas analyzes how humans articulate symbolic sys-
tems and social institutions to make meaningful and unique as-
sertions about who they are.

As anthropological theories have shifted, there has been in-
creasing attention on the role of the anthropological observer. If
culture is the creation of meanings and explanation is their in-
terpretation, then how does the anthropologist influence mean-
ing? How can these different experiences be translated faithfully
and how can veracity be measured? Is the anthropologist writ-
ing an account of another culture always and inevitably writing
autobiography? How do the genres we use to describe another
society shape understanding? If we treat others as subjects de-
scribed in a scientific format, are we dehumanizing them?
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Anthropologists rarely worried about such issues before
1960, or if they did, they kept it to themselves. But the increasing
emphasis on the symbolic nature of culture and the interpretive
basis of explanation leads almost inevitably to these concerns
that influence ongoing debates in anthropological theory.
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17

Claude Lévi-Strauss
Structuralism

X

The anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss (b. 1908) occupies a
unique position in the development of anthropological theory
and the intellectual life of the twentieth century. In anthropology
Lévi-Strauss is known as the founder of structuralism, an ap-
proach that emerged uniquely in his work. The ideas of Lévi-
Strauss seemed fully developed and utterly original at first sight,
yet the importance of his anthropological ideas were recognized
belatedly in the United States, similar to American anthropolo-
gists’ treatment of Émile Durkheim. The anthropologist Robert
Murphy wrote that Les structures élémentaires de la parenté was
read “by most French anthropologists, many English anthropol-
ogists, and few American anthropologists—a gradient that re-
flected facility with French rather than doctrinal schisms”
(1970:165).

The cultural critic George Steiner wrote that the relevance of
Lévi-Strauss’s “work on the notion of culture, on our under-
standing of language and mental process, on our interpretation
of history is so direct and novel that an awareness of Lévi-
Strauss’ thought is part of cultural literacy” (1977:241). And the
essayist and novelist Susan Sontag, describing the modern
search for moral place, wrote, “The anthropologist is thus not
only the mourner of the cold world of the primitives, but its cus-
todian as well. Lamenting among the shadows, struggling to
distinguish the archaic from the pseudoarchaic, he acts out a
heroic, diligent, and complex modern pessimism” (1966:69–81).
Claude Lévi-Strauss was, in Sontag’s well-known phrase, “the
anthropologist as hero.”
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The ascent of Lévi-Strauss to such pinnacles of esteem has
confounded any number of commentators and the heroic an-
thropologist himself. Lévi-Strauss’s popularity was the French
intellectual’s equivalent of the hula hoop, as Sanche de Gramont
observed (1970:8). Steiner wondered if those who invoked “Lévi-
Strauss” and “structuralism” like the words of a magic spell had
actually read his works (1977:239). And Robert Murphy groused
that Lévi-Strauss’s “vogue has spread throughout the United
States . . . making him as unavoidable at cocktail parties as the
cheese dip” (1970:165).

Even Lévi-Strauss was mystified by the intense popularity of
structuralism in the 1960s and 1970s. Part of the intensity was
created by the verbal jousting between Lévi-Strauss and Jean-
Paul Sartre, a debate that began in the last chapter of The Savage
Mind (Lévi-Strauss 1966) but quickly spilled into the pages of in-
tellectual journals and personified the conflicts between existen-
tialism and structuralism as reigning systems of thought.

Yet four decades later, as Robert Deliège observes, “One
would have to go a long way to find a structuralist anthropolo-
gist today. This movement, which held many intellectuals in
thrall for decades, has now fallen so far out of fashion that it
might seem like one of the eccentricities of a by-gone era”
(2004:1). Lévi-Strauss commented on the fadish popularity of
structuralism:

The educated public in France is bulimic. For a while, it fed on
structuralism. People thought it carried a message. That fash-
ion has passed. A fashion lasts for five or ten years. . . . That’s
how things go in Paris. I have neither nostalgia nor regret.
(Lévi-Strauss and Eribon 1991:91–92)

But beyond mere fad, Lévi-Strauss achieved this intense in-
terest among the reading public because of the depth of his in-
sights and the breadth of his prose. Anthropologist Bob Scholte
describes him as “a French savant par excellence, a man of ex-
traordinary sensitivity and human wisdom, an encompassing
mode of considerable erudition and philosophical scope, a de-
liberate stylist with profound convictions and convincing argu-
ments” (1970:146). Claude Lévi-Strauss is an institution in
French intellectual life and a lifelong Parisian; his central experi-
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ence was to encounter that “single, awe-inspiring presence: the
New World” (Lévi-Strauss 1974:80).

Background

Claude Lévi-Strauss was born in 1908. The son of a painter
whose fortunes diminished with the waning tastes for the Belle
Epoque, Lévi-Strauss was raised in a household that was very
rich intellectually but not without “struggles with material diffi-
culties” (Lévi-Strauss and Eribon 1991:5). After graduating from
the Sorbonne in 1932 with degrees in philosophy and law, Lévi-
Strauss taught at a lycée for the next two years and was active in
socialist politics. Tiring of teaching, Lévi-Strauss returned to the
university to pursue postgraduate studies in sociology, which
was still very much Durkheim’s science of society (and incorpo-
rated anthropology).

In 1935 he got the chance to join a French educational mis-
sion involved in establishing the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil,
which only had a few dozen students. Lévi-Strauss developed
his interest in anthropology and at the end of his first academic
year began fieldwork among the Indian tribes of the Mato
Grosso in western Brazil. He wrote of his first encounter with a
group of Tibagy, a group of enculturated Native Americans, who
had been contacted by the Brazilian Indian Protection Service
and then thrown back on their own resources:

So, to my great disappointment, the Tibagy Indians were nei-
ther completely “true Indians,” nor what was more important,
“savages.” But, by removing the poetry from my naive vision
of what experiences lay ahead, they taught me, as a beginner
in anthropology, a lesson in prudence and objectivity. Al-
though I had found them to be less unspoiled than I had
hoped, I was to discover that they were more mysterious than
their external appearance might lead one to believe. (1974:154)

In 1936 Lévi-Strauss published his first anthropological arti-
cle, “Contribution . . . l’étude de l’organisation sociale des Indi-
ens Bororo” in the Journal de la Société des Américanistes, and soon
his work was known by Americanists like Robert Lowie, Curt
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Nimuendaju, and Alfred Métraux. Over the next few years Lévi-
Strauss made brief trips into the interior of Brazil, but in 1938 he
obtained French support for a longer expedition. He traveled to
the far northwestern corner of Brazil, along the border with Bo-
livia, where he carried out research among the Nambikwara and
Tupi-Kawahib, an experience beautifully described in Tristes
tropiques. In the beginning of 1939, however, Lévi-Strauss re-
turned to Europe where he hoped to organize his collections,
prepare a thesis, and reenter academic life in France.

World War II made that impossible. After a few months of
military service, Lévi-Strauss, along with the rest of the French
army except for de Gaulle’s Free French, was demobilized by the
Vichy government. For a brief period he returned to teaching un-
til the imposition of racial laws ended his job. Though his par-
ents did not practice their Judaism, Lévi-Strauss’s maternal
grandfather was a rabbi; his Jewish heritage made him an obvi-
ous target when the Nazis occupied France in 1940. Fortunately,
it was still possible to leave Vichy France, and Lowie and Mé-
traux were able to obtain a position for Lévi-Strauss at the New
School of Social Research in New York. The Rockefeller Founda-
tion was actively involved in rescuing European intellectuals at
risk from the Nazis, and New York became a vast expatriate
community of artists and scholars.

After a squalid sea voyage in a ship crammed with refugees,
Lévi-Strauss arrived in New York. He taught at the New School
from 1942 to 1945, interacting with anthropologists at Columbia
(Boas, Linton, Benedict, Mead) and other scholars such as Kroe-
ber and Lowie who visited New York. This personal exposure to
American cultural anthropology with its emphasis on values
and ethos influenced Lévi-Strauss and complemented his con-
cerns with classifications and representations derived from
Durkheim and Mauss.

During his exile in New York, Lévi-Strauss began work on
his first major book, The Elementary Structures of Kinship (1969a).
At the end of the war, Lévi-Strauss was assigned the position of
cultural counselor to the French embassy; his duties kept him in
New York, and he continued to write. He returned to France in
1947 where he presented Les structures élémentaires de la parenté as
a doctoral thesis at the Sorbonne, receiving his Doctorat ès lettres
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in 1948. He served as assistant curator of ethnology at the Musée
de l’Homme and was then elected to a chair at the École des
Hautes Études, the same position that Marcel Mauss once held.

With the publication of Les structures élémentaires de la parenté
in 1949, Tristes tropiques in 1955, and Anthropologie structurale
(volume 1) in 1958 (volume 2 appeared in 1973), Lévi-Strauss be-
came very well known in French letters. His books were widely
reviewed in leading intellectual journals, he participated in in-
ternational organizations, and after two unsuccessful nomina-
tions, he was made a member of the illustrious Collège de France
in 1959 where he taught until 1982. The pinnacle of French aca-
demia, the Collège consists of fifty elite professors, each elected
by fellow faculty, whose responsibilities are to teach one course
annually, but each on a new topic (Lévi-Strauss 1987:1–3). Those
courses were the testing ground for Lévi-Strauss’s ideas on
structural anthropology, which appeared in such works such as
The Savage Mind (1966) and Totemism (1963b), and his monumen-
tal studies of the nature of myth, which resulted in the publica-
tion of four volumes in his Mythologiques series: The Raw and the
Cooked (1969b), From Honey to Ashes (1973), The Origin of Table
Manners (1978), and The Naked Man (1981). It represents a prodi-
gious creation and analysis. These are difficult, demanding writ-
ings in which logical constructs are devised only to be
dismantled by new tacks of analysis. Sanche de Gramont wrote,
“His books are possibly the greatest collection of riddles since
the Sphinx” (1970:16).

In retirement Lévi-Strauss has continued to work, writing
the The View from Afar (1985) and The Jealous Potter (1988), pub-
lishing a collection of photographs from his ethnographic explo-
rations in the Matto Grosso (1995), and writing a brilliant
collection of essays on art, literature, and music—Look, Listen,
Read (1997). In all these works, anthropology frames his personal
perspectives. Lévi-Strauss has written deeply on his personal at-
traction to anthropology:

Anthropology affords me intellectual satisfaction: as a form of
history, linking up at opposite ends with world history and my
own history, it thus reveals the rationale common to both. In
proposing the study of mankind, anthropology frees me from
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doubt, since it examines those differences and changes in
mankind which have a meaning for all men, and excludes
those peculiar to a single civilization, which dissolve into noth-
ingness under the gaze of an outside observer. Lastly it ap-
peases that restless and destructive appetite [for new
knowledge and intellectual challenges] I have already referred
to, by ensuring me a virtually inexhaustible supply of material,
thanks to the diversity of manners, customs and institutions. It
allows me to reconcile my character with my life. (1974:58–59)

That restless process of reconciliation has led to one of the
great intellectual searches of the twentieth century: the search for
structures of the unconscious that shape the forms of cultural
life.

Structural Anthropology

Lévi-Strauss argues that “social anthropology is devoted espe-
cially to the study of institutions considered as systems of repre-
sentations” (1963a:3). Lévi-Strauss uses “representations” as
Durkheim did, to refer to beliefs, sentiments, norms, values, at-
titudes, and meanings. Those institutions are cultural expres-
sions that are usually unexamined by their users; in that narrow
but fundamental sense anthropology examines the unconscious
foundations of social life: “Anthropology draws its originality
from the unconscious nature of collective phenomena” (Lévi-
Strauss 1963a:18). This search for the underlying structures of so-
cial life led Lévi-Strauss to explore three principal areas: systems
of classification, kinship theory, and the logic of myth.

Edmund Leach, not usually sympathetic to Lévi-Strauss,
provides a handy paraphrase of the basic argument of struc-
turalism:

The general argument runs something like this: what we know
about the external world we apprehend through our senses.
The phenomena which we perceive have the characteristics
which we attribute to them because of the way our senses op-
erate and the way the human brain is designed to order and in-
terpret the stimuli which are fed into it. One very important
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feature of this ordering process is that we cut up the continua
of space and time with which we are surrounded into seg-
ments so that we are predisposed to think of the environment
as consisting of vast numbers of separate things belonging to
named classes, and to think of the passage of time as consist-
ing of sequences of separate events. Correspondingly, when, as
men, we construct artificial things (artifacts of all kinds), or de-
vise ceremonials, or write histories of the past, we imitate our
apprehension of Nature: the products of our Culture are seg-
mented and ordered in the same way as we suppose the prod-
ucts of Nature to be segmented and ordered. (1970:21)

The segmentation and imposition of form on inherently
formless phenomena (like space or time) reflect deeply held
structures from the bedrock of humanness. At this point, the the-
oretical parallels between linguistics and the study of language
and anthropology and the study of culture become important.
Structuralism is not a mere restatement of the Sapir-Whorf hy-
pothesis; Lévi-Strauss does not argue that language shapes cul-
tural perceptions in that direct manner (1963a:73, 85). Rather,
there are parallels between language and certain aspects of cul-
ture such as kinship, exchange, and myths, because they are all
forms of communication:

In any society, communication operates on three different lev-
els: communication of women, communication of goods and
services, communication of messages. Therefore kinship stud-
ies, economics, and linguistics approach the same kinds of
problems on different strategic [that is, methodological] levels
and really pertain to the same field. (Lévi-Strauss 1963a:296)

The path of analysis had been blazed by the development of
structural linguistics, which Lévi-Strauss was introduced to by
the linguist and Slavic specialist Roman Jakobson during their
shared exile in New York. Lévi-Strauss states, “At the time I was
a kind of naive structuralist, a structuralist without knowing it”
(Lévi-Strauss and Eribon 1991:41), but learning of the advances in
linguistics was “a revelation.” According to Lévi-Strauss, the rev-
olutionary aspects of these developments were (1) the shift of lin-
guistic focus from conscious behavior to unconscious structure,
(2) the new focus on the relations between terms rather than on
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terms, (3) the importance of proving the concrete existence of sys-
tems of relationships of meaning, and (4) the goal of discovering
general laws (1963a:33). Those became Lévi-Strauss’s analytical
objectives as he turned to examinations of kinship, exchange, art,
ritual, and myth—all of which are forms of communication anal-
ogous to language (Lévi-Strauss 1963a:83–84).

Phonemes are the minimal units of sound that a group of
speakers consider distinct; for example, the aspirated /th/ in
“top” and the unaspirated /t/ in “stop” are considered to be the
same sound “t” in English but are different sounds in Thai. Lévi-
Strauss argues that phonemes and kinship terms are both ele-
ments of meaning, although meaningful only in reference to
systems that “are built by the mind on the level of unconscious
thought” (1963a:34). A kinship system, like language, “exists
only in human consciousness; it is an arbitrary system of repre-
sentations,” but representations whose organizations reflect un-
conscious structures (Lévi-Strauss 1963a:50). Consequently,
Lévi-Strauss holds that

the unconscious activity of the mind consists in imposing
forms upon content, and if these forms are fundamentally the
same for all minds—ancient and modern, primitive and civi-
lized (as the study of the symbolic function, expressed in lan-
guage, so strikingly indicates)—it is necessary and sufficient to
grasp the unconscious structure underlying each institution
and custom. (1963a:21)

A Structural Approach to Kinship: 
Analysis of the Avunculate

In The Elementary Structures of Kinship, Lévi-Strauss provides an
encyclopedic summary of kinship systems but focuses on a cen-
tral theme: kinship systems are about the exchange of women,
defining the categories of potential spouses and prohibited
mates. “Marriage is thus a dramatic encounter between nature
and culture, between alliance and kinship. . . . [M]arriage is an
arbitration between two loves, parental and conjugal” (Lévi-
Strauss 1969a:489). The value of this way of seeing kin relation-
ships is demonstrated by his analysis of the relationship
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between a young man (Ego) and his mother’s brother, an insti-
tution called the avunculate.

The avunculate is a recurrent problem in kinship literature.
Kin systems that recognized a special bond between Ego and his
maternal uncle—often expressed in a joking relationship—had
been interpreted as remnants of matrilineal systems, until they
were shown to exist in patrilineal systems as well. Yet the avun-
culate relationship expresses not only a system of kin terminol-
ogy but also a system of attitudes, and Lévi-Strauss, following
Radcliffe-Brown, argued that the “avunculate covers two anti-
thetical systems of attitudes”: one in which the uncle is feared
and respected and one in which the relationship is easy and fa-
miliar (1963a:40). Further, there is an inverse relationship in the
attitudes between Ego and his maternal uncle (mother’s brother)
and Ego and his father; when the relationship between Ego and
mother’s brother is familiar, the relationship between Ego and
Father is formal, and vice versa.

Even more interesting is that these relationships (Ego:Father
and Ego:Mother’s Brother) are linked to other relationships,
namely between Ego’s father and mother or husband and wife
(Father:Mother) and between brother and sister, in this case
Ego’s mother and Ego’s mother’s brother (Mother:Mother’s
Brother). The relationship between Ego and his maternal uncle
fits into a set of relationships in which (1) the relationships be-
tween Ego and Father and Ego and Maternal Uncle are inversely
correlated, and (2) the relationships between Father and Mother
(or husband and wife) and Mother and Mother’s Brother (or
brother and sister) also are inversely correlated. This produces
the possible arrangements shown in the diagram.

A B C D
Ego and Father � � � �
Ego and Mother’s Brother � � � �
Father and Mother � � � �
Mother and Mother’s Brother � � � �
� � familiar relationship; � � formal or hostile relationship

The avunculate only makes sense as one relationship within
a system, a structure in which there are attitudinal oppositions
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between generations and between husband and wife and
brother/sister, constituting “the most elementary form of kin-
ship that can exist. It is properly speaking, the unit of kinship”
(Lévi-Strauss 1963a:46). It expresses the fundamental relation-
ships of consanguinity, affinity, and descent in a formal, struc-
tured manner. That same search for structure led Lévi-Strauss to
another domain of cultural phenomena—the study of myth.

Structural Approach to Myth: 
The Story of Asdiwal

Lévi-Strauss expanded his search for structure by turning to the
study of myth because “the elements of mythical thought . . . lie
half-way between precepts and concepts” (1966:18), relying on
both concrete situations and the notions to which they refer.
Mythical thought “builds up structured sets, not directly with
other structured sets,” but by using the odds and ends of expe-
rience, building “ideological castles out of the debris of what
once was a social discourse” (Lévi-Strauss 1966:21–22). Thus,
“the myth is certainly related to given facts, but not as a repre-
sentation of them. The relationship is of a dialectic kind, and the
[social] institutions described in the myths can be the very op-
posite of the real institutions” (Lévi-Strauss 1976:172). It is, there-
fore, incorrect to see myths as reflections of social reality; rather,
they are created transformations of social existence. “The con-
ception of the relation of myth to reality,” Lévi-Strauss writes,
“no doubt limits the use of the former as a documentary source.
But it opens the way for other possibilities; for, in abandoning
the search for a constantly accurate picture of ethnographic real-
ity in the myth, we gain, on occasions, a means of unconscious
categories” (1976:173).

In The Raw and the Cooked, Lévi-Strauss lays out his hypothe-
sis explicitly:

Mythology has no obvious practical function: unlike the phe-
nomena previously studied, it is not directly linked with a dif-
ferent kind of reality, which is endowed with a higher degree
of objectivity than its own and whose injunctions it might
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therefore transmit to minds that seem perfectly free to indulge
their creative spontaneity. And so, if it were possible to prove
in this instance too [as in the case with kinship classifications]
that the apparent arbitrariness of the mind, its supposedly
spontaneous flow of inspiration, and its seemingly uncon-
trolled inventiveness imply the existence of laws operating at
a deeper level, we would inevitably be forced to conclude that
when the mind is left to commune with itself and no longer has
to come to term with objects, it is in a sense reduced to imitating
itself as an object. (1969b:10, emphasis added)

If basic unconscious structures were found in myth, then that
might reflect the existence of fundamental mental structures that
provide the organizing categories of cultural phenomena.

Mythology was the subject of four volumes in his series of
Mythologiques (literally “logics of myth”): The Raw and the
Cooked, From Honey to Ashes, The Origin of Table Manners, and The
Naked Man. The series, as Lévi-Strauss points out, progressively
expands its geographic focus, beginning with myths from cen-
tral and eastern Brazil and then expanding to much of South
America and moving north to focus on North America. In a par-
allel manner, the studies treat progressively more complex prob-
lems considered by different myths (Lévi-Strauss and Eribon
1991:135). Lévi-Strauss also addressed the complex problems re-
flected by myth throughout his writings.

One example is his analysis of the story of Asdiwal, a myth
Boas had recorded among the Tsimshian of British Columbia.
“The Story of Asdiwal” is Lévi-Strauss’s most commonly
reprinted analysis of myth, published in the second volume of
Structural Anthropology (1976) and in several edited collections
(Bohannan and Glazer 1988; Dundes 1984; Leach 1967). It is a
complex story, and the reader is urged to examine the detailed
synopsis that Lévi-Strauss provides in his article. Doing little
justice to the myth, it can be summarized in the following
schematic form:

(1) During the famine of winter, a mother and daughter, both
widowed, leave their respective villages and meet on the banks
of the Skeena River where they suffer, finding only a single rot-
ten berry to eat.
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(2) The women are visited by a mysterious stranger, Hatse-
nas, the bird of good omen. They begin to find food, Hatsenas
sires a son with the younger woman, and the culture hero As-
diwal is born.

(3) After Hastenas’s disappearance and the older woman’s
death, Asdiwal and his mother head west to the mother’s na-
tive village. There Asdiwal hunts a white she-bear that leads
him up a ladder into the heavens where the she-bear is trans-
formed into the beautiful girl Evening-Star, who successfully
lures Asdiwal to the house of her father, the Sun. Asdiwal and
Evening-Star marry, but only after a series of trials does Asdi-
wal win the Sun’s approval.

(4) Asdiwal longs to see his mother and to return to earth,
which he does with four inexhaustible baskets of food. Asdi-
wal commits adultery with a woman from his home village,
the marriage with Evening-Star ends, and Asdiwal’s mother
dies. Loose of all social bonds, he sets off downstream.

(5) Asdiwal arrives at a downstream village, marries a
woman there, then antagonizes his new wife’s brothers who
break camp, taking Asdiwal’s wife with them. Asdiwal meets
another band, marries a woman from that band, enjoys for-
tune, but then, bragging that he can hunt sea lions better than
his newest set of brothers-in-law, Asdiwal is stranded on a reef
as a large storm occurs. Fortunately, Hastenas appears and As-
diwal is transformed into a bird that can hover above the
waves.

(6) Asdiwal falls asleep exhausted when the storm finally
ends, but a mouse wakes him and leads him to the subter-
ranean lair of the sea lion that Asdiwal has wounded. Since As-
diwal’s arrows are magic and invisible, the sea lions think they
are dying from an epidemic and are grateful to Asdiwal when
he cures them by extracting the arrows. In repayment, the king
of the sea lions helps Asdiwal reach land. There Asdiwal carves
wooden killer whales that come to life and attack the boats of
his brothers-in-law, avenging Asdiwal for their treachery.

(7) After a long and eventful life, Asdiwal goes on a winter
hunting trip when he becomes lost. Asdiwal is transformed
into stone where he may be seen on a peak on the Skeena River.
(Lévi-Strauss 1976:149–152)

Lévi-Strauss identifies four levels of representations within
this myth: geographic, techno-economic, sociological, and cos-
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mological. The myth describes rivers, place-names, famines,
postmarital residence patterns, and relationships between affinal
kin; these descriptions are not distorted reflections of reality, but
a multilayered model of structural relationships. Lévi-Strauss
proposes that there are two aspects in the construction of the
myth: the sequence of events that form the apparent content of
what happened and the schemata of the myth, which represent
the different planes of abstraction on which the sequence is or-
ganized (1976:161–165). On the geographic level, there is the ba-
sic opposition between east and west, while on the cosmological
level, there are oppositions of the highest heaven and the sub-
terranean world. There are integration schema such as
water/land and sea hunting/land hunting that cross geographic
and cosmological schema. There are sociological schema, such as
the changes in postmarital residence patterns from patrilocal to
neolocal to matrilocal (for example, Asdiwal’s mother and
grandmother leave their husbands’ villages and establish a new
settlement, and then in the next generation Asdiwal settles in
Evening-Star’s village). Structural analysis clarifies the multiple
levels of meanings in the story of Asdiwal:

Asdiwal’s two journeys—from east to west and from west to
east—were correlated with types of residence, matrilocal and
patrilocal, respectively. But in fact the Tsimshian have patrilo-
cal residence, and from this we can . . . draw the conclusion
that one of the orientations corresponds to the direction im-
plicit in a real-life “reading” of their institutions, the other to
the opposite direction. (Lévi-Strauss 1976:173)

Lévi-Strauss views the east-west axis as the structural paral-
lel between imaginary and real, and therefore Imaginary/Real,
Matrilocal/Patrilocal, Journey West/Journey East, Sea/Land,
and Sea Hunting/Land Hunting form parallel oppositions on
the different schematic planes of the story of Asdiwal.

The oppositions do not exist in Tsimshian society, “but rather
with its inherent possibilities and its latent potentialities. Such
speculations . . . do not seek to depict what is real, but to justify
the shortcomings of reality, since the extreme positions are only
imagined in order to show that they are untenable” (Lévi-Strauss
1976:173). Yet, these different considerations all reflect a similar
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underlying structure that shapes the substratum of conscious-
ness.

Conclusion

The work of Lévi-Strauss has been criticized intensely on vary-
ing levels; a bibliography (Nordquist 1987) lists over one hun-
dred critical writings in English alone. Structuralism, once, as
Hénaff rather exuberantly proclaims, “a triumphant theory,” has
been attacked as reductionistic and unnuanced; if its influence
has waned it is not because “it has been fulfilled so completely”
(Hénaff 1998:1). Yet, even those who criticize his work acknowl-
edge the impact Lévi-Strauss has had on the way we think about
culture and consciousness. Mary Douglas, who has attacked his
analysis of the story of Asdiwal, nonetheless considers Lévi-
Strauss to be one of three twentieth-century thinkers—along
with Piaget and Chomsky—who have changed our way of view-
ing the nature of human thought processes (1980:129). The
British social anthropologist Edmund Leach, with grudging re-
spect, has written that social anthropology

would not exist in its present form if it had not, in recent years,
developed a dialectical relationship with the work of Claude
Lévi-Strauss. I know of no British social anthropologist who
has ever declared an unqualified enthusiasm for structuralist
anthropology of a Lévi-Straussian sort, but likewise there is to-
day no British social anthropologist who has not been deeply
influenced by Lévi-Strauss’ work. (1983:10)
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18

Victor Turner
Symbols, Pilgrims, and Drama

X

Victor Turner (1920–1983) was one of the most creative thinkers
in British-American social anthropology. As a developer of new
anthropological insights, Turner had few peers. And only rarely
have anthropologists achieved the dazzling quality of Turner’s
writings, which are marked by global knowledge, captivating
prose, and stubborn common sense. Take, for example, Turner’s
explanation of his term communitas, which refers to a transitional
state experienced during out-of-the-ordinary situations like rites
of passage or pilgrimages:

Communitas is almost always thought of or portrayed by ac-
tors as a timeless condition, an eternal now, as “a moment in
and out of time,” or as a state to which the structural view of
time is not applicable. Such is frequently the character of at
least parts of the seclusion periods found in many protracted
initiation rites. Such is the character, too, I have found, of pil-
grimage journeys in several religions. In ritual seclusion, for
example, one day replicates another for many weeks. The
novices in tribal initiations waken and rest at fixed hours, often
at sunrise and sunset, as in the monastic life in Christianity and
Buddhism. They receive instruction in tribal lore, or in singing
and dancing from the same elders or adepts at the same time.
At other set times they may hunt or perform routine tasks un-
der the eyes of the elders. Every day is, in a sense, the same
day, writ large or repeated. (1974:238–239)

Turner’s work is filled with paragraphs like this one, which
illustrates the breadth of his knowledge: he alludes to his
ethnographic research on ritual among the Ndembu of Zambia
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and on pilgrimages in Mexico and to historical research into
major religions. The basic idea—that one element of communi-
tas is its existence outside of structured time—is, as far as I
know, Turner’s unique insight. The poetry is evident through-
out, but particularly in the last sentence. His commonsense na-
ture is also in evidence: Turner does not become a captive of his
own metaphors.

It is curious how frequently anthropological theorists have
turned to key metaphors to explain their insights (for example,
the organic analogy), and then have treated those metaphors as if
they had a social rather than only a heuristic existence. The un-
examined metamorphosis from metaphor to scientific law occurs
frequently among anthropological theorists, but Victor Turner
avoided that pitfall—a remarkable accomplishment considering
that Turner’s work is full of metaphors, analogies, and striking
images. Turner clearly states when he is speaking metaphorically
and when he is speaking literally (see, for example, Turner
1974:21–32). For example, when he develops van Gennep’s divi-
sion of rites of passage into preliminal, liminal, and postliminal
states—a metaphor based on limen, Latin for “threshold,” and ap-
plied to stages of separation, transition, and reintegration of so-
cial statuses—it is clear that Turner is speaking metaphorically. It
is equally clear that when Turner writes of rituals as social dra-
mas, he means it quite literally: they are performances; he is not
saying “rituals are like performances” (Turner 1985a:180–181).
That precision adds enormously to Turner’s writing.

Victor Turner’s work is dense, complex, and of enormous
value. Turner’s theoretical contribution has three major nuclei:
the nature of symbols, the social process of pilgrimage, and
analysis of social performance. It is a body of theory with its ori-
gins in British social anthropology, but it is uniquely the creation
of Victor Turner.

Background

Born in Glasgow in 1920, Turner studied at the University of
London, where he took courses from Radcliffe-Brown, Meyer
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Fortes, Edmund Leach, and Raymond Firth before continuing
his graduate studies at Manchester University under Max
Gluckman (Babcock 1984). Turner’s education was interrupted
by World War II in which he served as a conscientious objector
digging up unexploded bombs (E. Turner 1985:1). Turner found
Mead’s Coming of Age in Samoa and Radcliffe-Brown’s The An-
daman Islanders in the local library and after reading them said,
as his wife recalled, “I’m going to be an anthropologist.” Turner
married Edith Davis in 1943, and for the next forty years they
shared a very creative life of fieldwork, writing, and family,
coauthoring Image and Pilgrimage in Christian Culture: Anthropo-
logical Perspectives (1978). (See Edith Turner’s fascinating and
charming autobiography [2006].)

Gluckman arranged a grant for Turner with the Rhodes-
Livingstone Institute, and Turner carried out fieldwork from
1950 to 1954 among the Ndembu of northwestern Zambia on the
border between Zaire and Angola. A community of some seven-
teen thousand people with matrilineal descent and virilocal res-
idence, the Ndembu had a high level of personal mobility,
particularly due to marriage, divorce, and remarriage, “each of
which normally entails a change of domicile.” Paradoxically,
even though “the majority of local groups in Ndembu society are
relatively transient and unstable,” Turner wrote, “the organiza-
tional principles on which they are formed and reformed are en-
during” (1981:10). Ndembu social organization was the subject
of Schism and Continuity in an African Society (Turner 1957), which
Gluckman decreed would be the subject of Turner’s dissertation.
“Until you’ve mastered that, you’re in no position to analyze rit-
ual,” Gluckman admonished (E. Turner 1985:4). The topic im-
plied the need to analyze social organization within a
functionalist framework, but Turner was disenchanted with a
view of society predicated on the organic analogy. Turner re-
called that when he began fieldwork, the “normal science of
British social anthropology tried to present a unified theory of
order and change based on a biological metaphor.” In this con-
ception, the nature of change is hidden but present in the social
structure, and “the simple, like the grain of mustard seed, grows
into the complex, through various preordained stages” (Turner
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1974:31). Writing about the Ndembu of Zambia, Turner found
that

it was quite useful to think “biologically” about “village life-
cycles,” and “domestic cycles,” the “origin,” “growth,” and
“decay” of villages, families and lineages, but not too helpful
to think about change as immanent in the structure of Ndembu
society, when there was clearly “a wind of change,” economic,
political, social, religious, legal, and so on, sweeping the whole
of central Africa and originating outside all village societies.
(1974:31–32)

Buffeted by external forces, it was nonsense to think that
change was immanent in social structure or that it was cyclical
or repetitive.

With my conviction as to the dynamic nature of social relations
I saw movement as much as structure, persistence as much as
change, indeed, persistence as a striking aspect of change. I
saw people interacting, and, as day succeeded day, the conse-
quence of their interactions. I then began to perceive a form in
the process of social time. This form was essentially dramatic.
(Turner 1974:3)

Edith Turner (1985:5) recalls how Turner and a colleague, both
writing their dissertations, went out to commiserate over beers
in a pub. Turner was concerned with how to analyze the ex-
tended Ndembu conflicts that were serious perturbations in an
otherwise smoothly operating social system. The phrase “social
drama” came to Turner, and that night he wrote out his paper for
Gluckman’s seminar. It analyzed conflict surrounding the sor-
cerer Sandombu:

With controlled excitement he read the story of Sandombu; and
he analyzed its stages—breach, crisis, redress, reintegration—
the social drama as the window into Ndembu social organiza-
tion and values. Now you see the living heart. Max sat, his
hands folded on top of his bowed bald head. When it was over,
he raised his head, his eyes burning. “You’ve got it! That’s it.”
(E. Turner 1985:5)
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It is ironic, but appropriate, that the story of the conceptual
birth of social drama would itself have the elements of breach,
crisis, redress, and reintegration. But beyond that, Turner ar-
gued, “When the interests and attitudes of groups and individu-
als stood in obvious opposition, social dramas did seem to me to
constitute isolable and minutely describable units of social
process” (1974:33).

The social drama becomes a potential unit of analysis be-
cause it has a beginning, a middle, and an end. Social dramas
also possess “a regularly recurring ‘processional form’ or ‘di-
achronic profile’—in other words, crisis situations tended to
have a regular series of phases” (Turner 1985b:74). Drawing on
his Ndembu research, Turner plotted how conflict began with a
breach of a rule or norm that would rapidly escalate and oppose
the maximal level of social groups involved in the conflict. Some
procedures of adjustment or redress would then occur, “ranging
from informal arbitration to elaborate rituals, that result either in
healing the breach or public recognition of its irremediable char-
acter” (Turner 1985b:74). Not all social processes are dramatic;
for example, Turner describes “social enterprises” that are based
on cooperative efforts and have different profiles (1974:34). But
social dramas were recurrent units of social life, and although
“each society’s social drama could be expected to have its own
‘style’” (Turner 1985b:74), there were sufficient similarities for
comparison without erasing social actors, eliminating temporal
depth, or making the organic assumptions of Radcliffe-Brown. “I
felt that I had to bring the ‘humanistic coefficient’ into my model
if I was to make sense of human social process,” Turner wrote
(1974:33). He clearly did.

Turner’s analysis of social dramas led him from the Ndembu
(1967, 1969), to a study of Icelandic sagas (1985a), to an analysis
of social dramas in the 1810 Mexican Revolution. It eventually
led him to theater:

Theater is one of the many inheritors of that great multifaceted
system of preindustrial ritual which embraces ideas and images
of cosmos and chaos, interdigitates clowns and their foolery
with gods and their solemnity, and uses all the sensory codes to
produce symphonies in more than music: the intertwining of
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dance, body languages of many kinds, song, chant, architec-
tural forms (temples, amphitheaters), incense, burnt offerings,
ritualized feastings and drinking, painting, body painting,
body marking of many kinds, including circumcision and scar-
ification, the application of lotions and the drinking of potions,
the enacting of mythic and heroic plots drawn from oral tradi-
tions. (Turner 1985c:295)

It is writing like this—vivid, dense with thought, and
provocative—that makes Victor Turner such a major figure in
anthropological theory. It embodies his emphasis on process—
dynamic, communicative, and cultural—an emphasis also repre-
sented in his approach to symbols.

Symbols

It is worth recalling that anthropologists of very different theo-
retical stripes agree that symbols mark the threshold of culture.
For example, an arch-materialist like Leslie White writes, “The
symbol is the universe of humanity” (1949:22). Yet relatively few
anthropologists were concerned with how symbols mean. Sapir,
for example, distinguished between primary symbols, which di-
rectly mimic an object—the picture of a dog that means “dog”—
and secondary symbols, in which “a connection is no longer
directly traceable between words, or combinations of words, and
what they refer to,” as in the sentence, “The red, white, and blue
stands for freedom” (1929:211). Turner’s contribution—and an
example of his sophisticated common sense—was to consider
symbols within specific fields of social action. In analyzing
Ndembu ritual, Turner wrote,

I found I could not analyze ritual symbols without studying
them in a time series in relation to other “events,” for symbols
are essentially involved in social processes. I came to see per-
formances of ritual as distinct phases in social processes
whereby groups become adjusted to internal changes and
adapted to their external environment. From this standpoint
the ritual symbol becomes a factor in social action, a positive
force in an activity field. The symbol becomes associated with
human interests, purposes, ends, and means, whether these
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are explicitly formulated or have to be inferred from the ob-
served behavior. The structure and properties of a symbol be-
come those of a dynamic entity, at least within its appropriate
context of action. (1967:20)

Thus, the symbol of the American flag takes on different
meanings if it is flapping on a flag post in a schoolyard, hanging
in the back of a Chevrolet van, or draped across the casket of a
slain soldier. The image is the same, but the meanings associated
with it are different in kind and intensity.

Turner considers cultural symbols, including ritual sym-
bols, “as originating in and sustaining processes involving tem-
poral changes in social relations, and not as timeless entities”
(1974:55). Symbols have some basic properties in common.
They are powerful condensations of meaning: “Many things
and actions are represented in a single formation” (Turner
1967:28). For example, Turner analyzes the meanings associ-
ated with the chishing’a, a Ndembu hunting shrine consisting of
only a forked stick placed in the ground, a piece of earth from
a termite hill trimmed into a rectangle and placed at the base of
the branch, and a braid of grass. The associated meanings in-
clude social relationships between hunters and nonhunters, the
hunter’s immediate family and matrikin, toughness of mind
and body, piety toward the hunter’s ancestors, fertility, skill in
the use of weapons, and fairness in the distribution of meat—
some fifteen different meanings directly associated with this
shrine. “This is but a single example of the mighty synthesizing
and focusing capacity of ritual symbolism,” Turner observes;
“It might almost be said that the greater the symbol, the sim-
pler its form” (1967:298). A moment’s reflection on the evoca-
tive nature of the Christian cross—simply two perpendicular
pieces of wood of unequal length—suggests the truth of
Turner’s observation. Therefore, symbols are “‘multivocal,’
susceptible of many meanings” (Turner 1974:55), though their
meanings tend to cluster around two extremes of a continuum;
at one end, there is often a cluster of meanings around physio-
logical and natural phenomena, and at the other, another clus-
ter of meanings about social relationships. For example, the red
in the American flag is sometimes explained as representing
the blood of those who have died in defense of freedom, the
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stripes as the original thirteen colonies, and the entire symbol
as evoking values of patriotism and respect.

But the important point is that symbols, condensed and mul-
tivocal, may speak to different people in different ways; the con-
struction and reconstruction of meaning occurs with specific,
dynamic contexts of social process. This has profound theoreti-
cal implications. If, as so many anthropologists have argued,
symbols are the key to cultural life, and if, as Turner suggests,
symbols are dynamic social creations—with the potential for
contradictory, but coexisting, interpretations—then how can a
cultural trait or a social structure be abstracted from its dynamic
context? Why should one believe that cultural patterns serve to
create social stability (Radcliffe-Brown) or meet discernible hu-
man needs (Malinowski) when the very nature of cultural life is
fluid, contradictory, and dynamic as opposed to stable, congru-
ent, and static?

Turner’s insights into symbols touch a central nerve in 
twentieth-century anthropological thought. Culture exists as ex-
perience; it only occurs insofar as it is practiced. This leads to an
anthropology of performance and a concern with praxis (liter-
ally, “action” or “practice,” as in the performance of an art or
skill), rather than an anthropology of social structure. Turner
pursued this approach in a variety of investigations, but one par-
ticularly intriguing investigation focused on pilgrimages.

Liminality, Communitas, and Pilgrimage

As noted above, Turner borrowed van Gennep’s concept of lim-
inality and expanded it into a conceptual tool for understanding
special phases in social life when transition is the dominant
theme. “If our basic model of society,” Turner wrote, “is that of a
‘structure of positions,’ we must regard the period of margin or
‘liminality’ as an interstructural situation” (1967:93). Periods of
transition during rites of passage or other rituals or during pil-
grimages are similar in that they

are neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between the
positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention,
and ceremonial. As such, their ambiguous and indeterminate
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attributes are expressed by a rich variety of symbols in the
many societies that ritualize social and cultural transitions.
(Turner 1969:95)

Liminal periods fascinated Turner because they frequently are
characterized by changes in and suspension of normal social rela-
tionships. Liminal periods are not just in and out of time but are
also “in and out of social structure” (Turner 1969:96), suggesting
the existence of two major models of human relationships:

The first is of society as a structured, differentiated, and often
hierarchical system of politico-legal-economic positions with
many types of evaluation, separating men in terms of “more”
or “less.” The second, which emerges recognizably in the limi-
nal period, is of society as an unstructured or rudimentarily
structured and relatively undifferentiated communitas, com-
munity, or even communion of equal individuals who submit
together to the general authority of the ritual elders. (Turner
1969:96)

Turner lists a number of binary oppositions that parallel the as-
sociated properties of communitas versus structure: transition/
state, equality/inequality, anonymity/systems of nomenclature,
silence/speech, absence of status/status, and so on (1969:106–107).
Such properties are part of rites of passage in traditional societies,
but they also characterize moments in the major religions, particu-
larly during pilgrimages.

The imagery of pilgrimage underscores its transitional na-
ture; it is a recurrent metaphor in Christian literature, such as in
the most famous pilgrimage in English literature, Chaucer’s The
Canterbury Tales:

This world nis but a thrughfare ful of wo
And we ben pilgrims, passinge to and fro;
Death is an end of every worldy soore

and this nineteenth-century American hymn:

This world is not my home,
I’m just a passin’ through.
My treasures are laid up
Somewhere beyond the blue.
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Christian imagery emphasizes the liminal nature of pilgrimage.
After all, Christ was born while in transition, his human exis-
tence a brief separation from his true nature.

Outside the Christian tradition, pilgrimages are liminal phe-
nomena exhibiting the quality of communitas in their social re-
lations (Turner 1974:166–167). Such liminality may be
communicated by removing the outward symbols of social dif-
ferences. Turner comments on

the bond that exists between communitas, liminality, and low-
ermost status. It is often believed that the lowest castes and
classes in stratified societies exhibit the greatest immediacy
and involuntariness of behavior. This may or not be empiri-
cally true, but it is at any rate a persistent belief. . . . Those who
would maximize communitas often begin by minimizing or
even eliminating the outward signs of rank as, for example,
Tolstoy and Gandhi tried to do in their own persons. In other
words, they approximate in dress and behavior the condition
of the poor. (1974:243)

Pilgrimages are a type of social process with basic properties:
they are liminal social relations characterized by communitas,
and they employ symbols emphasizing the merger or inversion
of normal social rankings. Shrines, the objects of pilgrimages,
may create a ritual topography in which paramount shrines, re-
lated shrines, and the paths between them mark a network of so-
cial process. Pilgrimages touched on Turner’s basic theoretical
interests as he listed them: “the study of ‘processual units,’ ‘anti-
structure,’ and the semantics of ritual symbols. All these interests
converge on pilgrimage processes” (1974:166).

Conclusion

A brief sketch of Turner’s key concepts does not do justice to his
vigorous intellect and energetic exploration of such different
ideas as the process approach to political anthropology (Swartz
et al. 1966) and a study of Noh drama (Turner 1984). Edith
Turner recalls that during the early 1960s, “it was as if, as his
thought progressed, there would come a stage when it was time
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for him to take a new tack, like a sailboat beating upwind”
(1985:8). Turner articulated how his varied interests formed part
of a basic research agenda:

My work as an anthropologist has been the study of cumula-
tive interactions over time in human groups of varying span
and different cultures. These interactions, I found, tend to
amass toward the emergence of sustained public action, and
given my Western background, it was difficult to characterize
these as other than “dramatic.” (1984:19)
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19

Clifford Geertz
An Interpretive Anthropology

X

At the close of his career of more than fifty years, Clifford Geertz
(1926–2006) was the subject of radically different assessments by
his peers. On the one hand, Richard Shweder claimed, “For three
decades Clifford Geertz has been the single most influential cul-
tural anthropologist in the United States” (2005:1). In contrast,
Lionel Tiger, in a brief note published soon after Geertz’s death,
wrote that Geertz’s “influence and impact were real but funda-
mentally unfortunate in the social sciences. He was a major con-
tributor to the willfully fuzzy logic which continues to plague
the social sciences” (2006:A12). Geertz’s influence had the “do-
lorous result of turning much of what well-meaning anthropol-
ogists do into a lame and confused form of literary scholarship”
(Tiger 2006:A12).

Ironically, Geertz offered a more balanced assessment of his
career than either his supporters or detractors. In an autobio-
graphical essay, Geertz placed his anthropological career in the
contexts of four major phases of American anthropology since
World War II (2002). The first phase (1946–1960) was character-
ized by “postwar exuberance” and an optimism that anthro-
pology and the other social sciences would improve human
life. The second phase (from 1960 to the mid-1970s) was domi-
nated by the Cold War and “the romances and disappoint-
ments of Third-Worldism” (Geertz 2002:2). This was followed
by a period of “increasing uncertainty, self-doubt, and self-
examination, both within anthropology and Western culture
generally” that characterized the various theoretical strands
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(postmodernist, poststructuralist, and so on) articulated be-
tween 1975 and 1989 (Geertz 2002:2). The current era, begin-
ning in the 1990s, is marked by fragmentation and dispersion,
as anthropology—and the rest of humanity—has been roiled
by globalization, transnationalism, ethnic conflict, and, para-
doxically, “the simultaneous increase in cosmopolitanism and
parochialism” (Geertz 2002:14).

Geertz’s approach to culture was based on the idea that un-
derstanding another culture is always an act of interpretation, an
inquiry that involves placing a cultural act—a ritual, a game, a
political campaign, and so on—into the specific and local con-
texts in which the act is meaningful. Those ideas, first articulated
in The Interpretation of Cultures (1973), were a catalyst for a debate
in American anthropology that turned on key issues such as,
What is the nature of culture? How is it distinct from social struc-
ture? How is culture understood? What is the relationship be-
tween observer and observed?

These anthropological issues arose against the backdrop of a
changing world and worldview. Unlike earlier ethnographers,
Geertz and his contemporaries conducted their research in the
new Third World nations that emerged after World War II. As in-
dependence movements transformed former colonial subjects
into new national citizens, intergroup conflicts intensified as
power was reconfigured and new governments exerted their
control. In the face of such change, the idea of functionally inte-
grated societies was difficult to maintain since there were no iso-
lated societies and little evidence of equilibrium.

The anthropologist’s role had changed as well; instead of
studying an isolated society for a year or two and returning to be
“the expert” on those people, anthropologists were working in
communities and institutions in the United States, Europe, and
developing countries among people who had their own stories
to tell and the means to tell them (see cases discussed in Brettell
1993). The relationships between anthropologists and inform-
ants also changed, sparking a self-examination of the nature of
anthropological inquiry. The works of Clifford Geertz con-
tributed to that examination, and the changes in anthropology
are reflected in his own career.
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Background

Clifford Geertz was born in 1926 in San Francisco and served in
the U.S. Navy during World War II. After the war, he went to
Antioch College, pursuing interests in English and philosophy
(Geertz 2000:4–7). Except for a couple of economics courses, he
did not study the social sciences before receiving his B.A. in
1950. Geertz recalls that “the [philosophical] problems I was
concerned with—values and so on—seemed to me to be in need
of empirical study” (Johnson and Ross 1991:150), and that led
him to anthropology. He enrolled in Harvard’s Department of
Social Relations and in late 1951 joined a research project in In-
donesia (Geertz 1995:100, 2002:3–7). From 1952 to 1954 Geertz
was one of a team of social scientists who worked in Mod-
jokuto, Java, on a project funded by the Ford Foundation
(Geertz 1963b:vii). The objective of that research was under-
standing a “Third World” nation, with the explicit goal of im-
proving economic growth (Higgins 1963). The Modjokuto
Project was one of the earliest efforts by anthropologists “to
adapt themselves and their tribes-and-islands discipline to the
study of large-scale societies with written histories, established
governments, and composite cultures—nations, states, civiliza-
tions” (Geertz 2002:6–7).

Geertz’s works from this period differ from his later writ-
ings. His book The Religion of Java (1960) is an example of classic
ethnography; Evans-Pritchard could have written it. Another
book, Agricultural Involution (1963a), is a cultural ecological
study of Indonesia, an archipelago comprised of the inner is-
lands (Java, Bali, and Lombok), where 9 percent of the landmass
supported 65 percent of the population, and the outer islands
(Sumatra and Borneo, for example), where 90 percent of the
landmass was home to 30 percent of the population. Agricultural
Involution contrasted the agrosystems of wet-rice, labor inten-
sive, paddy agriculture and dry-rice, land extensive, swidden
agriculture and showed how the spatial distribution of those dif-
ferent agrosystems affected local economies, their colonial eco-
nomic histories, and their future paths of development. Peddlers
and Princes (1963b) profiled the very different Indonesian towns
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of Modjokuto, Java, and Tabanan, Bali, with the goal of under-
standing the ways local cultural patterns may affect economic
development plans. At a time when development projects often
ignored local realities for top-down socioeconomic engineering,
Geertz argued that “over-all developmental policies need to be
much more delicately attuned to the particularities of local social
and cultural organization”(1963b:154). Geertz continued his
analysis of Modjokuto in The Social History of an Indonesian Town
(1965), a synthesis of political and economic development in the
community from its mid-nineteenth-century establishment to
the late 1950s.

These studies are solid anthropological contributions that
advanced scientific knowledge, international policy, and
Geertz’s career. After a fellowship at the Center for Advanced
Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford (1958–1959) and a
year as an assistant professor at the University of California,
Berkeley, Geertz went to the University of Chicago in 1960,
where he became full professor in 1964 and remained until 1970.
In 1970 Geertz left Chicago to establish the School of Social Sci-
ence at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, N.J., the
research institute established in 1930 whose faculty had included
Albert Einstein, art historian Erwin Panofsky, and other major
intellectuals. Geertz spent the next thirty-six years at the Insti-
tute for Advanced Study where he was professor emeritus at his
death in 2006 (Geertz 1995:120–126, 2002:13; Institute for Ad-
vanced Study 2006).

In the course of his career, Geertz authored, coauthored, or
edited seventeen books. A prolific author, his writings included
ethnographies and several collections of essays. His prose style
was distinctive, marked by a “list-laden vernacular discursivity”
(Boon 2003:30). Geertz’s Works and Lives was the 1989 winner of
the National Book Critics Circle Award for literary criticism, a
recognition of the clarity of his prose and its accessibility to edu-
cated readers outside the field of anthropology, a discipline not
known for its prose stylists. Geertz’s essays were published in
the New York Review of Books, Dædalus, American Scholar, and
other intellectual journals (for example, Geertz 2003).

Geertz’s first books did not break with traditional anthropo-
logical theory, although some interesting cracks were beginning
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to show. For example, in Agricultural Involution Geertz invoked
the cultural ecology of Julian Steward and adopted a systems ap-
proach shaped by functionalism, although he denied the privi-
leged explanatory role for cultural ecology, arguing that it is
important but not all-encompassing (1963a:10–11). The final
chapter of The Social History of an Indonesian Town introduces an
approach called “the document method” (following Harold
Garfinkel), which Geertz develops in his subsequent work:

In this approach a single naturally coherent social phenome-
non, a found event of some sort, is interpreted not so much as
an index of a particular underlying pattern, as in most quan-
titative work, nor yet again as the immediate substance of that
pattern itself, as in most ethnographic work, but rather as a
unique, individual, peculiarly eloquent actualization—an
epitome—of it.

The document (which might better be called the “example”
or as this method is often referred to as clinical, the “case”) is
seen as a particular embodiment, a specific manifestation of a
more comprehensive pattern which has a very large, in some
cases virtually infinite, number of such embodiments and
manifestations, the one at hand simply being regarded as par-
ticularly telling in the fullness, clarity, and the elegance with
which it exhibits the general pattern. In it the paradigm is
made flesh: the ineradicable specificity of actual events and the
elusive generality of meaningful form render one another in-
telligible. (1965:153–154)

With that, Geertz turns to an examination of a bitterly con-
tested election in Modjokuto in a section titled “A Village Elec-
tion as a Social Document.” It is that approach to culture as text,
first broached in The Social History of an Indonesian Town, that
marked Geertz’s subsequent work.

Thick Description and Culture as Text

The course of Geertz’s approach was set out in “Thick Descrip-
tion: Toward an Interpretive Theory of Culture,” the introduc-
tory essay to the collection, The Interpretation of Cultures. The
essay clearly and forcefully outlines Geertz’s view of culture and
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the nature of anthropological insights. After reviewing the mul-
tiple definitions of the word “culture,” Geertz states his own po-
sition:

The concept of culture I espouse, and whose utility the essays
below attempt to demonstrate, is essentially a semiotic one. Be-
lieving, with Max Weber, that man is an animal suspended in
webs of significance he himself has spun, I take culture to be
those webs, and the analysis of it to be therefore not an exper-
imental science in search of law but an interpretive one in
search of meaning. (1973:5)

This is a key, widely quoted passage (for example, Barrett
1991) with a complex series of implications. In a 1990 interview
Geertz said, “That’s exactly what I still think. It’s just that I
didn’t know exactly what I was getting myself into by thinking
it” (Johnson and Ross 1991:151).

Semiotics is the analysis of signs and symbols, and Geertz ar-
gues that cultural behavior is the interactive creation of meaning
with signs: “Human behavior is seen as . . . symbolic action—ac-
tion which, like phonation in speech, pigment in painting, line in
writing, or sonance in music, signifies” (1973:10). The relevant
questions concern the meanings of such signs, as Geertz con-
tends,

Doing ethnography is like trying to read (in the sense of “con-
struct a reading of”) a manuscript—foreign, faded, full of el-
lipses, incoherencies, suspicious emendations, and tendentious
commentaries, but written not in conventionalized graphs of
sound but in transient examples of shaped behavior. (1973:10)

In The Interpretation of Cultures, Geertz outlined the notion of
thick description, which draws on the work of Gilbert Ryle, es-
pecially his “winking” analogy. Ryle used a seemingly silly 
example—the difference between a twitching eyelid and a wink-
ing eye—to show that these similar behaviors were different be-
cause the wink communicated meaning and the twitch did not.
Building on that difference, Ryle points out that one could see
parodies of winks, practice parodies of winks, fake winks, and so
on, producing multiple possibilities with even such a simple
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form of communication; unraveling and identifying those con-
texts and meanings requires “thick description.”

Geertz argued that this is precisely what ethnographic writ-
ing does, except most of the time we are unaware of it. To make
that point, Geertz reproduced an account from his Moroccan
field notes, which, quoted raw, is readable but cannot be under-
stood until it is interpreted:

In finished anthropological writings . . . this fact—that what we
call our data are really our own constructions of other people’s
constructions of what they and their compatriots are up to—is
obscured because most of what we need to comprehend a par-
ticular event, ritual, custom, idea, or whatever is insinuated as
background information before the thing itself is directly ex-
amined. (Even to reveal that this little drama [from his field
notes] took place in the highlands of central Morocco in 1912—
and was recounted there in 1968—is to determine much of our
understanding of it.) There is nothing particularly wrong with
this, and it is in any case inevitable. But it does lead to a view
of anthropological research as rather more of an observational
and rather less of an interpretive activity than it really is.
(1973:9)

Asserting that “culture, this acted document, thus is public,”
Geertz argued that debates over whether culture is materialist or
idealist, subjective or objective are misconceived: culture con-
sists of created signs that are behaviors, and anthropology’s task
is “sorting out the structures of signification” in order to deter-
mine “their social ground and import” (1973:9–10). What makes
other cultures different is “a lack of familiarity with the imagi-
native universe within which their acts are signs,” and the goal
of anthropological analysis is to make those signs interpretable
(Geertz 1973:13).

Geertz distinguished this point of view from other concep-
tions of culture. Obviously, a semiotic emphasis does not give pri-
ority to technology or infrastructure or any other conception of
the nature/culture interface as do materialists like White or Har-
ris. Equally, culture does not exist in some superorganic realm
subject to forces and objectives of its own as Kroeber suggested;
culture cannot be reified. Neither is culture “brute behavior” or
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“mental construct” subject to schematic analyses or reducible to
ethnographic algorithms. Just as a Beethoven quartet is not the
same as the score, the knowledge of it, the understanding of a
group of musicians, a particular performance of it, or a transcen-
dent force, but rather is irreducibly a piece of music, culture con-
sists of “socially established structures of meaning” with which
people communicate (Geertz 1973:11–12); it is inseparable from
symbolic social discourse.

Javanese Funeral

The implications of interpretation are exemplified in Geertz’s
analysis of a funeral in Java, a case of social discourse in which
shifting political divisions and their symbolic expressions af-
fected core rituals and emotions surrounding death (1973).
Geertz first outlined a critique of functionalism, focusing on its
inability to deal with social change, and then sketched the dis-
tinction between culture and social system, “the former as an or-
dered system of meaning and of symbols, in terms of which
social interaction takes place; and to see the latter as the pattern
of social interaction itself” (1973:144).

Culture is the fabric of meaning in terms of which human be-
ings interpret their experience and guide their action; social
structure is the form that action takes, the actually existing net-
work of social relations. Culture and social structure are then
but different abstractions from the same phenomena. (Geertz
1973:145)

But these two different abstractions are integrated, Geertz ar-
gued, in very different ways. Social structure is bound together
based on “causal-functional integration,” the articulation of dif-
ferent segments that interact and maintain the system. Culture,
in contrast, is characterized by logico-meaningful integration, “a
unity of style, of logical implication, of meaning and value.” It is
the sort of coherent unit “one finds in a Bach fugue, in Catholic
dogma, or in the general theory of relativity” (Geertz 1973:145).
Such distinctions become important in the Javanese funeral
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when changing associations between symbols and political par-
ties create dissonance in the integration of culture and disrupt
the organization of society.

To oversimplify, peasant religion in Java had been a syncretic
mix of Islam and Hinduism overlain on an indigenous Southeast
Asian animism. “The result,” Geertz wrote, “was a balanced syn-
cretism of myth and ritual in which Hindu gods and goddesses,
Moslem prophets and saints, and local spirits and demons all
found a proper place” (1973:147). This balance has been upset in-
creasingly during the twentieth century as conservative Islamic
religious nationalism crystallized in opposition to a secular,
Marxist nationalism that appealed to pre-Islamic, Hinduist-
animist “indigenous” religions. Those positions became suffi-
ciently distinct that the difference between the self-conscious
Muslim and self-conscious “nativist” (combining Hindu and na-
tive elements with Marxism) became polarized as types of peo-
ple, santri and abangnan. In postindependence Indonesia, political
parties formed along these dividing lines: Masjumi became the
conservative Islamic party and Permai, the anti-Islamic mix of
Marxism and nativism. These differences were epitomized at a
specific Javanese funeral.

“The mood of a Javanese funeral is not one of hysterical be-
reavement, unrestrained sobbing, or even of formalized cries of
grief for the deceased’s departure,” Geertz observed. “Rather it
is a calm, undemonstrative, almost languid letting go, a brief rit-
ualized relinquishment of a relationship no longer possible”
(Geertz 1973:154). This willed serenity and detachment, iklas, de-
pends on the smooth execution of a proper ceremony that seam-
lessly combines Islamic, Hindu, and indigenous beliefs and
rituals. Javanese believe that it is the suddenness of emotional
turmoil that causes damage—“It is ‘shock’ not the suffering itself
which is feared” (Geertz 1973:154)—and that the funeral proce-
dure should smoothly and quickly mark the end of life.

But in this particular case, the deceased was a boy was from
a household loosely affiliated with the Permai party, and when
the Islamic village religious leader was called to direct the cere-
mony, he refused, citing the presence of a Permai political
poster on the door and arguing that it was inappropriate for
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him to perform the ceremony of “another” religion. At that mo-
ment, iklas—the self-willed and culturally defined composure
surrounding the death—unraveled.

Geertz describes the emotional chaos that ensued, tracing its
roots to a central ambiguity: religious symbols had become polit-
ical symbols and vice versa, which combined sacred and profane
and created “an incongruity between the cultural framework of
meaning and the patterning of social interaction” (1973:169). Not
only is this an interesting point about the dynamic uses of reli-
gious and political symbols, but it is a fine example of thick de-
scription. Nothing about this case—its selection, its historical
background, the political dimension, the cultural expectations,
the motives of distraught family and neighbors—none of it can
be explained except by exposing “a multiplicity of conceptual
structures, many of them superimposed upon or knotted into one
another, which are at once strange, irregular, and inexplicit, and
which [the anthropologist] must contrive somehow first to grasp
and then to render” (Geertz 1973:10).

Conclusion

“Theory,” Geertz wrote, “grows out of particular circumstances
and, however abstract, is validated by its power to order them in
their full particularity, not by stripping that particularity away
(2000:138). The process of interpreting those particular circum-
stances, Geertz argued, is the essence of ethnography. Once
ethnography moves beyond simple listing, interpretation is in-
volved as the ethnographer provides a gloss of the gloss that in-
formants provide. Geertz distinguished the experience-near
“native point of view” from the experience-distant realm of so-
cial theorists and argues that the ethnographer’s task is to expli-
cate the links between the two:

To grasp concepts that, for another people, are experience-near,
and to do so well enough to place them in illuminating con-
nection with experience-distant concepts theorists have fash-
ioned to capture the general features of social life, is clearly a
task at least as delicate, if a bit less magical, than putting one-
self into someone else’s skin. The trick is not to get yourself
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into some inner correspondence of spirit with your informants.
Preferring, like the rest of us, to call their souls their own, they
are not going to be altogether keen about such an effort any-
how. The trick is to figure out what the devil they think they
are up to. (1983:58)

And that requires interpretation, distinct from either de-
scription or invention. Discerning the connections between mul-
tilayered cultural phenomena is not the same as inventing those
connections (Geertz 1988:140). The presentation of ethnographic
interpretations as observed facts simply reflects the selection of
a genre, not an epistemological reality.

Geertz’s works, ethnographies and essays, exemplify this
kind of self-cognizant balancing act between literal and literary. It
is a body of work that draws on developments in neighboring
disciplines and speaks to thinkers in other fields (see, for exam-
ple, Bruner 2003; Davis 2003). It has also raised some sharp de-
bates about verification: if ethnography is interpretation, then
how can we know if the interpretation is correct? Most of us 
cannot go to Modjokuto or northern Morocco and check the in-
terpretations; we need some other ways to evaluate the ethnog-
rapher’s claims, but how? In traditional ethnographies we could
search for various validating points: Is the ethnographer fluent in
the local language? Did she live in the culture for an extended pe-
riod? Was he methodical or biased in his observations? Were the
informants “representative” of a larger culture?

But if cultural knowledge is inherently interpretive, how can
we invalidate the “truth” of an interpretation since there are po-
tentially as many “true” interpretations as there are members of
a culture? And, to extend this logic, if all such claims are equally
valid, then the most anthropology can hope for is to create a rich
documentary of multiple interpretations, none denied and none
privileged. This means that anthropology cannot be a science
since it cannot generalize from truth statements or test the state-
ments against empirical data; the nature of culture precludes
this. Geertz argued,

Human beings, gifted with language and living in history, are,
for better or worse, possessed of intentions, visions, hopes, and
moods, as well as of passions and judgments, and these have
more than a little to do with what they do and why they do it.
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An attempt to understand their social and cultural life in terms
of forces, mechanisms, and drives alone, objectivized variables
set in systems of closed causality, seems unlikely of success.
(1995:127)

For anthropology, Clifford Geertz’s major contribution was to
force anthropologists to become aware of the cultural texts they
interpret and the ethnographic texts they create. He also touched
off a major debate within anthropology about the fundamental
nature of the field (see “Postscript: Current Controversies”).
Geertz’s “evocative metaphor of interpretation as the reading of
texts both by the observer and the observed,” Marcus and Fischer
write, “has led to the present dominant interest within interpre-
tive anthropology about how interpretations are constructed by
the anthropologist, who works in turn from the interpretations of
his informants” (1986:26). That key point has triggered a pro-
found rethinking of the anthropological enterprise.
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Mary Douglas
Symbols and Structures, 
Pollution and Purity

X

In a modest self-assessment, Mary Douglas (1921–2007) once
said, “I am primarily interested in cross-cultural comparison”
(Locher 1981:144); in fact, her works created an important an-
thropological approach to symbolic classifications and their so-
cial contexts. It has been written that “Douglas has been of
inspiration to hundreds of social scientists who have felt the
need to grasp the symbolic world more effectively” (Wuthnow et
al. 1984:13). Douglas’s contributions were recognized in hon-
orary doctorates from universities in Sweden, the United King-
dom, and the United States; in 1992 she was named a
Commander, Order of the British Empire, and made Dame Com-
mander shortly before her death in May 2007 (Fardon 2007). Her
ideas are presented in fifteen books and scores of articles charac-
terized by probing intellect, modest tone, and sly wit.

Two theoretical traditions are entwined in Douglas’s
thought. First, she extended Durkheim’s search for systems of
classification and the bases of social experience. Like Durkheim,
Douglas argued that systems of knowledge are social systems
and that their definitional categories express social realities.
While Durkheim’s point of entry was the nature of the totem,
Douglas entered through a commonplace, yet marvelously com-
plex, subject: dirt. If we want to make a cross-culturally relevant
definition of dirt, Douglas wrote,

we are left with the old definition of dirt as matter out of place.
This is a very suggestive approach. It implies two conditions: a
set of ordered relations and a contravention of that order. Dirt



then, is never a unique, isolated event. Where there is dirt there
is system. Dirt is the by-product of a systematic ordering and
classification of matter. (1966:35)

From that deceptively ordinary starting point, Douglas enlarged
her analysis into the broader problems of purity and pollution
and their classification.

Second, Douglas employed a comparative method derived
from Evans-Pritchard. In her fine study of Evans-Pritchard’s
work (Douglas 1980; see chapter 12), Douglas discussed how his
exploration of accountability provided a comparative angle that
was sensitive to local realities yet recurrent in all human soci-
eties. Similarly, Douglas examined two experiences common to
all societies: (1) To what extent is a bounded social unit experi-
enced? and (2) To what extent are there specific rules relating one
person to another as individuals? These two variables—which
Douglas called “group” and “grid”—are variously found in all
societies and thus are a basis for cross-cultural analysis, but they
also reflect local realities. In this way, Douglas balanced objec-
tivity with attention to local knowledge, simultaneously avoid-
ing uncontextualized comparison and hypersubjectivity. In her
studies of the social bases of knowledge and the comparison of
social groups, Douglas produced a corpus of extremely stimu-
lating ideas.

Background

Mary Douglas (née Tew) was born in Italy in 1921 and raised and
educated in Great Britain (see Richard Fardon’s [1999] excellent
intellectual biography of Douglas). After serving as a civil ser-
vant in the Belgian Congo during World War II, she returned to
Oxford in 1946 to study anthropology under Edward Evans-
Pritchard. She received her doctorate in 1951, the same year she
began her fifty-three years of marriage to James Douglas
(1919–2004), an economic researcher for Britain’s Conservative
Party. From 1949 to 1950 and again in 1953, Mary Douglas con-
ducted ethnographic fieldwork among the Lele of Zaire. Char-
acterizing her monograph, The Lele of Kasai (1963), as “a study of
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authority—or rather its failure,” Douglas described the existence
of aristocratic clans who do not rule or lead, of village headmen
“who did not govern, allocate resources [or] adjudicate dis-
putes,” and of clans that “had no corporate character whatso-
ever” (1963:68–85, 202). With its minimal emphasis on overt
theoretical statements, The Lele of Kasai is clearly influenced by
Evans-Pritchard. Most of the book examines the institutions of
Lele society and only briefly touches on the issues of pollution
that would become prominent in Douglas’s later work.

After a brief stint as a lecturer at Oxford, Douglas began
teaching at University College London where she advanced
from lecturer to professor between 1951 and 1977. A spate of ar-
ticles discussed various aspects of her Lele research (e.g., 1951,
1952, 1955, 1957, 1960), and at various points they presage some
of her later interests. For example, an article on Lele social and
religious symbolism (1955; reprinted 1975) showed how social
form and symbolic systems are linked in Lele culture.

In the mid-1960s Douglas expanded her insights about the
Lele into a broader cross-cultural program, considering wider
theoretical problems in books such as Purity and Danger: An
Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (1966), Natural Symbols:
Explorations in Cosmology (1970), and in essays in her edited vol-
ume Rules and Meanings: The Anthropology of Everyday Knowledge
(1973).

Rules and Meanings collects articles by such diverse authors
as philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein, composer John Cage,
novelist Tom Wolfe, the anthropologists Evans-Pritchard and
Stanley Tambiah, and Mrs. Humphry, the Victorian author of
Manners for Women (1897). The collection is a fascinating,
though indirect, statement of Douglas’s intellectual intentions,
as indicated by her selections and brief essays. She prepared the
collection for a course taught under the various titles of “Cog-
nitive Anthropology,” “Symbolism,” or “Religion and Morals,”
and she admitted, “The book expounds more of what this edi-
tor believes ought to be accepted in anthropology than what is
actually accepted” (1973:9). The collection expresses a recurrent
line of intellectual concerns that began among late-nineteenth-
century social thinkers—most prominently Durkheim and
Mauss—who shared
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a common concern with problems of commitment, solidarity,
and alienation. They knew only too well that there can be rules
without meaning. They also assumed that there can be no
meaning without rules. They drove the study of meaning
straight to the study of social relations. Formal analysis would
reveal the formal properties of a communication system, as a
vehicle for meaning: the meanings conveyed would be uncov-
ered only through social analysis. (Douglas 1973:9)

Despite this promising start, the cross-disciplinary conversa-
tion splintered into specialists’ musings, and consequently, Dou-
glas argued, “our knowledge of social conventions which make
understanding possible remains scarcely advanced from that be-
ginning” (1973:9). The advancement of understanding of social
conventions has been the primary aim of Mary Douglas’s work.

Purity and Pollution

“Holiness means keeping distinct the categories of creation,”
Douglas wrote (1966:53), and the social bases of symbolic classi-
fications are central to her work. At the core of religious classifi-
cations are the concepts of pollution and purity.

Douglas’s interest in pollution and purity had two sources.
First, these concepts are discussed by early anthropologists of re-
ligion such as Tylor, Frazer, Robertson Smith, and Durkheim, as
well as by her own teachers, Evans-Pritchard and Franz Steiner
(Douglas 1966:vii, 10–28, 1968b). Second, and perhaps more im-
portant, the Lele were deeply concerned with pollution (Douglas
1966:vii, 1955). Buhonyi is the virtue of propriety expressed in
shyness, modesty, and shame. Buhonyi imbues all status rela-
tionships and personal functions. In contrast, all bodily dirt
(hama) is shameful, the material antithesis of buhonyi. The Lele
say that insulting a man is like rubbing excrement (tebe) in his
face (Douglas 1975:9–13). The avoidance of hama extends to
corpses, blood, excrement, maggots, used clothing, and sexual
intercourse. The Lele are horrified by milk drinking and egg eat-
ing, since milk and eggs are body products and thus hama.

By extension, Lele “rules of cleanliness largely amount to an
attempt to separate food from dirt” (Douglas 1975:13), and the
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classification of edible and disgusting foods is referenced to the
contrast between buhonyi and hama. Carnivores, dirty feeders,
rats, snakes, and smelly animals like jackals are hama. Women
will eat most types of monkeys, except for one species that eats
the secretions of palm trees; since vegetable secretions, like ani-
mal excrement, are called tebe, that one species of monkey is also
hama (Douglas 1975:13–15).

Obviously, Lele symbolism is not about hygiene. It is a sys-
tem of symbolic classifications that literally distinguish clean/
dirty, human/animal, male/female, village/forest, upstream/
downstream, and so on, classifications spanning both secular
and religious symbols.

What is true of the Lele is broadly true of other human soci-
eties, even though the symbols and systems are differently con-
figured. As Douglas wrote,

Lord Chesterfield defined dirt as matter out of place. This im-
plies only two conditions, a set of ordered relations and a con-
travention of that order. Thus the idea of dirt implies a
structure of idea. For us dirt is a kind of compendium category
for all events which blur, smudge, contradict, or otherwise con-
fuse classifications. The underlying feeling is that a system of
values which is habitually expressed in a given arrangement of
things has been violated. (1968b:338)

In an often reprinted chapter, Douglas examined the best-
known system of pollution in the West: the abominations of
Leviticus. These Old Testament dietary rules distinguish be-
tween what is edible and inedible:

These are the living things which you may eat among all the
beasts that are on the earth. Whatever parts the hoof and is
cloven-footed and chews the cud among the animals, you may
eat. Nevertheless among those that chew the cud or part the
hoof, you shall not eat these: The camel, because it chews the
cud but does not part the hoof, is unclean to you. (Leviticus
11:2–4)

The biblical dietary laws define dozens of unclean animals.
Varyingly interpreted as designed to discipline the Jews in their
search for holiness or as a primitive avoidance of nonhygienic
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foodstuffs, Douglas argued that the dietary laws are founded on
a model of God as One, Complete, and Whole. “To be holy is to
be whole, to be one: holiness is unity, integrity, perfection of the
individual and of the kind” (Douglas 1966:64). Unclean animals
combine elements of different realms: the things that live in the
water but lack both fins and scales (eels, shellfish), the birds of the
air that live in the water (pelicans, gulls), and any land animal
that lacks both characteristics of the paragon of domestication—
the cow—chewing the cud and the cloven hoof. “By rules of
avoidance holiness was given a physical expression in every en-
counter with the animal kingdom and at every meal” (1966:57).
(Not surprisingly, Douglas’s interpretation of Old Testament food
taboos differs dramatically from one proposed by Marvin Harris
[1974; see chapter 15] who argued that the food taboos served an
adaptive purpose.)

In Purity and Danger, Douglas traced the convoluted lines of
magic, taboo, mana, and contamination and in the process pro-
vided a masterful commentary on anthropological approaches
to ritual and religion. But in the last half of Purity and Danger,
Douglas focused on the relationships between ritual and social
systems. For example, Douglas argued that there is a recurrent
parallel between the human body and the body politic; rituals
designed to protect the human body from outside contamination
are mirrored in ceremonies designed to protect the external
boundaries of society (1966:114–128). Other rituals concern rela-
tionships within society. Whether we discuss mana in Polynesia,
witchcraft among the Azande, or the curative power of the Royal
Touch, “beliefs which attribute spiritual power to individuals
are never neutral or free of the dominant patterns of social struc-
ture” (Douglas 1966:112). Douglas outlined a clear hypothesis:

Where the social system explicitly recognises positions of au-
thority, those holding such positions are endowed with explicit
spiritual power, controlled, conscious, external and approved—
powers to bless or curse. Where the social system requires peo-
ple to hold dangerously ambiguous roles, these persons are
credited with uncontrolled, unconscious, dangerous, disap-
proved powers—such as witchcraft and evil eye.

In other words, where the social system is well-articulated, I
look for articulate powers vested in the points of authority;
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where the social system is ill-articulated, I look for inarticulate
powers vested in those who are a source of disorder. (1966:99)

Douglas’s interest in the links between symbolic classifica-
tions and social systems led to her most ambitious theoretical
contribution (Wuthnow et al. 1984:78), a cross-cultural inquiry
into group and grid.

Group and Grid, Society and Symbol

Douglas proposed two concepts to frame her cross-cultural in-
quiry into societies: group and grid. The concepts are simple:
“Group is obvious—the experience of a bounded social unit.
Grid refers to rules which relate one person to others on an ego-
centred basis” (1970:viii). Group and grid are independent vari-
ables. Group and grid also are continuous variables; for
example, one could imagine a “group” as a sliding scale, varying
from “no sense of a bounded social unit” to “some sense of
bounded social unit” to “well-developed sense of bounded so-
cial unit.” In Douglas’s initial explanations, however, grid and
group are simplified as nominal variables—you live in either a
“weak-group” or “strong-group” society—and their relation-
ships can be presented in a simple 2 x 2 table:

GROUP

When a society experiences grid and group (Cell C), “the
quality of relations is ordered and clearly bounded. If group is
found by itself (Cell D), or grid is found without group (Cell B),
the quality of relations is different” (Douglas 1970:viii). Douglas
further explained the two categories:

The group itself is defined in terms of the claims it makes over
its constituent members, the boundary it draws around them,
the rights it confers on them to use its name and other protec-
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tions, and the levies and constraints it applies. . . . The term
grid suggests the cross-hatch of rules to which individuals are
subject in the course of their interaction. As a dimension, it
shows a progressive change in the mode of control. At the
strong end there are visible rules about space and time related
to social roles; at the other end, near zero, the formal classifica-
tions fade, and finally vanish. (1982a:191–192)

As an example of a strong-grid society, we can recall (see pp.
113–14) the traditional society of Bajoeng Gede, Bali, as described
by Bateson and Mead (1942). In Bali, Mead wrote about the com-
plex rules concerning personal interactions, in which a “fixed
and complicated set of regulations, obligations, and privileges”
produces a grid in which “space and time and social status form
an orderly whole” (1942:10). In contrast to the Balinese strong-
grid society, in weak-grid societies social “boundaries begin to be
arbitrated. Individuals, deciding to transact across them, weaken
the classifications” (Douglas 1982a:192). Paradoxically, as grid
weakens and as individuals more freely engage in social transac-
tions, the rules governing such transactions may become more
explicit, legalistic, and increase in number. For example, one
might argue that modern American society is a weak-grid soci-
ety since we elevate the individual and celebrate free choice in
economic and social realms, yet we regulate the behaviors and
expectations of interactions through our legal system.

Up to this point in her analysis, Douglas’s ideas are interest-
ing but not really unique: numerous schemes have been used to
classify societies. What is significant is the way Douglas links
grid and group to other dimensions of culture, such as the eco-
nomic and political expressions of differing social contexts; sym-
bolic structures relating to the human body and society; and
cosmological statements regarding nature, time, human nature,
and social behavior (1970, 1982a, 1982b).

In situations with strong-grid/strong-group (Cell C), the in-
dividual’s social experience is defined first by the social bound-
ary maintained between the group and outsiders and second by
the clear rules of behavior between group members. Individual
behavior is regulated in the name of the group. Within the group,
clearly defined social sectors exist (such as classes, castes, age-
grades, and so on) that may have specialized roles and unequal
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access to resources, and a variety of solutions will be used to re-
solve conflicts between those groups. Strong grid/strong group
societies will tend to be larger than other societies and last longer
without internal fissioning. Since their members perceive the
possibility of “persisting as a group into the future,” strong
group/strong grid societies can make levies of their members
(taxes, corvée, military service) to invest in their continued exis-
tence.

Strong group/weak grid societies (Cell D) also emphasize the
definition and authority of the group, but because of their low-
grid conditions they will lack formalized internal divisions or
segregated social sectors. Consequently, relationships between
individuals are ambiguous and the resolution of conflicts more
difficult. In the face of conflicts, the only penalty for internal dis-
putes is expulsion from the group or the fissioning of the group.
This has several consequences: “disagreement is driven under-
ground” since mechanisms for resolution are ill-developed.
Covert factions develop, and group members committed to the
maintenance of society will argue for stronger group boundaries
to control admission and strengthen the group. Consequently,
strong group/weak grid societies will tend to be small and sub-
ject to internal divisions (Douglas 1982a:205–206).

The two remaining possibilities, strong-grid/weak-group
and weak-grid/weak-group, have very different social outcomes.
In extreme cases of strong-grid/weak-group societies (Cell B), the
individual is tightly regulated by social rules and individual au-
tonomy is minimized, but so is the individual’s affiliation with
any social groups, since those groups—by definition—do not ex-
ist. The individual’s role and behavior are unambiguously de-
fined by powers that are remote, impersonal, and insulating
(Douglas 1982a:207).

In weak-grid/weak-group societies, “the social experience
of the individual is not constrained by any external boundary”
and is unregulated by ascribed status classifications (Douglas
1982a:207). All social classifications are potentially negotiable;
the relationships between individuals are ambiguous and their
mutual obligations implicit. Individuals can transact freely.
However, there will be an opposing tendency to regulate indi-
vidual behaviors that violate social contracts, such as laws pro-
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hibiting breach of contracts, rules protecting the free exercise of
rights, and legislation defending religious minorities. In such
societies, rewards go to innovators, economic activities special-
ize and expand, and the market is controlled by alliances. Noth-
ing succeeds like success in weak-grid/weak-group societies,
and success is measured by the size of one’s following, whether
these are customers, political supporters, or fans (Douglas
1982a:207–208).

An analysis of grid and group is linked to broader issues of
symbolism. In essence Douglas asked, “If symbols mark systems
of classifications, and if classification systems are reflections of
social systems, then what types of classifications are associated
with which types of societies?” She argued that

the most important determinant of ritualism is the experience
of closed social groups. The man who has that experience as-
sociates boundaries with power and danger. The better de-
fined and the more significant the social boundaries, the more
bias I would expect in favour of ritual. If the social groups are
weakly structured and their membership weak and fluctuat-
ing, then I would expect low value to be set on symbolic per-
formance. (1970:14)

In strong-group/weak-grid societies, humanity is divided
into insiders and outsiders, and nature is similarly classified into
two classes: the lovable, vulnerable, cuddly part of nature and
the threatening, dangerous, untamable part of nature. The paral-
lel dualities in humanity and nature are more than the extension
of metaphors but reflect “the use made of nature in moral justi-
fications” (Douglas 1982a:210). Outside the village edge, beyond
the border of society, evil forces lurk waiting to penetrate the hu-
man realm. Within the community, one must find the contami-
nated agent of evil, drive him out, and purify the realm of
humanity again.

In strong-group/strong-grid societies, the same emphasis
on society’s borders is present, but it is modified by the pres-
ence of strong grid. The explicit rules about the interrelations
between group members are justified by a “transcendental
metaphysics which seeks to make an explicit match between
civilization and the purposes of God and nature” (Douglas
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1982a:210). When social relations are confirmed by ritual, the
laws of nature are used for moral justification. In strong
group/strong grid societies, theoretical models are elaborated,
divine sacrifice is highly developed, and social contexts are jus-
tified by appeals to “natural law” and cosmological analyses
(Douglas 1982a:210–211).

In weak-group/strong-grid societies, theoretical notions of
society and the cosmos are undeveloped, and cosmologies are
incoherent and eclectic “things of shreds and patches” (Douglas
1982a:211). Finally, in weak-group/weak-grid societies, the un-
relenting competition and selection exercised by individuals is
expressed in cosmologies that convey the “excitement and re-
wards of competition” (Douglas 1982a:212).

In addition, since success is measured by the size of one’s fol-
lowing in weak-group/weak-grid cases, society is a source of
constant concern because approval, once granted, also may be
withdrawn. Because following is based on performance, there is
intense demand for high standards: our movie stars can never
make a flop, our presidents cannot be adulterers.

Nature stands in contrast to the competition of weak-grid/
weak-group society. Outside the realm of humanity and an oasis
of innocence, nature is not cited to justify social relations since
nature and society are separate realms. Yet “a wistful sense of
alienation from nature never wins against the excitement and re-
wards of competition” (Douglas 1982a:212).

Building on the framework shaped by group and grid, Dou-
glas offered an amazing list of predictions about such different
topics as cookery (“In D the classification of edible foods is
likely to assert the prohibition against eating carnivores”), gar-
dening (“D will not be specially interested in gardening as a cul-
tural activity, whereas C is likely to use this medium to justify
and expand its view of society as hierarchized, trained and com-
partmentalized”), monuments (“though it has nothing much to
raise public monuments to, B respects the burial places of its
private dead”), and attitudes about youth and old age, death,
personal abnormalities and handicaps, punishment, and justice
(1982a:214–226).

But if we accept Douglas’s predictions as plausible, how do
we decide where Society X fits on the grid/group diagram?
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First, grid/group analysis assumes that society is the product of
interactions between the individual and her/his environment,
the environment consisting of “all the other interacting individ-
uals and their choices.” A group does not exist “independently
of the volition of its independent members. Their investment of
time and energy quickens its life and marks its boundaries”
(Douglas 1982a:198). Alternately, as appeals are made to “an
ethic of individual value,” grid diminishes in force.

Second, the analysis of grid/group occurs at the level “at
which people find it necessary to explain to each other why they
behave as they do” (Douglas 1982a:201). This level—“the social
accounting level, the level of justification and explanation”—
can be observed and investigated by the anthropologist (Dou-
glas 1982a:201). For example, if an individual conducts the
varying facets of life—residence, work, shared resources, mar-
riage, and kinship—within a common social set, then group is
strong. If I spend the early morning as a member of my family,
my day as an employee, then return to my family most evenings
except for the one night a month I join a poker party and the
other evenings I spend as a member of a homeowners’ associa-
tion, as a seminar participant, as a PTA member, and other so-
cially disconnected networks, then group is weak. Similarly, if I
justify my actions by appeals to the rights of the individual or,
alternately, to my expected roles as a member of a particular so-
cial unit, then grid is varyingly weak or strong. None of this re-
quires anthropologists to restructure their basic methods, and it
produces tantalizing lines of inquiry.

Fundamentally, Douglas outlined an approach in which
“most values and beliefs can be analyzed as part of society in-
stead of as a separate cultural sphere” (1982b:7). Group/grid
analysis, Douglas wrote,

is a method of identifying cultural bias, of finding an array of
beliefs locked together into relational patterns. The beliefs
must be treated as part of the action, and not separated from it
as in so many theories of social action. The action or social con-
text, is placed on a two-dimensional map with moral judge-
ments, excuses, complaints and shifts of interest reckoned as
the spoken justifications by individuals of the action they feel
required to take. As their subjective perception of the scene
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and its moral implications emanates from each of them indi-
vidually, it constitutes a collective moral consciousness about
man and his place in the universe. (1982a:199–200)

Conclusion

In the late 1970s Douglas moved to the United States where she
was director of research at the Russell Sage Foundation in New
York, a private nonprofit organization sponsoring research in the
social sciences. During her time at the Sage Foundation
(1977–1981), Douglas coauthored and edited volumes that ap-
plied group/grid analysis to modern industrialized societies
(1982a) and explored the ways those societies perceived risk
(1985; Douglas and Wildavsky 1982). In 1981 Douglas became
Avalon Foundation Professor of the Humanities at Northwest-
ern University where she was professor emerita in 1985. After
two years as visiting professor at Princeton, Douglas returned to
England in 1988. Beginning in the late 1980s and after her pro-
fessional “retirement,” Douglas’s interest in religion dominated
her writings (Fardon 1999:199–205), including the books, In the
Wilderness: The Doctrine of Defilement in the Book of Numbers
(1993), Leviticus as Literature (1999), and Jacob’s Tears: The Priestly
Work of Reconciliation (2004). Douglas observed that her study of
Leviticus would have never occurred “if during African field-
work I had not been confronted by local dietary rules,” which in
turn led her to focus on “the class of unclassifiable things”
(1999:vi). Douglas approached another set of unclassifiable
things in her final book, Thinking in Circles: An Essay on Ring
Composition (2007). Douglas observed that certain types of
myths, epic poems, novels, and sacred texts—including the Old
Testament’s Book of Numbers—are considered by Western read-
ers to be disorderly and unstructured (2007:43). In fact, Douglas
contended, such works have an nonlinear, circular structure, in
which parallel sections are opposed and balanced, the ring char-
acterized by “its symmetry, its completeness, and its patterned
cross-referencing (2007:13–14). Rather than unreadable or disor-
dered, Douglas found ring composition in literatures from di-
verse cultures and epochs, leading her to suggest that “its
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robustness over thousands of years supports the theory that
something in the brain preserves it, and yet we know that it can
fade out so completely that new readers miss it altogether”
(2007:12). And yet a modern reader’s “blindness” to ring struc-
tures reflects other social realities. Living in a postmodern era of
multiple traditions and a multiplicity of truths and in a culture
“heavily against boundaries, rules, and closures as such, the ring
shape would seem too formal, artificial, mechanical” (Douglas
2007:146). When societies undergo dramatic changes—wars, so-
cial upheavals, rapid technological changes—traditions become
unstable, notions of grid and group are reassessed, and bounded
and stable aesthetics lose favor (Douglas 2007:144–48).

Thus, for the entirety of her long intellectual career, Mary
Douglas pursued the “study of meaning straight to the study of
social relations” (1982c:ix–x). Rather than view meanings and so-
cial rules as constraints mechanically applied to passive mem-
bers of human cultures, Douglas argued that humans “holding
each other responsible in their dealings . . . attribute to each other
voluntary, intended agency” (1982c:ix). Her view of culture
sought the ways “people make statements about their life,” an
analytical stance that listened for “the active voice” rather than a
passive one.
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VI

STRUCTURES, PRACTICE,
AGENCY, POWER
X

By the late 1970s, major theoretical crevasses emerged within the
field of anthropology, divides that widened to nearly unbridge-
able chasms. The “four-fields approach” in American anthropol-
ogy, rooted in the optimistic and polymath vision of Franz Boas,
began to appear less a description than a dream. As Clifford
Geertz observed,

The initial difficulty in describing anthropology as a coherent
enterprise is that it consists, most especially in the United
States, but to a significant extent elsewhere in the world as
well, of a collection of quite differently conceived sciences
rather accidentally thrown together. . . . The “Four Fields” ide-
ology, proclaimed in addresses and enshrined in departments,
has held together an uncentered discipline of disparate visions,
ill-connected researches, and improbable allies: a triumph, and
a genuine one, of life over logic. (2000:90)

To some extent, the different fields of anthropology have di-
verged as they have become more sophisticated, often drawing
on concepts and techniques from fields outside of anthropology:
linguistics with cognitive sciences, physical anthropology with
genetics and neurophysiology, archaeology with paleoecology,
and so on. A given biological anthropologist may have more in
common with a genetics researcher across campus in the school
of medicine than with an ethnographer in her own department;
the ethnographer may share greater interests with his colleagues
in the humanities. Yet, the issues are deeper than mere discipli-
nary affiliation.
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Two broad and intersecting sources of unease infuse anthro-
pology, beginning in the mid-1970s, and become broadly recog-
nized by the end of the twentieth century: a gradual rejection of
a unitary notion of culture and the growing concern about how
anthropological paradigms and frameworks shape or distort un-
derstanding the social experiences of others. Interestingly, these
issues surface in the works of quite different anthropologists,
such as James Fernandez, Pierre Bourdieu, Sherry Ortner, Eric
Wolf, and Marshall Sahlins.

The notion that a culture formed some kind of integrated unit
permeated twentieth-century anthropology: a culture consists of a
group of people with a shared set of learned values, worldviews,
classifications, vocabularies, and so on. This perspective is evident
in anthropologists operating from divergent theoretical positions.
Margaret Mead (chapter 8) contrasted the gentle culture of the
Arapesh with the fierce culture of the Mundugumor. Evans-
Pritchard described the social determinations of Nuer culture
(chapter 12). Marvin Harris (chapter 15) wrote of a sociocultural
system as consisting of a population, a society, and a culture. In
each of these perspectives, the anthropologist contends (or as-
sumes) that there is something “out there” in human experience
that one may call “a culture.” Further, the anthropologists as-
serted that these different cultures—Dobuan or Kwakiutl, Ara-
pesh or Mundugumor—exhibited a discernible coherence that
distinguished them from other cultures. The distinctiveness of dif-
ferent cultures remained even when individual members dis-
agreed with the social canons of appropriate thought and
behavior, attributing such variations to incomplete socialization,
the uneven mastery of the informant’s own culture, or social de-
viancy. But despite these variant explanations, a central theme 
reoccurs—a culture consists of a set of knowledge learned and
shared by a specific group of humans, and different human
groups learn and share different sets of knowledge.

A related corollary is this: such different sets of knowledge
are “out there” ready for the anthropologist to discover and de-
scribe. Discovery and description were never easy, but they were
possible given a variety of factors: mastering the native lan-
guage, finding a good informant, pursuing the logics of kinship,
deciphering the structure of a myth, and so on. The locals may
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be uncooperative, wars and typhoons may drive the anthropol-
ogist from the field, and any number of accidents and challenges
may prohibit the successful completion of one’s fieldwork—but
these were all extraneous factors, not inherent to the anthropo-
logical enterprise. Culture existed and it could be known.

In the late twentieth century these two fundamental as-
sumptions crumbled. A growing sense of unease crystallized
around two objections: cultures are not unitary, and the anthro-
pological inquiry is itself a cultural construction influencing the
outcome of the inquiry. Various factors contributed to this intel-
lectual disquiet. First, the world changed, simultaneously be-
coming more fragmented and interconnected. As Geertz has
observed, after World War II as “even putative social isolates . . .
grew fewer in number, and anthropologists turned their atten-
tion toward vaster, more mixed-up, iridescent objects, India,
Japan, France, Brazil, Nigeria, the Soviet Union, the United
States,” the unitary view of culture “became, in turn, strained,
imprecise, unwieldly, and hard to credit” (2000:249). Within the
postwar emergent nation-states of Europe, Asia, Africa, and
Latin America, it was obvious that specific groups—ethnicities,
religious groups, tribes—could not be viewed as cultural iso-
lates, but had to be seen within a larger, dynamic perspective.
This obvious fact led to a less-evident implication: if such group-
ings existed, it was because a certain group of people viewed
themselves as having something in common and/or their neigh-
bors saw them as having some shared identity. As Geertz put it,
“What makes Serbs Serbs, Sinhalese Sinhalese, French Canadi-
ans French Canadians, or anybody anybody, is that they and the
rest of the world have come, for the moment and to a degree, for
certain purposes and in certain contexts, to view them as con-
trastive to what is around them” (2000:249).

This view of cultures is conceptually distant from Kroeber’s
cultural elements lists or Benedict’s configurational approach.
Mapping a region, delineating a culture area, shading the re-
gions in distinctive colors (“Nuer territory,” “Hmong villages”),
distorted reality because the cultural differences were condi-
tional, not permanent, and shifting, not clear-cut. And yet, there
were distinctive differences between Serbs and Nuer, Sinhalese
and French Canadians. What makes them different?
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The second unease stemmed from a concern with the anthro-
pological inquiry. After World War II anthropologists became in-
creasingly aware that their assumptions and methods were
influenced by their own history and culture. This growing aware-
ness of the philosophy and practice of science is marked by the
1962 publication of Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Rev-
olutions, which argued that science changed when its fundamen-
tal frameworks were reordered, not by the gradual accumulation
of scientific facts. Such paradigm shifts, as Kuhn called them, par-
tially were products of scientific breakthroughs, but also the con-
sequences of new and rather generalized visions of human
existence originating outside the realm of science: the challenge
to divine authority, the idea of progress, the call for revolution,
and so on. New scientific models could not be divorced from
their surrounding intellectual, social, and political milieus. This
broad awareness had specific implications for anthropologists: if
anthropologists’ inquiries are shaped by our intellectual, social,
and political milieus, then do our inquiries necessarily distort or
incompletely render the cultural experiences of others?

The pervasiveness of these concerns is evidenced by their
presence in the divergent theories of five anthropologists: James
Fernandez, Sherry Ortner, Pierre Bourdieu, Eric Wolf, and Mar-
shall Sahlins. Fernandez’s position (chapter 21) is broadly “post-
modernist,” contending that the cultural experience is
fragmentary and shifting and that ethnography should docu-
ment but not reduce or ignore the mutabilities of meaning.
Whatever coherencies occur, Fernandez argues, derive from the
individuals elaborating on various cultural themes, what he calls
“tropes.”

Ortner’s perspective (chapter 22) is related but distinct. Ort-
ner would agree with Fernandez that cultural experience is shift-
ing but insist that it tends to pivot around discernible sets of
symbols, what she refers to as key scenarios. Key scenarios are
culturally defined “models of” social conceptions and “models
for” social action. Further, key scenarios tend to cluster around
the dimensions and contradictions of social life, such as differ-
ences based on gender, class, and ethnicity.

Pierre Bourdieu outlined a “theory of practice” in which cul-
tural rules and the actions of individual social agents are con-
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stantly reordered but never separable (chapter 23). Cultural ex-
perience is neither the acting out of learned rules of behavior nor
the chaos of idiosyncratic actions. The realm of practice, Bour-
dieu argued, is like a game in which the rules, possible strate-
gies, and individual performance all comprise the game. In turn,
the anthropologist brings to ethnographic inquiry another set of
practices, and Bourdieu called for a careful self-scrutiny of the
distortions inherent in anthropological practice.

Eric Wolf (chapter 24) approached these issues from another
perspective, one informed by a Marxist concern with the struc-
tures of power. Arguing that cultures are not integrated wholes
or static expressions of shared values, Wolf argued that every so-
ciety contained groups and factions with differential access to
power. Such structures of power, in essence, delineate the field
for individual social action. In turn, the configurations of power
within a given society are not only expressions of internal order,
but also depend on the historical connections with other soci-
eties. Wolf argued that an anthropological perspective that saw
cultures as ahistorical, stable, and uniform was inherently
flawed.

Marshall Sahlins (chapter 25) has examined the intersections
of cultural structures and historical processes and contingencies
that are engaged through human actions. In a series of studies of
specific historical cases, Sahlins argues that culture, history, and
agency are indivisibly linked. Sahlins has articulated, as Ortner
observes, “an explicitly historical form of practice theory” in
which the collective symbolic structures relevant in a specific
culture are put into play by the intentions and actions of indi-
viduals, but that “while people act in the world according to
their own cultural conceptions, the world is under no compul-
sion to conform to those conceptions” (2006:9–10). Therefore, the
meanings of culture may either be reconfirmed or restructured
through specific and historically contingent practice.

Thus, in the early twenty-first century, anthropological theo-
ries exhibit a set of common concerns—the need to examine both
shared patterns and individual practices, the essential require-
ment to look at the different groups and positions within a culture,
the imperative to view the connections between cultures, and the
scrutiny of anthropological inquiry. A final, diffuse conclusion
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emerged: understanding culture was infinitely more complex
than it had once seemed.
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James Fernandez
The Play of Tropes

X

In many ways the works of James W. Fernandez (b. 1930) exem-
plify a postmodernist approach to anthropology. “Postmodern”
is an extremely diffuse concept—perhaps intentionally and in-
herently so—eluding easy definition. One attempt to distinguish
modernism and postmodernism was a schematic list of thirty-
two paired opposites describing “modernism” and “postmod-
ernism,” respectively: purpose/play, design/chance, hierarchy/
anarchy, selection/combination, and so on (Hassan 1985). Many
concepts in the list distinguished the universalizing and author-
itative aspects of modernism from the fragmentary, creative, and
competitive mosaic of postmodernism. Harvey writes that the
most startling aspect of postmodernism is “its total acceptance of
the ephemerality, fragmentation, discontinuity, and the chaotic.”
Rather than try to transcend, reverse, or reduce that mosaic, the
movement revels in “the deep chaos of modern life” (1989:44). In
the humanities and social sciences, postmodernism is frequently
associated with thinkers such as Jacques Derrida, Michel Fou-
cault, and Jean François Lyotard, who share a common empha-
sis on the progressive unraveling of multiple layers of language
and meaning, an intellectual process that highlights the shifting
nature of truth and truths.

Fernandez’s writings are an example of a distinctively an-
thropological context of postmodernist thought. The postmod-
ern influence in anthropology has had a variety of consequences,
but the most central is on the nature of ethnography. Rather than
present other cultures as set examples of an overarching theory
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of functionalism or cultural materialism or structuralism, the ob-
jective of anthropological research becomes an ethnography of
experience that is deeply emic and may require new forms of ex-
periments in writing about another culture. “These experi-
ments,” Marcus and Fischer suggest, “are asking, centrally, what
is a life for their subjects, and how do they conceive it to be ex-
perienced in various social contexts” (1986:46).

Such concerns are at the heart of James Fernandez’s work
and were explicitly connected with broader themes in the late
twentieth century:

There is just now an especially pronounced awareness that
what is done in human affairs is not simply to be taken liter-
ally, at face value as it were, but that many such doings, like
metaphor itself, stand for something else, so that our sober-
minded constructions have obligatorily to be reconstructed.
For another thing, we are living at a time when the referential
value of language, its ability to provide us with an accurate,
transparent view through to and mapping of the reality of
things . . . is profoundly questioned. (Fernandez 1991:10)

So the slipperiness of meaning in human affairs requires us
to question our views of social life. Our perspectives are not pure
reflections of reality—“immaculate perceptions” in Fernandez’s
term—but are instead refracted through our own, often unrec-
ognized frames of reference. And if this is true as we try to un-
derstand our own society, then the distortions are intensified as
our gaze turns to another culture.

It is hard to imagine Radcliffe-Brown, Malinowski, Marvin
Harris, or Julian Steward worrying about such matters. This is not
to suggest that these anthropologists believed understanding an-
other culture was easy, but there is no hint in their works that such
difficulties stemmed from the inherent nature of culture. Over the
past hundred years, most anthropologists have assumed that un-
derstanding another culture—as a coherent set of values, behav-
iors, and symbols shared by a specific group of humans—was the
basis of anthropology. While there was debate whether anthro-
pology was to be modeled after the natural sciences, like biology,
or the humanities, like history, there was a recurrent consensus
that “the truth” about another culture could be obtained.
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Postmodern anthropology severely questions that assump-
tion. First, it argues that there is never one truth, but always 
several. Second, postmodern anthropologists scrutinize anthro-
pological models as reflecting their proponents’ usually West-
ern, often male-dominated, developed societies rather than
being pure images of other cultures. The postmodernist critique
often analyzes such models as extensions of domination. Thus,
Radcliffe-Brown’s portrayal of non-Western societies as “ahis-
torical” is seen as a not-so-subtle justification of the superiority
of British culture—and thus imperialism—which prides itself on
its tradition and written history.

Finally, the opaque meanings of language and behaviors re-
quire that anthropologists find an entrée into the way people
create and order their own cultural meanings. Rather than re-
duce reality to imposed, all-encompassing models, the goal is to
identify significant concepts that members of a particular society
deem relevant.

These issues intersect in Fernandez’s work. In 1986 he wrote,
“Over the last decade and a half . . . I have been trying to do an
anthropology that is alert to the arguments that lie at the heart of
our human experience in culture” (1986:vii). But even earlier,
Fernandez was concerned with the meaningful construction of
culture, a process exemplified by the heated discussions in the
men’s council house of the Fang of northern and central Gabon.

Background

Fernandez traces his intellectual genealogy to a group of anthro-
pologists—Malinowski, Benedict, and Evans-Pritchard, among
others—who are distinguished by “their embeddedness in the
local idiom, their skillful presentation of local points of view”
(1982:xx). Born in 1930, Fernandez received a B.A. at Amherst
College in 1952 and then went to Northwestern University,
where he studied under the wide-ranging Africanist Melville
Herskovits. As a graduate student, Fernandez initiated prelimi-
nary research in Spain (a research area he would return to), but
in the mid-1950s Africa increasingly dominated his interests.
From 1958 to 1961 Fernandez conducted twenty-four months of
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fieldwork in Gabon, a Francophone nation on the Atlantic coast
of equatorial Africa. After choosing a village, Assok Ening, in the
rain forest of northern Gabon as his study area, Fernandez asked
permission to stay in the community, a request that triggered a
very public debate.

The room was full. Everyone was anxious to know why a Eu-
ropean (ntangen) wished to live among them. The speculation
was particularly intense because it was said I had come to es-
tablish a commerce. Some had heard that I was a mwan
amerika (a child of America), and since this phrase was often
used for Protestant missionaries, some thought I might be in-
tending to set up a mission station. When, as it turned out, I
wanted only to live among them to learn their way of life, there
was evident disappointment, and some drifted away. (Fernan-
dez 1982:28)

Fernandez’s study of Fang religion and syncretism was the
basis of a 1962 dissertation and his book Bwiti: An Ethnography of
the Religious Imagination in Africa, published twenty years later
and discussed in detail below. While finishing his dissertation
Fernandez started teaching at Smith College where he remained
until 1964, at which time he moved to Dartmouth.

Over the next decade Fernandez published widely on the
Fang, African religious movements, and the concept of
metaphor in cultural analysis. His interest in the cultural order-
ing of symbols is expressed in articles on Fang aesthetics (1966a,
1970, 1972) and architectural design (1977a, 1979) and recordings
of Fang music (1973). From 1975 to 1986 Fernandez taught at
Princeton and after that at the University of Chicago, where he
retired as professor in 2000. A fellow of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences, Fernandez has been visiting professor at
universities and institutes in Spain, Great Britain, Sweden, and
the United States.

Beginning in the early 1970s, Fernandez resumed his re-
search in northern Spain. His research on culture change in the
mountain province of Asturias continues to the present. Fernan-
dez has discussed his research among the miners and cattle
herders of Asturias in over a score of articles, each of which takes
a specific ethnographic event—boys’ schoolyard games, a folk-
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lore parade, or a ribald exchange between men and women on a
bus—and holds the event up to an analytical light, turning it
over like an artifact, examining it from different points of view.
From these “revelatory incidents” Fernandez’s intention is to
“expose the importance of the analysis of metaphors in anthro-
pological inquiry” and the way that such metaphors become
adopted by human actors (1986:6). That is the play of tropes.

The Play of Tropes

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, a trope is literally “a
figure of speech which consists in the use of a word or phrase in
a sense other than that which is proper to it.” Fernandez expands
the notion to cover “the metaphoric assertions men make about
themselves or about others,” assertions that influence action
(1986:24). For example, in American society we commonly em-
ploy the trope of “the competitive race”: “Life’s a rat race,” “The
race for the presidency,” “With hard work you can get ahead,”
“Whoever ends up with the most toys wins,” and so on. Life
isn’t really a race, yet not only do Americans use this trope to de-
scribe our lives, but we shape our actions based on this concep-
tion. (In this regard, the concept of trope is very similar to the
notion of a key scenario discussed by Ortner [chaper 22].) The
trope is thus a bridge between metaphor and act, and this creates
the opening for anthropological insight. Although understand-
ing is not obtained by the simple observation of behavior, nei-
ther is Fernandez primarily interested in metaphors as
philosophical or linguistic structures. “I am more interested in
what tropes do,” Fernandez writes, “than in what they are”
(1986:ix). Arguing that anthropology is “essentially a pragmatic
and not a platonic or idealist enterprise,” Fernandez states,

It is the kind of study primarily concerned with how humans
in real situations get things done such as living together with
some sense of fulfillment and satisfaction; mastering an envi-
ronment, providing food, clothing, and shelter; creating some
sense of ultimate meaning to life as well as some sense of hu-
mor; bringing up the next generation. (1986:ix)
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At that point, Fernandez’s argument sounds similar to Mar-
vin Harris’s statement that “human social life is a response to the
practical problems of earthly existence” (1979:ix; see p. 204), but
Fernandez is obviously not a cultural materialist. Fernandez
states that his specific concern is how humans create “identities
through the argument of images and the play of tropes”
(1986:ix).

Fernandez frequently refers to the “movement” in this
process, transitions from an ill-defined or vague status to one
that is concrete and specific. That movement from the ill-defined
to the specific characterizes semantic metaphors (“My love is a
red, red rose”) and also social metaphors (“Men are dirty pigs”).
Movement from the vague to the concrete also characterizes
symbolic actions, particularly during ritual. Fernandez argues
that rituals should be analyzed “as a series of organizing images
or metaphors put into operation by a series of superordinate and
subordinate ceremonial scenes” (1982:43). Thus ritual becomes
an acted, public discourse in which meanings are created, re-
ferred to, and juxtaposed in actions and words that always stand
for something else.

In a very basic sense, that is the play of tropes. But that sim-
ple starting point requires enormous ethnographic effort: cere-
monial scenes must be described, their relative significances
determined, and the polyvalent web of the metaphors’ referents
untangled. Fernandez outlines a research design to achieve this.
Broadly, the research must be based on participant observation,
a method that provides “as none other, an awareness of the
many different domains of experience in a culture” (1986:60–61).

Specifically, the research should focus on the way metaphor
and metonymy are used to transform vague, socially inchoate
individuals into specific, well-defined occupants of particular
positions in the social sphere. This process of definition calls on
specific sets of signs and symbols (“sign-images”) that form a
cultural lexicon unique to a particular culture. Rituals that mark
such transitions are constructed from that cultural lexicon and
refer to a limited number of themes or tropes “to bring about sig-
nificant conversions in themselves” (Fernandez 1986:61).

Like most anthropologists, Fernandez has arrived at his the-
oretical position in the process of understanding another cul-
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tural reality. The idea of the “play of tropes” emerged directly
from Fernandez’s efforts to understand the complex meanings of
a cult of transformation: Bwiti.

Bwiti

Fernandez’s introduction to Bwiti was dramatic: late one night,
a loud knock, and a man stood at the door wearing a long flow-
ing robe belted with a red cord. He said, “You do not know me
but I am no stranger. I am a child of this village just returned
from a long spiritual journey. I have been following the truth!”
The night visitor went on, “You must come to the Bwiti Chapel
in my father’s house,” then grabbing Fernandez’s left arm, the
man pointed at freckles and said,

“These are your sins! You have heard the harp at night? While
all these villagers are asleep we dance and journey far. They go
nowhere here. They wander around in confusion. They don’t
know where to go. But we go far.” He took hold of the red-
woven cord around his waist. “You see this cord? This is the
Path of Birth and Death. We follow this path. We know life. We
know death.” (Fernandez 1982:292)

Bwiti is a revitalization movement that developed after
World War I, as Fang society experienced the twin pressures of
French colonialism and Protestant missionary activity. “The in-
vention and diffusion of religious cults for purposes of protec-
tion and revitalization in Africa,” Fernandez writes, “is . . . a very
old phenomenon antedating European contact. But the pres-
sures of colonial domination and missionary evangelization cou-
pled with the relative inertia, the ennui, that came to prevail
among such a previously turbulent people as Fang created par-
ticular needs for revitalization” (1982:292). Referring to the
“malaise and increasing isolation of parts of Fang culture,” Fer-
nandez argues that the Fang “achieve some assuagement and
reconciliation in Bwiti” (1982:6). But Fernandez’s point is not a
Malinowskian reduction of cultural complexes to individual
psychological needs. Rather, Fernandez situates Fang cultural
malaise and Bwiti’s response within specific, local explanations.
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In so doing he reveals—and revels in—the complexities of the
particular ethnographic situation.

The Fang experienced a garbled, uncertain social order. “So-
cial realities had collapsed while a lexicon persisted” that de-
scribed categories of social life that no longer existed (Fernandez
1982:87). An egalitarian society lacking specialized genealogists
or cosmographers who could establish opinion, the Fang ex-
pressed vocal disagreements about the lost meanings of social
concepts. “And the Fang were discomfited by these differences.
Terminological evidence that clan organization was formerly
greater, coupled with present ambiguities about the application
of terms, convinced many that their social affairs were in a ves-
tigial state” (Fernandez 1982:87).

Bwiti creates movement from chaos to unity, from divisiveness
to common purpose. Intriguingly, it achieves this by multiplying
symbolic options rather than reducing them “by offering them ex-
tension into a variety of realms of being” (Fernandez 1982:301).

In the first half of his book (part I), Fernandez outlines the his-
tory of Fang–European contacts and Fang conceptions of the past,
time, social and built space, social structure, and worldview. He
reviews the historical and modern Fang, with particular attention
to the aspects of folklore, religion, and legend that had become
disarticulated, conflicted, and controversial. It is these elements of
collapse that Bwiti reunifies. “In Fang lore we see the roots of
Bwiti,” Fernandez writes, “but it is a significantly new composi-
tion” (1982:73). In his own composition, Fernandez is intent on
placing our knowledge of the Fang within their specific cultural
frame. Fernandez organizes his ethnography into conceptual sets
that are uniquely Fang (for example, “Compositions of the Past”)
rather than into the common chapter titles found in ethnographies
(such as “Historical Background,” “Subsistence,” or “Social Struc-
ture”). Fernandez uses two other devices to emphasize local
knowledge. First, each chapter begins with an ethnographic vi-
gnette in which a conversation, an encounter, or a remembered
myth opens the discussion of a set of themes. Second, Fernandez
consistently provides the Fang word for a concept in English, as
in, “The overall transformation is from the state of despair (en-
gôngôl) to a state of grace (abora)” (1982:309). Since relatively few
readers understand Fang, this intratextual commentary serves
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two implicit goals: it bolsters confidence in Fernandez’s under-
standing of Fang culture, and it constantly nudges the reader’s at-
tention to the ethnographic detail, to the specifically Fang reality.
Fernandez writes, “Our interpretation of Bwiti, it should be re-
marked, has its center of gravity in Fang culture itself” (1982:6).

Bwiti is expressed in a complex all-night ceremony (engosie)
that travels the path between life and death, from despair to tran-
quility, and from isolation to “one-heartedness” (for a description
of the liturgical cycle, see Fernandez 1982:436–469). Small doses
of a psychotropic plant, eboga, which induces “euphoric insom-
nia,” are taken as communion during the engosie. Much larger
doses are consumed by initiates, and the resulting visions are de-
signed to “break open the head” of new converts (banzie) to Bwiti
(Fernandez 1982:470–493). Satisfying eboga visions are exten-
sions “into the unseen, the death realm, of the path of birth and
death which the all-night ceremonies evoke and follow. Most vi-
sions are a following of that path. What the liturgy can only sug-
gest, the taking of eboga actualizes” (Fernandez 1982:485).

Midway through the engosie, a brief sermon from the
évangile—often less than fifteen minutes long—is dense with
polyvalent meanings. The sermons edify, as Fernandez points
out (1982:529), but are not didactic or expository. Rather, the ser-
mons create a multilayered “edification by puzzlement” in
which “one obtains . . . as indeed one obtains in the architectonic
of Bwiti life and in the ritual drama of their celebrations, a sense
of reverberation, resonance between levels and domains of in-
terest.” In that manner, “we are forced to extend ourselves to
larger integrities in wider contexts” (Fernandez 1982:530).

Bwiti is not a set of rules, Fernandez argues, but “a set of pro-
jected qualities” (1982:310). Through the combination of dance
and action, sermon and vision, Bwiti seeks to move the Fang
from despair to grace, from corporeality to spirituality, from
sloth to industry, from sexual indulgence to sexual purity, from
bad body to clean body, from worthlessness to worthiness—
toward the promise of becoming one-hearted (Fernandez
1982:309). Bwiti is movement.

To search for the Bwiti order in codified form, although it may
gratify a Western need for abstractions of that kind, yet misses
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the Bwiti moral order where it reposes: in the images and ac-
tions of Bwiti myths and legends, in the night-long rituals and
accompanying song cycle, in the architectonics of the cult
house, and in the midnight “évangiles” of cult leaders. The
moral order is more acted out than spelled out, more ritualistic
than didactic. . . . It is as much as anything a kinesthetic order
that is gradually exposed to the membership in the process of
their worship. (Fernandez 1982:303–304)

In the process of the Bwiti rituals, actions are based on key
sets of metaphor, emphasizing shared communal experience and
motivating action. These “performative metaphors” are used in
Bwiti to unify, motivate, inspire, and to create “an overarching
sense of solidarity in the sacred society of Bwiti” (Fernandez
1982:563).

Conclusion

In his introduction to Bwiti, Fernandez previews his idea of ex-
planation, calling it “basically genetic and semantic” (1982:8).
His basic assumptions are that, first, historical experiences create
the expectations for revitalization and, second, that revitaliza-
tion is created from “the residue of these experiences” (1982:8).
Necessarily this implies that all explanations are based on local
knowledge, framed by specific historical circumstances, and
formed by particular social creators.

Of course this is not enough to make James Fernandez a
postmodern anthropologist; Franz Boas’s notion of explanation
was very similar. But Fernandez’s emphasis on local knowledge,
the existence of parallel truths (1982:29–73), relations between
power and knowledge (e.g., 1986:172–173), and a stubborn insis-
tence on the irreducibility of meaning mark the postmodernist
themes in the anthropology of James W. Fernandez.
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22

Sherry Ortner
Symbols, Gender, Practice

X

Sherry Ortner (b. 1941) is an extremely influential anthropolo-
gist, whose research and writings explore a recurrent theme: the
cultural dynamic between symbolic meaning and social inequal-
ities based on gender, status, ethnicity, and wealth. Initially, Ort-
ner’s writings occupied distinct nodes—Sherpa ethnography
(1973b, 1978), studies of symbolism (1973a, 1975), and feminist
anthropology (1996a)—but these gradually have fused into a co-
herent scholarly project (e.g., Ortner 1989, 1997, 1999). The in-
creasing unification of this research marks Ortner’s theoretical
migration from an emphasis on nature of symbols to a concern
with issues of practice and power (1984, 1989, 1996b). In a still-
expanding corpus of work, Sherry Ortner’s central contribution
is to bridge the realms of human ideas and human action via the
analysis of symbolic schemes and social practice.

Background

Sherry Ortner was born in a middle-class, Jewish section of
Newark, New Jersey. She studied anthropology as an under-
graduate at Bryn Mawr College, graduating in 1962. She went to
graduate school at the University of Chicago and began field-
work with the Sherpas, an ethnic group living in northeastern
Nepal. Ortner worked in Nepal for fourteen months in
1966–1968, fieldwork that was the basis of her 1970 dissertation
(completed under Clifford Geertz’s supervision), early articles
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(1973a, 1973b), and the book Sherpas through Their Rituals (1978).
After a couple of years as a lecturer at Princeton, Ortner began
teaching at Sarah Lawrence College in 1971 where she remained
until 1977. As an undergraduate, Ortner had participated in the
social protests of the 1960s, and after returning to the United
States in 1968, Ortner resumed her involvement in antiwar and
civil rights protests and the emergent feminist movement (Duda
2002:54–55). Ortner recalled that in 1971 she and other anthro-
pologists were invited to contribute to a volume on “the anthro-
pology of women” to be edited by Michelle Rosaldo and Louise
Lamphere. Rosaldo and Lamphere organized an informal meet-
ing at a hotel room at the American Anthropological Association
annual conference. “I can still picture the scene,” Ortner recalled
twenty-five years later, “people sitting on beds and on the floor
and standing along the walls. And I said it sounds like a good
idea, but I don’t know anything about women, and Shelly [Ros-
aldo] said, neither does anyone else” (1996a:216). In the early
1970s “women’s issues” were not viewed as major anthropolog-
ical topics, and Ortner was determined to gain professional ap-
proval and status by studying “big” topics, and religion and
symbolism were big. “Questions of gender were not for the most
part on the table in academia,” Ortner recalled; “the feminist
revolution had yet to break” (1996c:226).

Ortner went to the University of Michigan in 1977 where she
taught in the anthropology and women’s studies departments.
During her seventeen years at Michigan, Ortner gained national
recognition for her research and critical writings. She returned to
Nepal for additional fieldwork in 1976 and 1979 and conducted
interviews with urban Sherpas living in Katmandu in 1990. She
received prestigious fellowships and awards, she was elected to
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences (1992), and in 1990
Ortner received a five-year MacArthur Fellowship (the “genius
grants”) for her research. From 1992 she held an endowed pro-
fessorship in anthropology and women’s studies at Michigan
until her 1994 departure to the University of California, Berkeley.
In 1996 Ortner went to Columbia University where she taught
until 2004 when she became Distinguished Professor at the Uni-
versity of California, Los Angeles. During her career, Ortner has
contributed to anthropological theory in several arenas: the an-
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thropological approaches to symbols, feminist anthropology,
and a theory of practice emphasizing relationships of gender,
ethnicity, and power.

Symbols and Symbolic Schemes

Ortner’s early work focused on Sherpa symbolism. Influenced
by Geertz’s ideas, Ortner argued that symbolic systems serve as
“a guide, or program, or plan for human action in relation to 
certain irreducible and recurrent themes or problems of the hu-
man condition as conceptualized in particular cultures”
(1973b:49–50). Geertz had argued that symbolic systems were si-
multaneously “models of” social existence at a given historical
moment and also “models for” appropriate action (Ortner
1975:134–135). In her article “Sherpa Purity,” Ortner argued that
the array of polluting items and behaviors in Sherpa culture
(dirt, sexual intercourse, adultery, birth, illness, death, “bad
smells” and “dirty food,” crowds, and lower castes, to list a
few)—reflects a larger, more coherent symbolic system
(1973b:50–58). Humans are fallen gods, the Sherpas believe; hu-
manity’s initial purity was destroyed by contamination with pol-
luting things. The Sherpa symbolic system is delineated by three
conceptual nodes—“spiritual,” “physical,” and “demonic”—
represented by gods, domestic animals, and demons. The Sherpa
symbolic strategy is to avoid animal-like or demonlike things
and behaviors. Since the gods are “totally incorporeal, wholly
spiritual, and wholly blissful” (Ortner 1973b:58), the search for
purity requires the rejection of the physical, the earthy, and the
demonic. Therefore all human excretions—feces, urine, semen,
blood, mucus—are polluting because they are animal-like, ex-
cept for tears, which are only shed by humans. Rather than a re-
flection of social order as Durkheim (chapter 4) or Douglas
(chapter 20) argue or of deep structures as Lévi-Strauss (chapter
17) might contend, Ortner views “a system of symbols . . . as en-
coding a program for action vis-à-vis certain problems of the hu-
man condition” (1973b:55). In Sherpa culture a central paradox
is the fact of bodily existence and the incorporeity of divinity:
humans have bodies, gods do not, so how can a human become
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godlike? The answer, Ortner argues, is provided by the symbolic
system: avoid natural and polluting things. Thus the Sherpa
symbolic system is both a “model of” a specific conception of re-
ality and a “model for” human action.

In the same volume of American Anthropologist, Ortner
(1973a) published another article, a programmatic overview of
“key symbols”—phrases, behaviors, signs, or entire events that
seem pivotal for understanding another culture. Ortner notes
that anthropologists distinguish key symbols from other, less
fundamental symbols in several ways. Informants may state that
the symbol is important, expressing interest in or avoiding it.
The symbol may occur in different circumstances or be sur-
rounded by elaborated explanations, cultural practices, or prohi-
bitions. A society may have multiple key symbols. A partial list
of American key symbols might include the American flag, the
Statue of Liberty, Abraham Lincoln, Martin Luther King Jr., the
“rags-to-riches” story, the family home, and so on. One could
distinguish these from “non-key” symbols—a STOP sign or the
cartoon convention of a lightbulb over someone’s head signify-
ing an idea, for example—because these latter symbols do not
provide a profound entry into the heart of American culture. An
account of the significance of Martin Luther King Jr., for exam-
ple, requires a depth of explanation (e.g., regarding the history
of slavery and discrimination, the civil rights struggle, violence
in the United States, and the tragedy of martyrdom) that the
STOP sign does not.

Key symbols can be organized along a continuum between
summarizing symbols and elaborating symbols. Summarizing sym-
bols bring together disparate meanings in “an emotionally pow-
erful and relatively undifferentiated way” (Ortner 1973a:1339).
Elaborating symbols sort out “complex and undifferentiated feel-
ings and ideas, making them comprehensible to oneself, commu-
nicable to others, and translatable into orderly action” (Ortner
1973a:1340). Thus, if the American flag, as a summarizing symbol,
brings together “a conglomerate of ideas” (Ortner 1973a:1340)
about patriotism, democracy, freedom, and national superiority,
then the Horatio Alger “rags-to-riches” story serves as an elabo-
rating symbol, outlining a course of action—energetic, hard work
to gain wealth and power and thus climb from one’s original sta-
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tus. Elaborating symbols may be root metaphors or key scenarios.
Root metaphors—life is a race, society is like an organism, and so
on—serve “to sort out experience, to place it in cultural categories,
and to help us think about how it all hangs together” (Ortner
1973a:1341). Key scenarios “both formulate appropriate goals and
suggest effective action for achieving them; which formulate, in
other words, key cultural strategies” (Ortner 1973a:1341).

“Sherpa Purity” and “On Key Symbols” are very different
articles, and yet they overlap at an important point: in both arti-
cles, Ortner views symbolic systems as the basis for action. Sym-
bols are not reflections of deep structures or social orders but
provide statements about and models for cultural actions. Ort-
ner is interested in how key scenarios provide a rationale and
route for cultural behavior. Her explanations stay very close to
the action; not surprisingly, Ortner will become a sympathetic
(though not uncritical) advocate of a theory of practice, drawing
on the ideas of Pierre Bourdieu (see chapter 23).

These articles are also relevant to Ortner’s early feminist an-
thropological writings. For example, in “Sherpa Purity” she dis-
cusses the sources of pollution and they are generally linked to
two domains—nature and women. The natural realm is pollut-
ing, which, Ortner observes, makes sense in Sherpa culture as
the physical is rejected in the search for purity. But the female
realm is also polluting. Menstruation and childbirth are pollut-
ing. Sexual intercourse is polluting, although it “weakens” men
more than women. If sexual intercourse is polluting, sex be-
tween Sherpas and lower caste Nepalis is even more polluting,
but it is more contaminating for a Sherpa woman to have sex
with a lower caste male than for a Sherpa man to have sex with
a lower caste woman. Although not the major theme in “Sherpa
Purity,” Ortner alludes to the gendered imbalances of purity and
pollution, an issue central to her feminist anthropology.

Feminist Anthropology: 
Female/Male, Nature/Culture

Feminist anthropology is extremely broad, centered by its con-
cern with the human consequences of gender and illuminated
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from various theoretical points of view (for a review, see Mascia-
Lees and Black 2000). Feminist anthropology is a multifaceted
exploration of what Simone de Beauvoir in The Second Sex re-
ferred to as one of the central issues of human existence—the
gendered responses to the natural limits of being human. “One
is not born, but rather becomes, a woman” Beauvoir wrote
(1953:267). The biological facts of gender result in a body that is
“not a thing, it is a situation . . . it is the instrument of our grasp
upon the world, a limiting factor for our projects” (Beauvoir
1953:84). For Beauvoir, Jean-Paul Sartre, and other existentialists,
“project” was a pivotal concept, connoting a purposeful vision
and active creation of the self. Yet, Beauvoir cautioned, the indi-
vidual’s project was restricted by gendered differences, which—
while rooted in and often justified by the biology of sex—are
defined and elaborated by social codes:

[A human society’s] ways and customs cannot be deduced
from biology, for the individuals that compose the society are
never abandoned to the dictates of their nature; they are sub-
ject to that second nature which is custom and in which are re-
flected the desires and the fears that express their essential
nature. It is not merely as a body, but rather as a body subject
to taboos, to laws, that the subject is conscious of himself [sic]
and attains fulfillment—it is with reference to certain values
that he evaluates himself. And once again, it is not upon phys-
iology that values can be based; rather, the facts of biology take
on the values that the existent bestows upon them. (Beauvoir
1953:36)

This leads to a cluster of fundamental questions. Sexual dif-
ferences are universal—all humans are born female or male—but
gender distinctions vary . . . or do they? Are women subordinate
in all societies? Do gender roles vary with social or biological evo-
lution? What is the correlation between gendered relations and
other dimensions of social distinction such as access to property
and power? And what does a feminist anthropology imply (for
an excellent review of these and related issues, see Mascia-Lees
and Black 2000)?

One of Ortner’s first professional papers was also one of her
most controversial and well known, “Is Female to Male as Na-
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ture is to Culture?” (1996a). Building on Beauvoir’s ideas (Ortner
1996b:14) and employing a pair of structuralist homologies, Or-
tner contended that women are universally devalued, in some
degree considered inferior to men in all cultures (Ortner
1996a:23–24). Ortner seemingly contradicted both feminist aspi-
rations and an uneven anthropological literature. Some femi-
nists reacted that universality implied that the devaluation of
women was biologically inevitable, a point that Ortner dis-
missed. On the other hand, some anthropologists had contended
that women were dominant in non-Western societies. Margaret
Mead had argued that gender-based differences were extremely
varied, for example contending that women held the real power
among the Tchambuli of New Guinea (see p. 112). Even earlier,
Morgan (chapter 2) had argued that matrilineal kinship systems
echoed the existence of matriclans under conditions of savagery,
patterns that changed with the development of agriculture and
property. Friedrich Engels in his 1884 Origins of the Family, Pri-
vate Property and the State argued that women were supreme in
early communal societies in which property and sexual partners
were shared, but over centuries men instituted monogamy so
property would pass to their heirs, subjugating women in the
first historical example of class domination. Morgan and Engels
contended that female subjugation was a historical development
and not a universal human condition, a contention resurrected
by Eleanor Leacock (for an extended discussion, see pp. 221–24).

Ortner argued that any “evidence” for elevated female status
in societies always faces a universal fact: women are ultimately
subordinated to men. Clearly influenced by Beauvoir, Ortner
contended that universal subordination of women is not due to
nature nor because “biological facts are irrelevant, or that men
and women are not different, but that the facts and differences
only take on significance of superior/inferior within the frame-
work of culturally defined value systems” (1996a:24).

Ortner’s explanation is that every culture attempts to tran-
scend natural existence. Social groups universally distinguish
the human realm from the natural realm and usually, although
not always, accord greater prestige to culture. Women are asso-
ciated with nature and thus are universally devalued. Women
are seen as closer to nature in reference to three dimensions: (1)
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women’s bodies are seen as more natural since they are more in-
volved with the species’ life; (2) a woman’s social roles are
viewed as closer to nature, specifically confining her to the do-
mestic realm; and (3) social perceptions of female psyche or per-
sonality portray women as closer to nature. Note, these cultural
constructs place women as closer to nature not as nature. This in-
termediate role means that women’s position, while always
viewed as subordinate, may be given different sets of meanings
depending on how a society views the culture/nature di-
chotomy. Women may be seen as intermediate and “lower”
and/or intermediate between culture and nature and thus me-
diating and ambiguous (Ortner 1996a:38–41). Despite such vari-
ations, Ortner argues, women are universally devalued because
“culture (still equated relatively unambiguously with men) rec-
ognizes that women are active participants in its special
processes, but at the same time sees them as being more rooted
in, or having more direct affinity with, nature” (1996a:27).

Nothing about this is inevitable. Ortner discusses how
changes in human society require activism directed to both in-
stitutional limits and cultural values. In the final analysis—and
this is important—“it must be stressed again that the whole
scheme is a construct of culture rather than a fact of nature” (Or-
tner 1996a:41). Women are no more or less “natural” than are
men; we are equally mortal, conscious organisms. But starting
with the biological facts of gender differences, human societies
universally create a “(sadly) efficient feedback system: various
aspects of woman’s situations (physical, social, psychological)
contribute to her being seen as closer to nature, while the view
of her as closer to nature is in turn embodied in institutional
forms that reproduce her situation” (Ortner 1996a:41).

In a retrospective essay, Ortner (1996c) assesses her early arti-
cle in light of subsequent criticism and her own thoughts, and she
suggests several correctives and revisions. First, Ortner admits
that gender equality is more difficult to assess than she originally
thought because cultures are more “disjunctive, contradictory,
and inconsistent” than she had assumed (1996c:175). Second, 
Ortner acknowledges, the nature/culture dichotomy is not uni-
versally structured with “culture” being superior to “nature,” but
the distinction is very widespread. Nature may be a place of tran-
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quility and beauty and culture a realm of anxiety and pollution—
but the dichotomy remains, and it is usually (but not always) the
case that women are more associated with nature than culture. In
essence, Ortner would accept some loosening and revision of her
thesis—but not its complete abandonment.

Finally, Ortner notes that her interests had shifted from a
concern with universals to trying to understand the dynamics of
how such symbolic systems are enacted.

While I do think there are such things as structures . . . , large
existential questions that all human beings everywhere must
cope with, I also think that the linkage between such structures
and any set of social categories—like female/male—is a cul-
turally and politically constructed phenomenon. From early on
after the publication of “Is Female to Male . . . ,” my interests
lay much more in understanding the politics of the construc-
tion of such linkages, than in the static parallelism of the cate-
gories. (Ortner 1996c:180)

Himalayan Ethnographies

Ortner’s evolving theoretical concerns are explored in three ma-
jor ethnographic studies of Sherpa culture. In Sherpas through
Their Rituals (1978), Ortner summarizes four sets of Sherpa ritu-
als, organizing her analysis by the distinctive problems each rit-
ual encounters. “Rituals do not begin with eternal verities,”
Ortner writes,

but arrive at them. They begin with some cultural problem (or
several at once), stated or unstated, and then work various op-
erations upon it, arriving at “solutions”—reorganizations and
reinterpretations of the elements that produce a newly mean-
ingful whole. The solutions (and the means of arriving at
them) embody the fundamental cultural assumptions and ori-
entations with which we are partly concerned. (1978:2–3)

Sherpas through Their Rituals is very tightly focused on the
specific ethnographic case, but it touches on issues and strate-
gies that Ortner develops in later works. First is her emphasis
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on ritual as “first and foremost a system of meanings—goals,
values, concerns, visions, world constructions” (Ortner 1978:5).
Second is her consideration of rituals as providing a strategy for
action, “a matter of shaping actors in such a way that they wind
up appropriating cultural meaning as personally held orienta-
tions” (Ortner 1978:5). At the same time, ritual is reshaped by
the actualities of social life. Ritual is a “a sort of two-way trans-
former” modifying an individual’s conscience in reference to
cultural meanings but in turn reshaped to align with the reali-
ties of everyday life (Ortner 1978:5). Third, Ortner notes that the
Sherpa and other societies contain central contradictions that
are rarely eliminated but usually mediated through rituals. In
sum, culture is symbolic and meaningful, symbolic systems
provide guidelines for action, and the action is often directed to
the central contradictions of social life (see below, pp. 317–19).
Rituals are a class of symbolic systems. These themes are devel-
oped in later books.

In her most recent Himalayan ethnography, Life and Death
on Mt. Everest: Sherpas and Himalayan Mountaineering (1999), 
Ortner examined the complex relationships between Western
high altitude climbers and the Sherpas. Initially Sherpas were
employed as porters on foreign expeditions and then became
high altitude climbers and trekking entrepreneurs. Expeditions
originally were all male, but Western and Sherpa women be-
came increasingly involved in climbing. Accompanying these
changes were variations in the climbing ethos. The large post-
war military-style expeditions—with tons of gear, hundreds of
porters, hierarchical command, and the goal of “conquering”
the mountain—gave way to smaller expeditions whose coun-
terculture members sought equality among themselves and
with the Sherpas. The emergence of all-women expeditions,
commercialization and the appearance of “yuppie climbers,”
and the development of identity politics all shaped the social
dynamics of climbing on Mount Everest. In this the mountain
becomes an extremely prominent microcosm to understand
how human social life is shaped by complexities of power rela-
tionships, the patterns and contradictions of social forms, and
the way humans employ symbolic systems to resolve (without
eliminating) those contradictions.
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Ortner’s third Himalayan ethnography, High Religion: A Cul-
tural and Political History of Sherpa Buddhism (1989), examines the
establishment of Buddhist monasteries of celibate monks in the
early twentieth century but also treats a central issue in anthro-
pological theory regarding symbols, structure, and practice in
the Himalayas—and in human culture in general.

Structure, Symbols, and Practice 
in the Himalayas

The idea that there are patterns in culture runs throughout an-
thropological theory—from Benedict’s modal personalities (chap-
ter 6) to Fernandez’s play of tropes (chapter 21)—but there are
equally recurrent suspicions that cultural patterns are imposed by
the ethnographer or that such patterns are less important than
other fundamental forces, such as environmental factors, individ-
ual self-interest, or the internal forces of social forms. Ortner
(1989:198–202) contends that neither position is absolutely correct
and argues for a “loosely structured” social actor “who is 
prepared—but no more than that—to find most of his or her cul-
ture intelligible and meaningful, but who does not necessarily
find all parts of it equally meaningful in all times and places”
(1989:198). Different actors have varying relationships to their cul-
ture, even when they employ the same symbols from a cultural
repertoire. Further, those relationships change as new social con-
figurations emerge and people attempt to “to find meaning where
one did not find it before (or indeed changing or losing meaning
as well)” (Ortner 1989:199). The problem is not whether cultural
meanings are irrelevant or embedded, but rather to understand
“how people react to, cope with, or actively appropriate external
phenomena, on the basis of the social and cultural dynamics that
both constrain and enable their responses” (Ortner 1989:200).

Those responses are enabled and constrained by key scenar-
ios (which Ortner also calls “cultural schemes”). Key scenarios/
cultural schemes are

preorganized schemes of action, symbolic programs for the
staging and playing out of standard social interactions in a
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particular culture. . . . [E]very culture contains not just bundles
of symbols, and not even just bundles of larger propositions
about the universe (“ideologies”), but organized schemas for
enacting (culturally typical) relations and situations. (Ortner
1989:60)

Ortner contends that such key scenarios or cultural schemas
frequently crystallize around a society’s internal contradictions.
Ortner’s rich Himalayan ethnography illustrates this point and
anchors its theoretical implications, but an example from Amer-
ican society might clarify issues before turning to the Sherpa
case.

The United States, for example, is often described as a nation
where “anyone can grow up to become president” despite the
historical reality that every American president has been a white
“Christian” male. This is an obvious contradiction. If asked to
explain this contradiction, we do not attempt to “solve” the con-
tradiction nor do we stop repeating the phrase, but rather we ap-
peal to key scenarios. We might say that America is “a place of
change” and that “the day will come” when a person of color, a
Jew, or a woman will be elected president of the United States.
We “explain” the contradiction by appealing to a scenario, one
that makes cultural sense and describes a course of action
(“work hard, and you can become president”).

Interestingly, cultural schemas are not restricted to a single do-
main of social life but achieve “a degree of generality and trans-
ferability across a variety of somewhat disparate social
adaptations” (Ortner 1989:60). Thus, the American cultural sce-
nario “work hard, and you can become president” outlines a
course of action extrapolated to other domains—“study hard, and
you can get into Harvard,” “practice the violin, and you can play
Carnegie Hall,” or “work on your jump shot and you can make
the NBA.” The reason we can generalize a cultural scenario is be-
cause it illuminates recurrent contradictions in American society
(e.g., all citizens have equal rights but unequal opportunities, or
all people are created equal, but some are more accomplished than
others). Cultural schemas are durable because “they depict actors
responding to, and resolving (from their point of view), the cen-
tral contradictions of the culture” (Ortner 1989:61).
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Perhaps all societies contain such contradictions, and Ortner
discusses several contradictions in Sherpa society that are re-
solved by appeals to key scenarios. For example, Ortner exam-
ines the intersection of the problem of egalitarianism and
hierarchy and the social efficacy of symbolic schemes. For the
Sherpa, egalitarianism is problematic because equality among
males is viewed as natural and desirable, yet hierarchy is seen as
equally inevitable and favorable (Ortner 1989:19). These two op-
posed dimensions “constantly destabilize one another, making
equality fragile and subject to hierarchical manipulation . . . and
making hierarchy weak and subject to challenge” (Ortner
1989:125). In traditional Sherpa society, brothers are equals and
should inherit family lands equally, yet there is “natural” hierar-
chy in which older brothers have greater authority and higher
status over younger brothers. This internal contradiction has
pragmatic consequences as the Sherpa population exceeded the
carrying capacity of arable land and some brothers inherit farm-
land while others do not. Fraternal equality and hierarchy are in
conflict in Sherpa culture. This inherent conflict is explained by
reference to key scenarios, as encoded in legends, oral histories,
and vocabularies that deal with competition, hierarchy, and in-
equality (Ortner 1989:32–35). These key scenarios do not elimi-
nate this central contradiction in Sherpa society—any more than
the key scenario “in America anyone can grow up and become
president” has resulted in a nonwhite, non-Christian, or female
president. Rather, humans weave various key scenarios into
larger social discourses and practices. Ortner writes,

The general contradiction, and its specific variants within spe-
cific relational contexts, are at once reflected in, mediated by,
and constituted through meaningful cultural forms. . . . The
contradictions and the schema together constitute a hegemony,
a mutually sustaining universe of social experience and sym-
bolic representation through which Sherpa actors would tend
to understand themselves, their relationships, and their histor-
ical circumstances. (1989:125)

Ortner concludes with a theory of practice, one that builds
from her early discussion of key scenarios and is also indebted to
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Bourdieu’s concepts of praxis and habitus (see chapter 23). What
gives a society its distinctiveness and coherence is the repertoire
of key scenarios available to people to explain their lives, their ac-
tions, and their cosmos. Such scenarios are culturally and histor-
ically contingent (the scenario “in America anyone can grow up
to become president” made no sense before 1790 when the U.S.
Constitution was ratified), and they are clearly not universal.
Even when the thematics of a key scenario appear universal—the
distinctions between nature/culture or female/male—the sce-
narios are nevertheless rooted in specific social experiences. Nei-
ther are key scenarios invariant cultural codes that individuals
perform. Key scenarios may be internally inconsistent or a given
key scenario may be contradicted by another key scenario. Most
importantly, key scenarios are not invariant codes because they
are employed by social actors who—sometimes in a calculated
fashion, other times unthinkingly—may emphasize some cul-
tural schemes, downplay others, or actively modify the key sce-
narios. This entire dynamic realm comprises practice. Ortner
writes,

A theory of practice is a theory of history. It is a theory of how
social beings, with their diverse motives and their diverse inten-
tions, make and transform the world in which they live. It is a
theory for answering the simplest-seeming, and yet largest,
questions that social science seeks to answer: Why does a given
society have a particular form at a particular moment—that
form and not some other? And how do people whose very
selves are part of that social form nonetheless sometimes trans-
form themselves and their society? It is a theory that allows so-
cial and cultural analysts to put all their various methodological
tools to work—ethnographic and historical research; structural,
interpretive, and “objectivist” analytic approaches—in ways
that enhance and enrich the effectiveness of each. (1989:193)

Conclusion

Since Sherry Ortner continues to conduct ethnographic research
and to contribute to conceptual debates within anthropology,
any assessment of her contribution to anthropological theory is
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necessarily incomplete. Although she continues to draw on her
ethnographic research among the Sherpa, in the late 1980s Ort-
ner began investigating her own culture (Duda 2002:57) and is
currently engaged in a research project focused on Hollywood
(Ortner 2007a, 2007b). In her book New Jersey Dreaming: Capital,
Culture, and the Class of ’58 (2003), Ortner shifted her ethno-
graphic focus not only to her own society, but to her own, pre-
dominantly Jewish, high school graduating class. Following the
lives of the 1958 graduates of Weequahic High School, Newark,
New Jersey, Ortner examines the dynamic relationships between
structure and agency in American society. On the one hand, the
class of ’58 experienced the boundaries, limits, and potentials
that framed American society in the late twentieth century: the
connections between class, race, and gender; the upward social
mobility and “middle-classing” of postwar America and the
shrinking middle class of late capitalism (Ortner 2003:28–33,
265–274); and the emergence of identity politics such as the civil
rights movement and feminism (Ortner 2003:205–209). On the
other hand, individual actors—Ortner and her classmates—
either internalized or rejected such parameters, and rather than
passively occupy socioeconomic positions, they were engaged in
class-based “projects” (to recall Beauvoir and Sartre’s concept
discussed previously [p. 312]). “We may think of class as some-
thing people are in or possess, or as a place in which people find
themselves or are assigned, but we may also think of it as a proj-
ect, as something that is always being made or kept or defended,
feared or desired” (Ortner 2003:14). The theoretical fulcrum of
New Jersey Dreaming is Ortner’s insistence on this “two-way re-
lationship, fully active in both directions between actors’ per-
ceptions/imaginings and objective locations” (2003:13).

Ortner explores this two-way relationship in her revelatory
ethnography. Given that it is “hard to overstate the significance of
high school for the American cultural imagination,” Ortner argues
that “high schools as social systems attempt to ‘force’ identities”
(2003:90–91). These identities are neither simple nor innocent.
During the twentieth century, these identities were expressed in
the “amazingly constant” and “remarkably durable” categories of
“popular kids,” “jocks,” “nerds/geeks,” “cheerleaders,” “sluts,”
and “nobodies” (Ortner 2003:92). Just as the social distinctions of
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gender are “explained” in reference to natural differences, as pre-
viously discussed (pp. 312–14), the differences between jocks and
nerds/geeks, for example, are presented as “social types based on
seemingly natural, and thus seemingly randomly distributed,
characteristics (beauty, “personality,” athletic prowess) which are
neither natural nor random, and which always carry . . . a heavy
load of class baggage” (Ortner 2003:91). While some individuals
resist these categories, and most people are never completely
caught in their implications, “this often cruel system of cate-
gories” remains extremely powerful (Ortner 2003:92).

Ortner’s study is filled with illuminating ethnographic de-
tail. Ortner writes of the geographies of high schools and neigh-
borhoods as a proxy for class distinctions in a supposedly
“class-less” American society (2003:56–65). She discusses the
powerful key symbol of success, which among the class of ’58
meant making a lot of money, as in “[her] father has been very
successful and her brother is very, very successful” (2003:1989, em-
phasis in the original). From observations on her cohort’s “vis-
ceral response to doo-wop music” (2003:173) to the impacts of
globalization on the disappearance of the American working
class (2003:265–274), Ortner consistently returns to “the simple,
yet very complex, idea that history makes people but people
make history” (2003:277).

In sum, the most consistent dimension of Ortner’s research is
the contradictions between cultural patterns (or structures or
schemas or order) and human agency. Ortner summarized her
theoretical interest in “the ways the cultural categories both fa-
cilitated and constrained agency, and at the ways in which
agents faithfully enacted or radically stretched the cultural cate-
gories” (Ortner 1996c:227). Arguing that the practice of ethnog-
raphy produces a body of knowledge that is usually more solid
than that of casual observers—“fieldwork makes a difference,”
Ortner asserts (1999:203)—and thus illuminates the contradic-
tion of cultural pattern and human agency, she writes,

I could never let go of the idea that, however profoundly
power, violence, and sheer difference may form and deform
the world, people still try, wherever they are and whatever
they are doing, to construct meaningful worlds from their own
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point of view. The strongest kind of anthropology today, in my
view, is the kind that attempts to keep walking the tightrope
between the two perspectives. (Ortner 1999:293)
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23

Pierre Bourdieu
An Anthropology of Practice

X

Sometimes it seems that anthropology oscillates with equal cer-
tainty between two diametrically opposite theoretical positions.
At one extreme is the idea that self-aware individuals, who em-
ploy free will, construct the social universe, and the explanation
of their behavior is found in their own accounts of reality. The
opposite position contends that the social universe is regulated
by general principles separate from individual choice and con-
sciousness. These positions imply divergent anthropological
goals. In the first position, the measure of an accurate ethno-
graphic account is its fealty to “native” experience and its abil-
ity to translate that experience to an outsider. The opposite
position considers an ethnographic analysis valuable if it illu-
minates patterned regularities or explains social behavior in
terms of underlying codes or variables, which may or may not
be recognized by an informant. This dichotomy appears in
varying guises. For example, Kroeber argued that the super-
organic of culture held sway over individual choice (see pp.
70–73), while Sapir insisted that culture was the cumulative ex-
pressions of self-aware individuals (see pp. 93–95). Harris dis-
tinguished between the emic insiders’ accounts versus the etic
outsiders’ scientific hypotheses—and clearly preferred the lat-
ter (see pp. 208–9). Lévi-Strauss argued that cultural classifica-
tions reflect innate, deep structures of the human mind (see p.
238), while Geertz would argue that any such reduction distorts
the very essence of culture, “this acted public document” 
(see pp. 264–65). “Humanistic” anthropologists deride scientific
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colleagues as reductionists. “Scientific” anthropologists attack
their humanistic colleagues as unrigorous. And on it goes.

The French social scientist Pierre Bourdieu (1930–2002) at-
tempted an analytical exit from this endless dichotomy and
posited an alternative position, a theory of practice (praxis).
Bourdieu argues that culture is neither the exclusive product of
free will nor of underlying principles, but is actively con-
structed by social actors from cultural dispositions and struc-
tured by previous events. The sociologist Craig Calhoun (2000)
offers a useful analogy to introduce Bourdieu’s concept of prac-
tice. When someone is adept at playing a sport, they simultane-
ously do several things. First, they know the rules of the game:
the formal statements about points and penalties, the composi-
tion of teams, the game’s objectives, the limits of play, and so on.
Every player is also aware of her or his performance—the sprint
to the finish line, the diving catch in center field, or the left-
handed punch that came from nowhere. The rules of the game
and the player’s performance are linked by strategy: walking a
power hitter to first base, running down the time on the shot
clock, waiting for a key moment to cycle ahead of the pack. All
these domains indivisibly comprise the “game.” The game is
not the rules. The game is not the individual player’s actions.
The game is not solely strategy since strategy relies on using the
rules and employing specific players to achieve a goal. The
game is all of these things, and players move between rules, in-
dividual behavior, and strategy without confusion. And finally,
the outcome of a specific game—though limited by rules, per-
formed by individuals, and realized via strategy—is not at all
predetermined.

The social universe of practice, Bourdieu argued, is gamelike
in its stubborn fusion of rules, individual behavior, and strategy.
The anthropologist must attend to all these dimensions. But fur-
ther, just as we attempt to understand the practice of others, so-
cial scientists must inquire into their own practice, clarifying
assumptions and hidden operations. In this Bourdieu proposes
not so much a theory of society as a theory of social genesis and
a methodology for understanding the social universe (Wacquant
1992:5).
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Background

“Nothing is more misleading than the illusion created by hind-
sight,” Bourdieu wrote, “in which all the traces of a life . . . ap-
pear as the realization of an essence that seems to pre-exist
them” (1990:55). Yet, there are important connections between
Bourdieu’s life and ideas. Bourdieu was born in a province in
southwestern France to a family of modest means, and even af-
ter he was recognized as France’s leading intellectual in the late
twentieth century, he remained uncomfortable in the universe of
French academia. “In France,” Bourdieu said in an interview, “to
come from a distant province, to be born South of the Loire, en-
dows you with a number of properties that are not without par-
allel in the colonial situation. It gives you a sort of objective and
subjective externality” (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992:209). This
sense of outsiderhood runs through his studies (Calhoun and
Wacquant 2002).

After obtaining a philosophy degree from the École Normale
Supérieure—“the central institution for consecration of French
intellectuals” (Calhoun and Wacquant 2002)—Bourdieu was
sent to Algeria for his military service in 1955. He remained to
teach at the University of Algiers and to conduct research among
the rural Kabyle and with Berber-speaking migrants to Algiers,
research further discussed below. Returning to France in the
early 1960s, he moved to Paris where at the École Practique des
Hautes Études he organized a group of scholars examining Eu-
ropean educational systems. Throughout his life, Bourdieu’s in-
terests were wide ranging. He decried “the effects of the
premature division of labour [that] separate anthropology from
sociology” (1984:xiv), and he published on photography and tel-
evision, the role of art museums in European public life, on how
elite schools—like the École Normal Supérieure he attended—
create the state “nobility,” as well as a number of critical analy-
ses of academic life (for bibliographies see Bourdieu and
Wacquant 1992 and the “HyperBourdieu” website at www.iwp
.uni-linz.ac.at/sektktf/bb/HyperBourdieu.html).

A stream of publications in the 1970s secured Bourdieu’s po-
sition in French academia, and his impact in the United States
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was enhanced by the translations of his works. In 1981 he was
elected to the College of France (see p. 235), holding the chair in
sociology. As he continued investigations of the relationships be-
tween culture and power in some twenty-five books and nu-
merous articles, Bourdieu became increasingly involved in
political efforts. Beginning in the 1990s Bourdieu was involved
in the antiglobalization movement, describing his position as “to
the left of the left” (Riding 2002). The announcement of his death
in January 2002 on the front page of the French newspaper Le
Monde was accompanied by statements from leading figures, in-
cluding an assessment of President Jacques Chirac: “Famous
philosopher and scientist, Pierre Bourdieu lived sociology as a
science inseparable from engagement” (Le Monde, January 25,
2002).

Bourdieu’s ideas resonate among different intellectual
fields—art history and criticism, educational research, cultural
studies, philosophy—but his investigations resulted in a more
integrated corpus than is often recognized. Several commenta-
tors (e.g., Postone, LiPuma, and Calhoun 1993; Wacquant 1992,
1993) observe that Bourdieu’s readers tended to overlook the
connections between his different works, as if Bourdieu pur-
sued three disarticulated nodes of interest: one centered on ed-
ucation (Bourdieu 1988; Bourdieu and Passeron 1979, 1990; for
an overview see Collins 1993), another on the sociology of aes-
thetics and class (Bourdieu 1984, 1993b, 1998; Bourdieu and
Schnapper 1990), and a third concerned with North African
ethnography and the theory of practice (Bourdieu 1963, 1977,
1990). The following discussion, however, is limited to Bour-
dieu’s impact on two central concepts: the theory of practice
and its implications for ethnographic research. And to under-
stand them one must understand the context and impact of
Bourdieu’s original ethnographic research in Algeria.

Algeria and North African Ethnography

France annexed Algeria in the 1830s and over the next fifty years
extended its control from coastal cities to the interior. In the
process, Algerians were dispossessed, revolts were brutally sup-
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pressed, and Muslim Algerians never received rights equal to
those of Europeans. After World War II, the Algerian indepen-
dence movement became increasingly violent. Guerillas at-
tacked military targets and civilians; the French responded by
sending some four hundred thousand troops. Both sides com-
mitted atrocities. During eight years of fighting, some one hun-
dred thousand French and one million Algerians were killed.
The French government was increasingly pressured to solve the
conflict, and after a series of referendums, revolts, and counter-
revolts, Algeria gained independence in 1962.

Bourdieu began his ethnographic research in the midst of this
violence. “In the Algeria of the late fifties and early sixties, then
struggling for its independence,” Bourdieu would later write, “to
work towards a scientific analysis of Algerian society meant try-
ing to understand and explain the real foundations and objectives
of that struggle” (1990:2). Any ethnographic research in Algeria
required understanding the war. This recognition, Bourdieu ad-
mitted, did not require “exceptional epistemological lucidity or
outstanding ethical or political vigilance” (1990:3). During that
tragic war, it was impossible to think of Algerian peasant villages
as “timeless” or “closed communities,” a realization similar to
that made by other anthropologists working in other regions af-
ter World War II, such as Turner in Africa (chapter 18) or Wolf in
Latin America (chapter 24).

Yet, other less obvious forces shaped the ethnography of
North Africa. Lévi-Strauss’s structuralism was an enormous in-
fluence and with it the search for oppositions (earth/sky, land/
water, upper moiety/lower moiety, and so on) and homologies
(sunrise is to sunset as birth is to death) that expressed hidden
structures (see pp. 240–44). Initially, Bourdieu’s research followed
a structuralist agenda, but as he tried to organize ethnographic
data, Bourdieu gradually came to two conclusions. First, the
methods and devices of organizing ethnographic data—synoptic
charts, kinship diagrams, maps, and tables—assumed logical
models that were learned by the anthropologist as part of her or
his own scientific culture. Second, what the ethnographer ob-
served in Algerian society—or anywhere else—was not the act-
ing out of implicit rules, but the products of a more fluid and
often contradictory social experience. For example, Bourdieu
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spent hours attempting to depict the “agricultural calendar” in a
single diagram but “encountered countless contradictions as
soon as I endeavoured to fix simultaneously more than a certain
number of fundamental oppositions, of whatever kind”
(1990:10). In his studies of ritual he arrived at the same irre-
ducibly contradictory results, and yet he continued “to seek per-
fect coherence in the system” (1990:10), a search reinforced by
structuralist assumptions rather than ethnographic data.

Another conclusion emerged from Bourdieu’s ethnographic
study: culture is the dynamic outcome of interactions. In an early
article on “The Sentiment of Honour in Kabyle Society” (1966),
Bourdieu explored not only the rules of honor and shame, but
also the strategies of outrage and riposte. Kabyle honor cannot
be reduced to a simple set of rules. A specific insult is defined by
the scale of the response, and the severity of a counterresponse
is carefully weighed by one’s kinfolk or community. In summa-
rizing this point, Bourdieu hints at an incipient theory of prac-
tice:

The sentiment of honour is the common and intimate code
with reference to which the Kabyle judges his actions and
those of others. But are the values of honour really the ideal
norms that every one accepts and feels bound to respect? Or
are they on the contrary unconscious models of behaviour that
govern one’s conduct and regulate one’s attitudes without
clearly rising to consciousness, and which colour one’s atti-
tudes without ever being formulated? In practice the system of
the values of honour is lived rather than clearly conceived. (1966:231,
emphasis added)

Such observations led Bourdieu away from the view of culture
as the “acting out” of rules and into the midst of practice.

A Theory of Practice

Bourdieu developed his theory of practice in two books, the Out-
line of a Theory of Practice (original 1972, English translation 1977)
and The Logic of Practice (original 1980, English translation 1990),
whose publication history obscures their tight conceptual con-
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nections (see Bourdieu 1990:284n1). Neither book is an easy
read, and Outline of a Theory of Practice revels in paradoxes,
parentheses, and lengthy sentences that coil down the page. As
discussed above, Bourdieu constructs a theoretical bridge be-
tween two long-held oppositions in anthropology and other so-
cial analyses: the “subjective” experience of the native and the
“objective” perspective of the social scientist. In the early 1960s
this durable dichotomy was recast into two dominant positions
within the French intelligentsia (Postone, LiPuma, and Calhoun
1993:7–8). Jean-Paul Sartre’s existentialism emphasized the pri-
ority of the individual, in which “existence precedes essence”;
the human condition is created through free choice and its at-
tendant problems, and human behavior is not predetermined. In
contrast, Lévi-Strauss’s structuralism contended that apparently
diverse realms of human behavior—kinship, exchange, and
myths—were actually shaped by universally held deep struc-
tures reflecting the innate organizational constructs of the hu-
man brain, and not by individual free will.

Since most anthropologists study cultures other than their
own and are “excluded from the real play of social activities”
(Bourdieu 1977:1), the anthropologist usually opts for the ana-
lytical pose of an observer intent on decoding behavior—
whether speech, ceremonies, or any other interpersonal
exchange. The anthropologist’s distanced, objectivist stance in-
volves deciphering the code that structures human action (Bour-
dieu 1977:22–27). In turn, this code may be divided into
component subsystems—kinship systems, economic strategies,
conventionalized speech, and so on—that contain their own
codes. The explanation of another social universe proceeds, first
by observation and then by analysis, from behavior to the rules
that they express—whether they are rules about social solidarity,
rational cost-benefit analysis, or grammatical constructions.

Such an approach, Bourdieu insists, overlooks several prob-
lems. First, it ignores that the objectivist stance is itself a cultur-
ally defined way of knowing that shapes the outcome of
analysis. By adopting “a point of view on the action, withdraw-
ing from it in order to observe it from above and from a dis-
tance,” the objectivist inevitably sees social behavior “as an
object of observation and analysis, a representation” of the hidden
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codes of social life (Bourdieu 1977:2, emphasis in the original).
And yet, when we carefully consider the social universe, we rec-
ognize it is more than the acting out of preset codes.

For example, language involves more than linguistic struc-
ture, and once one becomes interested in how real speakers use
actual language, then the linguistic code gives an imperfect rep-
resentation of what is occurring. Language relies on additional
factors—the status relationships between speakers, the formality
or casualness of their relationships, their mutual comfort or an-
tagonistic competitiveness, the setting in which speech occurs,
and on and on—that are not coded in grammar or syntax but are
nonetheless essential to speech. Bourdieu argues that to confuse
language with linguistic codes neglects “the functional proper-
ties the message derives from its use in a determinate situation
and, more precisely, in a socially structured interaction”
(1977:25).

If this is true of language, it is equally true of kinship “sys-
tems.” If a social anthropologist determines that members of So-
ciety X prefer patrilateral parallel-cousin marriage, for example,
then the anthropologist has a difficult time explaining why de-
viations from the rule occur. Was the rule poorly understood, in-
correctly followed, or were there are not enough “right” mates to
go around? This misses the point, Bourdieu argues; what has oc-
curred is the anthropologist has confused the stated rules of be-
havior for the actual practice of making kin relationships. The
confusion stems from several sources. The anthropologist may
have confused “official kinship” with “practical kinship.” Offi-
cial kinship relates to abstract statements that are publicly artic-
ulated and socially formalized, their positions occupied by
generic agents in specific roles. Practical kinship is kinship in
practice, the strategies and resources employed by an individual
or a group. Kin relations cannot be reduced to underlying rules
or a code. Kin relations are “something people make, and with
which they do something” (Bourdieu 1977:35, emphasis in the
original).

To cite another example, Mauss (chapter 9) famously delin-
eated “gift exchange” as the totalizing prestations that are de-
scribed as if they are voluntary, good-willed, and between
individuals but are in fact obligatory, calculated, and between
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groups. Gift exchange is surrounded by three obligations: the
obligation to give, the obligation to accept, and the obligation to
repay. But can gift exchange be reduced to these rules? Ab-
solutely not, Bourdieu answers (1977:5–8), and we know this
from thinking about how gift exchange is “played.” We realize
that the gifts must be different objects or “exchange” would be-
come “swapping.” There must be a suitable interval between the
exchanges of gift and counter-gift: the interval allows for the fic-
tion that the exchange is voluntary, and timing allows for “the
collectively maintained and approved self-deception” (Bourdieu
1977:6). These considerations are not just additional rules; they
are strategies built upon rules but given existence through indi-
viduals’ actions.

We could amplify these examples, but they illustrate Bour-
dieu’s point: the social universe is not reducible to a series of
rules or a code. This critical point slashes across a broad field of
twentieth-century anthropological thought. Are we therefore
limited to simply recording the natives’ responses? Absolutely
not, Bourdieu argues; the proper focus is the realm of practice. In-
stead of an outsider’s view, Bourdieu insists that a theory of
practice must examine the “objective structures” that anthropol-
ogists have long identified, the motives and actions of individu-
als, and the strategies and functioning of practical knowledge
(Bourdieu 1977:4). The anthropologist must be alert to the con-
nections between “objective structures” (e.g., patrilateral paral-
lel-cousin marriage) and the acted-out strategies of social life
(“this will be a prestigious marriage”).

The theory of practice leads the anthropologist to a critical
self-recognition: the anthropologist brings her or his own 
practice to every study. Like all scientists—like all humans—
anthropologists are “part and product of their social universe”
(Postone, LiPuma, and Calhoun 1993:3). Just like every other
field of social life, anthropologists contend with forces that shape
their position (e.g., granting agencies, peer reviewers, tenure),
matching strategy against structure. Anthropologists create con-
ceptions and misconceptions of social reality. For example, the
scientific credo of “the pursuit of knowledge for knowledge’s
sake” may be as misconceived as the social pretense that gift ex-
change is “individual, voluntary, and disinterested.” A theory of
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practice requires that anthropologists examine their own prac-
tice.

To summarize Bourdieu’s argument, the subjectivist/
objectivist dichotomy misleads anthropologists to think they can
either accept informants’ accounts or search for the rules under-
lying social behavior. Yet, to view social behavior as the acting
out of cultural rules overlooks several key points: individual
agents as creating their own social universe, the practical strate-
gies of social life, and the anthropologists’ own practice. But is
there any internal order to practice? Is practice whatever a group
of individuals does? If so, what is the common origin of the prac-
tices that are shared by members of a particular group—and dis-
tinct from those of another group? The answer, Bourdieu
suggests, is found in the concept of habitus.

Habitus, Doxa, and Practice

A society’s members draw upon sets of generative schemes that
Bourdieu calls habitus. These schemes are the products of his-
torical antecedents. Habitus has “an endless capacity to engen-
der products—thoughts, expressions, actions—whose limits are
set by the historically and socially situated conditions of its pro-
duction” (Bourdieu 1977:95). Habitus is not the objectivist’s rules
or roles under another name. Habitus, to use a jazz analogy, is
like a thematic riff that jazz musicians improvise upon, produce
countermelodies against, or restate in a different key, but it is not
a precoded musical score. It provides a coherent thread to the
musicians’ play, but they are active creators of a previously un-
heard cultural experience. And the resulting music cannot be re-
duced to a score, a recording of the improvisation made by an
onlooker, the individual players, or their instruments. The music
is the jazz—it is the practice—created by a group of musicians
who elaborate upon a theme (habitus), known to all and thus
available for modification.

Thus, because habitus is, as its name suggests, a product of a
history, the instruments of construction of the social that it in-
vests in practical knowledge [i.e., knowledge employed in
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practice] of the world and in action are socially constructed, in
other words structured by the world that they structure. It fol-
lows from this that practical knowledge is doubly informed by
the world it informs: it is constrained by the objective structure
of the configuration of properties that the world presents it;
and it is also structured through the schemes, resulting from
incorporation of the structures of the world, that it applies in
selecting and constructing these objective properties. In other
words, action is neither “purely reactive” in Weber’s phase,
nor purely conscious and calculated. (Bourdieu 2000:148)

Under some conditions the natural world and the social
realm appear to correspond, an experience Bourdieu (1977:164)
calls doxa. For example, Bateson and Mead (1942; see pp. 113–14)
argued that on Bali, social statuses and spatial orientations were
parallel schemes. Distance from the sacred dwelling place of the
deities, Mount Agung located in the center of the island, was an
index of social position, and thus a higher status person should
be seated on the “inland” side of a room. In traditional Bali, so-
cial order and natural order apparently correspond. Bourdieu in-
sists that the creation of systems of knowledge is always a
political act, and “the symbolic power to impose the principles
of the construction of reality—in particular, social reality—is a
major dimension of political power” (1977:165). In societies
where systems of knowledge are stable and replicated by their
members’ actions, then the range of what is taken for granted is
correspondingly large. Customary law “goes without saying be-
cause it comes without saying: the tradition is silent, not the least
about itself as a tradition” (Bourdieu 1977:167). In contrast, when
societies experience permanent or temporary instability, then the
field of doxa correspondingly shrinks. Any social theory that
views cultural behavior as the acting out of predetermined rules
or codes (e.g., structuralism) overlooks this connection between
systems of knowledge and political power, a point similarly ad-
dressed by Eric Wolf (see pp. 355–58).

As an example of doxa, one could cite the fading but still
present cultural notion in the United States that “a woman’s
place is in the home.” (This example was triggered by a news-
paper article noting that the Texas Board of Education protested
“a photo of a woman with a briefcase because it undermined
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family values” [Gold 2003:A14].) Behind that notion lies a set of
cultural statements: housework is women’s work, motherhood
is sacred, and men are wanderers while women preserve the
family hearth. Such statements are made to seem inevitable by
reference to nature—“A woman’s place is in the home because
only women can give birth,” or “Men are pigs—they just don’t
know how to clean a bathroom.” Such statements are examples
of doxa, in which custom hides relationships of power (a point
considered by Ortner [see pp. 319–20] and Wolf [pp. 357–58]).
While this particular field of doxa has shrunk since the 1970s, it
remains present in certain American enclaves. The relationship
between “the home” and “women” is a generative scheme—a
habitus—but it has a social existence only through practice: ver-
bal classifications (“working moms” versus “stay-at-home
moms”), institutional policies (e.g., pay differences between men
and women), and—most importantly—the actions of individual
women and men. This element of American cultural life linking
gender and work cannot be reduced to habitus, doxa, or indi-
viduals’ actions; all those domains comprise a specific field of
practice.

Every society creates multiple fields of practice; different so-
cieties draw on different fields of practice. One of the most com-
mon fields of practice centers on the house; this is true in
America, and it is also true of rural Algeria, where Bourdieu
studied the array of themes centered on the Kabyle house.

The Kabyle House: Habitus and Home

Different societies employ distinct generative structures, and in
rural Algeria Bourdieu showed how the Kabyle centered an ar-
ray of themes on the house (Bourdieu 1990). The Kabyle house is
a rectangle, its interior divided by a partial wall into a larger
well-lighted space containing the kitchen hearth, weaving loom,
and grain bins, and a smaller, darker space that serves as a sta-
ble. The Kabyle house is often built on a sloping hillside, and the
stable is lower than the larger living area. Tools are stored in
hayloft above the stable, and women and children sleep in the
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loft. The long axis of the house usually runs north–south, with
an entrance on the east wall and a back door on the west wall.

From this architectural form, the Kabyle peasant spins out a
vast scheme of homologies and oppositions. The upper, well-
lighted living area is the cultural realm; the lower, darker stable
the realm of nature. The lower realm is associated with things that
are dark, damp, and “natural”: water, livestock manure, sexual in-
tercourse, childbirth, and death. The upper room contains the
hearth, storage jars, cooking utensils, and the large weaving
loom—the women’s work within the house—and also the man’s
rifle, which is used to protect female honor. The loom stands along
the west wall, and a guest is invited to sit in front of the loom, thus
facing east and toward the place where light originates. To seat a
guest on the eastern wall is an offense, as this is the “wall of dark-
ness.” To invite a guest to sleep in the hayloft is an inconceivable
affront, violating the propriety of the women and children and
also asking the guest to stretch out in a space associated with
death, since the loft is elevated on posts just as a coffin is raised on
pallbearers’ shoulders (Bourdieu 1990:271–283).

Through their actions, the Kabyle extrapolate cultural asso-
ciations from the house to the broader social universe. The house
is the women’s realm, a place of weaving and cooking that is
also h’aram, a sacred space forbidden to any man not a member
of the household. The female household realm is in opposition
to the male public realm—the farming fields and village assem-
bly house. During the dry season, men and initiated boys sleep
outside the house. A man leaves his house for the fields at day-
break, and a man who spends too much time at home is derided.
By extension, males are associated with the full light of the sun,
women with the shaded darkness of the house. The bright out-
side, and particularly the east side, is the source of all prosper-
ity: the harvests of grains are produced by the union of male
plough and female wet, fertile earth. East is the cardinal direc-
tion for ritual: to ensure prosperity the farmer plows from west
to east, oxen are faced east to be sacrificed, and countless other
ritual acts take reference from the rising sun.

The Kabyle house serves as a generative scheme, a concep-
tual pivot from which complex arrays of meanings are devised.
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At first glance, it would seem that this is a perfect example of
Lévi-Straussian structures all organized into binary oppositions.
In fact, Bourdieu retrospectively observed that his article about
the Kabyle house was “perhaps the last I wrote as a blissful
structuralist,” but the article constantly refers to the making of
culture through practice (1990:9). The Kabyle experience cannot
be reduced to a set of codes. The conceptual parallel between
sleep and death is created as people going to sleep first lie on
their right side—the position of the corpse—and then turn onto
their left side, constructing meaning through practice (Bourdieu
1990:273). Various themes coalesce around the house, but men
and women distinctly create them. If women are kept in the
house, men are kept out of it. “Whereas for the man the house is
not so much a place he goes into as a place he comes out of”
(Bourdieu 1990:280), for women the house entails a different set
of associations that are actively made by practice. As a bride, a
woman arrives at her new house and tosses figs, wheat, water,
and other items at the dwelling since they are associated with
plenitude and prosperity, which her own work and fertility will
bring. Carried across the threshold on a kinsman’s back, she
must avoid the threshold since it is a liminal space and therefore
dangerous. In these and myriad ways, the Kabyle make their
culture through practice, simultaneously drawing on rules,
strategies, and individual actions.

“Understanding ritual practice is not a question of decoding
the internal logic of a symbolism,” Bourdieu writes, “but of
restoring its practical necessity by relating it to the real condi-
tions of its genesis, that is, to the conditions in which its func-
tions, and the means it uses to attain them, are defined”
(1977:114). A structural analysis that reduces a ritual practice or
the complex associations of the Kabyle house to a series of bi-
nary oppositions explains less than we might imagine. Bourdieu
asserts that “contrary to appearances, scarcely more under-
standing is derived from a structural analysis which ignores the
specific functions of ritual practices and fails to inquire into the
economic and social conditions of the production of the disposi-
tions generating both these practices and the collective defini-
tion of the practical functions” such rituals serve (1977:115).
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Thus Bourdieu argues that any attempt to reduce the social
universe to a set of rules or operational roles distorts reality by
removing the pragmatic concerns, the social actors, and the his-
torical and economic antecedents. These historical and economic
antecedents, in turn, are shaped by social orders that attempt to
“naturalize” the arbitrariness of the social order (Bourdieu
1977:163–166). There is no inherent reason why Kabyle women
should be associated with the house, the earth, darkness, and the
tomb. Those associations are created and given a facade of in-
evitability by being affiliated with the natural world.

Conclusion

Pierre Bourdieu had a major influence on anthropological the-
ory, but several issues remained undeveloped or unclear. For ex-
ample, do Bourdieu’s concepts of practice, habitus, and doxa
render the concept of culture obsolete, or are they rather implicit
critiques of the misuse of the concept of culture? Once we ac-
knowledge that culture cannot be reduced to hidden codes, con-
fused with individual actions, nor separated from the dynamic
process of culture-making, then are Bourdieu’s ideas radically
new theories or important correctives to the misuse of the con-
cept of culture (e.g., similar to Geertz’s discussion; see p. 265)?
Further, if anthropologists must be alert to the assumptions in-
herent in their own practice, then what are the implications for
research methods? How precisely does one devise a research
method that unites habitus, doxa, and individual social actors?

At his death from cancer in January 2002, Bourdieu had writ-
ten some forty-five books and five hundred articles, works trans-
lated into a score of languages and indexed on a massive online
bibliography at the HyperBourdieu website (www.iwp.uni-linz
.ac.at/sektktf/bb/HyperBourdieu.html). His last major publica-
tions serve to triangulate Bourdieu’s long-held interests. Interven-
tions politiques, 1962–2001 is a massive collection of Bourdieu’s
political texts, from his early writings on the conditions in Alge-
ria to his final attacks on neoliberalism and globalization. An-
other book, Science de la science et réflexivité (2001), is a sociological
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analysis of science and science studies, which returns to Bour-
dieu’s concerns with the way the practice of science shapes 
inquiry—a theme Bourdieu had explored in Outline of a Theory of
Practice. In a third study Bourdieu literally returned to his home
village: Le bal de célibataires: Crise de la société paysanne en Béarn
(The Bachelors’ Ball: The Crisis of Peasant Society in Béarn, 2008) be-
gins with an account of a Friday-night dance in his home village.
Bourdieu notices that the men standing, drinking, and watching
rather than dancing are the community’s unmarriageable men;
from this small observation Bourdieu pursues an analysis of kin-
ship, the devaluation of peasant life, and changes in family struc-
ture (Wacquant in McLemee 2002).

Throughout the many themes of his intellectual project, Bour-
dieu insisted on the empirical groundedness of his theoretical
concepts. He once commented that non-French readers misun-
derstood his anthropological and sociological work because they
“have offered a reading of it limited to its purely theoretical di-
mension. This has often led them to ignore its properly empirical
dimension” (1993b:270). He added, “One cannot grasp the most
profound logic of the social world unless one becomes immersed
in the specificity of an empirical reality” (1993b:271). Bourdieu
outlined a theoretical perspective on the social universe that, as
Loïc Wacquant observed, is distinguished by its “relational and
reflexive character. Bourdieu’s theoretical approach proceeds
from a thoroughgoing relationalism which grasps both objective
and subjective reality in the form of mutually interpenetrating
systems of relation,” a position “designed to capture the funda-
mentally recursive and relational nature of social life” (Wacquant
1993:236). This research led Pierre Bourdieu from the Algerian
countryside to the great institutions of Paris and then back to his
home village at the foothills of the Pyrenees.
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Eric Wolf
Culture, History, Power

X

Eric Wolf (1923–1999) challenged anthropology to explore new
directions, his research focusing on three sets of interrelated is-
sues: the nature of peasant societies, the connections between
power and culture, and a critique of the concept of culture as
ahistorical, unitary, and stable. From his research on peasant
communities in Latin America and Europe, Wolf contended that
those rural communities could not be understood as cultural iso-
lates, but were segments of larger systems operating at national
and global levels. Further, such societies were never reflections
of unchanging cultural configurations, but the expressions of
specific histories. As he expanded the breadth of his inquiry dur-
ing his career, Wolf consistently sought the connections between
the local patterns and broader dimensions of economy and poli-
tics, insisting upon an anthropology concerned with history and
power. Wolf built on the Marxist concern with structure and
added the essential element of human agency. In a series of ex-
tremely influential articles and books written over a forty-year
career, Wolf revisited these issues without ever being redundant.

Background

Wolf was born in Austria into a family of secularized Jews where
the “virtues of the Enlightenment . . . were extolled: the great
German poets, morality without religion, progressive liberalism,
playing the violin” (Wolf 2001:1). The fever of anti-Semitism in
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Central Europe increased during the 1930s, and when the Nazis
occupied Austria in March 1938, Wolf and his family sought
refuge first in England and then in the United States in 1940.
Wolf enrolled at Queens College, New York, trying various ma-
jors before encountering anthropology. In 1942 Wolf joined the
U.S. Army’s 10th Mountain Division, fighting through the Alps,
and winning a Silver Star for bravery (Wolf 2001:3; Prins 2000).
Wolf returned to university on the GI Bill, completed his B.A. in
1946, and entered graduate studies in anthropology at Columbia
University.

The theoretical mix was shifting in Columbia’s anthropology
program. With Boas’s death in 1942, Ruth Benedict was the de-
partment’s premier anthropologist and culture and personality
studies were dominant. Wolf later criticized Benedict for her lack
of concern with either the history or material conditions of cul-
tures, treating them as if “cultures and personalities seemed to
exist in some timeless no-man’s land” (2001:4). After World War
II, this paradigm was challenged by a cadre of new, left-leaning
graduate students—Marvin Harris and Eleanor Leacock among
them—and by Julian Steward who joined Columbia’s faculty in
1946. Unlike Benedict, Steward’s theoretical position explicitly
considered history, environment, and economy. Steward began a
multiyear research project on Puerto Rico, and Wolf was re-
cruited to conduct doctoral research in a rural, coffee-growing
region in the central part of the island (Wolf 1951).

Wolf once suggested that his career was marked by three
phases of fieldwork, theoretical interests, and political action
(Baumann 1998). The first phase focused on peasant communi-
ties and nation-states; it commenced with Wolf’s 1948–1949
fieldwork in Puerto Rico, followed by research in Mexico and
Europe. When Steward left Columbia for a position at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, Wolf joined him as a research associate
(1952–1955). Wolf then held teaching positions at the University
of Virginia (1955–1958), Yale (1958–1959), and Chicago
(1959–1960), before taking a permanent position at the Univer-
sity of Michigan (1961–1971). The second phase in Wolf’s career
began in the mid-1960s with his activism against the war in Viet-
nam and was characterized by his increasing attention to global
processes and local consequences. In 1972 Wolf moved to the
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City University of New York where he taught for the next two
decades. This phase produced such important studies as Peasant
Wars of the Twentieth Century (1969), numerous articles on peas-
ant political mobilization and revolts, and culminated in the
1982 book Europe and the People without History. The final phase
of Wolf’s career centered on issues of culture, power, and ideol-
ogy (Wolf 1999, 2001). In addition, Wolf addressed other theoret-
ical matters, writing important articles on the advantages and
shortcomings of the concept of culture (1984), the nature of soci-
ety (1988), ideology and power (1990), and his last major mono-
graph, Envisioning Power: Ideologies of Dominance and Crisis
(1999). His theoretical writings always developed from specific
ethnographic problems; Wolf noted, “My articulations of general
theory have emerged out of that substantive work rather than
having been the starting point for it” (2001:306)—a point essen-
tially true of Eric Wolf’s entire career.

Peasants

Wolf’s initial fieldwork in rural Puerto Rico led him to focus on
the study of peasants. During the first half of the twentieth cen-
tury, ethnographers tended to focus on tribal societies—hunters
and gatherers, subsistence farmers, fishing folk—but after World
War II studies of peasant communities were a major focus of an-
thropological inquiry well into the 1980s. In early studies an-
thropologists commonly approached the peasant community as
a more or less isolated remnant of an earlier tradition. For exam-
ple, Latin American indigenous peasant communities were
viewed as vestiges of age-old cultural patterns that had been re-
duced or disturbed through contact with Europeans. Writing
about the “folk culture” of the Yucatán, for example, the Ameri-
can anthropologist Robert Redfield could write of “the great vio-
lence done the culture of the [indigenous] communities ancestral
to Chan Kom by the Spanish conquest,” scarred by a “seam
across the fabric that marks the incomplete juncture made be-
tween the Spanish conceptions and those which were aboriginal”
(1941:134–135). Such a perspective saw peasant communities as
graftings of different cultural traditions. Historical perspectives
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were “limited to providing information on diffusion, points of
origin, or geographical dispersion” (Monaghan 2000:2).

Eric Wolf’s research was markedly different. Peasants are ru-
ral cultivators integrated into larger economic, social, and politi-
cal systems; their production is, to varying extents, diverted 
to dominant outsiders, usually urban elites associated with a 
nation-state (Wolf 1966:1–17). The “peasantry always exists
within a larger system,” Wolf wrote (1966:8). In his article,
“Types of Latin American Peasantry” (1955), Wolf distinguished
peasants from other non-urban groups based on three criteria:
they are rural agriculturalists, who retain control over land, and
whose goal is subsistence rather than business. These criteria
marked peasants as distinct from other rural producers tied to
larger markets (e.g., fur trappers or rubber tappers), from agri-
culturalists who do not control their land (e.g., plantation work-
ers or sharecroppers), and from cultivators who approach
farming as a business enterprise (e.g., plantation owners or farm-
ers). Thus defined, the peasantry contains significant variation,
and Wolf discussed two types in depth: the closed corporate
peasant community and the open peasant community.

The closed corporate peasant community “represents a
bounded social system with clear cut limits, in relations to both
outsiders and insiders. It has a structural identity over time”
(Wolf 1955:456). Land ownership is based on community mem-
bership. Community members produce for their household
needs, selling only limited surplus to buy goods from the out-
side. In Latin America, Wolf notes, such communities have
tended to be indigenous villages situated on marginal land
farmed with traditional technologies (e.g., hand tools, ox-drawn
plows). They exist, in part, because their land is too poor for ap-
propriation by national elites. Their poor resource base, in turn,
ensures their poverty. As Wolf simply notes, “The community is
poor” (1955:457, emphasis in the original).

Within the closed corporate peasant community in Latin
America, Wolf argued, power is intertwined with the religious
system that defines “the boundaries of the community and acts
as a rallying point and symbol of collective unity” (1955:458). A
male-dominated hierarchy is linked to the politico-religious sys-
tem. Men gain prestige as they ascend to various positions in the
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system, but as they advance they are obliged to fund expensive
communal events and expenditures (feasts, religious celebra-
tions, processions). Therefore, as men gain prestige, they lose
wealth. The politico-religious system inhibits the development
of class divisions and asserts the power of the community over
the individual. The closed corporate peasant community tends
to be conservative and mistrustful of outside innovations (Wolf
1955:457–461).

Thus, the closed corporate peasant community attempts to
survive on marginal land, meeting basic subsistence needs and
the requirements of the politico-religious system. These factors
force the peasant to deal with the larger national economy in
specific ways. Consumption of food is limited, and outside foods
and other products are rejected. Hard work is extolled, avarice
denounced, and the family reigns over the individual. The fam-
ily may sell extra produce to gain needed cash for other prod-
ucts, but the exchanges are relatively small and occur in regional
or circulating markets where peasants make modest sales and
small purchases (Wolf 1955:459–460).

The open peasant community is different (Wolf 1955:461–466).
The majority of production is directed to cash crops, usually agri-
cultural products of the humid lowlands: sugarcane, coffee, cocoa.
Land is owned privately, although often of marginal quality and
worked with traditional technology. The open community obtains
capital investment from the outside economy, but in modest and
uncertain amounts that are insufficient to modernize production
or stabilize the markets. Developed in response to the outside
economy’s demands for cash crops, the open peasant community
is directly tied to national and global markets that establish prices,
provide cash, and produce consumer goods. Individuals accumu-
late and display their wealth. As commodity prices rise and col-
lapse, the fortunes of individual families wax and wane—as does
their status and power in the community. Thus, Wolf writes, “We
are dealing with a type of community that is continually faced
with alignments, circulation, and realignments, on both the socio-
economic and the political levels” (1955:465).

Wolf presented these two types of peasant communities as op-
posite idealized forms, and he also briefly sketched out five other
types of Latin American peasantries but pleaded ignorance of
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these forms and did not develop the models fully (1955:466–468).
Wolf did not suggest that peasant communities were either
“open” or “closed,” a point missed by some commentators (Wolf
2001:194).

Wolf made several important points in this article—there are
multiple forms of peasantry, there are parallels between Latin
America and other regions—but his most important point is this:
peasant societies, however configured, represent rural cultivators
responding to larger, external forces. In Latin America closed cor-
porate peasant societies may be “Indian” and “traditional,” but
they are not “traditional Indian” communities—they reflect the
consequences of the Spanish conquest and its aftermath. In Java,
the closed corporate peasant community developed only after
the Dutch established their empire in the Indonesian archipelago.
The closed corporate peasant community is not always the prod-
uct of foreign conquest—it may result from internal forces and be
produced by peaceful or warlike encounters—but it is always the
result of “the dualization of society into a dominant entrepre-
neurial sector and a dominated sector of native peasants” (Wolf
1957:8). Writing of Mexico and Java, Wolf stated,

It is my contention that the closed corporate peasant commu-
nity in both areas represents a response to these several char-
acteristics of the larger society. Relegation of the peasantry to
the status of part-time laborers, providing for their own sub-
sistence on scarce land, together with the imposition of charges
levied and enforced by semiautonomous local authorities,
tends to define the common life situation that confronts the
peasantries of both societies. The closed corporate peasant
community is an attempt to come to grips with this situation.
(1957:12)

Peasant communities are not impoverished remnants of “tra-
ditional” social forms, but employ specific social, economic, and
political institutions that reflect rural cultivators’ varying strate-
gies for survival. Understanding these rural communities re-
quires connecting the local to the national and global. This
demands an anthropological history attentive to the dynamic
factors to which a society responds.
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Wolf’s analysis contained a critique of the idea of cultures as
tightly integrated, temporally persistent, and “seemingly im-
mune to the turmoils of history and unaffected by the implica-
tions of power” (2001:307). This last point is one of Wolf’s central
ideas. In a 1957 paper Wolf wrote that anthropologists “have
erred in thinking of one culture per society, one subculture per
social segment, and that this error has weakened our ability to
see things dynamically” (quoted in Wolf 2001:225).

Wolf argued that power relations—expressed in political, re-
ligious, ethnic, or other schemes, but always with economic 
consequences—define the limits and possibilities for social ma-
neuver. For example, the closed versus open peasant communi-
ties delineate distinct fields of social action. Yet, within these
fields there is room for maneuver, including maneuvers to cir-
cumvent or change these fields. Wolf observed,

Most “cultural” anthropologists have seen cultural forms as so
limiting that they have tended to neglect entirely the element
of human maneuver that flows through these forms or around
them, presses against their limits or plays several sets of forms
against the middle. . . . At the same time, dynamic analysis
should not omit note of the different uses to which the form is
put by different individuals, of the ways in which people ex-
plore the possibilities of a form, or of the ways in which they
circumvent it. Cultural form not only dictates the limits of the
field of social play but also limits the direction in which the
play can go in order to change the rules of the game when this
becomes necessary. (quoted in Wolf 2001:225)

Wolf’s ideas in this 1957 paper are strikingly similar to those
outlined by Pierre Bourdieu twenty years later (see chapter 23),
touching on what would later be called “agency.” Wolf empha-
sized, however, that power and economy were primary limits on
local practice, in this diverging from Bourdieu’s theory of prac-
tice. For example, Wolf (2001:216) was adamant that “such ac-
tions be understood within both structural limitations and
unforeseen opportunities” delimited “within larger historical
fields or arenas” (2001:318). This position is exemplified in
Wolf’s Europe and the People without History.
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Global Processes, Local Consequences: 
Europe and the People without History

This book is a broad overview of the global connections of
power and economy between AD 1400 and 1900, the period of
European imperialism and the rise of international capitalism.
The title is meant ironically: Wolf, obviously, recognized that the
peoples of Africa, Asia, Oceania, and the Americas have histo-
ries, but these histories were seldom discussed in Eurocentric
school texts and classrooms. Yet those histories are, in fact, inter-
connected, and historical patterns are the products of such inter-
connections. To some degree, this has always been true, but the
pace and intensity of those interactions increased after AD 1400.
Before then, Europe was a marginal extension of Eurasia, a
thinly populated assortment of small kingdoms, feudal city-
states, and rural villages. In 1400 Islamic kingdoms and the Ot-
toman Empire controlled a vast region from southern Iberia
across northern Africa and from the Balkans to Baghdad, the
capital of the Islamic caliphate and a city of four hundred thou-
sand. Europe’s major exports were furs, timber, and (non-
African) slaves, exchanged via Venice and other port cities for
silk, spices, and ivory from the East. The Italian port cities fur-
ther benefited from the Crusades, transporting troops, market-
ing the spoils of war, and establishing colonies in the Levant and
Byzantium (Wolf 1982:106). As late as 1300, however, Europe’s
political landscape did not suggest the emergence of future 
nation-states. The kingdom of England held more lands on the
Continent—what would later become France—than it did in
Wales or Ireland and was ruled by a French-speaking nobility.
Spain, Russia, Italy, and Switzerland did not exist, while states
like Bohemia, the German Empire, and the Byzantine Empire
would not last into the modern era. Yet, in only two centuries,
the political landscape completely changed, and European 
nation-states vied for global domination. What changed?

In essence, Wolf argued, the modes of production changed.
Rural cultivators were tied to local lords who, although the char-
acteristics of the arrangements varied, always achieved “the
transfer of tribute from surplus producers to surplus takers,” un-
derwriting the lord’s political and military powers (Wolf
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1982:105). Agricultural intensification, technological innova-
tions, and the extension of arable land increased the available
surplus, thus supporting a dominant class, the costs of war, and
a lord’s desires for conquest. Greater political consolidation re-
quired even larger surpluses, achieved either by foreign con-
quests, commerce, or enlarging the royal domain—a process that
ultimately led to far-flung empires, as European states sailed to
and colonized distant lands and peoples. Yet, those invaded
lands were not merely passive prey, but their riches—precious
metals, slaves, and crops—in turn transformed Europe. In Eu-
rope, Asia, Africa, and the Americas, the modes of production
were fundamentally reorganized after 1400.

Wolf adopts “mode of production” from Marx as referring to
the “complex set of mutually dependent relations among nature,
work, social labor, and social organization” (Wolf 1982:74). Hu-
mans simultaneously are part of nature and transform nature
through culture. The environment limits or allows for specific
forms of human existence—igloos aren’t built in the tropics—
and yet humans, as Marx said, confront “the material of nature
as one of her own forces” (Wolf 1982:72). Humans encounter and
reshape nature through labor, but always as members of a social
group. Specific sets of coworkers—the staff of an office, for ex-
ample, or the carpenters and other construction workers on a
building project—are in turn linked to other sets of producers
and consumers. The “links” consist of exchanges of labor, Marx
argued. In capitalist societies labor exchanges are expedited
through the flow of money via markets: the carpenter is paid for
his week’s work, remembers his car insurance payment is due,
pays his insurance bill, and a fraction of that goes to the insur-
ance office staff. But if such monetary market exchanges charac-
terize capitalist societies, labor exchanges are differently
configured in other societies. In a hunting and gathering society,
for example, meat may be exchanged in customary portions to
different kin members; no cash is exchanged, no market is in-
volved. At a basic level, the carpenter and the hunter are equally
“part of” nature, but they are connected to nature via distinct
combinations of technology, work, labor, and social organiza-
tion. Marx referred to those distinctive combinations as “modes
of production.”
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Marx discussed various modes of production, treating the
capitalist mode of production in greatest depth, and illuminat-
ing how different groups of humans are strategically linked by
social labor. Since Wolf was interested in the connections be-
tween an expansionistic Europe and the peoples of Africa, Asia,
and the Americas after AD 1400, he found three modes of pro-
duction most relevant: a capitalist mode, a tributary mode, and
a kin-ordered mode.

The most salient characteristic of capitalist mode of production
is that the rich use money to control the means of production—
the technology, the factories, the markets—and can separate the
means of production from the workers who actually produce.
Workers must sell their labor in the marketplace. The wealthy
holders of the means of production can force workers to produce
enough to cover not only the producers’ cost of labor, but to also
generate a surplus—a surplus that reverts to the owners of the
means of production rather than to the producers. In turn, capi-
talists attempt to increase productivity—lowering labor costs,
increasing output, investing in technology, and so on—resulting
in an upward spiral of surplus production and an increasing
burden on workers. Thus the three characteristics of the capital-
ist mode of production are (1) capitalists control the means of
production; (2) laborers must therefore sell labor to capitalists;
and (3) this results in a spiral of capital accumulation, labor ex-
ploitation, and reorganizations of production. Consequently,
capitalism divides society into classes (Wolf 1982:78–79).

The tributary mode of production is different: “The primary
producer, whether cultivator or herdsman, is allowed access to
the means of production, while tribute is exacted from him by
political or military means” (Wolf 1982:79–80). Tribute systems
do not create labor markets because producers are not separated
from the means of production. In a tribute system, peasants farm
their own land with their own tools but are forced to pay taxes
and tribute. This does not mean that the tributary mode of pro-
duction is any less exploitative than capitalism; despots regu-
larly exploit their subjects to starvation. Some tribute systems
are centralized powerful states, yet others are fragmentary and
relatively weak systems in which modest tribute is accumulated
by local lords. This range of possible power relations encom-
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passes Marx’s “feudal mode of production” and “Asiatic mode
of production,” which Wolf considered variants of a tributary
mode of production (Wolf 1982:80–81).

The kin-ordered mode of production is fundamentally distinct:
kinship is used to establish rights and relationships among peo-
ple, including over social labor. This mode of production is so
varied that it is easier to state what it does not do: it does not or-
ganize social labor by capital or tribute. Kin-ordered societies
may vary based on whether resources are widely distributed and
generally available or restricted to members of specific kin
groups (Wolf 1982:91). Where resources are generally available,
people will respond principally to environmental constraints and
social dynamics, often resulting in “band societies” characterized
by mobility, social fluidity, and the absence of coercive political
authorities. Where resources are “owned” by specific social units,
the rights and claims to natural resources and social labor may be
passed from one generation to the next. Significant differences
may exist within such kin groups—between senior and junior
sublineages, between ascendant and declining families—and
enormous differences may exist between different social units.
But, there are limits to the inequalities tolerated in kin-ordered
modes of production. A wily leader can only exploit the kinship
ties of a society to a certain degree before either his ambitions are
checked, the society fissions, or those very ties are reorganized—
often into a form of tributary mode of production (Wolf
1982:94–96). An ambitious leader will seek resources outside of
his own kin-ordered society, for example, raiding neighbors or
trading with outsiders. Such opportunities, Wolf observed,

are greatly enhanced when kin-ordered groups enter into rela-
tionships with tributary or capitalist societies. Such relation-
ships afford opportunities for the seizure and transfer of
surpluses beyond those available within the kin-ordered
mode. Chiefs can then employ these external resources to im-
mobilize the workings of the kinship order. This is why chiefs
have proved to be notorious collaborators of European fur
traders and slave hunters on two continents. Connection with
the Europeans offered chiefs access to arms and valuables, and
hence to a following outside of kinship and unencumbered by
it. (1982:96)
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This brief comment exemplifies Europe and the People without
History. Employing the modes of production as conceptual tools,
Wolf presents an analytical synthesis of the multidirectional con-
nections that reshaped the world between 1400 and 1900. This
broad synthesis cannot be adequately summarized here, but a
few examples give a sense of Wolf’s scope and analysis. With its
1415 capture of a north African port, Portugal began a process of
expansion paralleled by Spain, Holland, France, and England.
The predatory search for distant wealth took different forms. “In
South America, the search for wealth centered on gold and sil-
ver. In North America it was the beaver that was sought. . . . In
Africa the main commodity came to be “black ivory”—people,
to be sold primarily in the Americas” (Wolf 1982:195).

Certainly the broad outlines of this history are well known,
but Wolf’s special contribution is to connect the global with the
local. For example, the search for beaver fur in North America
resulted in a rapid European expansion, in the process derang-
ing Native Americans’ “accustomed social relations and cultural
habits” and prompting “the formation of new responses” (Wolf
1982:161). Economic relations were reordered, warfare between
Native American groups intensified, and as France and England
and then England and the American colonies battled over North
America through the eighteenth century, a complex chain reac-
tion was triggered as native allies were recruited, armed, fought
each other, and then, equipped with firearms and horses, moved
into the Great Plains to hunt bison for meat and hides (Wolf
1982:160–163). The vast global networks associated with the cot-
ton trade—planted in the American South, East Africa, Egypt,
and India, woven into fabric in Lancashire and Bombay, and ex-
ported across the globe—had complex local consequences: the
forced removal of native peoples in the American South as cot-
ton plantations expanded west, the maintenance of slavery into
the nineteenth century, the creation of new laboring classes
within India, and—most fundamentally—the creation of capital-
ism. Cheaper ocean shipping resulted in greater trade in basic
foodstuffs. Already suffering through the Great Depression of
1873–1894, cheap American and Russian wheat flooded into Eu-
rope and destroyed peasant agriculture, “sending a migrant
stream of ruined peasants to seek new sources of livelihood in
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the burgeoning Americas. Ironically, many of them made the
journey westward on the same ships that carried to Europe the
wheat that proved their undoing” (Wolf 1982:319).

Europe and the People without History contains an insistent cri-
tique of a central notion of American cultural anthropology: the
concept of “cultures”—distinctive sets of ideas, languages, and
common practices that are perpetuating and “more or less co-
herent” to recall Benedict’s phrase. Such cultures were treated as
analytical units, with ethnographies of Kwakiutl culture, Tro-
briand culture, Nuer culture, and so on. Further, “culture” was
viewed as determinative; culture “caused” specific human ac-
tions. The Dobuan in Benedict’s Patterns of Culture is “dour,
prudish, and passionate” because his culture demands such be-
haviors. Wolf wrote,

We can no longer think of societies as isolated and self-main-
taining systems. Nor can we imagine cultures as integrated to-
talities in which each part contributes to the maintenance of an
organized, autonomous, and enduring whole. There are only
cultural sets of practices and ideas, put into play by determi-
nate human actors under determinate circumstances. In the
course of action, these cultural sets are forever assembled, dis-
mantled, and reassembled, conveying in variable accents the
divergent paths of groups and classes. These paths do not find
their explanation in the self-interested decisions of interacting
individuals. They grow out of the deployment of social labor,
mobilized to engage the world of nature. The manner of that
mobilization sets the terms of history, and in these terms the
peoples who have asserted a privileged relation with history
and the peoples to whom history has been denied encounter a
common destiny. (1982:390)

Whether informed by Boasian particularism, Benedict’s
configurational approach, or Radcliffe-Brown’s structural-
functionalism, any view of culture as coherent, static, and iso-
lated is wrong, Wolf argued. Such perspectives are blind to the
connections between societies and to the factors that shape
such social forms. Those factors, Wolf later asserted, are

specifiable ecological, political-economic, and ideological
processes. Put another way, neither societies nor cultures
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should be seen as givens, integrated by some inner essence, or-
ganizational mainspring, or master plan. Rather, cultural sets,
and sets of sets, are continuously in construction, deconstruc-
tion, and reconstruction, under the impact of multiple
processes operative over wide fields of social and cultural con-
nections. (1984:396)

Culture and Power

Wolf extended his critique of the culture concept and linked it to
an analysis of power in his final original study, Envisioning
Power: Ideologies of Dominance and Crisis (1999). Just as we realize
that culture is not a unitary thing, animated by its own search for
coherence, but is actually a vast array of interconnected phe-
nomena, Wolf argued, then it is similarly evident that not all
“members” of a culture share equally cultural knowledge, and
neither is that information or knowledge passed uniformly from
one generation to the next. Wolf asserts that “culture is not a
shared stock of cultural content. Any coherence that it may pos-
sess must be the outcome of social processes through which peo-
ple are organized into convergent action or into which they
organize themselves” (1999:66).

Understanding these processes requires examining the rela-
tionships between culture and power. After an impressive intel-
lectual history of the origins of key concepts of “culture,”
“ideology,” and “power” (Wolf 1999:21–64), Wolf arrived at a
nested set of questions: (1) What are the different forms of
power, what are the domains and levels on which they are em-
ployed, and how are these difference linked? and (2) What are
the connections between power and the various forms of social,
political, and ideological means that specific sets of social actors
deploy? As Wolf observed,

There may be no inner drive at the core of a culture, but as-
suredly there are people who drive it on, as well as others who
are driven. Wherever possible, we should try to identify the so-
cial agents who install and defend institutions and who orga-
nize coherence, for whom and against whom. (1999:67)
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This implies power. Power operates differently in interper-
sonal settings, institutional contexts, and whole societies (Wolf
1999:5), and Wolf distinguishes four modes of power in his writ-
ings (Wolf 1990, 1999). The first mode, individual power, is akin
to what we mean by “force of personality” as when, for example,
observers commented on Pablo Picasso’s personal and creative
aura (Brassaï 1966). Individual power, “as potency or capability
. . . draws attention to the endowment of persons in the play of
power but tells us little about the form and direction of that
play” (Wolf 1990:586). A second mode of power is characterized
by the ability of one person to impose their will on another, but
says little about the arena of social action where that imposition
occurs (Wolf 1990:586). A third, and for Wolf more interesting,
modality is tactical or organizational power “that controls the con-
texts in which people exhibit their capabilities and interact with
others” (Wolf 1999:5), calling “attention to the instrumentalities
of power” and how individuals and social groups “circumscribe
the actions of others within determinate settings” (Wolf
1990:586). Wolf calls a fourth modality structural power: “The
power manifest in [social] relationships that not only operates
within settings and domains but also organizes and orchestrates
the settings themselves, and that specifies the direction and dis-
tribution of energy flows” (1999:5). Structural power is the “the
power to control behavior by governing access to natural and so-
cial resources” (Wolf 2001:375).

Structural power is deployed in two directions; it has empir-
ical effects in the real world—mobilizing social labor, controlling
resources—and it is engaged in the world of symbols and ideas.
Allocation and connotation are intertwined. “The ability to de-
fine what things are,” Wolf writes, “is also the ability to define
what things are to be had by whom, how, when, and where, with
whom and against whom, and for what reasons” (2001:375). For
example, if I identify a building as “my house,” I am doing more
than just describing a building; I am referring to an array of
property relationships, concepts of ownership, legal guarantees
and obligations, and so on that delineate my (or better said, my
bank’s) control over that resource. Conversely, by calling a build-
ing “my house,” I am making that array of resource controls
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seem natural, referring to “my house” just as I would talk about
“my toes” or “my hair,” as if the building were similarly an ex-
tension of my person. The phrase “my house” is neither a pure
expression of material relationships nor a completely arbitrary
creation; rather it expresses both resource control and symbolic
construction. Structural power always has this “double nature”
(Wolf 2001:375).

Structural power is seldom stable. Once-dominant forces
may lose control over resources and over their ability to define.
This instability means that there are constant efforts to maintain
control or to challenge it, to define relationships or unhinge
those definitions. As the forms of control change, then symbolic
associations will change. In an address to the American Anthro-
pological Association, Wolf argued,

Power is implicated in meaning through its role in upholding
one version of significance as true, fruitful or beautiful, against
other possibilities that may threaten truth, fruitfulness or
beauty. All cultures, however conceived, carve out significance
and try to stabilize it against possible alternatives. In human
affairs, things could be different—and they often are. . . . I
would add that there is always the possibility that they may
come unstuck. Hence symbolic work is never done, achieves
no final solution. The cultural assertion that the world is
shaped in this way and not in some other has to be repeated
and enacted, lest it be questioned and denied. (1990:593)

Wolf explores these issues in three ethnographic cases: the
Kwakiutl, the Aztecs, and the Nazis. These cases, Wolf felt, were
remarkable for their excesses: the destruction of wealth in the
Kwakiutl potlatch, the devotion to human sacrifice among the
Aztecs, and the orgy of violence and genocide unleashed over a
dozen years in Nazi Germany.

The potlatch observed by Boas and other late nineteenth-
century observers had been reshaped by conditions of decline—
first of population due to death from European disease, alcohol,
and out-migration (Wolf 1999:76–77), and second by the weak-
ening of sociopolitical relationships at several different levels:
between a chief and his “house” (numaym; pl. numayma), an as-
sociated social group that combined elements of kinship, resi-
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dence, and clientship among the differently ranked members of
a numaym (men/women or nobles/commoner/slaves), and
also between different numayma and the tribal groups in which
they coalesced (Wolf 1999:82–88). The potlatch with its feasts,
theatricals, and lavish gifts was primarily about “the display and
affirmation of privileges and in transfers of valuables in the pres-
ence of witnessing gifts” (Wolf 1999:112). Rather than manifest-
ing a Dionysian core value, as Benedict asserted, the potlatch
was about structural power.

So was Aztec sacrifice. Beginning as a small band of merce-
naries, by the mid-1400s the Aztecs had consolidated their con-
trol over much of the Valley of Mexico, and their armies
expanded south toward Tehuantepec and east to the Veracruz
coast. Tribute and trade further extended their reach. The affairs
of state, however, were never settled. Population climbed in the
Valley of Mexico, perhaps increasing to 1 million, with an esti-
mated 160,000–200,000 living in the capital, making Tenochtitlán
larger than most of the cities of Europe. Earthquake, floods, and
killing frosts produced severe famines. The successes of Aztec
armies were tempered by defeats by the Tarascans (1479–1480),
the dogged independence of nearby Tlaxcala, and a score of other
never-conquered nations. Aztec sacrifice, Wolf argued, was one
element in a broader response “to defend and legitimize the so-
cial order against the challenges of crisis and change” (1999:161).
Aztec cosmology “was deeply implicated in the formation, main-
tenance, and expansion of their state” (Wolf 1999:188–189), pro-
viding a justification of class hierarchy, asserting the sacredness
of the Aztec king, and formulating a cyclic view of time with its
key junctures as moments of cosmic dangers mediated by the
flow of human blood. Human sacrifice rose to an “unparalleled
intensity,” and its explanation “must take account of their cos-
mological understandings about the creative and transformative
capacities of violence, as well as the use made of these ideas in
their imperial ideologies” (Wolf 1999:193).

The rise of Nazism in the early 1930s shared features with
other millenarian or revitalization movements, which Anthony
Wallace had described as “deliberate[ly] organized attempts by
some members of society to construct a more satisfying culture
by rapid acceptance of a pattern of multiple innovations,” noting
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that “the persons involved in the process must perceive their
culture . . . [as] unsatisfactory; and they must innovate not
merely discrete items, but a new cultural system” (1979:422).
Such a notion, Wolf asserted, helps us to conceptually grasp
Nazism

because it points us towards questions about the tensions and
contradictions produced by antecedent social and political
arrangements in the Germanies. At the same time, it was un-
like most other efforts at revitalization, in that it aimed to en-
hance vitality by linking it to apocalyptic visions of racial
corruption and sought renewed life for the Germanic few by
destruction of the many who were judged to be “subhuman.”
This ideological vision it pursued with singular tenacity, be-
coming increasingly lethal, both to its followers and to its vic-
tims. It took a world war and the death of millions to halt this
homicidal project. (1999:198)

This homicidal project was entwined with a set of key con-
cepts: Volk, race, Reich, and Fuhrer. The notion that each people
(Volk) had its own qualities or essence was an eighteenth-
century concept transformed into a justification of superiority:
that Germans were a primordial people, uncontaminated by
other nations. This notion intersected with even older folktales,
dating back to the Middle Ages, in which Germany’s greatness
would remerge in an empire or Reich led by a new emperor
(Wolf 1999:210–212). The defeat of the Second Reich in World
War I, the loss of territory, and the enormous burden of repara-
tions meant that Germany’s government had few resources,
scant support, and limited authority, which evaporated during
the 1929–1933 depression (Wolf 1999:220–222). The resulting
chaos provided the perfect environment for Hitler and the
Nazis, who exploited the fissures in German society and re-
cruited from its fragments. In large rallies, Hitler proclaimed his
worldview in messianic speech, a “rhetoric built on experiences
of a world turned upside down . . . and it was amplified into vi-
sions of evil forces that needed to be controlled and turned back”
(Wolf 1999:226). Principal among those evil forces, Hitler pro-
claimed, were the Jews. The remedy for Germany’s ills was the
return of racial health to the Volk. This took various forms, but
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its most horrific consequence was the murder of millions of Jews
and other “undesirables” (Wolf 1999:235–250). Nazi ideology re-
called and transformed long-established German beliefs in Volk,
Reich, and Fuhrer and developed an ideology of racial health
implemented in the horrors of Auschwitz, Chelmno, Buchen-
wald, and other death camps. Power and ideology, as always,
were inseparable.

The cases Wolf analyzes in Envisioning Power were character-
ized by intensifying stresses, crises caused by environmental,
demographic, economic, social, or political factors. The response
was to create extreme ideologies, partly constructed from preex-
isting concepts and institutions but reshaped to address the is-
sues of structural power—the allocation of resources, the
mobilization and deployment of social labor, the classifications
of peoples. Ideologies were not static cultural schemes; rather
they were creations of specific historical moments and cultural
traditions (Wolf 1999:274–279). Ideology had distinctive conse-
quences among the Kwakiutl, the Aztecs, and in Nazi Germany
because they had different imaginary worlds: a world where the
flow of goods stimulated the circulation of vital powers, a uni-
verse where the gods demanded human blood to maintain the
cyclical existence of the world, or a pure Volk unweakened by
contaminating Jews (Wolf 1999:283).

The comparative studies demonstrate the importance of con-
sidering culture and power. Culture remains a useful, though un-
tidy, concept partly because we lack any other good explanation
of “how the human mind can produce such great socially pat-
terned variability” (Wolf 1999:288). Further, “culture” is a useful
concept because it forces us to look at connections—between the
generically human and the locally specific and between domains
of “material relations to the world, societal organization, and con-
figurations of ideas” that we might otherwise treat separately
(Wolf 1999:289). It is essential, Wolf argued, to bind culture to
considerations of structural power. Such a consideration will lead
to several lines of inquiry: how a society is divided into segments,
how resources are allocated, and how cosmologies and ideolo-
gies present such arrangements as the natural order of things.
“Cosmologies and ideologies,” Wolf observed, “connect ques-
tions of power with the existential concerns of everyday life”
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(1999:290). Writing the last lines of his book in the last years of the
twentieth century, Wolf concluded, “At this millennial transition,
the human capacity to envision imaginary worlds seems to be
shifting into high gear. For anthropologists and others, greater
concern with how ideas and power converge seems eminently
warranted” (1999:291).

Conclusion

A review of Eric Wolf’s life and ideas demonstrates how he re-
visited key concepts over forty years without being repetitious.
From his first ethnographic research in rural Puerto Rico until
the end of his life, Wolf was concerned with a set of central is-
sues. Wolf’s analysis proceeds from the following premises. Cul-
ture is not a discrete set of ideas, but is always connected to the
material world. Individual cultures are never isolates, but are al-
ways impacted by other social groups. Individual cultures are
not the static expressions of internal values; they are always the
dynamic consequences of historical antecedents. Finally, culture
is always implicated in matters of power because power is pres-
ent in all social arrangements. Power may be expressed in four
modalities—individual power, the power of one person over an-
other, tactical power, and structural power. Wolf was most inter-
ested in structural power, particularly in its double-edged
prospects: the control of resources and its construction of sym-
bolic meaning. These relationships are not static, nor are all sym-
bolic domains equally implicated in power. Sorting through
those relationships illuminates and, hopefully, explains central
domains of human existence.

In this work, Wolf influenced a number of anthropological
endeavors. First, Wolf extends the Marxist concepts of modes of
production by adding the elements of human agency and his-
torical contingency. For example, the class between kin-ordered
and capitalist societies was not just an impersonal collision be-
tween modes of production but was animated by individuals:
chiefs who sought external sources of wealth, plantation owners
demanding cheap labor, and so on. Second, Wolf contributed to
studies of globalization and core-periphery studies, somewhat
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parallel to the “world-systems” theory outlined by Wallerstein
(1974, 1979, 1984), linking local realities to national and interna-
tional systems of power and economy. But for anthropological
theory, Wolf’s central contribution was his critique of the con-
cept of culture.

Wolf’s friend and colleague, the anthropologist Aram Yen-
goyan, notes the twin sources of Wolf’s critique of culture. “One
was his early concern about the presumed bounded quality of
culture and the insistence on the homogeneity of this bounded-
ness,” a central notion of American cultural anthropology exem-
plified by Boas, Benedict, and others, “couched in terms of
coherent entities, each expressing its own particular world view”
(Yengoyan 2001:xiii). The second stemmed from Wolf’s keen
recognition that this romantic view of culture, that there were dis-
tinctive peoples with shared corporate spirits, was itself a histor-
ical artifact—an ideological rationale for emerging nation-states
who justified themselves as the expression of a people’s will,
spirit, Geist. In that sense, Wolf would argue, the very concept of
culture was born in the struggle for power.
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25

Marshall Sahlins
Culture Matters

X

The theoretical contributions by Marshall Sahlins resist neat
summary. His writings and ideas explore diverse fields of an-
thropological inquiry, such as the political economies of tradi-
tional non-Western societies (1959, 1963, 1972), the historical
ethnography of Oceania (1981, 1992, 2004), broader issues re-
garding historical ethnography (1993, 2004), and the often im-
plicit connections between anthropological models and the
assumptions of Western intellectual traditions (1972:xiii–xiv,
1996:395–407). Not only has Sahlins approached quite different
topics, but he has done so from varying theoretical stances.

Sahlins’s early research was molded by the evolutionary
perspective of Leslie White (e.g., Sahlins 1959, 1960). In his in-
fluential works on economic anthropology (Sahlins 1968, 1972),
Sahlins argued that economic behavior was enmeshed in the
other domains of social life rather than governed by universal
formalist “laws” (for a similar point, see Mauss, pp. 127–30). For
example, in the essay “The Original Affluent Society,” he ar-
gued that hunting and gathering societies, rather than being
doomed to wander endlessly in a desperate scramble to elude
starvation, in fact were “affluent” because their material needs
were satisfied, not by producing much but by desiring little and
“enjoying an unparalleled material plenty—with a low stan-
dard of living” (1972:1–2). Although ecological limits might ex-
ist, “culture would negate them, so that at once the system
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shows the impress of natural condition and the originality of a
social response” (Sahlins 1972:33).

By the early 1970s Sahlins explicitly rejected utilitarian theo-
ries of culture, including the materialist theories he previously
employed (e.g., 1961). Arguing that utility theories “are natura-
listic or ecological,” such that culture is seen as driven by the
need to either preserve the human species or maintain the social
order, Sahlins insisted that anthropologists should “no longer be
content with the idea that custom is merely fetishized utility”
(1976a:viii, x). Utilitarian theories—such as Malinowski’s theory
of needs (pp. 139–42) or White’s theory of cultural evolution (pp.
181–87)—inevitably failed to recognize that

The unity of the cultural order is constituted by . . . meaning.
And it is this meaningful system that defines all functionality;
that is, according to the particular structure and finalities of the
cultural order. It follows that no functional explanation is ever
sufficient by itself; for functional value is always relative to the
given cultural scheme. (Sahlins 1976a:206)

The single discernible “constant” that runs through Sahlins’s
work is his insistence on the importance of culture for under-
standing human experience. For example, addressing the “intu-
ition of culture as dependent on biological nature” (1996:401),
Sahlins argues,

If anything, it is the other way round: human nature as we
know it has been determined by culture. As Geertz observes,
the supposed temporal precedence of human biology relative
to culture is incorrect. On the contrary, culture antedates
anatomically modern man (H. sapiens) by something like two
million years or more. Culture was not simply added on to an
already completed human nature; it was decisively involved in
the constitution of the species, as the salient selective condi-
tion. The human body is a cultural body, which also means that
the mind is a cultural mind. The great selective pressure in ho-
minid evolution has been the necessity to organize somatic dis-
positions by symbolic means. (1996:403)

In short, Sahlins argues, culture matters.
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Background

Born in Chicago in 1930, Sahlins attended the University of
Michigan, where he studied under Leslie White and received his
B.A. and M.A. degrees; he received his Ph.D. from Columbia
University in 1954. Sahlins’s dissertation examined historical
patterns of social stratification in Polynesia (Sahlins 1959). His
subsequent ethnographic fieldwork focused on Fiji, where
Sahlins conducted a twelve-month project in 1954–1955, fol-
lowed by a half-dozen shorter field studies in New Guinea and
Fiji over the next thirty years. Most of Sahlins’s research has been
based on extensive studies of historical sources rather than on
ethnographic fieldwork. Initially he relied on other anthropolo-
gists’ ethnographies as the basis for his comparative studies
(Sahlins 1959), but he progressively incorporated archival mate-
rials and firsthand accounts of traditional culture in Oceania
(e.g., 1992), a shift in emphasis with theoretical consequences
discussed below.

After teaching as a lecturer at Columbia, Sahlins returned to
the University of Michigan as an assistant professor in 1957 and
advanced to the rank of full professor in 1964. Sahlins was also
politically active, co-organizing the 1965 National Teach-In
against the Vietnam War (Sahlins 2000:205–268). Sahlins taught
at Michigan until 1973 when he joined the faculty at the Univer-
sity of Chicago. Sahlins has been a visiting professor at universi-
ties in the United States, France, Australia, Japan, and China. In
the course of a distinguished scholarly career, Sahlins has re-
ceived numerous honors and prizes, including honorary doctor-
ates from universities in Europe, Brazil, and the United States.
The recipient of grants from the National Science Foundation,
the Guggenheim Foundation, and the National Endowment for
the Humanities, Sahlins is a member of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences, the National Academy of Sciences, and the
British Academy. In 1983 he was named to an endowed profes-
sorship at Chicago, and he retired from the University of
Chicago in 1997 where he is professor emeritus. In 2002 he co-
founded Prickly Paradigm Press, a Web-based publisher of
short, provocative works in the social sciences, where Sahlins
serves as executive publisher (see www.prickly-paradigm.com).
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Politics and Economy in 
Traditional Societies of the Pacific

Sahlins’s early writings were concerned with the political
economies of traditional Pacific Islanders’ societies. His 1954 dis-
sertation, published as Social Stratification in Polynesia (1959), was
a comparative study designed “to relate differences in an aspect
of the social systems of aboriginal Polynesia—stratification—to
differences in the adaptation of the cultures to their environ-
ment” (Sahlins 1959:ix). Contrasting ethnographic cases from
Hawaii to Samoa, Sahlins argued that there was a positive cor-
relation between a society’s degree of stratification (a ranking
based on the number of status levels, chiefly prerogatives, and
control over resources) and its level of productivity (as indicated
by the ability to produce food surpluses measured by the num-
ber of people participating in a network of food exchange)
(1959:9–12, 107–110). Sahlins’s (1959:247) conclusion that a cul-
ture’s basic adaptation (environment and technology) shapes its
social organization and ideological tenets could have been writ-
ten by Leslie White (see pp. 182–83).

In one of his most frequently cited articles, “Poor Man, Rich
Man, Big-Man, Chief: Political Types in Melanesia and Polyne-
sia,” Sahlins broadened his comparative reach and narrowed his
focus. He compared the social and political contexts of two
broadly practiced approaches to leadership among Pacific Is-
landers, those of Melanesian “big men” versus Polynesian
chiefs. The Melanesian big man’s political position is achieved
and based on personal power, “the outcome of a series of acts
which elevate a person among the common herd and attract
about him a coterie of loyal, lesser men” (Sahlins 1963:289). A big
man’s position is “a creation of followership” acquired by
demonstrating that the man “possesses the kind of skills that
command respect—magical powers, gardening prowess, mas-
tery of oratorical style, perhaps bravery in war and feud”
(Sahlins 1963:290–291), which is continuously constructed
through renown-building—sponsoring feasts and ceremonies,
distributing gifts in elaborate displays—actions that construct a
loyal faction of supporters. Through such actions, the big man
acquires a “fund of power” (Sahlins 1963:292).
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In contrast, chiefs in traditional kingdoms of Tahiti and
Hawaii do not acquire power; power is inherent in the position
to which an individual succeeds. “Power resided in the office; it
was not made by the demonstration of personal superioity”
(Sahlins 1963:295). Chiefs derived their authority from the office
they inherited; “the qualities of command that had to reside in
men in Melanesia, that had to be personally demonstrated in or-
der to attract loyal followers, were in Polynesia socially assigned
to office and rank” (Sahlins 1963:295).

Such different political types are rooted in other variations
between Melanesia and Polynesia (Sahlins 1963:285–288). Politi-
cal units in Melanesia have smaller territories and populations
than in Polynesia. In Polynesia, “the political geometry is py-
ramidal,” so that the populations of villages and hamlets are in-
tegrated as subunits of a larger political body. Thus a Polynesian
chiefdom consists of “a pyramid of higher and lower chiefs
holding sway over larger and smaller sections of the polity” that
encompass an entire island or archipelago (Sahlins 1963:294). In
contrast, Melanesian polities are “segmental” with each village
or cluster of hamlets a self-governing entity equal in its political
status (Sahlins 1963:287). Sahlins argues that big-men polities
have an internal, self-regulating feature that inhibits their devel-
opment: as big-men polities become larger, there are increased
demands on followers to provide resources, discontent in-
evitably arises, and the big man’s support evaporates. Thus, ef-
forts to expand big-man political systems usually lead to their
fragmentation and collapse. “Developing internal constraints,
the Melanesian big-man political order brakes evolutionary ad-
vance at a certain level. It sets ceilings on the intensification of
political authority, on the intensification of household produc-
tion by political means, and on the diversion of household out-
puts in support of political organization” (Sahlins 1963:294). For
these reasons, “Melanesian big-men and Polynesian chiefs not
only reflect different varieties and levels of political evolution,
they display in different degrees the capacity to generate and
sustain political progress” (Sahlins 1963:300).

In Stone Age Economics (1972), Sahlins explores other cases in
which cultural patterns shape or limit various dimensions of
“progress,” whether expressed in the acquisition of political
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power or of additional wealth. Much as big-men polities face in-
ternal limits to their capacity to gain additional power, in soci-
eties where the economy is organized by domestic groups and
kinship relations—or “the domestic mode of production”
(Sahlins 1972:41, 74–86)—households have an internal “anti-
surplus” principle in which once the household’s needs are met,
there is no incentive to produce more. These households would
produce much less than they could: “Labor power is underused,
technological means are not fully engaged, natural resources are
left untapped” (Sahlins 1972:41). In such households, Sahlins
writes,

domestic control becomes an impediment to the development
of the productive means. . . . Kinship, chieftainship, even the
ritual order, whatever else they may be, appear in the primitive
societies as economic forces. The grand strategy of economic
intensification enlists social structures beyond the family and
cultural superstructures beyond the productive practice. In the
event, the final material product of this hierarchy of contradic-
tions, if still below the technological capacity, is above the do-
mestic propensity. (1972:101–102)

If more complex political economies like Polynesian chief-
doms are to develop, then “everything depends on the political
negation of the centrifugal tendency to which the [domestic
mode of production] is naturally inclined” (Sahlins 1972:131).

Stone Age Economics received a generally positive critical re-
sponse and was lauded as “outstanding and enjoyable” (Stirling
1975:327), “a major contribution to economic anthropology”
(Neale 1973:372), and “the most valuable single contribution to
the theory of economic anthropology in the last ten years” (Dal-
ton 1972:312). Critics scolded Sahlins for being overly or insuffi-
ciently Marxist in his approach (Neale 1973:373; O’Laughlin
1974:1326–1364)—what Scott Cook referred to as “a flirtation
with materialism a la Marx in areas where a marriage seems
more appropriate” (1974:358). Scott Cook’s (1974) review essay
is a substantial critique of Stone Age Economics, which argues that
Sahlins did not present theoretical propositions rooted in mate-
rialism. As Cook points out, the important structures in Sahlins’s
analysis are not located in the “material conditions of existence”
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(see p. 204), whether he is discussing the limited desires of
hunter-gatherers, the internal limits of big-man polities, or the
centrifugal tendency of the domestic mode of production. All
these structures are outside the realm of infrastructure, and thus
Sahlins’s position “stands in direct opposition to the Marxist
view” (Cook 1974:370). Cook raises a final criticism: “What are
Sahlins’ ‘social relations,’ ‘institutions,’ ‘social structures,’ ‘line-
age orders’ or ‘socio-cultural systems’ apart from concrete hu-
man behavior in empirically specifiable situations? At no point
in Stone Age Economics has he defined the exact nature of these
implicit forms” (1974:377).

Rephrasing this criticism, what are “structures” in a culture?
Institutions like “matrilateral cross-cousin marriage” or “recip-
rocal meat exchange” or “the potlatch” do not just float about in
the atmosphere; they only exist in individual humans’ actions in
a given historical moment. Further, what is the role of the indi-
vidual, the social actor who maneuvers among such social struc-
tures, manipulates or avoids them, accepts or changes them?
How did big men ever become chiefs?

At this point, we encounter the complex issues of structure,
history, and agency, which become central to Sahlins’s writings,
as well as the ideas of Wolf, Ortner, Bourdieu, and others (see pp.
292–94). Sahlins’s evolving theoretical position correlates with
his more intensive historical ethnography. As his research in-
volved deeper readings of historical sources (native documents,
the accounts or mariners and missionaries, and the archives of
the Kingdom of Hawaii), Sahlins became more interested in un-
derstanding the theoretical implications of specific historical
moments, attempting, as later noted, “to ‘ground truth’ as it
were, big issues of the relations between cultural order and tem-
poral change: relations between structure and event, between
agency and society, and, most generally, between the anthropo-
logical and historical disciplines” (Sahlins 2000:271).

For example, in Anahulu: The Anthropology of History in the
Kingdom of Hawaii, Sahlins discusses the ways in which an an-
thropology of history illuminates how, “In distinctively Hawai-
ian ways, the organization of the kingdom and then of the valley
transmitted the historical forces emanating from the larger
world,” such as the expansion of European and North American
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empires and economies (1992:2). Yet, those outside forces were
not reflected in Hawaii in a “simple or direct way” because “the
historical forces and influences are played out through the par-
ticular persons”—foreign and Hawaiian—“authorized to repre-
sent them.” The changes in politics and economies that Sahlins
describes “unfold in the specific forms of an Hawaiian cultural
order” (1992:2).

History and Structure

Sahlins’s essential theoretical position is that historical processes
and individual actions intersect in a world of symbolic systems
that anthropologists call culture. It is impossible to segregate the
flow of human existence from the cultural realm. Human actions
cannot be reduced to utilitarian principles because the utility of
any human actions is calculated in terms of cultural systems.
Sahlins asserts that

the distinctive quality of man [is] not that he must live in a ma-
terial world, circumstance he shares with all organisms, but
that he does so according to a meaningful scheme of his own
devising, in which capacity mankind is unique. It therefore
takes as the decisive quality of culture . . . not that this culture
must conform to material constraints but that it does so ac-
cording to a definite symbolic scheme which is never the only
one possible. Hence it is culture which constitutes utility.
(1976a:viii)

Thus, in his criticism of E. O. Wilson’s Sociobiology: The New
Synthesis (1975), Sahlins rejects the idea that human behaviors—
such as aggression or mating patterns—are the evolved conse-
quences of natural selection that impart adaptive advantage. In
an extended discussion of kin selection, Sahlins argues that
while “systems of kinship and concepts of heredity in human so-
cieties, though they never conform to biological coefficients of
relationship, are true models of and for social action” (1976b:25),
in human societies, “kinship is a unique characteristic of human
societies, distinguishable precisely by its freedom from natural
relationships (1976b:58). Culture, Sahlins insists, “is the indis-
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pensible condition of this system of human organization and re-
production. . . . Human society is cultural, unique in virtue of its
construction by symbolic means” (1976b:61).

This does not imply that those symbolic structures are un-
changing or that the individual actor simply implements prefab-
ricated, culturally defined behaviors like a computer executing a
program. Rather, Sahlins argues,

History is culturally ordered, differently so in different soci-
eties, according to meaningful schemes of things. The converse
is also true: cultural schemes are historically ordered, since to
a greater or lesser extent the meanings are revalued as they are
practically enacted. The synthesis of these contraries unfolds in
the creative action of the historic subjects, the people con-
cerned. For on the one hand, people organize their projects and
give significance to their objects from the existing understand-
ings of the cultural order. . . . On the other hand, then, as the
contingent circumstances of action need not conform to the
significance some group might assign them, people are known
to creatively reconsider their conventional schemes. And to
that extent, culture is historically altered in action. (1985:vii)

A recent example from American social history illustrates
Sahlins’s point. On August 18, 2002, the New York Times altered
its policy and allowed gay unions to be publicized on what had
been called the “Wedding” pages. This decision followed the
state of Vermont’s recognition of civil unions, a New York Times
editorial in favor of recognizing same-sex unions, and discus-
sions between the Times’ top management and representatives of
the Gay and Lesbian Alliance against Defamation (GLAAD) and
National Lesbian and Gay Journalists Association. The decision
required some editorial changes: the section was retitled “Wed-
dings/Celebrations,” and in same-sex unions the individuals
had to be identified in the accompanying photo captions (“Mr.
Brown (left) is a securities broker, while Mr. Jones (right) is a pro-
ducer of off-Broadway plays”), but these changes were minor.
Interestingly, this new example of American culture simultane-
ously reflected historical processes (changes in American atti-
tudes about homosexuality), the change and continuity of
structural forms (the new unions were recognized according to a
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symbolic code based on analogous heterosexual weddings), and
those historical processes and structural forms were enacted by
human actors—the newspaper management, the representatives
of gays and lesbians, and the couples who sent in their an-
nouncements.

Sahlins argues that “although in theory structure is sup-
posed to be a concept antithetical to history and agency, in prac-
tice it is what gives historical substance to a people’s culture and
independent grounds to their action. Without cultural order
there is neither history nor agency” (1999:412). Of course, this
does not mean that culture is static:

The relationships generated in practical action, although moti-
vated by the traditional self-conceptions of the actors, may in
fact functionally revalue those conceptions. Nothing guaran-
tees that the situations encountered in practice will stereotypi-
cally follow from the cultural categories by which the
circumstances are interpreted and acted upon. Practice, rather,
has its own dynamics—a “structure of the conjuncture”—
which meaningfully defines the persons and the objects that
are parties to it. And these contextual values, if unlike the def-
initions culturally presupposed, have the capacity then of
working back on the conventional values. Entailing unprece-
dented relations between the acting subjects, mutually and by
relation to objects, practice entails unprecedented objectifica-
tion of categories. (Sahlins 1981:35)

Sahlins’s theoretical concerns are firmly rooted in the histor-
ical ethnography of Oceania. For example when Native Hawai-
ians initially interacted with Europeans, they did so in reference
to traditional customary relationships that in precontact settings
would serve to reproduce cultural patterns. Thus, when Hawai-
ians first gave gifts of small pigs and banana plants to Captain
Cook, those objects were presented as offerings to deities
(Sahlins 1981:37–38). In time, however, such offerings were re-
considered as transactions between native chiefs and ship offi-
cers and quickly developed into a form of trade. Echoing Marcel
Mauss—and his own writings in Stone Age Economics—Sahlins
writes, “Trade does not imply the same solidarities or obliga-
tions” as offerings to divinities; rather, “trade differentiates the
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parties to it, defines them in terms of separate and opposed, if
also complementary, interests” (1981:38). In the process, the rela-
tionships between people and the objects they exchange are re-
assessed and recalculated, resulting in “novel relations to each
other” produced in the interplay of structure and practice
(Sahlins 1981:52):

The engagement of different categories of Hawaiian society—
women, men and chiefs—to the foreigners . . . was tradition-
ally motivated: the interests they severally displayed in the
European shipping followed from their customary relation-
ships to each other and to the world as Hawaiians conceived it.
In this sense, Hawaiian culture would reproduce itself as his-
tory. Its tendency was to encompass the advent of Europeans
within the system as constituted, thus to integrate circum-
stance as structure and make of the event a version of itself. For
again the pragmatics had its own dynamics: relationships that
defeated both intention and convention. The complex of ex-
changes that developed between Hawaiians and Europeans,
the structure of the conjuncture, brought the former into un-
characteristic conditions of internal conflict and contradiction.
Their [i.e., Hawaiian men, women, and chiefs] differential con-
nections with Europeans thereby endowed their own relation-
ships to each other with novel functional content. This is
structural transformation. The values acquired in practice re-
turn to structure as new relationships between its categories.
(Sahlins 1981:50)

These theoretical concerns run through Sahlins’s writings of
the past thirty years—distinct from his earliest writings but recur-
rent in his work since at least the early 1970s. And Sahlins’s posi-
tion is exemplified in his writings on the death of Captain Cook.

Killing Captain Cook

On January 17, 1779, Captain James Cook sailed into Kealakekua
Bay on the west coast of the Big Island of Hawaii. His ships, the
Resolution and the Discovery, anchored among hundreds of ca-
noes filled with thousands of singing and rejoicing Hawaiians.
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Cook was rowed to shore, where he was met by native priests
who wrapped him in fine red tapa cloth and led him to a temple,
passing among kneeling throngs of Hawaiians who called out
that Cook was the returning god Lono. Feted and honored as a
deity, Cook remained in Hawaii for a month as his expedition re-
ceived gifts of fresh foods and the sexual attentions of local
women. After hoisting anchor, Cook set sail, but the foremast on
the Resolution broke and forced him to return to Kealakekua Bay
for repairs on February 11. Cook’s return was completely differ-
ent from the initial arrival: the bay was empty, the locals stole and
pilfered from the British vessels, and relations between natives
and navigators deteriorated. When the Discovery’s cutter was
stolen during the night of February 13, Cook resolved to capture
the king and hold him hostage until the boat was returned. Ac-
companied by a small force of marines, Cook took the king,
Kalaniopu’u, hostage and returned to the shore amid an increas-
ingly threatening mob. After firing at a chief brandishing an iron
dagger (which, ironically, was an earlier gift from the British),
Cook was stabbed to death, his body trampled and broken by the
mob. The surviving British seamen thrashed through the waves
to their boats and gained the safety of their ships. Two days later
parts of Cook’s body were returned to the Resolution by two
priests who asked the remaining mariners when Lono would re-
turn (for sources, see Beaglehole 1967, 1974; Sahlins 1981, 1985,
1995; cf. Obeyesekere 1997).

Sahlins analyzed the fate of Captain Cook as an example of
how a culture’s structures—in this specific case, the Hawaiian
notion of the return of Lono—set cultural limits on individuals’
actions. The apotheosis and death of Cook exemplifies how “cul-
ture may set conditions to the historical process, but it is dis-
solved and reformulated in material practice, so that history
becomes the realization, in the form of society, of the actual re-
sources people put into play” (Sahlins 1981:7).

During the passage inland to find the king [Kalaniopu’u],
thence seaward with his royal hostage, Cook is metamor-
phosed from a being of veneration to an object of hostility.
When he came ashore, the common people as usual dispersed
before him and prostrated, face to the earth; but in the end he
was himself precipitated face down in the water by a chief’s
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weapon, an iron trade dagger, to be rushed upon by a mob ex-
ulting over him. . . . In the final ritual inversion, . . . Cook’s
body would be offered in sacrifice to the Hawaiian king.
(Sahlins 1985:106)

Cook’s death was not just the unfortunate killing of a British
navigator; it was

Death of Cook: death of Lono. The event was absolutely
unique, and it was repeated every year. For the event (any
event) unfolds simultaneously on two levels: as individual ac-
tion and as collective representation; or, better, as the relation
between certain life histories and a history that is, over and
above these, the existence of societies. . . . Hence on the one
hand, historical contingency and the particularities of individ-
ual action; and on the other hand, those recurrent dimensions
of the event in which we recognize some cultural order.
(Sahlins 1985:108)

To oversimplify, given the Hawaiian myth of the return of
Lono and the confrontation between Lono (Cook) and the king
(Kalaniopu’u) in which the king is triumphant, the divine ap-
pearance and inevitable death of Captain Cook make sense as a
historically contingent event (what if Cook had not returned?)
that is only comprehensible in terms of another culture’s sets of
meanings, “a situational set of relations, crystallized from the
operative cultural categories and actors’ interests” (Sahlins
1985:125).

But is Sahlins’s interpretation correct? In 1992 the anthropol-
ogist Gananath Obeyesekere (1992, 1997) published a critical re-
sponse, The Apotheosis of Captain Cook: European Mythmaking in
the Pacific. Obeyesekere’s criticism touched off one of the more
spirited debates in recent anthropology (for an overview of the
controversy, see Borofsky 1997). Obeyesekere’s central point is
that the Hawaiians never considered Cook to be divine; rather,
the British navigators who recorded the 1779 events imposed
their own Western European structures onto the encounter with
native peoples:

I question this “fact” which I show was created in the European
imagination of the eighteenth century and after and was based
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on antecedent “myth models” pertaining to the redoubtable ex-
plorer cum civilizer who is a god to the “natives.” To put it
bluntly, I doubt that the natives created their European god; the
Europeans created him for them. (Obeyesekere 1997:3)

The debate between Sahlins, Obeyesekere, and their respec-
tive proponents flared across the pages of reviews and journals.
Sahlins’s How “Natives” Think: About Captain Cook, For Example
(1995), is a book-length salvo that is by turns detailed and schol-
arly, witty and wicked. Obeyesekere responded with a counter-
volley in the second edition of The Apotheosis of Captain Cook,
which included a new essay, “On De-Sahlinization.” At times the
controversy descended to parody and personal attack, but a
nested set of central issues emerged from the acrimonious swirl.
First, did the Hawaiians think Cook was Lono or rather a high-
status chief? Second, is the idea that foreign “discoverers” were
gods a Hawaiian structure or a European myth-model? Third,
how can an anthropologist presume to speak for the individuals
of another culture; how can the cultural categories of another so-
ciety be defined by any outsider?

The first issue is simultaneously empirical and theoretical.
Sahlins musters a commanding array of primary sources, princi-
pally but not exclusively European narratives, and deploys mul-
tiple accounts to arrive at a series of inferences. By his own
admission, Obeyesekere is not a specialist in Polynesian history
and ethnography (1997:xvii). Yet, Obeyesekere claims, simply
amassing more and more “evidence” does not prove Sahlins’s
interpretation, because the underlying motives of the accounts
are never exposed, analyzed, and deconstructed. It makes no dif-
ference how many British navigators said Cook was considered
divine because those accounts contain hidden agendas.

The not-so-hidden agenda in this case, according to Obeye-
sekere, was a justification of Western imperialism. Cook was the
fatal beneficiary of the myth-model that European conquerors
were viewed as divine beings by the peoples they subjugated,
natives who acquiesced to the natural superiority of their con-
querors. The flaw in Sahlins’s argument, according to Obeye-
sekere, is that Sahlins uncritically accepted the British accounts:
“There is not a single instance of his questioning the agendas, motiva-
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tions, or social contexts underlying the writing of these texts” (Obeye-
sekere 1997:201, emphasis in the original). Obeyesekere claims
that “Sahlins simply ignores the complicated nature of text writ-
ing by missionaries and navigators . . . as he holds imper-
turbably to the position that these texts accurately describe
Hawaiian culture and voices” (1997:200).

Obeyesekere is incorrect. For example, Sahlins writes,

Many of the main authorities are also significant actors in the
events they relate, in one way or another authorized to repre-
sent the structures in play. . . . But at least as important as the
supposed “biases” introduced by the particular interests of the
journalists [i.e., authors of the sources] is the fact that their in-
terests and biases are constitutive of what they are talking
about. As much as the texts are “distortions” of “reality,” they
represent the organization of it. (1992:4)

This is a significant, subtle point. Obeyesekere argues that
the historical accounts are necessarily biased by Western myth-
models, biases that his non-Western upbringing in Sri Lanka
equipped him to discern (e.g., 1997:8–9, 21–22, 223–224).
Obeyesekere insists that the European sources tell us little
about the native point of view, and—to add another layer to the
controversy—that Sahlins’s use of those sources embodies his
own biases—personal, intellectual, and cultural—which result
from being a member of a dominating Western society (Obeye-
sekere 1997:220–225, 248–249).

In contrast, Sahlins argues that the “biases” of the accounts
are really reflections of the “values” of the encounter, mirroring
the worldviews and prejudices of the participants. If the account
of Cook being viewed as a god were merely the projection of
Western myth-models, then why did it only occur in Hawaii and
not in Tahiti or British Columbia or any other place where the ex-
pedition interacted with native peoples? As to the biased
sources, Sahlins’s position is that

the discussion of sources is not meant to be a testimony to the
persistent faith that by describing the class status or some evi-
dent reason for the “bias” we will be able to make the appro-
priate compensations and thus arrive at “the facts.” On the
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other hand, neither is our criticism offered in the postmod-
ernist hope of attaining an ineffable lightness of historio-
graphic being, a liberating sensation of the impossibility of
knowing anything coherent and the futility of worrying about
it. For an ethnographic history, the so-called distortions of first-
hand observers and participants are more usefully taken as val-
ues than as errors. They represent the cultural forces in play.
Insofar as the principal authorities are also significant actors,
the ways they constructed Hawaii were precisely the ways by
which Hawaii was constructed. (1992:14)

In such dynamic encounters, cultural structures and histori-
cal processes and contingencies are engaged through human ac-
tions. The death of Captain Cook exemplified this process, but so
too, ironically, does the debate between Sahlins and Obeye-
sekere. Writing of the fatal visit of Cook and its aftermath,
Sahlins concludes that

there is something more to this tempest in a South Pacific
teapot than a possible theory of history. There is a criticism of
basic Western distinctions by which culture is usually thought,
such as the supposed opposition between history and struc-
ture or stability or change. . . . Yet this brief Hawaiian example
suggests there is no phenomenal ground—let alone any
heuristic advantage—for considering history and structure as
exclusive alternatives. Hawaiian history is throughout
grounded in structure, the systematic ordering of contingent
circumstances, even as the Hawaiian structure proved itself
historical. (1985:143–144)

As to Obeyesekere’s other claim that Sahlins’s ethnographic
history is necessarily biased, inevitably a product of unequal
power relationships of (mostly) Western ethnographers who
presume to “speak for” their (mostly) non-Western subjects,
Sahlins’s response is two-pronged. First, this criticism rests on
the notion that “the unequal power relationships between an-
thropologists and their interlocutors” makes cross-cultural un-
derstanding impossible, which is itself a presumption of power:

To say that such a history cannot be done, that a priori we can
only succeed in constructing others in our own image, would,
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however, be an ultimate assumption of power. It would take
divine omniscience thus to know in advance the limits of what
we can understand about humanity. (Sahlins 1997:276)

Second, this criticism ignores the possibility of exchange, of in-
tersubjective discourse: “Anthropology is an attempt to tran-
scend the customary parochial limits of such discourse” (Sahlins
1997:276), and “anthropology struggles to go beyond its mem-
bership in a particular society by virtue of its relationship to oth-
ers” (Sahlins 1997:273).

All this is an argument for what postmodern anthropology has
made us allergic to: ethnographic authority, the so-called con-
struction of the other. A better phrasing would be construing the
other. And whether ethnographic authority in this sense turns
into Orientalism or some such imperialist conceit depends on
how it is achieved rather than whether it is attempted. There is
no choice here. The attempt is a necessity: Either anthropology
or the Tower of Babel. (Sahlins 1997:273)

Conclusion

Sahlins’s most recent works extend and develop his ideas on his-
tory, structure, and agency. Sahlins’s book Apologies to Thucy-
dides: Understanding History and Culture and Vice Versa (2004)
contains three topically separate studies: (1) an extended and
fascinating comparison of the Peloponnesian War (431–404 BC)
between Sparta and Athens and the bloody conflicts between
two Fijian kingdoms, Rewa and Bau, between 1843 and 1855; (2)
issues of culture and agency in history as reflected in the 1951
pennant victory of the New York Giants over the Brooklyn
Dodgers and the 1999–2000 controversy over the young Cuban
boy, Elián González, who survived a deadly voyage to Florida
only to become embroiled in a religio-political conflict between
the Cuban exile community in Florida and Cuban government;
and (3) the events and consequences of an 1845 assassination
among rival half brothers of a chiefly lineage in Fiji, a political
murder that embodies all the issues of cultural structures and
historical contingencies (“the indeterminacy involved in who
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would wind up killing whom—while also endowing it with 
determinate historical effects”) that integrate the collective and
the personal (Sahlins 2004:220). The book is a bravura example
of Sahlins’s work: deeply detailed, witty throughout, moving
deftly from the specific case to broader theoretical issues that in-
form his theoretical perspective:

Cultural totalities are also historical particularities: so many
distinctive schemes of values and relationships that variously
empower certain subjects, individual or collective, as history-
makers and give their acts special motivation and effect. Who
or what is a historical actor, what is a historical act and what
will be its historical consequences: these are determinations of
a cultural order, and differently determined in different orders.
No history, then, without culture. And vice versa, insofar as in
the event, the culture is neither what it was before nor what it
could have been. (2004:292)
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Postscript
Current Controversies

In 2002 Clifford Geertz observed that the world was character-
ized by “the simultaneous increase in cosmopolitanism and
parochialism” in which, in the aftermath of the polarities of the
Cold War, the broad reaches of a globe interconnected by the In-
ternet, the flow of capital, and multinational companies con-
trasted with “intensely parochial provincialisms”—such as
Afghan tribes, the struggles of Chechen or Kurdish or Basque
separatists, or turf battles between African American, Latino,
and Salvadoran gangs in south central Los Angeles (Geertz
2002:13–14). While it may seem paradoxical that humanity is si-
multaneously becoming more fragmented and more intercon-
nected, Geertz suggested that this is actually “a single, deeply
interconnected phenomenon” (2002:13). In turn, this tendency
requires anthropologists to rethink basic ideas about concepts
such as nation, society, and culture—ideas that imply units that
may no longer exist.

Not surprisingly, the discipline of anthropology is experi-
encing a similar sense of fission. Geertz writes,

Things are thus not, or at least in my view they are not, com-
ing progressively together as the discipline moves raggedly
on. And this, too, reflects the direction, if it can be called a di-
rection, in which the wider world is moving: toward fragmen-
tation, dispersion, pluralism, disassembly, multi-, multi-,
multi-. Anthropologists are going to have to work under con-
ditions even less orderly, shapely, and predictable, and even
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less susceptible of moral and ideological reduction and politi-
cal quick fixes, than those I have worked under. (2002:14)

The American Anthropological Association (AAA) is the
largest professional organization of anthropologists with more
than ten thousand members. The American Anthropological As-
sociation’s mission statement defines anthropology as “the sci-
ence that studies humankind in all its aspects, through
archaeological, biological, ethnological and linguistic research”—
a definition that probably seemed more solid in 1903 when it was
first published than it does today.

Some of the changes within anthropology are indicated by
the topics of symposia and paper sessions at the annual AAA
meetings. For example, in November 1988, among the more than
370 sessions, there were symposia on “Paleolithic Europe,”
“Gender Representation in Mexico and the Andes,” “Current
Research in Orang Al (Malay Aboriginal) Studies,” “Reconcep-
tualizing Carnival,” “Hunter-Gatherers and Early Villages,”
“Guatemalan Indian Identity in Transition,” “Primate Biology
and Behavior,” “Cultural Dimensions in North American Soci-
ety,” “Post-Transitional Iberia,” “Visions in the Sky: Studies in
North American Ethnoastronomy,” “Reconsidering African Kin-
ship,” and “Cognition and Ideology in European Culture.” The
majority of these sessions combine an analytical theme—such as
kinship, gender, or identity, among others—with a region: North
America, Africa, Iberia, and so on. The implication is that these
individual themes are illuminated by cases drawn from a speci-
fied region, not a “culture area” per se but a geographic unit
within which comparisons are relevant.

Nearly twenty years later the situation has changed. At the
2007 meetings there were 534 sessions, an increase of 44 percent
over the 1988 conference. The session titles indicate other
changes, with symposia about “Pathways to Justice: Exploring
the Global Justice Movement, Archaeology and Anthropology,”
“The Application of Biological Anthropology: Addressing Social
and Health Inequalities in an Increasingly Complex World,”
“Rethinking America: The Imperial Homeland in the 21st Cen-
tury,” “Anthropology, Environmentalism and Justice: Exploring
Interconnections,” “Children’s Human Rights in the 21st Cen-
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tury: Challenges and Progress Worldwide,” “Pop Mediation in
Hip Hop and Reggeton: The Role of Everyday Practitioners, the
State and Corporate Media,” and “Queer Belonging, Sexual Cit-
izenship.” Many of these symposia reflect the theme of the 2007
meeting, “Difference, (In)equality, and Justice”; the 1988 AAA
meeting had no explicit theme. By the 2007 AAA meetings, there
were few symposia topics that fit the popular conception of what
anthropologists do. Even more interesting was the way that the
2007 symposia generally avoided the geographical descriptors
that anchored a topic to a specific region or culture area. Rather,
the 2007 topics emphasized the global interconnections or fo-
cused on “memberships” that supersede national or regional
boundaries.

Yet, at the same time there is evidence of global interconnec-
tions, there are indications that the profession of American an-
thropology became more fragmented between 1988 and 2007.
The American Anthropological Association is composed of a
number of constituent units—variously referred as divisions,
sections, or societies (societies are once-separate organizations
that have joined the AAA). In 1998 there were twenty divisions,
sections, and societies within the AAA; in 2008 there were thirty-
six. The proliferation of units reflects two dimensions of distinc-
tion: new units defined by the topics or themes of study and new
units based on the self-identities of the anthropologists. The ma-
jority of the new constituencies were thematic, such as the An-
thropology and Environment Section, the Association for
Feminist Anthropology, the Society for East Asian Anthropology,
the Evolutionary Anthropology Section, the Middle East Section,
or the Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness, among
others. Yet a few of the new constituencies were based on the
identities of the anthropologists themselves; by 2007 the Na-
tional Association of Student Anthropologists and the Associa-
tion for Black Anthropologists (present at the 1988 meetings)
were joined by the Association for Latina and Latino Anthropol-
ogists, the Association of Senior Anthropologists, and Society of
Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists.

Not all anthropologists are members of or participate in the
American Anthropological Association, but it is broadly repre-
sentative of the trends Geertz identified: interconnection and
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fragmentation. First, there are many more anthropologists,
working in diverse applied and academic settings; that their in-
terests have diversified is not surprising. Second, it may be that
anthropology was never a unified field, but its internal fractures
were camouflaged by the discipline’s own self-myths. American
anthropology has enshrined its diversity in the “Four Fields Ap-
proach,” comprised of sociocultural anthropology, biological an-
thropology, archaeology, and linguistics. Various scholars
contend that this is more an ideological construct than an accu-
rate description of intellectual practice. For example, Robert Bo-
rofsky (2002) conducted a thematic analysis of 3,264 articles
published in American Anthropologist between 1899 and 1998,
and he found that a mere 9.5 percent actually drew on more than
a single subfield. Borofsky concluded that the collaborations be-
tween fields have never been significant and that the “Four
Fields Approach” is a disciplinary “myth,” a symbolic scheme
that resolves but does not eliminate anthropology’s central con-
tradiction as a scholarly field: “The contradiction anthropology
lives with is its tendency toward specialization, all the while as-
piring to be an intellectually holistic discipline” (Borofsky
2002:472).

Anthropology is changing in the same way the world is. If
the world is simultaneously becoming more “cosmopolitan and
parochial,” then perhaps we should not be surprised that an-
thropology will reflect those trends, with specific sets of research
becoming intertwined in surprising ways at the same time the
discipline of anthropology is less unitary.

“One of the advantages of anthropology as a scholarly enter-
prise,” Clifford Geertz once noted, “is that no one, including its
practitioners, quite knows what it is” (2000:89). Inevitably, we
fail at the attempt to define anthropology as the study of some
thing—as geology is the study of Earth’s formation processes or
entomology is the study of insects. Rather, anthropology is “a
loose collection of intellectual careers,” Geertz suggested, an “in-
disciplined discipline” that “is a far from stable enterprise”
(1995:98). Geertz referred to the field as

a kind of gathering-of-fugitives consortium whose rationale
has always been as obscure as its rightness has been affirmed.
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The “Four Fields” ideology, proclaimed in addresses and en-
shrined in departments, has held together an uncentered disci-
pline of disparate visions, ill-connected researches, and
improbable allies: a triumph, and a genuine one, of life over
logic. (2000:90)

Lacking a crystal ball, we cannot know the future of these de-
bates, but alternative and integrative positions may be emergent.
For example, the anthropologists discussed in part VI—Fernan-
dez, Bourdieu, Ortner, Wolf, Sahlins—are all variously con-
cerned with the factors that “structure” cultural life—whether
tropes, habitus, key scenarios, modalities of power, or the struc-
ture of conjuncture—and the individual social agent. None of
these anthropologists, who otherwise vary in their theoretical
positions, argue that cultural life is neither the acting out of pre-
ordained patterns nor the unfettered creations of individuals. In
a similar vein, the anthropologist Roy Rappaport wrote,

Two traditions have proceeded in anthropology since its in-
ception. One, objective in its aspirations and inspired by the bi-
ological sciences, seeks explanation and is concerned to
discover causes, or even, in the view of the ambitious, laws.
The other, influenced by philosophy, linguistics, and the hu-
manities and open to more subjectively derived knowledge, at-
tempts interpretation and seeks to elucidate meanings. . . .

Our two traditions have not always lived very easily to-
gether even when, or perhaps especially when, they have co-
habited in the same minds. But any radical separation of the
two is misguided, and not only because meanings are often
causal and causes are often meaningful but because, more fun-
damentally, the relationship between them, in all its difficulty,
tension, and ambiguity, expresses the condition of a species
that lives, and can only live, in terms of meanings it itself must
construct in a world devoid of intrinsic meaning but subject to
natural law. Any adequate anthropology must attempt to com-
prehend the fullness of its subject matter’s condition. (Rappa-
port 1994:154)

Anthropology, thus, is complex and diverse because humans
are complex and diverse. Our theories, inquiries, and data will
reflect that challenging, but fascinating, complexity. An exit from
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the dichotomous science/humanism debate may be represented
by a different kind of anthropology. As Laura Nader writes, “An
anthropology between science and humanism, nature and cul-
ture, the past and the present, Us and Them, and anthropology
and the wider world, forces fuller consideration, a different kind
of breadth, and a different kind of science” (2002: 441).

While we anthropologists follow and attend such debates,
we should remember the importance of anthropological field-
work in shaping our theoretical perspectives. In each of the
twenty-five profiles in this book, there is an example of an an-
thropologist revising her/his theoretical position in light of an-
thropological data. Notably, Clifford Geertz, despite being a
major figure in anthropological theory, wrote, “It has not been
anthropological theory, such as it is, that has made our field
seem to be a massive judgment against absolutism in thought,
morals and esthetic judgment; it has been anthropological data:
customs, crania, living floors, and lexicons” (1984:264).

There is a vital intellectual synergy between theory and data
in anthropology. As we acquire insights into specific moments of
the human experience, we gain basic insights into human na-
ture. A partial list includes

• Race does not account for variations in human behavior.
• Other cultures are not “fossilized” representatives of ear-

lier stages in human evolution.
• There is a complex dialectic between individual and cul-

ture in every society. Individuals are shaped by and shape
the culture they experience.

• Culture is not a thing of “shreds and patches,” but nei-
ther is it a smoothly integrated machine. Different ele-
ments of culture meet the adaptive requisites of human
existence, express the creativity of human actors in their
use of symbols, and reflect the transmitted experiences of
humanity.

• Our knowledge of other peoples is shaped by our own
cultural experience.

• There is nothing simple about understanding another cul-
ture.
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The anthropologist Eric Wolf called anthropology “the most sci-
entific of the humanities, the most humanist of the sciences”
(1964:988). This is a catalyst of our controversy, but also the basis
of our intellectual contributions. As Gregory Reck has written,

Anthropology’s uniqueness and contributions [have] resided,
as always, in its simultaneously comfortable and uneasy loca-
tion between things, between the sciences and the humanities,
between history and literature, between ourselves and the
other, between objectivity and subjectivity, between the con-
crete and the abstract, between the specific and the general.

Living in the cracks between these worlds comes with the
territory. It is our nature and strength. For as long as we are an-
thropologists . . . we will retain the primary goal of under-
standing the human species, realizing that multiple routes lead
to that understanding. (1996:7)

The pursuit of that understanding is reflected in anthropology’s
multifaceted, multidimensional visions of culture.
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